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Steve Harris
Editor
Now in its
13th year, the
Bristol show
has outlasted
countless
other regional
events and
seems to go
from strength
to strength

Bristol Sound &
Vision is open from
10am-5pm on 18-20
February at the
Marriott Hotel,
Lower Castle Street,
Bristol. Entry 4 00
for adults .0.00 for
students and
concessioru,
acccompanied
children under 16
free. Enquiries to
heqD,audio-t.co.uk or
01865 760 844 and
www.
bristokhow.co.uk

.6.

eld in September, The HiFi Show
is the UK's international hi-fi and
home entertainment exhibition,
and it attracts trade attendance from all
over the world. Following last year's
successful move from Heathrow, The HiFi Show 2000 will again be held at the
Novotel, London West: dates are 21-24
September (21/22, trade and press only).
But the first major event in this year's
UK hi-fi calendar is the Bristol Sound &
Vision Show, 18-20 February, organised
by retail groups Audio T and Audio
Excellence. We'll have astand and hope
to see you there.
Some new products promised for Bristol
include: Arcam's metal-fascia FMJ Series;
the Cyrus AV5 [see this month's
competitition]; Denon THX Surround EX
AV amp [ see p61]; the re-formed
Exposure company's £600 CD player and
new integrated amp; other brands
exhibiting include Acoustic Energy, Elac,
HNE, Ixos, Michell, Mission, Myryad,
Naim, NEAT, O'heocha speakers,
Parasound, PMC, Primare, ProAc, Quad,
REL and van den Hul. While Sony shows
SACD, Technics will have the DVD-A
players to be launched ' mid-2000'.

DVD-A AND THE DeCSS SAGA
As reported last month, the launch of
DVD-Audio has been delayed by ' about
six months' while the ' 4C' group comes
up with anew content-encryption system.
The non-launch of DVD-Audio is just
one consequence of the hacking of DVD's
Content Scrambling System (CSS).
Last October, a Norwegian group
whose original aim was to bring video and
DVD playback to the Linux operating
system, developed DeCSS — adecryption
procedure allowing the video content of
all DVDs to be copied from DVD-ROM

drive to hard disk, a process normally
inhibited by CSS. It has been stated that
Norwegian law allows the ' reverse
engineering' exemplified by DeCSS. But
in late December, the New York law film
acting for the DVD Copy Control
Association warned 21 named individuals
and 500 unnamed parties in at least 10
countries, who had made decryption tools
available on their websites, that the DVD
CCA had applied to the Superior Court
of the State of California in Santa Clara
for aTemporary Restraining Order against
them for misappropriation of trade secrets.
In the event, on 29 December, the
Court declined to issue the Order
requested by the DVD CCA. However,
on 14 January, the Motion Picture
Association of America announced that
the major movie companies had filed
injunction complaints in the Southern
District of New York and District of
Connecticut against four defendants (two
in each State) to prevent them from
making the decryption formula available
on their web sites. ' Under federal law,'
said the MPAA, it is illegal for anyone
to traffic in any product that is designed
to render useless encryption devices that
protect copyrighted material. In 1998,
Congress passed and President Clinton
signed the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA) to protect the creators of
copyrighted material from seeing their life's
work stolen by Internet hackers.' As this
goes to press, we await the result of the
New York court hearing, which can only
mark the beginning of atitanic legal battle.
Meanwhile, Nippon Columbia says that
nearly 10,000 existing DVD-Audio discs
will be junked. The launch of DVD-A is
of vital concern to the audio business. But
for the movie giants, sadly, it must be
merely aside issue.

Julian Vereker MBE, 1945-2000
JULIAN VEREKER MBE, founder and
Managing Director of Naim Audio, has
died aged 54. Julian, who passed
away on 14 January, 2000, saw
Salisbury-based Naim Audio grow from
aone-man operation, working alone
from his kitchen table, to become one
of the world's leading designers and
manufacturers of specialist hi-fi equipment.
After leaving school with few qualifications at
16, Julian learned his trade as amotor mechanic
and soon afterwards established himself as one of
the UK's most successful racing car drivers in a
self-built dream machine.
Following his retirement from the racing circuit
at the age of 22, Julian became interested in
recording the live musical performances of friends
in the early 1970s. His research into the best
equipment available at that time led him to
conclude that he could make something better
himself and so built his own amplifier. Anyone
who used the prototype amp at that time
invariably commented that it produced the best
results they had ever heard.
A cottage industry soon took off. After making
and selling amplifiers and mixer desks on an ad
hoc basis for Friends and afew recording studios,

Julian's breakthrough came when he
won acontract to supply Capital Radio
when it launched in 1973.
The money from the Capital contract
allowed Julian to set up Naim Audio in
1974. He moved his business premises
from his kitchen table to a16th century
shop in the centre of Salisbury. Naim
underwent rapid growth and moved again in 1980,
to a46,000sq ft factory in Salisbury, where the
company continues to operate from today.
Naim's range of hi-fi equipment is currently
exported to over 30 countries around the globe,
an achievement that led to Julian being awarded
an MBE in 1995.
Julian continued to direct all of Naim's research
and development work up until his death and
maintained interests in anumber of other
companies, including aUK yacht manufacturer. A
new 30ft yacht, based on Julian's original design, is
currently under construction. The new boat will be
capable of speeds that easily outstrip anything in its
class, areflection of Julian's constant commitment to
achieving the very best in everything he did.
Julian Vereker MBE is survived by his wife Lesley
and his two children, Annabel and Peter.
Afuller appreciation will be published next month.
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Chris Rea

articulate midband' before concluding '
listening through the
Concerto was like listening through
an open window. Music sounds
completely unmanipulated and
utterly clear with asweetness, purity
and asense of presence'.
Jason Kennedy ( HFC 4/97) simply
said 'an admirable design that
achieves its sonic goals and looks
beautiful'.
Sonus Faber's floor-stander is the
Concerto Grand piano—indeed
it has all the physical and musical
presence of aconcert grand. Ken
Kessler ( HFN&RR 5/97) found it
'an odd but delightful blend, a

Like today's finest musical instru-

small speaker's energy and vim w

ments Sonus Faber loudspeakers

alarge speaker's authority'. He

are ablend of the old world crafts-

even dubbed it '
aperfect rock

manship of the musical instrumertt

speaker for the headbanger who

maker with the latest technologies.

want the energy and levels t

Ultimate expression of the Sonus

music demands, minus any roug

Faber philosophy is the fabled

edges'. Which proves that what c

Guarneri Homage, aunique lute-

recreate the sound of aGuarne

shaped speaker with the powerful

can just as well recreate the sound

tonal personality of aGuarneri

of aGibson!

violin. Guarneri (acontemporary of
Amati and Stradharius) was a17th
century Cremonese master violin
maker whose instruments were
intensely sculpted acoustic masterpieces distinguished by their ability
to combine tonal strength and full

The revised Electa Amator II is

• =.11111r1.10

proving even more successful than

Signing' — atruly cutup:mt.
loudspeaker capable ol

in its long-running Mid guise. A

4 0k.

revolutionary new cabinet, ABR

clidlenging and bettering

bass loading and exceptionally

much brger designs

powerful new drivers persuaded

_

Martin Colloms ( HFN&RR 5/98) to

bodied sound with sweetness.
The two-way Guarneri is joined by

Electa Amator

the three-way Amati Homage.

II — ahighly

accomplished successor to

Ken Kessler identified its '
near-

the long lived itmator with

magical ability to endow small

true monitoring potential

delicate note: with room filling

award this '
compact, beautifully
crafted' speaker '
unqualified
approval as aprofessional programme monitor'.
Carrying over from the very popular
Minima Amator is the new Signum

presence' (
HFN&RR 3/99).

miniature. Martin Colloms wrote

A governing passion for tonal char-

(HFN&RR 6/99): '
Driven hard with

acter and dynamic range is a

complex, taxing programme, the

feature of all Sonus Faber speakers.

Signum rewarded with ahighly

To this understanding and search

focused, remarkably resolved

for musical passion is added

musical picture.' What else can you

modern materials technology and a

demand?

listening room 'laboratory' that

Sonus Faber now offers

together create afamily of products
true to their musical heritage yet

an integrated amplifi-

based in today's science.

er—the Musica—so

Baby of the Sonus Faber family is

you can at last hear

the Concertino. Its cabinet with

how the Sonus Faber
designers listen to

solid walnut sides, insulated with

their own products.

non- resonant material brings new

Please contact

meaning to the expression 'substan-

Absolute Sounds

tial'. Ken Kessler reviewing the

for full details of the

Concertino ( HFN&RR 3/96)

Sonus Faber range and

referred to it as '
asmall speaker for

adealer referral where

grown-ups' and concluded; '
it's one

you can discover both

of the least expensive introductions

the power and beauty

yet to the joys f "real

of areal musical

What Hi- Fr (8/96) wrote of the
Concertino: '
considering their size
they deliver bass of stupendous
power, speed and accuracy'.
The bigger Concerto two-way
was described by Alvin Gold
(HFN&RR 4/97) as atruly
remarkable loudspeder'. He
praised the 'exquisitely refined and

titian
ge
three'- way
r n
re
speaker of unlimited talents capable of 7epro(lueing the
actual scale of live performance

instrument.,

ibsolule Sounds IA
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An upgrade
to surround
would mean
I'd end up
with about
60% of my
total
hard Ware
expenditure
aeve
roughly 5%
of the time'
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AQUESTION OF COST
Dear Sir, Although Dave Dallard
['Views' January] is right about the
physical problems with surround
sound in small British houses, both
he and your reviewers ignore the
even more discouraging marginal
economics involved.
Matching acurrent speaker pair
with centre and rears plus cable will
double the existing expenditure,
while six-channel source and
ancillaries capable of equalling your
current stereo source and amplifier
will at least triple that cost, even
assuming you're not so
inconsiderate of the neighbours as
to include asubwoofer.
On the other hand, aquick
spreadsheet analysis of my AV
software database shows that only
6% of the material contains more
than two channels of sound, and
only 3% more than four — and I
own every currently available
Region 1/2 anamorphic DVD that I
actually want, so these figures
might be on the high side of
average.
Even assuming equal play
between sources (unlikely because
the classic stuff is all mono or
stereo, and music can be
background while video has to be
watched), an upgrade to surround
would mean I'd end up with about
60% of my total hardware
expenditure active roughly 5% of
the time, so if my maths hasn't
failed me, surround is costing about
30 times as much per unit time.
This sort of ratio is likely to be true
whatever the base cost of your
system.
On this basis, and given that
almost all multichannel players will
generate astereo downmix, it could
take 20 years before the volume of
worthwhile multichannel software
justifies the hardware. Three times
in the last decade I've assembled
enough cash to add surround to my
system, and each time I've ended
up with better stereo instead.
David Lockwood,
Leamington Spa
MARCH 2000

LOOK AFTER YOUR EARS
Dear Sir, About 12 years ago a
leading tape manufacturer was
forced to withdraw an
advertisement because it advocated
the use of cotton buds to clean ears.
Unfortunately you have now
published asimilar ad by
Nightingale for the second time
[HFNIRR Feb, page 20].
As ageneral practitioner I
frequently treat people who have
inadvertently injured their ears
while trying to clean them in this
way. Complications ranging from
canal infection to ear drum
perforation often occur, which
ironically may have long term
adverse consequences for the
sufferer's hearing. Iwould far
sooner see and examine someone
complaining of itchy ears or hearing
difficulty before they damage
themselves with acotton bud.
It is irresponsible for acompany
to imply that the use of cotton buds
is an important way of getting
'ready to listen'. Ihope that this
uncharacteristic lapse in your high
editorial standard does not recur in
the future.
Ihave also written to the
Advertising Standards Authority,
but not Nightingale. Presumably
either you or the ASA will make
their ears bleed...
Dr Karl Bennett, Berks
DAB GIVES YOU THE PIP
Dear Sir, Angus McKenzie's article
on DAB [
HFNIRR January] seems
to confirm atrend of admiring
reviews for what increasingly seems
to be an uncontroversial advance in
how radio should be delivered. I
bought the Arcam unit in August,
having read an early review, and all
Ican do is corroborate this
message.
In making my purchase Idid two
things Ihad not done before with
regard to hi-fi. Ibought the latest
technology (normally Iam alagging
adopter rather than an early
adopter), and Ialso bought without
audition. The second step was
reckless, since the unit is higher
priced than much of the rest of my
system, but it has proved very
lucky, as whim purchases go.
Frankly, Iwas driven to it by the
apparently deteriorating quality of
FM Radio Three broadcasts.
In only two of the reviews Ihave
read has the question of the time
delay between DAB and FM been
raised, and Angus McKenzie's was
one of these. He says it is one or
two seconds. In fact it is exactly one
second, as can be verified by
running the 'pips' on the two
systems together. This does mean
that you cannot switch-on a

combination of DAB and FM
radios in order to have music all
around the house, which is
something Ihave done from time to
time. More crucially, it removes
simultaneous broadcasting with
analogue television. As Iwrite this I
have the choice of whether to listen
to the New Year concert from
Vienna only on DAB, or to switch
on the television for the
simultaneous second-half
broadcast. Except Idon't, because
the result would be bizarre and
disturbing.
Iam not aghast at this, though
some users might be, but Ido want
to know whether this will be
rectified, perhaps with the same
time-delay being set up for digital
television. If so, then that almost
certainly commits me to being an
early adopter of digital television: a
clever marketing ploy.
What Iwant to know is, will the
technical gurus let us know what is
going to happen on this issue?
Graham Elliott, Kenley, Surrey
UNHELPFUL INDEX
Dear Sir, Why did you find it
necessary to change the yearly
index [
HFNIRR January, page 121]
from alphabetical to chronological
listings? In my opinion this
alteration is unhelpful and moves
you closer to the other hi-fi
magazines on the UK market.
John McCarthy, e-mail
As Eric Morecambe used to say 'There's
no answer to that!' - Ed.
AQUESTION OF BALANCE
Dear Sir, Iwrite to question the
objectivity of one of your team of
reviewers. What Itake issue with is
the article written by Andrew
Harrison on page 21 of the
February edition of your journal.
The article is an appraisal of
ClearAudio's Exact Stylus Balance,
which according to your reviewer
was 'the best tracking force
balance Ihave yet seen'. Best in
what sense, Iask?
He compares it with The
Cartridge Man's Digital Force
Gauge (DFG), but the DFG has in
fact ahigher resolution-1/50th of a
gram as opposed to 1/20th-and also
amore accurate read-out of
1/100th of agram rather than onetenth, thus making The Cartridge
Man's unit the more accurate and
the more sophisticated by any
technical definition.
If Ibuy an item to do aspecific
job Iwant it to be as accurate as
possible, Idon't want to have to
guess the length of pause between
flashes to determine whether Ihave
reached 1.75, or somewhere in
7

views
between 1.7 and 1.8. With The
Cartridge Man's unit Ican see
whether Iam at 1.71, 1.72, 1.73,
1.74, etc. Idon't have to be
approximate about it.
Considering the ClearAudio
costs £ 100 more and looks more
like aconverted jeweller's scale
than apurpose-built item, Ican't
help feeling it is rather expensive.
The only thing about it that
attracted me was the battery life,
but as against that, the LCDs don't
have the same level of readability as
LEDs. So while Ican see that your
reviewer might prefer the cosmetics
of the ClearAudio model, to say it
is abetter measuring device (which
is surely the purpose of the
exercise) is patently absurd.
In fact there are other
sophistications of The Cartridge
Man's unit that the reviewer didn't
even mention; such as the way the
DFG holds and freezes the correct
weight; and as far as the battery
charging goes, at least the DFG
warns you when the battery is low
and actually reads out the charge. I
bought The Cartridge Man's DFG
after the same reviewer had written
it up and have found its
performance well on par with the
Winds device, which retails at
nearly four times the price. That is
what Icall value for money — not
paying out more for less.
Victor Kempt, Suffolk

CALL FROM THE ANTIPODES
Dear Sir, A quick note to say thanks
for finally including the free CD
with the November issue of
HFNIRR. Hopefully, the inclusion
will become aregular addition with
your overseas copies. It is atop
quality sampler and I, for one, will
be purchasing some of the CDs
being promoted, especially those
featuring Sabina Sciubba's voice.
With regards the review by Alvin
Gold on the ATC SCM70
loudspeakers [November]: is the
SEAS tweeter used here the same
as the one on my Jamo Concert 8s?
Except for the finish, it certainly
looks similar.
Thanks for agreat magazine;
keep up the reviews on audiophile
quality surround sound gear but,
please, continue to cater for us
luddites still convinced of the sonic
worthiness of straight stereo, be it
digital or analogue. Ionly buy two
hi-fi magazines these days: yours
and Listener, both eminently
enjoyable.
Paul Griffiths, Perth,
Western Australia
THE (OLD) NUV1STOR
Dear Sir, With regard to your
review of the Musical Fidelity NuVista valve pre-amp [August ' 98]
issue where you couldn't find any
hi-fi audio uses of the nuvistor

outside of Conrad-Johnson: I
purchased avintage (early 1960s?)
Harman-Kardon Citation III-X alltube FM tuner, with a
6CW4/nuvistor, labelled as `VI' this tuner also incorporates athreetube/valve pre-amp stage for use
with afront-panel volume control...
Now, wouldn't it be nice if afirm
— such as Richardson Electronics
of the USA — would begin
manufacturing nuvistors again for
hi-fi uses, by such companies as
Leak, NAD, Rotel, etc?
John Cudrik, Florida, USA
CABLE CONFUCT
Dear Sir, Iwas very interested in
your recent exhaustive tests on
speaker cables and interconnects. I
can't help feeling it would have
been better to have included some
simple/cheap alternatives as a
reference point. For speaker cable
maybe: twin-and-earth mains cable
and standard 79-strand. For
interconnects perhaps TV/satellite
coax or Tandy patch cables.
The cables you tested should
have had significantly better
measured and subjective
performance, shouldn't they ? You
could then have settled the whole
cables debate once and for all.
Or perhaps the results would
upset your advertisers too much?
Jonathan Ives, e-mail

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying spece
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

It sounds as though you have already
found the correct balance if you need
tracking force accuracy to onehundredth of agram, + 1-0.02g: The
Cartridge Man's gauge is ideal. But I
did find the ClearAudio Exact much
easier to use overall, and its level of
precision of better than 1110th of a
gram quite enough for accurate use. It
also covers awider range of tracking
forces, doesn't require charging, has an
equally legible display and is still
hundreds of pounds cheaper than the
Winds device - Tech Ed.
UNFAIR COMPARISON
Dear Sir, Ithink the comparision
between the Sony MD-JA555ES
and the new Nakamichi DR10 in
Tony Bolton's otherwise excellent
article [
HFNIRR Oct ' 99] were a
little unfair. After all, the DRIO
costs around 50% more, so one
would expect it to be better.
Perhaps afairer comparison would
have been against the cheaper new
Nakamichi. Iwonder if that little
beastie would have stood up quite
so well against the Sony.
Graham Nelson, e-mail
Tony Bolton reviewed the less expensive
two-head Nakamichi DR8 in 'Brief
Encounters', February - Ed.
8

Reader Tony Haenza took this photo at Tangnag at an altitude of 4400 metres
in the Hinku Valley, in East Nepal. He writes: ` We were on an expedition
and our porters were rather bored - it was arest day. So Iproduced the October
1999 copy of HFNIRR and suddenly your readership in Nepal multiplied'.
MARCH 2000
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Tuned specifically for the British ear. ( Sounds incredible, doesn't it?)
A hi-fi tuned for B-itish ears? Are you hearing things? Well, only what yosire meant to hear. Our sound
specialists understand how demanding the British ear can be. And, being the perfectionists that we
are, we felt obliged to tune our QS separates to suit that ear. Even goimg to the extant of tilting the
circuit board wiifin each component by 2 degrees. But this attenticr to detail coesn't only let
your ears pick ug the finer nuances of sound. It also helped us pick up a raft cf awards from
What Hi Fi? magazine. Awards won: Best Buy (£ 201-£300); CD PIENier CDP-X6930E. Best Buy
(£151-£200); Tuner ST- S8920. Product of the swear ( Recorder); MD Player MDS-JB930. Product

SONY-

(AV Processors/Amps/Receivers); Receiver STR-DB930.
Sony is aregistered trademark of the Sony Corporatiol apan.
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Audiofreaks

products *

and Canary Audio, EAR/Yoshino, Graaf, Pathos, VVadia,
Chario, Opera, Lyra.

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
12 - 14 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P4 1AD
Tel 01473 286977 Fax: 01473 211911

Demonstrations by appointment only,
Mondays to Saturdays ia:00 to 18:30, Camden Town,

tel: 020

L
O0C1011 NVfl

7380 o866

fax: 020 73,83 5028

e.mail: stEphen@audioc.freeserve.co.uk
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DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY Br AUDIOPREAKS

news

TANNOY ADDS SMALLER KINGDOM
FOR its newly developed Kingdom 12 compact, wideband
floorstander Tannoy has supplemented its trademark 10in Dual
Concentric driver with a 12in bass unit and 25mm dia supertweeter.
The Kingdom 12 has aspecified
dual layer side panels. A bi-wireable
24Hz to 441cHz response and
passive hard-wired filter network
maximum SPL of 117dB at lm,
crosses over at 100Hz and 1.6kHz,
reflecting its 90dB (for 2.83V at
five steps providing for ± 3.0dB
1m) sensitivity and 500W peak
midrange adjustment and three steps
power rating. While the 10in Dual
for +/- 1.5dB variation in high
Concentric driver is built into its
frequency balance. Tannoy will be
own sealed enclosure, Tannoy's
hoping that the Kingdom 12,
12M treated paper bass unit is
retailing for £ 6000 per pair,
reflex-loaded. Extensively braced,
emulates the success of its Kingdom
the real wood veneered cabinet is
forebear, which won Japan's Golden
constructed from amix of MDF
and birch ply, ranging in thickness
from 25mm front baffle to 48mm

Sound Award. Further details from
Tannoy Ltd, 01236 420199.

ARCAM SPICES UP DIGITAL RADIO

INTERNET PRICE
WAR HOTS UP

ONE of the fifth trenche of Design
Council Millennium products was
Arcam's Alpha 10 Digital Radio
tuner. John Dawson, Managing
Director of Arcam was ' thrilled to bits
to get the recognition for the hard
work and investment we've put in to
become one of the leaders of the
digital radio revolution'. Spice Girl,
Mel B ( pictured) joined Arcam and
others at the launch of the first two
commercial digital- only radio
services, the classic rock station
Planet Rock, and the chart music
station, Core, which took place in
mid- November. Arcam (A&R

Cambridge Ltd), 01223 203200.

BOSTON GOES ACTIVE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS hopes to underline its hi-fi credentials with the

release of two new Lynnfield slimline, floorstanding loudspeakers, both
containing power amplifiers to drive built-in subwooFers. Trademarked
Bass Trac amplifier circuitry and Deep Channel bass drive unit design lie
at the heart of the VR965 and VR975 models, designed to obviate any
need for aseparate subwoofer. Once asignal is sensed, the power
amplifiers automatically switch on. Designed to deliver high current for
dynamic peaks, the amplifiers are intended to match the long throw of
the DCD bass driver. An 80W amplifier drives an 8in diameter unit
fitted in the VR965, while a 125W amplifier and 10in unit lie are the
basis of the VR975. Both loudspeakers also feature Boston's patented
Lynnfield VR 1in tweeter equipped with an Amplitude Modification
Device (AMD) designed for high- resolution extended treble response.
Typical retail prices are £850 for the VR965 and £ 1250 for theVR975.
More details from UK distributor Portfolio Marketing, 01233 637132.

MODULAR SEISMIC SINK
Latest development of Townshend Audio's Seismic Sink concept
is a range of Modular supports which will accommodate any
component — even a massive Krell amp. Claimed to isolate
source components from ground-born vibrations, both laterally
and vertically, from about 1Hz and up, the inflatable Modular
Seismic Sink also has constrained layer damping, directly
underneath the top surface, to absorb locally-generated vibration
above 30Hz. There are sizes to suit all equipment, ranging from
15x12in-(380x300mm) to 36x24in(900x600m). Weight range
is from 20119 (I0kg) to 400lb (200kg). The modules may be
stacked with gaps to suit your installation. Counterweight
levelling and hand pump inflation is provided. Call 0208 979
2155 or see http://ds.dialpipex.comllownshend.audio.
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THE price war between high- street
electrical retail giants and the new
wave of internet start-ups has
started in earnest, with the promise
by empiredirect.co.uk to refund
120% of the price difference if the
same product can be found cheaper
elsewhere on the high street or
internet. Amarjit Singh, sales
director of empiredirect.co.uk, says
'The high street electrical stores are
excluding internet price comparisons
from their lowest price guarantees.
Therefore, if the consumer finds the
same product for a lower price on
the internet, the price guarantee
does not apply.' Empire ( EC) plc,
founded in 1981, says is one of the
UK's largest independent electrical
retailers with an annual turnover of
£30 million. Further details from
Empire ( EC) plc, 0870 9015329.

NAKAMICHI'S
SOUNDSPACE
Nakamichi has extended its
SoundSpace CD system range with
two more affordable models. Both
are remote controlled, with
FM/AM radio. Featuring athreedisc CD changer, SoundSpace 5
may be used as awall-hanging or
easel- style compact system. It has a
unique sub/sat speaker array with
modular electronics built-in.
SoundSpace 3 features amain unit
housing CD player, tuner and one
loudspeaker; aunit contains
another loudspeaker for stereo, the
stereo power amp, clock display
and alarm facility. Typical retail
prices are £ 500 for SoundSpace 3
and £ 800 for SoundSpace 5.
Further details from UK
distributor BBG, 0208 863 9117
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

Meet The
family.

amazon
ars acoustica
art
atc
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
dnm
ear yoshino
final
graham
helios
jm lab
living voice
morch

If you've ever wished for a
loudspeaker that accurately
reproduces rhythm and timbre, has a
superb dynamic range, and virtually
disappears to leave the music eerily
"floating in space", you probably
want the perfect speaker.
Alternatively, we recommend trying
one of the Audio Physic range
shown here.
Seriously (which we usually try to
be), these are loudspeakers for
people who know what live music
sounds like. The designer, Joachim
Gerhard, obviously does, because
his products have that uncanny
knack of not sounding like
loudspeakers, if you know what we
mean.

Tempo 3 £2499

(audio physic]
Virgo 2 £ 3399

Libra £4999

That's not to say there aren't other
types of loudspeaker which can
perform the same trick, but they're
either outrageously large,
unbelievably impractical, or require a
second mortgage to buy.
Audio Physic come in avariety of
very nice real wood veneers, and
have the discreet, elegant styling and
sensible proportions which make
them an eminently practical
proposition.
Try saying that after youíve had a
pint or two.
Seriously ( again), these
loudspeakers have amassed a
plethora of good reviews, including
Stereophileís coveted " Class A
Component" rating for the stunning
Virgo.
Please, please come in and hear
them before you buy anything.
We're fed up of customers saying
they wished they had known about
them earlier. Well, our conscience is
clear now.

"interest free credit available on most items, subject to status *

Step £ 1099

musical fidelity
mv1
noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
plinius
rega
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tom evans
totem
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier
vienna acoustics
yamamurachurchill

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

news

HANGO LAUNCHES HARDDRIVE MP3 'JUKEBOX'
HANGO ELECTRONICS INC says its new PJB
100 Personal Jukebox is 'the first, highly
portable, rechargeable MP3 player' capable of
'mass storage'. What marks this device apart
from rival MP3 personals is its built-in 4.86GB
Hard Drive, capable of storing aclaimed 81
hours of music.
In terms of playing time that's the equivalent
of more than 100 CDs. The PJB 100 may be
used to store MP3 files downloaded from the
Internet or 'ripped' and compressed from CDs
using the onboard compression software.
Measuring 150 x26 x80mm, the PJB 100
enables ' skip-free' playback, includes ' jitter
elimination circuitry', a USB interface for fast
connectivity and a high- resolution LCD fascia
display for simple file management and
navigation. Supplied with Jukebox Manager
software to run on a PC, an AC adaptor,
rechargeable Lithium- ion battery, USB cable,
and vinyl carrying case, the PJB 100 features a
10MB DRAM buffer capable of holding 10

We are demonstrating
some of our high end
equipment at a special
one- day show in February....

ShowLno off
minutes of music. The buffer conserves power
and ensures shock resistance. Key hardware,
firmware and software at the heart of the PJB
100 is supplied by Compaq Computer
Corporation whose sister company, Compaq
Corporate Research Labs, was respnsible for
original design and development work.
Fraunhofer MP3 firmware is also included.
As we went to press MP3.com was

auctioning off individual PJB 100 Personal
Jukeboxes for $ 1700, and a UK distributor was
to be appointed. Anticipated market price is
$800. Further details from HanGo Electronics
Inc, + 1714 525 0253.

Some of the very best at the high
end will be bought together at a
one- day show near Bath** on
I9 FEBRUARY. Visit us and the
BRISTOL SHOW in the one day.
CD: ACCUPHASE, the growing dcs
stable - the new Delius DAC, the
famous Elgar and their groundbreaking upsampler the Purcell - and
another digital heavy-weight W ADIA,
with their latest, upgradeable,
machines accepting 24/96kHz inputs.
Amplifiers: SPECTRAL -reviewed

TANNOY SUPERTVVEETER FOR SACD/DVD-A USE

consistently as one of the very best,

RESPONDING to the

crossover points are

extended high-frequency

studio use, and the gorgeous, stunning

response capability of

selectable for optimum
integration with the pre-

recording formats such as

existing loudspeaker.
Dr Paul Mills, chief

SACD, Tannoy is marketing

engineer at Tannoy, points

its SuperTweeter as an
accessory available in

out that that cymbals
generate sound up to

Universal or Prestige form.
The latter is intended for
owners of Tannoy's Prestige
HE range, from the Stirling
to Westminster Royal.
Tannoy says the Universal
SuperTweeter will match
'the vast majority of other
quality loudspeakers'.

NAGRA valve amps.
Speakers: VERITY AUDIO -natural,
fatigue-free sound from compact floorstanders, AUDIO PHYSIC -legendary
imaging, neutral balance and BKS high end from a ribbon hybrid.

Supplied with an adaptor
akin to stackable 4mm
plugs, the SuperTweeter sits

100kHz and bone
conduction of frequencies
well beyond 20kHz is now

by invitation only because space is limited.

on top of the main

widely believed to
supplement our aural

**Please ring us for details and an invitation.

loudspeaker, postioned
according to a gauge
supplied. Five sensitivity
settings and three high-pass

GRANITE MAKES GRADE

FOLLOWING 'four years
of development' Retfordbased hi-fi firm HNE has
unveiled two new
Nonpareil loudspeaker
models, featuring granite
cabinets and solid copper
ports. The Nonpareil
16.02 (£2250) and
Nonparei 16.03 (£4800)
share a 280 x320mm
footprint, and stand
900mm and 960mm high
respectively. Massive construction and physical
stability are central tenets of both speakers, a
16.03 weighing 90kg. The 16.02 has its own
custom stand housing an external crossover.
An upgrade from 16.02 to 16.03 is achieved
by the addition of the base pod and revised
crossover. Each HNE loudspeaker is hand- built
by craftsman over eight weeks. Further details
from HNE Systems, Tel: 01777 708673.

perception mechanism.
For further details contact
Tannoy Ltd, 01236 420199.
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Diary Note: Saturday 19 February 2000,

CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, DELIUS AND
PURCELL, PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL:BASIS,
CLEARAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN,

REFERENCE REDESIGNS

MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS :ACCUPHASE,
ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,

REDESIGNING its prestige

SPECTRAL, SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS:AUDIO PHYSIC,

Reference Series, KEF has
brought in new components

TOTEM. TUNERS :ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.

and finishes. The new
Reference One-Two
(£1350) features a new
Boundary Compensation
Device ( BCD), an 80Hz200Hz ' bass cut' within the
crossover, to prevent
positional restrictions within a room, and
fourth generation Uni Q driver array. All

DNM ,GAMUI, LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SONNETEER,
BKS ,ETHOS, HARBETH, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT,
CABLES:ARGENTO, CHORD Co., DNM ,NORDOST,
TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

The
Right
Note
d,
i

three drivers are mechanically decoupled
from the baffle to minimise coloration
caused by the cabinet. The driver
complement is a 160mm midrange unit with

41P

axially co- incident 25mm dome tweeter, and
a 160mm pulp-cone driver used in coupledcavity mode. The magnetically shielded
cabinet is finished in optional Black Ash,
Cherry or Rosenut veneer. Further details
from KEF Audio, 01622 672261
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01225 874728

•

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

email: sales@chord.softnet.co.uk

01622 721444 F 01622 721555

Kent ME16 9NB, UK

The Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge, East Farleigh

Chord Electronics Limited

Audio Excellence, Bristol. T 0117 926 4975

South West

Robert Ritchie Hi FI, Montrose. T 01674 673 765

Scotland

Moores HiFi, County Down. T 01247 812 417

Northern Ireland

River Crossing Audio, Norfolk. T 01263 741230

Global Hi Fi Centre, Newcastle. T 0191 230 3600

Doug Brady Hi Fi. Warrington. T 01925 828009

Audio Reflections, Wakefield. T 01132 528850

North

Sound Academy, Bloxwich. T 01922 473499

Music Matters, Solihull. T 0121 742 0254

Music Matters, Birmingham. T 0121 429 2811 / 742 0254

Leicester Hi Fi Company, Leicester. T 0116 253 9753

Midlands

Audio T, Basingstoke. T 01256 324311

Audio Excellence, Swansea. T 01792 474608

Audio Excellence, Cardiff. T 01222 228565

West

Progressive Audio, Rainham. T 01634 389004

Phase 3 Hi Fi, Worthing. T 01903 245577

Musical Images. Edgware, T 0181 952 5535

Musical Images, Covent Garden. T 0171 497 1346

Audio T, Reading. T 0118 958 5463

London and South

Available from the following dealers:

news
SACD DISC PRODUCTION UP
SONY and Philips recently celebrated the
release of the second batch of SACD titles,
including the first CD/SACD hybrid discs, at
London's Whitfield Street Studios. There
Philips announced completion of adeal with
Sonopress and Toolex which will result in
substantially increased European CD/SACD
hybrid disc production capacity. Paul
Reynolds of Philips pointed out that this ' 10fold increase in capacity is in addition to a
recent 15-fold increase in Philips' own
factory.' He told HFNIRR that the effect will
inevitably be asubstantial reduction in
manufacturing costs by the end of March
when the lines are expected to be operational.
News of SACD hardware includes
forthcoming Sharp DX-SX1 and Marantz

SACD players for the Japanese market. As
already reported, Pioneer launched its first
fully universal DVD-V/DVD-A/SACD/CD
player in Japan before Christmas. In the third
quarter of 2000 Philips is due to launch an
SACD-equipped DVD-V player in Europe.
Second generation SACD players due by the
end of 2000 are expected to play multichannel audio.
However, at present, no SACD multichannel professional audio mastering or
editing equipment is in production. Currently,
nine two-channel DSD mastering/editing
facilities are in use across Europe. Unlike the
first such pro-audio DSD editors, the second
generation editors now in use are equipped
with EQ and level adjustment.

TIME-ALIGNED TRIO FROM THIEL
VISITORS to the Thiel stand at CES 2000, Las Vegas, will have seen
the firm's three latest production loudspeakers and its first subwcofer,
currently in prototype form. KS, Thiel's latest compact, Coherent
Source, three-way loudspeaker features acoaxial tweeter/midrange
driver whose shared voice coil obviates the need for passive crossover
filtering. A 6in long-throw woofer completes the line-up in this ported
design, whose response is specified as 57Hz-18kHz (+/-2dB).
Coaxial/co-planar drive units feature in Thiel's new PowerPoint
Surface Mount monopole loudspeaker, designed for accurate
soundfield reproduction, yet intended to be placed next to walls or
fixed to the ceiling and used as afront, centre or rear-channel
transducer. Its 6.5in woofer is crossed over to the some 1
in tweeter found in Thiel's flagship model, the
CS7.2. Completing the trio of Thiel newcomers, PowerPlane is an in-wall design featuring self-enclosed
braced cabinet housing, the 1
in dome tweeter featured in the CS7.2 and coaxial/coplanar design for
Coherent Source time aligned soundField resolution. Further details from Thiel, + 1606 254 0075.

REDEFINING THE
BOUNDARIES
OF SOUND
REPRODUCTION
Not satisfied by what many manufacturers
would put into ablack box, we
understand what it takes to make great
audio products. Such as DAX Decade.
III II Ill II III ell III • III II II

•F.

Driven by our quest for absolute perfection
we recently introduced the TRANSCEND
Decade CD drive, specifically to partner
DAX converters.

Our most recent design, PASSION
ULTIMATE, combines the purest form of
input selection and precision stepped
attenuation ever developed, with an
optional reference quality disc equaliser
and the convenience of total remote control.

MUSICAL FIDELITY IS ' SACD READY'
MUSICAL FIDELITY says its new,
extended bandwidth, A3CR dual mono preamp and power amp are primarily designed
to take advantage of the extra wide frequency
range now available using SACD. Other key
aims in developing the pre-amp were ' huge

AIM111110111111Mk

;

overload margins, low noise, excellent stereo
separation (and) load-driving ability.
Additional criteria in the power amp design
were wide dynamic range and low distortion

£999. Musical Fidelity has also updated its
valve-based cylindrical-cased headphone
amplifier; the new X-CAN v2, said to give
unrestricted load-driving ability and reliability.

across the 10Hz to 100kHz bandwidth;
immunity from mains interference and other
50/60Hz interference; unconditional stability
over awide bandwidth and load range; ample
power for all but the most insensitive
loudspeakers; and use of low feedback to help
maintain sonic purity. The A3CR pre-amp
retails for L and the A3CR power amp for

A fourth addition to the Musical Fidelity
range is the X-LPS m-rn/m-c phono stage,
an update from and replacement for the XLP, designed for improved RIAA accuracy
and lower noise among other advances. The
X- CAN v2 and the X-LPS each retail for
£149. Further details from Musical Fidelity,
0208 900 2866.

Complete the range with DESIRE Decade,
asuperb power amplifier and the ideal
partner for DAX or PASSION ULTIMATE.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
18-20 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision 2000,
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Audio
Excellence and Audio T, 01865 760844
19 FEBRUARY retailer The Right Note has an
event with distributor RT Services, at the Wilts
Music Centre, Saltford, Bristol. Call 01225
874728 for details.
26-27 FEBRUARY Copenhagen Hi Fi Show,
Falconer Center/Radisson SAS Hotel,
Frederiksberg, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Contact + 45 561 48585
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2-5 MARCH Hi Fi Show, Hotel Sofitel,
Moscow, Russia. Contact 007 095 145-51-33.
www.midexparu
6-9 JUNE BroadcastAsia 2000 International
Exhibition & Conference, Singapore, 00 ( 651
338 4747 or 0171 862 2080
21-24 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, Novotel
London West, Hammersmith, sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact 0208 774 0847
21-24 SEPTEMBER Live 2000, Earls Court,
London. Contact 0208 987 772725

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING

P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +4-4 1159 224138
Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk
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ProAc Loudspeakers and
Chord Amplification, the
perfect audio
combination for the next
Millennium, can now be
heard in all four branches
of Musical Images and is
on permanent
demonstration at our
Covent Garden Store.

ProAc Future 2

ProAc Future 1

With four branches
covering London and the
South East, 12 luxurious
demonstration suites,
award- winning service
and 0% finance
available*, if you're
serious about Hi Fi, make
sure your first stop is
Musical Images.

0 CHORD o

CPA 3200 Power Amplifier

MUSICAL IMAGES
IS AN AUTHORISED
MAIN DEALER
FOR OVER 100
LEADING
MANUFACTURERS

Open Sundays

MUM,
173 Statron Road.
Edgware.
Middles. HAS UT
0208 952
literate Branch

Musical Images
15 Kith Street,
Hounslow
Middlesex TW3 TRH
Tel

Hounslow Branch

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.u<

c,ss. . •

•• •

0208 569 5802

• all
around the
4.

Musical Image
TR Monmouth Street
Covent
Isndon WC2I1 9H

ee
1Iøø3

•M25
•
Mums,' Images
126 High Street.
Beckenham,
Rent ell 1E0

Tel: 0207 497 1346
Covent ddddd Branch

Tel. 0208 663
Reckenham Branch

•

Up to three years interest free credit available.*
0% APR subject to status. Ask for written details. Not valid with any other, promotions or offers. Subject to stock and availability. E&OE.
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ALON SPEAKERS ERUPT IN UK
IN the new Capri, Vesuvio and
Exotica loudspeakers, Alón has
three floorstanders designed to
make the most of wide dynamic
range contemporary music. The
fully-shielded Capri is also
targeted at video lovers seeking
strong soundtrack reproduction.
Vesuvio is aimed at those seeking
lifelike dynamics and impact from
high energy recordings, while
Exotica uses 'cutting edge
technology' in athree-way system
to achieve 'transparent purity
over the full frequency range'.

Alón uses a3in, flared, rearfiring port for the Capri. A cast
frame Alnico magnet lies at the
heart of the Vesuvio's tri laminate, hand-coated, midrange
driver designed for 'excellent
speed and very low distortion'. A
low mass Raven ribbon tweeter
and two cast, surface-treated,
magnesium cone drivers are key
elements in the Exotica. Capri
retails for £ 1565, Vesuvio for
£2350 and Exotica for £7450
per pair. Call UK distributor
Ultimate Sonics, 0208 699 2446.

OPTICAL/CO-AX
CONVERTER
AUDIO DESIGN has auseful little box called
the Digimate, which allows anyone to convert
digital S/PDIF audio signals between the
optical TosLink format and electrical co-ax.
The small case measures only 92x43x9Omm
(whd), but is able to convert to and from
optical simultaneously. It will be of especial
interest to those wishing to record onto
MiniDisc, which often only has TosLink
inputs, from aCD player with solely coaxial
output. Power is required from a9V adaptor
with a3.5mm plug (not
supplied). Price
is £55 inc VAT
and mail order
postage. For
further details
contact Audio
Design,
0118 9844545

MERCURY
SUCCESSOR
LAUNCHED
TWO stand- mounted
and one compact
floorstander mark a
new Mercury mX series. Features untypical
of loudspeakers at this price include
tongue-and-groove jointed baffles, internal
bracing, and additional damping under
the top panel. Comparisons of alternative
drive cones resulted in the selection of a
ceramic-coated paper pulp. Manufactured
to strict temperature and beating rate
criteria, the exact paper mix is deemed
critical to aural performance. According to
Alex Garner, head of the design team, the
ceramic coating improves stiffness and
widens dispersion at the top end of the
range by increasing the speed of sound
through the cone body. Prices are £ 120
for the mX1, £ 150 for the mX2 and £230
for the mX3. Tannoy Ltd, 01236 420199.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
B&W laid on a hi-fi and home
cinema demonstration, at its
Worthing base, for HRH The Duke
of Kent, Vice-Chairman of British
Trade International, in recognition
of the two Millennium Awards won
by the British loudspeaker firm.
BOULDER has begun shipping its
1060 stereo power amplifier, rated
at 300W per channel, the first in
its new 1000 series power
amplifiers and digital pre-amps.
Call + 1303 449 8220.
CONSUMER Electronics
Association (CEA), the sponsor
managers of CES Las Vegas has
announced that sales of stereo
televisions in the USA increased at
their highest rate in the last four
months of 1999. Call + 1703 907
7600.
McINTOSH products are now
distributed within the UK by
Absolute Sounds. For more details
call 0208 971 3909.
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SENNHEISER board chairman,
Professor Dr Jorg Sennheiser, recently
delivered adegree course lecture to The
Sound Technology students at The
Liverpool Instsitute for Performing Arts,
outlining principles of transducer design
and future microphone developments.
Call 01494 551 531.
SOVTEK claims that its new 2A3 valve,
said to allow 5W output rather than the
3W typical of 2A3 capability, means
that audiophiles will no longer need to
track down ' new old stock RCA' 2A3s.
Call + 1212 529 0466.
TDK is marketing aMiniDisc Flip Case
for desk/table top storage of eight MDs,
available in achoice of yellow, blue,
red, grey or green finish, priced £9.99.
Call 0207 323 5360.
VPI turntables and record cleaning
machines from the USA are now
available again in the UK through The
Cherished Record Company, PO Box
21, Liskeard, Cornwall PL14 6YP. Call
01579 363603, Fax 01579 363604.
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Visit our web site at

www.mdc-hifi.co.uk
The Musical Design Co Ltd,
Tel; 01992 573030,
Fax; 01992 574030
e-mail; mdc.hifi@virgin.net
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Fl AvantGarde Loudspeaker
Using Formula One Composite Sandwich Technology,
precision drive units and astate-of-the-art crossover,
distortion and coloration are kept to aminimum.
Music conveyed with al: the ettiotiiiii and passion
of the original perfarnicince.
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TAG McLaren Audio, The Summit, Latham Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 6ZU
freephone ( UK only): 0800 783 8007
helpdesk@tagmclarenaudio.com

tel: 01480.415600

fax: 01480 52159

technology

AudioLock
nay provide
the next
step in the
record
industry's
battle
against CD
copying. So
where does
this leave
the SDMI?

Taking aglobal
view here is SDMI
chairman Leonardo
Chtariglione.
But an SDMI
spokesperson
accepts that record
companies may
choose to use
AudioLock

newly pressed discs could be treated.
Bear this in mind if any new releases
either refuse to play or refuse to
copy.
The big question is where this
leaves the industry-backed Secure
Digital Music Initiative. The SDMI
has already acknowledged that
people want to 'rip' CDs from ROM
drive to hard disc, and the SDMI
concentrates on controlling further
copying. Now AudioLock will stop
ripping,
which
completely
undermines the SDMI's position.
Iasked the SDMI for comment.
I'll quote spokeswoman Isabel
Kaldenbach verbatim in the hope
that someone, somewhere, can
he system formerly known as
interpret it. Iwill also quote verbatim
AudioLock, which blocks the
Ms Kaldenbach's very belated
digital copying of music CDs,
justification of the SDMI's decision
is now being tested for compatibility
to endorse the Ans MusiCode
with CD and DVD drives. If the
watermarking system for DVDtests are successful, AudioLock will
be launched by record companies
Audio, without testing it on named
ears at the DVD-Audio coding
this summer, with literally millions
standard of 192 kHz/24 bit coding:
of new CDs silently encoded.
'I do not know what the music
As previously reported, AudioLock
industry is exploring and you may
was developed by British company
want to ask those companies. Ican
C-Dilla, now owned by Macrovision,
tell you that the beauty of SDMI is
the US giant that provides the
that it is completely voluntary. If
analogue anti-copy system used for
anyone wants to use a different
VHS tapes, DVD movie discs and
standard of protection than a
satellite pay-per-view. C-Dilla has
standard that many folks are using
for many years encrypted CD-ROMs
across the digital music industry,
to prevent unauthorised use or
that's up to that company. If a
copying. Macrovision has also tied
company feels that the AudioLock
up with TTR Technologies, which
system is a good business decision,
was working along similar lines to
then it is free to use that system and
C-Dilla.
nothing about SDMI precludes that.
The name AudioLock may be
'The SDMI/4C " golden ear"
changed but the system remains the
listening tests were run with the
same. If deployed, it will be hugely
understanding that all " expert
unpopular
with
anyone
who
were
doing
this
currently uses a consumer CD- listeners"
anonymously. In general we worked
Recorder or PC burner. The current
with people from the major labels in
tests are to find out whether
New York and Los Angeles. We also
AudioLock also stops some conumer
conducted tests at two independent
players playing CDs.
mastering houses, one in Nashville
AudioLock adds
and one in LA. •
false error correction
'The tests were carried out using
codes to aRed Book
both the 12-bit payload and the 72music CD. A Red
Book CD player
bit payload; the music industry feels
should ignore these
most strongly about the use of ISRC
for copyright identification purposes
and play the disc,
and was eager to evaluate the longer
but the codes stop it
payload.
playing on a ROM
`MusiCode was tested (along with
drive, or dual deck
other participants) at 96kHz 24-bit
music CD copier
resolution. It was straight linear
which by design
refuses to copy a PCM
with
no
packing
or
compression schemes used.'
ROM. Added flags
So we still do not know who the
also fool aCD player
SDMI's golden ears were, but we do
into
muting
the
have horse's mouth confirmation
SPDIF
digital
that they did not appraise MusiCode
output.
at the coding standard which DVDThe current plan
Audio uses.
is to offer the system
Panasonic and JVC have now
to
the
record
companies
for
scrapped the planned launch of
DVD-Audio, because Matsushita/
commercial launch in
Panasonic's flakey CSS encryption
summer
2000.
system has been hacked. Pioneer will
Literally millions of

ir
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go ahead but offer free upgrades or
replacement players when a new
encryption system is ready.
This creates plenty of time for a
fresh round of SDMI/4C golden ear
tests to appraise MusiCode at
192/24. I've asked the SDMI
whether they will now grab this
opportunity. Iam not holding my
breath for aclear reply but will keep
readers posted on any firm news.

SKY DIGITAL RADIO OPTION
Has DAB missed the boat? Satellite
operator Astra wants it known that
you don't have to have a DAB
receiver to receive Digital Radio.
Anyone with a Sky digital satellite
box can get it too.
The Sky box needs a fixed dish
aerial, sighted on Astra's digital
satellites at 28° East. So it is no use
for portable or mobile listening. The
box will usually be connected to a
TV set, with crummy sound, but it
can additionally or alternatively be
hooked to ahi-fi system.
When
the
satellite
service
launched, there was nothing about
DAB or Digital Radio in the main
Sky TV menu or Electronic
Programme Guide that appears on
the TV screen. Ifound the digital
radio channels only by going to the
All Channels option and then
scrolling down through the TV
channels, Box Office movies and
pay-music channels until Ireached
the free radio bouquet at around
Channel 900.
There is a wide choice of BBC
national and regional material, and
commercial pop and classics. One
radio station, from Talk, wanted me
to subscribe to listen. Not likely.
After previous unhappy experiences
with Sky, when Iwas repeatedly
billedlor a cancelled subscription
and then again for a subscription I
had never taken out, Iwould not
dare click on the icon which invites
would-be radio listeners to 'upgrade'.
It is not hard to see why Sky has
the digital radio option in low key.
Sky provides free digital satellite
receivers and installation for anyone
who signs up for ayear's viewing,
and near-free installation for those
who just agree to connect their box
to a phone line to the online
interactive service called Open.
After the year is up, the box stays
free even if the viewer disconnects
the phone line to abandon the very
disappointing Open interactive
service and cancels any subscription
to watch high-priced Pay-TV.
This leaves the owner with free
digital radio programmes and free
TV from Sky News, BBC, C4 and
C5 — but not yet ITV, which has
money in the rival digital terrestrial
service.
Barry Fox
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Products we sell include:

EXCELLENCE
BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
4 Feathers Lane
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134/136 Crwys Road
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
40/42 Albion Street
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street

audio 'II

THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS
Audio Excellence and Audio Thave joined forces

CHORD ELECTRONICS
CURA • CYRUS

as an individual specialist shop. Our staff are
enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge

DENON • DENSEN

and experience to satisfy your expectations. Plus,

DYNAUDIO

we haven't forgotten that buying hi-fi should be

DYNAVECTOR

as much fun as listening to it!

[LAC • EPOS

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

KEF • [ INN • LOEWE

if YOU want your Hi Fi equipment neatly and

of the equipment to be used, where it will be

MARANTZ • MERIDIAN

plan out the system to be installed, the choice

MICHELL

installed in your home and how it will be

MILLER & KREISELL

connected. Call us for advice on how you can
enjoy music all round your home.

MISSION • NAD

•51 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE

NAIM • NAKAMICHI

•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl SEPARATES

ONKYO • PANASONIC

•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

PIONEER • PRIMARE

PRESTON 01772 253057
131 Fnargate

•PRICE PROMISE

READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall

•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES

SOUTHAMPTON
023 8025 2827
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford

CELESTION

from alarger dealer, yet each of our stores is run

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road

OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street Headington

B&W • CASTLE

to bring you the benefits and security of buying

attractively integrated into your home we can

LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane

ALR/JORDAN
ARCAM • AVI

EXETER 01392 491194
156 SidweII Street

HIGH WYCOMBE
01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•10 DAY EXCHANGES

PROAC • PRO-JECT

•PART EXCHANGES

QUAD • REGA

•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES OVER f250*

REL • ROTEL

•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

RUARK • SENNHEISER

SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity
All shops are closed on Mondays
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For the very latest information
please check our web sites:
www.audio-t.co.uk
www.audio-excellence.co.uk

SONANCE

AT HOME MUSIC
AT
a
HOME
The Ultimate
Guide 1999

CEDIA

eeb

MUSIC

SHAHINIAN

For your FREE
copy of

1101Af C1MIMA
ACCFSSOIMS
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SYSTEMLINE
TAG McLAREN
TALK ELECTRONICS

le

TANNOY • TEAC
YAMAHA

FREEPHONE
0500 101501

shop so please check with your local

(quoting reference HEN)

branch before travelling

or vist our web site at www.music-at-home.co.uk

Not all products are stocked by every

"'Subject to status. Written details on request

WIN!

A Cyrus AV amplifier system worth more than £2000
'Top-quality-audio performance plus state-of-the-art AV processing'
CYRUS XPA POWER AMPLIFIERS

RECENT developments have extended the
Cyrus electronics range to new quality
levels, combined with comprehensive
facilities and great flexibility — made
possible by the unique Cyrus digital
control systems built into the products.
Now, the company has applied this
expertise to produce an exciting new AV
pre-amplifier, which may be combined with
arange of Cyrus power amplifiers to
produce some truly outstanding
multichannel systems, which have many
unique features and which perform way
beyond expectations in their price range.
In this special HFNIRR contest, one lucky
winner will receive acomplete AV pre-/
power system, worth more than £2000.

CYRUS AV5 PRE-AMPLIFIER
This all-new AV pre-amplifier is
designed around the latest-generation
Crystal Dolby Digital/DTS decoder.
The AV5 has been designed to offer, in
addition to Digital AV decoding, aquality hi-fi preamp that may be confidently used with Cyrus power
amps to provide top quality audio performance.
Each of the nine inputs can have aname assigned from alibrary
of more than 50 stored within the memory. The text display will
then show the actual source name as chosen rather than an
anonymous input number.
Cyrus digital control systems, which are built-in to the AV 5,
simplify the complex set-up and alignment of the home theatre
decoder — just plug in the mic supplied, and the unit will run the
set-up for you. It also allows extremely accurate re-calibration in
seconds, should you decide to alter any of the system components
or — as is quite likely — the listening position. On-screen set-up is
thus not necessary, nor is it provided. The AV5 retails at £ 1000.

Our prize system combines an AV 5with three
XPA power amplifiers — asystem able to create
state-of-the-art surround illusion. The system is
compact, easy to operate and will appeal to nonaudiophiles as well as existing hi-fi enthusiasts.
Two of the three stereo power amplifiers are
used for the front and rear channels,
while the third XPA allows the centre
(dialogue) speaker — of crucial
importance in any AV set-up — to be biamplified. Like the AV5, the XPAs are
built into the famous Cyrus quality
lightweight die-cast enclosure. This has
myriad advantages, both electrically and
mechanically. The integrated heatsink
design enhances thermal efficiency,
allowing higher performance-to-size
ratio; the non-resonant nature of the alloy
minimises microphonic effects; and its
non-ferrous composition provides an
effective shield from external electromagnetic disturbances, also eliminating any
unwanted effects from the power transformer's stray magnetic
fields. Retailing at £ 350, the Cyrus XPA is an exceptionally
versatile power amplifier with outstanding performance. In abasic
installation the XPA is an extraordinary 50W/ch stereo power
amplifier with an unrivalled level of performance. But its
innovative design comes to the fore in multi-room applications, as
here; its unique input sensing switch-on feature also makes it
particularly suitable for remote installations. The ' chaining' feature
of the XPA facilitates bi-amping or tri-amping afuller installation.
Of course, our prize is only one of the possible system options,
which can draw on the whole range of Cyrus power amplifier
models. For example, for ahigher-power installation, the 150W/ch
Cyrus aPA7 stereo amplifiers may be used, while the 'ultimate'
combination would use aset of five monoblock power amplifiers.

THE QUESTIONS

How to enter

our fabulous £2000 Cyrus
amplifier system, simply answer
the three questions and send your
completed entry form to:

To win
AV

Cyrus Competition,
Hi -Fi News & Record Review
Editorial, PO Box 531,

1.How many inputs are provided on the Cyrus AV5?
a) nine
b) seven
c) six d) eight
2. Which channel of the prize system makes use of both channels of a50W/ch XPA power
amplifier in bi-amping mode?
a) left front
b) right front c) centre

d) subwoofer

Croydon CR9 2ZA.

3. Which feature do all current Cyrus power amplifiers have in common?
a) 150W/ch power output
b) quality lightweight diecast enclosure

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.

c) stereo operation

d) 50W/ch output

Photocopies of the entry forms are acceptablç, but only
one entry per reader is allowed (multiple entrants will be
disqualified). No other correspondence should be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other

Cyrus AV System Competition

alternatives to the prizes offered. The winner will be the

Address

first correct entry% opened. 3) Employees of IPC
Magazines, Cyrus Electronics, or their agents, will not be
eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post
on Friday, 10 March, 2000. The Editor's decision will be
final and binding. No correspondence still be entered into
regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinner will be
notified by post; the results will be published in HFNIRR,
June 2000 issue. 6) Entry forms received become the
property of 1PC Magazines Lid.

MR NEWS & REOORD REMY

THE ANSWERS
2
Ifyou would pre,ter NOT to receive fiether
direct mad, please tic* this box o

Postcode
Daytime tel no:
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The Model 10 is a valuable
addition to our range of precision
turntables. The designer's aim; to rival
more affordably, the performance and engineering
excellence of our Models 20/2 & 30/2 has been notably
successful.

The SME Model 10 mirrors their exacting standards and ease of use. Novel features include polymer isolators contributing to a

pleasing detailed sound balance that encourages fresh exploration of any record collection. Untroubled by the most complex material it's firm clean
bass makes this aturntable that will set your feet tapping!
Details and reviews on request from:
SME LIMITED

STEYNING •

SUSSEX • BN44 3GY •
wwvv.smaltd.uk •

ENGLAND

tr+44

e-mail - sales@sme-ltd.demon.co.uk

(
0)1903 814321 •

iFxj + 44 ( 0)1903 814269
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SME's
Model 10
turntable
comes with
its own arm
detachableheadshell
arm. But
what
happens if
you move
up to the
all- in-onepiece
SME V?

SUPPLIER
SME Ltd,
Mill Road,
Steyning,
West Sussex
BN4 3GY.
Tel: 01903
814269.
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modified or, worse, die altogether.
This is not to suggest that Ididn't
spend enough time with the luscious
SME 10 turntable and arm before
committing my thoughts to the page,
or that I'm merely covering my
tracks. Rather, deadlines and the
onset of senility kept me from
exploring various arm options, one
of which I still admit to not
addressing given that Ionly realised
of its possibilities mere minutes ago:
the addition of adamping trough for
the SME 10 arm. More specifically,
though, was Editor Harris musing

aloud, What's the real difference
between the SME 10 arm, and the
Series V from which it's derived?'.
111 tmay be dangerous to assume,
So now I'm playing with an SME
but nearly everyone in hi-fi —
10, carrying an arm that costs
the public, retailers, manufactroughly half the price of the deck
urers and the press — accepts that
itself... or twice the price of the
components ' grow on you'. The
SME 10 arm. The SME Series V,
upside is that (as arule) things get
an arm which I've come to regard
better and better, especially if you
as the standard by which all others
believe that run-in periods matter
must be judged since its very
and have an effect on performance.
The downside? A reviewer or a inception, is not unfamiliar to me;
for years, I've used Series V arms
customer might discover things
(and the ' stripped' 309) on decks as
which weren't apparent during the
wildly differing as a Michell
honeymoon period. Even worse?
Gyrodeck and an Oracle Paris. And
After afew years, you take things for
Iwas horrified to be reminded that
granted...
this gem has just celebrated its BarIf you feel strongly about run-in
Mitzvah, having entered the world
periods, especially with mechanical
or electro-mechanical devices like
cars, cameras, and (in terms of our

in 1986.
But its familiarity meant that Iwas

particular passion) turntables, arms,
cartridges and loudspeakers, then

taking it for granted. Just as the
SME 10 turntable makes one
wonder about `what could the SME

you're going to tell us what we've
known all along: no review should
be written before the reviewer has
used the component on a regular
basis for, say, six months. And it's
not just the electromechanical
elements, for we're all aware that
valves, cables, capacitors, resistors,
transistors — everything needs
burning-in as well.
Alas, reality intrudes: readers are
certainly not interested in reviews
that come six months or more after
aproduct's launch. More worrying,
there's always the likelihood that a
review conducted after months of
use rather than weeks will appear
just as the product is about to be
Inset: Alastair
Robertson-Aikman
SME Series Vanti

20 and SME 30 decks possibly offer
over the SME 10?', so too does the
new arm beg you to re-assess the
Series V. The problem is that SME
is almost too good at what it does,
and Alastair Robertson-Aikman too
fastidious ever to allow you to think
that
he
might
have
missed
something. Surely the SME 10
tonearm leaves little to be desired?
Because the ' 10 is built to the
same standards, you stop worrying
if its two-point mounting, or rather,
two screws instead
of four,
compromises its performance relative
to the robust mount of the Series V.
Since Iused the SME 10 without
damping (see above...), Ideactivated
it on the Series V to level the playing
field. But removable headshell versus
the Series V's single-piece casting?
More sophisticated balancing and
playing force application? Dunno.
What was clear to me, though, was
that the Series V helped the Lyra
Lydian to extract more from the
grooves.
Referring to my notes, using the
same system, same LPs and most
assuredly the same listening levels,
it was clear that the Series V bore
the same relationship to the SME
10 arm as the ' 20 and '30 turntables
do to the SME 10 record spinner:
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The differences are attributable to
obvious and quantifiable (or at least,
physical and non-mystical) details,
in essence the Series V's single-piece
construction from tip to tushie.
Please: we've been there before, and
those of us who go back far enough
remember the earliest occasions
when we could compare arms with
fixed headshells to those with
detachable headshells. Hence, just
as it was 15 or more years ago, it's
all about the fine details.
Because the SME 10 and Series
V arms are so close, the construction
of the former's headshell so clearly
in advance of that of the SME
3009's, the differences show up far
less vividly than when comparing a
3009 fixed with a3009 detachable.
However remarkable the 3009 was
(and is) by 1960s standards, the
Series V's decapotabk progeny exhibit
headshell
locking
that
defies
criticism. Even so, the all-in-one
Series V exhibits greater detail and
image specificity than the SME 10.
What I'm at a loss to explain is
the sense of more solid bass and —
I kid thee not — lower tracing/
groove noise, qualities manifested on
every disc, be it Peggy Lee, Sonny
& Brownie or Mickey Katz. The
sound was more robust, more
dynamic. In a word, ' better'. But
then, the ' 10 gives you 98%...
Be cautioned that we're talking
about minuscule improvement, an
undeniable example of the Law of
Diminishing Returns. Yes, the Series
V is superior to the SME 10 arm.
Conversely, the SME 10 is too
damned good for its own good.
Which leads us to pricing and your
own spending power, the only valid
determinants for choosing one over
the other.
When you look at ati SME 10
purely for its engineering, you have
to concede that it betters aLeica M6
camera for value and makes certain
wristwatches (gold content aside)
seem like highway robbery. But even
trading the SME 10's £689.34 price
tag for the Series V's £ 1460.72
(amusingly,
not
far
off the
discounted price of an M6 body),
the high value for money factor
remains. How so? Enough for one of
this country's finest watchmakers to
concede that SME arms/turntables
make amockery of both Germany's
and Switzerland's reputations for
superior engineering prowess.
Maybe someone should point out
SME's
achievements
to
a
government intent on stripping the
English of self-respect. Buy either an
SME 10 or Series V, and you've
purchased tangible proof that
England — not Scotland, not Wales,
not Ireland — can hammer the
global favourites.
Ken Kessler
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san increasing number of
digital source components
come
equipped
with
variable output level one might
think that line controllers — in ' old
speak', pre- amplifiers without a
phono cartridge input facility — are
an endangered species.
This will make perfect sense to
those embarking on an all- digital
system, mixing a variety of digital
sources and prepared to convert
from the analogue disc domain to
digital via an A/I5 converter
function. Some digital control units
are configured currently as digitalonly units and cannot handle
analogue signals at all.
Substantial progress is being
made in the digital audio field, with
its unending promise refreshed by
the impending higher- definition
formats. However, some sort of
industry rationalisation will be
needed if such amedium is to have
any chance of success even with the
support of an enthusiasts' market.
Despite all this, asolid demand for
analogue remains, for both signal
sources and signal control. It's also
true that even now, after many false
starts, the digital power amplifier
barely exists. Our capable, favoured

and effective analogue power amps
must be fed analogue signals and
it's still true that the most
transparent and least- invasive
volume control is accomplished in
the analogue domain. Even the
most ardent digital enthusiast
would probably not consider
converting ahigh-quality, hard-won
analogue signal into digital for the
purpose of control, and then
convert it back again for the power
amplifier!
The significance of an analogue
line controller becomes clearer
when analogue sources such as

There's
something
majestic about
ARC's classic
styling — well
balanced,
imposing, still
sporting those
'studio rack'
side handles,
those fingerfriendly shaped
and milled solid
control knobs

tuner and LP come into the
picture. Specifically, the new Audio

Returning to an `all tube' design,
this new line pre- amp looks set to
re-establish Audio Research
Corporation's supremacy in the most
exalted reaches of the high- end

by MARTIN COLLOMS

Research Reference Two control
unit has an analogue partner, the
Reference Phono equaliser.
Upmarket units need not be
unfriendly, and in recent years high
end does not necessarily mean a
hair- shirt approach to the user
interface. Audio Research's 'Two is
friendly enough. Overtly high end,
this new creation certainly costs an
arm and aleg, just under £ 10,000.
It may not be the most expensive
but it's certainly in rarefied price
territory. Iconfess to having not
pursued acloser acquaintance with
its predecessor [which was covered
by KK in his review Reference 600
monoblock power amplifiers, May
'96]; on an initial audition, Ihad
felt that this was a worthy
performer, but lacking sufficient
high-end achievement to seduce me
from other enticing alternatives.
After that, Ihad an unpromising
spin with the the current generation
of the Audio Research LS8, so I
approached this new contender
with some trepidation.
That said, my first impressions of
the Two were very good, and I
haven't changed my mind since
then. There's something majestic
about ARC's classic styling — well

AUDIO RESEARCH
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balanced, imposing, still sporting
those ` studio rack' side handles,
those finger- friendly shaped and
milled solid control knobs. The
result is atidy, no-nonsense look.
On powering up, you are struck
by the well-judged integration of
the numerous but essential LED
indicators, which clarify the
functional condition. Tastefully all
of one colour, light green, they are
just the right brightness. Remote
controlled, of course, the unit
comes with a slim handset that is
functionally built rather than
ostentatious, and whose facilities
show the Two's versatility. First of
all there's a standby condition and
power-up, including activating the
valves. There is independent
control of sources for listening and
for
simultaneous
recording,
channel balance, absolute phase
reversal and mute plus high
resolution volume/'gain' control
Looking at the back panel, this
significant real estate is covered
with audio sockets. Every input and
output is available both in balanced
format ( XLR) and single- ended
(via gold-plated phonos). You can
select from Phono ( line level),
Tuner, CD, Video, Aux 1, Aux 2,
and ' Processor'. The latter is for a
through signal, with its own level
control. As the inputs are selected
they may be assigned either
balanced or SE input format, and
these assignments are memorised
until achange is required.
There's no ` hard' power switch;
instead, mains input is via a
detachable IEC connector. If the
supply is removed the assignments
will not be lost even if the low
power standby supply to the
microprocessor is finally removed,
as the memory contents will last up
to ayear without power.
With 125 steps of nominally
0.3dB for the main
volume
control, the channel balance setting
offers similar resolution. Nominal
sensitivity is I25mV for an IHF
0.5V output ( 250mV, Aux 1).
Noise is quoted as — 97dB
unweighted (ref IV SE) while the
frequency response claim is 0.5Hz
to 601cHz -3dB.

TECHNOLOGY
Creator and company founder
William Z Johnson and his team,
took a retro path with this design
returning to his valve/tube roots. As
such, the Reference Two is packed
with valves, the easy-to-replace and
comparatively inexpensive E88CC
/6922. A couple of much larger
glass envelopes are also present,
these belonging to the 6L6GL
regulator and the 5AR5 rectifier
valves. Yes, the main voltage supply
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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for this design has all
valve electronics. Audio
Research rates the tube
life for well- maintained
sound quality at 4,000 hours,
about four years for an averaged
20 hours use a week. Optimum
performance from cold start' is
rated at around an hour, which I
can confirm.
It consumes around 110W of
power and in a critical installation
could conceivably be left powered
up more or less permanently
except for holidays! Expect to
change the glassware, the supply
and nine 6922s more frequently.
They do last abit longer left on all
the time so a six- to eight-month
replacement cycle is then necessary,
like amajor service of your car. I've
been quoted £ 250 or so for a retube including the necessary
recalibration. High hysteresis
polymeric ring dampers are fitted to
all the small signal valves to reduce
thé
effect of any residual
microphony.
Inside, the supply section begins
with
two
toroidal
power
transformers located well away
from the signal amplifiers.
plus a
small isolating transformer to
independently
run
the
microprocessor and digital logic. In
addition to the full wave tube
rectification and regulation there is
a bank of frequency graded
reservoir capacitors, a combination
of Nichicon efectrolytic and
polypropylene film caps, ' Rel' and
Multicaps.
Built in astrong aluminium alloy
case, the unit is contains four fullwidth, vertically orientated printed
circuit boards. The control section
is at the front, all logic,
complemented by the matching
remotely controlled interface driven

The -e's 110
'hard' power
switch;
instead, nains
input is via a
detachable IEC
connector. If
the supply is
removed the
assignments
will not be lost
even if the low
power standby
supply to the
microprocessor
is finally
removed the
memory
contents will
last up to a
year without
power

via the microprocessor. Second is
the power supply board, third is the
amplifier proper and board four is
entirely passive, interfacing directly
to the input/output connector array
and carrying the selector relays.
The input signal is then led to a
ladder of precision resistors,
balanced for the two channels, with
controlled attenuation/volume
control
achieved
by
the
programmed selection of logic
controlled silicon chip resistors.
Still DC- coupled, the signal
continues to the differential,
balanced triode amplifier section, a
total of eight selected triodes per
channel. Employing cross coupling
for good differential operation for
both SE and balanced working,
PET current sources help achieve
good matching and fine common
mode rejection. In traditional
Audio Research style, the output
capacitors are included in the
feedback loop, and they are
elaborate combinations of polymer
film caps: 4µF, 0.68µF and 0.01µF
in parallel, four sets in all. Negative
feedback is just sufficient to
stabilise gain, bandwidth and
output impedance. In contrast to
competing designs, the Audio
Research types are powerful loaddrivers with a very extended low
frequency performance. Build
quality is excellent, so a long
operating life is likely.
With tube equipment, there can
be agreater sensitivity to siting due
to vibrational microphony effects
and also with cables, particularly at
the output.
There can be
unexpectedly large changes in
character and overall performance
with cable even at the highest level.
If Ihadn't been forewarned by
25

earlier experiences with Audio
Research and other tubed pre-

brand. Instead, the musical
message took hold. Layers of detail
amps, Icould easily have got the
were revealed
in a rewarding
Ref Two wrong. Ifound that a structured way, all of apiece.
good audio stand — essential for an
Given this is avalve/tube model,
analogue turntable or a class
it's perhaps surprising to be able to
winning CD player — was also a report on one of the supreme
vital constituent so far as a good
strengths of this product. It's in the
Ref
Two
installation
was
bass where such technology can
concerned. The gains in clarity and
tend to show atrace of bloatedness,
image depth were truly significant
under-damping if you like, which
in the context of this controller's
can be combined at times with a
potential achievement.
loss of extension, the last half
Another issue concerned mains
octave too dry or even audibly
power. Again a clean, low
attenuated. So hearing this Audio
impedance connection seemed to
Research was a pleasant surprise.
lower the noise floor, allowing
Maintaining the best traditions of
deeper, longer reverberant decays
tunefulness
and
harmonic
to be heard after notes had ceased.
naturalness in the low register, this
After transportation, even after a ARC was delightful, demonstrating
run in period, the tubes need afew
an even-handed extension to the
days to settle down again, a lowest frequencies, for all the world
worthwhile wait in my opinion.
sounding direct-coupled. Moreover
As for the audio cables, Ifound
this Audio Research bass was
the Reference Two to be more
tactile,
agile,
convincingly
critical than Iexpected. Not only is
percussive and also had slam, up
the type of cable important, but
with the best solid-state. And yet
also its length. To get the very best
there was something extra, a tonal
from
this
Audio
Research
rightness about the bass which was
personally Iwouldn't go above 5m
just like the velvet midrange — as if
balanced and 2m unbalanced. Any
qualities you ordinarily only get in
less than this and you're unlikely to
the mid had now been extended to
reach even proximate power
cover many octaves below, right
amplifiers. With the Ref Two it
into the bass. On the way you find a
seemed to work out better with
truly revealing upper bass/lower
shorter interconnects and longer
mid where jazz double- bass and
speaker cables, provided that they
orchestral cello sections were both
were of sufficient quality and not
exceptionally well-resolved.
significantly length dependant. In
Stretching right out to the treble,
this
latter case, Transparent
that inner strength and precision
Reference XL proved spot on.
remained. Sounding natural, open,

SOUND QUALITY
From the outset with the Ref Two
there was asense of ease, an inner
harmony and an overall balance to
the musical structure which was
both impressive and seductive. The
more you listened the less
important the mechanics of sound
reproduction seemed to become.
Consideration of cost became
secondary, as did the technology or

o.
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airy and expressive the treble was
free
from
the
occasionally
encountered ' tinkly' or zingy
sounds which some have associated
with the electrodes — grid wires
etc. within valves.
And what can Isay about the
midband? It was up there with the
finest, finely textured, well-focused
and very well-layered, never forced
or overly projected in the sound
stage. Vocals were supremely

64111
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natural, free from sibilance or edge,
yet remained articulate and highly
expressive. After such a sound,
almost any comparable line
controller seems to suffer from a
mild degree of coloration.
That driving, tuneful bass line
cohesively
underpinned
the
reproduction of both classical and
rock programme. Dynamics were
really very good, perhaps a touch
`controlled' compared with the
finest SE zero feedback examples,
but very satisfactory nonetheless.
Where the Reference Two also
scored was its almost uncanny
ability to put the whole picture
together, to accord musicians their
proper importance
in the
perspective
and still more
remarkably, to positively assert the
precise timing, the precision of
playing of all the musicians from
top to bottom. Many products can
`time' in areas of the frequency
range but in context nothing so far
compares with the Reference II in
its ability to hold bass mid and
treble together so well in the
temporal domain.
Reference Two wasn't obviously
rhythmic — its rendition of rhythm
simply creeps up on you, leaving
the programme itself to tell the
story. On jazz it was simply
remarkable; you took a whole step
closer to the experience of the live
event. It's also no lightweight. This
control unit speaks with authority

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds.
58 Durham Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0208 97:
;909

and inherent poise, more than a
match for the finest power
amplifiers and loudspeakers,
revealing their full weight, depth
and control.
On all other issues, it comes close
to, or is state of the art — stage
width, image depth, transparency,
perspectives, image focus and
focus stability over the frequency
range. Above all, this design
possessed an upbeat quality,
inviting you in to ride the musical
flow, quickening the pulse, creating
an air of expectation. Nor does it
disappoint when those anticipated
special moments arrive.
On my subjective listening-test
marking scale, The Ref Two
matched the limited edition
Conrad-Johnson ART [reviewed
July ' 97] by scoring a magnificent
57 points for overall sound quality.
I'm sure that the more subtle
differences between these two
remarkable audiophile units will
excite much argument and
discussion. The Conrad-Johnson
breathes a little more, with more
outright depth and a little more
dynamic contrast and expression.
The ARC manages to recreate that
larger-scale aura of classic analogue
sound more consistently than the
MAUCH 2800
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C-J. This includes the 'weight' and
size of the soundstage, the precise
focusing of the whole sound of
performers in and through that
stage, together with a still firmer
low frequency extension.

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE TWO
LAB REPORT
Tested on IHF
input/output levels
(0.5V in and out),
the Reference Two

CONCLUSION

breezed through the

Ref One had solid-state supplies
and regulation, can it really be true
that the return to what is in fact the
older technology for this section has
resulted in such a gain in
performance?
However, it was done, the results
now speak for themselves and the
sound quality is top notch. Well
tuned, like a high performance car
an eye on maintenance will not go
amiss particularly if you are so
appreciative of the sound that you
leave it warmed up all the time. [
maybe you could put it on a time
switch to sleep some of the night?]
It offers many inputs, true source
independent dubbing SE and
balanced facilities of comparable
quality, which may be mixed at
input or output, phase invert, and a
silent good resolution, control of
volume and channel balance. Save
for the most sensitive speakers, if
used rather close up, the mild
output noise is unlikely to be a
problem. The response is wide,
distortion negligible and the input
output matching favourable.
Of reference name it now joins
the reference class of analogue
controllers with its marvellously
balanced sound, not just in respect
of tonality but in the overall balance
of qualities which together define
truly high performance.
We have waited alittle while now
for another classic design from
William Zane Johnson, recalling
earlier great achievements such as
the D79 power amp and the SPIO
II pre-amplifier. Now it's arrived.
The Reference Two is the new
Johnson masterwork!

The listening system
The system and comparison products
used for this review included: Krell
650M, Cary 300SE LX20 and
Naim 250 power amplifiers; Wilson
Audio WITT II, Wilson System 6and
Quad ESL63 loudspeakers; Krell
KPS25 and Conrad-Johnson ART
pre-amplification and Audio
Synthesis Passion passive control
unit. Analogue source was aLinn
LP] 2-Lingo/Naim Aro/van den Hul
Grasshopper IV via an XTC or
Cyrus aEQ7-PSXR phono stage.
Digital sources were Krell KPS25,
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade, Naim
CDSII. Cables included Transparent,
Siltech and van den Hul.

lab tests.
Total harmonic
distortion was
essentially buried in
the moderate noise
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Fig 2. Audio Research Reference Two:
19kHz120kHz tones intemodulation test

Fig 3. Audio Research Reference Two:

Fig 4. Audio Research Reference ht.,
frequency response, left and tight channels

floor and Igot
results of -77.2dB
at 20Hz, -82.3dB
at ¡kHz and better
than -78.5dB,
20kHz. Operated
in balanced mode,
it was even better
as the - 100dB
result for the
dominant second
harmonic testified

distortion, balanced, 10V output

[Fig II. There was

most sources.

some 15.5V of

0.123dB, the

over a wide range,

still a trace of hum
in the residual, at

Output noise was
unexceptional in

input before

then jumped to a

distortion

second 0.38, the
next 0.41 and then

-82dB.

my view, -69.7dB

significantly

0.14dB. In this

attenuation of

(CCIR, 1
kHz)

increased.

manner the first 10

86dB.

Particularly good

On frequency

maximum, finite

If the balance

steps are fine

at high frequencies

and with sensitive

(in agreement with

speakers and a

response the bass

control of 3.2dB.

the listening result),
the 1kHz difference

higher power

extended almost to

Alternatively

`thrown' for a

amplifier this was

DC (< 1Hz) for

working up from

tone for the

(just) audible in a

-0.5dB, the upper

the bottom, full

balanced input,
there was aloss of

19/20kHz IM test

quiet room.

limit reaching

attenuation was

6dB in gain and

vanished into the

Alternative views

16.9kHz for this

measurement limit

of the noise

half the input
signal wasn't used.

-100d13 [Fig 2]. I
then drove the pre-

performance get

point. For the
-3dB half-power

-86.6dB, then it
jumped up 23dB to
-63.1, then -57.4

For unbalanced

you -74dB

points, the range

and -56.1dB, until

inputs the switch

was from well

it settled down to

setting did not

10V output level to

unweighted,
balanced output,

below 0.5Hz to

those finer steps of

significantly affect

see how the

and 77.9dB A

46.5kHz, the latter

0.5dB or less for

the measured

distortion varied

weighted for the

with standard 100k

higher settings. So

with level. The

normal 'SE'

ohm 150pF loading

it's just not possible

results.
Aside from some

result was certainly

connection. With

[Fig 4]. The input

to count steps and

reservations

poorer than at

the volume control

impedance, SE or

cakulate precise

concerning the

0.5V but gave no

at zero, the

rather average

practice, however, I

output noise level

[Fig 31, with a

residual was about
-80dB, with a

per balanced phase,
was fairly high at

volume settings. In

cause for concern

67.2k ohms with a

found the volume

the Reference Two

maximum third

trace of vacuum

low capacitance

control resolution to

measured very well,

harmonic at -7301

flicker noise. With

value of 80pF.

be fine. The

and just a couple of

your ears on the

This means signal

balance control

equally proficient in
balanced and

higher harmonics,

speakers you could

sources are lightly

offered 0.5dB steps

single-ended modes_

4th and 5th, better

occasionally hear

loaded.

than 104dB down.

those odd rustlings

With afairly low

which vacuum-tube

the channel

276 ohm output
impedance (550

electronics tend to

balance was

produce.

accurate to
0.01dB. Volume

amp to a tougher

ohms balanced) it

Input overload

Test results

At full level,

will drive any

margins were

tracking remained

power amplifier.

checked since some

very good to lower

The absolute

related designs with

levels: 0.03dB at

maximum output

`electronic' volume

-20dB, 0.1dB at

was 35V, thus

controls have

-60dB.

showing great

shown limited

volume control

headroom.

headroom right at

showed the

The

Balanced in/

the input. No

varying resolution

balanced out, the

problems were

which is not

gain was 26dB;

found with the

the unbalanced
input gain, 20dB,

Reference Two,

uncommon in
`coded' ladder

which could accept
+2.5dB (IHF),

first step was

is sufficient for
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Fig 1. Audio Research Reference Two:
spectrum of distortion, 500Hz (114F)

designs. Thus the

mode switch is not

Audio Research Reference Two

Distortion ( dB)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input -77.2 -82.3 -78.5
IntermodulatIon
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux)
-90.7*
Noise ( dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
-69.7(74*)
Residual ( unwtd, vol at min)
-80
DC offset, left/right < 1mV/<1mV
Input overload (
dB)
+26 +26 +25.2
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
Stereo separation ( dB)

Aux input

Volume/balance tracking

Aux input ( dB)
Input data

Socket type
Sensitivity
Loading 50k ohms
Output

Max level
Impedance ( ohms)
Dimensions (
whd)
Typical pdce Bric VAT)

79
11.5.5 101.6
20dB 60dB
OdB 0.03 0.03 0.103
phono
50mV
.430pF
35V
276 (550*i
480x176x394mm
£9998

for balanced working
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Three little letters
to excite or strike fear,
depending on your
disposition. We take a
closer look at some
of the hardware
and software
currently available
by ANDREW HARRISON

. ..‹../;,›.
ec,
N
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or playback on a portable
Walkman- like machine, the
MP3 format has distinct
advantages over the rival systems of
CD, cassette and MiniDisc, despite
the far-from-perfect sound quality.
Storing the music in solid-state
memory as most MP3 portables do
at present is an expensive way of
holding data. RAM and other
memory prices may have fallen
incredibly in recent years, but a
32MB SmartMedia expansion card
still costs over £70; in storage terms
this corresponds to only 30 minutes
of stereo music playback, at the
just-tolerable data-rate of 128kbps.
However, with music held in
memory there are no moving parts
to interfere with playback —
compare this with the rolling tape
and spinning discs of other recorded
media systems, always susceptible
to the movement when carried
around despite various ' anti-roll' or
electronic ` anti- shock' systems
applied on board. Solid-state
players do not skip or jump, making
them glitch- free while walking
around or even jogging.
Lack of moving parts should also
increase their usable lifespan, with
no tape- head to wear, motor to
burn out or laser to defocus. And,

in defence of the limited and
expensive memory, many new
players come with 64MB memory
already fitted, enough even for 45
minutes of superior sounding
192kbps stereo music. The best
players using a USB interface can
upload this music from computer
to player well inside two minutes,
so an LP length album can be
transferred at will, while still at
home before going on that run. For
recording mono speech, such as a
talking book or language lesson,
playback time from the same 64MB
capacity can easily be stretched to
over two hours.
Software for the encoding and
playback of MP3 files has become
more plentiful recently for all
computer platforms, including the
Apple Macintosh software used
here. Freeware and Shareware
utilities that could 'rip' audio from
CDs and encode it to MP3 were at
one time more commonly found for
Microsoft PCs, with applications
like Winamp used for playback.
Then, in 1999, the distribution of
encoding software on any platform
was more tightly restricted by
MP3's inventors, the Fraunhofer
Institut für Integrierte Schaltungen
(Fraunhofer-IIS) of Munich,

Hardware and Software
MARCH 2000
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working with co- license holder
Thomson Multimedia, which now
pursues
royalties
for
such
applications, discouraging amateur
programmers from distributing
their home-made wares.

MP3 SOFTWARE: ENCODING
To get the best out of MP3, you
need some good software. Ispent
some time with various programs,
including Casady and Greene's
SoundJam MP, Proteron's N2MP3
and Panic's Audion, all tested on an
Apple PowerBook 400MHz G3
Series.
SoundJam is a combined player
and encoder suite, a versatile
package sold for $ 35 ( download)
that has everything required to
create various types of MPEG files
and play them back on acomputer.
N2MP3 is an encoder only,
advertising superior encoding
performance, and available for $30
(download only). Audion is a
straight player only, available for

Soundjam in
motion. Many MP3
programs include
sound-to-graphics
generators

at apremium or if you are creating
audio for streaming over the
interne, you may reduce the data
rate to 64kbps or less. To prevent
music from becoming deluged in a
swamp of swirly electronic artefacts
(gross distortions that mask the
remnants of the overly-compressed
music), you can first try reducing
the sample rate from 44.11cHz to,
say, 22.05kHz. This will halve the
bandwidth of the signal to 11kHz,
but the loss is outweighed by the
ability of the encoder to create an
efficiently compressed file, and
leave you with something that still
resembles music.

SOUNDJAN1 MP ENCODER

$17.95 or bundled with N2MP3 for
$39.90. All of these can be
downloaded from the net as
working demos, with a permanent
unlocking code supplied upon
payment. SoundJam is also
available shrinkwrapped from
Apple dealers.
First, let's look at the encoding
options within the standard.
Because the whole MP3 format is
about reducing file size, most
people will keep to the popular
default of 128kbps stereo format, to
crunch the music into amuch more
portable form; aRed Book standard
PCM file from CD consumes about
10MB per minute, while an MP3
file at the default rate will use about
1MB per minute. So, using this
roughly
10:1
lossy
coding
compression, MP3 requires onetenth the storage capacity of CD
audio ( compare with Sony's
MiniDisc ATRAC compression,
around 5:1).
But most MPEG encoders will
offer a range of data rates to suit
different tastes and uses. If space is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Mac and PC
desktops, showing
(above) Apple
QuickTime; Audion
`Glass'; and
'Graphite SE';
(below) Windows 98
running Sonique and
Winamp

SoundJam's encoder supports
sampling frequencies from 16 to
48kHz, and a choice of bitrates
from 32 to 320kbps (MP3 stereo),
and up to 384kbps for MP2 stereo
— see later. Itried ripping a fourminute song from a CD to the
lowest possible file size, thereby
reducing a 40MB file to less than
1MB. That's small enough to fit on
afloppy disci
Using a 16kHz sample frequency
and 32kbps MP3 (mono) bit-rate,
and utilizing two SoundJam extras
— ' subsonic filter' and ` smart
frequency adjust'— a guitar/vocal
track [' Drinking in LA', Bran Van
3000] was still recognizable with
the key melodies intact.
This is really quite a surprising
feat, I feel, for such a heavy

trg oceesqpne

ee.

compression algorithm. But this
software really comes into its own
at higher bit-rates.
At the high- end of the MP3
quality spectrum, SoundJam can
encode with 44.1kHz sample
frequency, at up to 320 kilobits per
second. At this level we can start to
bring in the much over-used cliché
of ' CD quality'. Well, certainly
near-CD playback quality, anyway,
providing the audio sound card in
the computer is also of high quality.
As a point of reference, remember
that the highest- quality Digital
Radio currently being broadcast in
this country is at 192kbps (using
MPEG-1 Layer 2, close relation to
MP3). The latest version (v1.6) of
SoundJam allows this ` MP2'
encoding, which requires less
processing on the part of a
computer or player.
To keep file sizes down while
retaining some quality, SoundJam
also supports Variable Bit Rate
encoding and playback. This is
another way to optimise file size, by
keeping the bit-rate in step with the
complexity of the music, reducing
bit- rate as the music simplifies.
This is comparable to the DTS
coding system, which squeezes
more performance into a similar
space as a linear- coded Dolby
Digital track.
• ,7VZ.V.soundjam.com

PROTERON N2MP3
N2MP3 will also encode at bit rates from 32 to 320kbps, within
the MP3 format. Like SoundJam, it
supports CDDB — the Compact
Disc Database — where a music
CD played through acomputer can
ask for a look-up on an internet
database, automatically finding
details of artist and track names.
This information is then added to
the MP3 files as they are encoded,
saving the time-consuming act of
typing them all in manually.
This was certainly a quick
encoder, when used on a G3
processor. All you need to do is
drag aCD icon from the desktop to
the
Hard
Drive,
with the
application itself normally residing
with Extensions in the System
Folder. I preferred using the
application mounted within the
N2MP3 folder, in abid to keep the
Extensions folder trim.
There is an option to play the
track as it encodes, but with this
disengaged it will code at around
three times normal playing speed.
Sound quality was found to be very
good, showing slightly improved
separation and space to music than
with the SoundJam encoder, both
encoders set to 192kbps FBR.
• www.n2mp3.com
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..almost too good,
too innovative,
too classy
to be true"
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News, December 1999.

Towers
by Pathos Acoustics
For acopy of the Hi Fi News review,
abrochure and alist of stockists please contact:

UKD

23 Richings Way, hier, SLO 9DA, Bucks. England
Tel: 07000 UKD HIFI Tel: 01753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk

*Model shown: Twin Towers R. R. integrated amplifier, £3250

,

Fax: 01753 654531

MP3 PLAYERS
SOUNDJAM MP PLAYBACK
If you are looking for an integrated
solution that will encode, play back
and provide visual entertainment
on the way, SoundJam is the
perfect package. Like many MP3
software players available for the
PC or Mac platform, it has the
ability to change its on- screen
appearance. The standard ' skin'
closely resembles Apple's own
QuickTime Player, a multi-media
player supplied free for Mac or PC
www. apple. comlquicktime .
QuickTime 4.0 does not support
VBR recordings at present,
although the 4.1 update scheduled
for official release at time of press
will do so.
SoundJam skins, as with most
MP3 software players, allow a
custom look, from an alien- like
marble tablet to a hi-fi rack to a
Fender Strat. It's also possible to
use skins designed for other players
with the help of the supplied ' Skin
Converter'. One of the treats
supplied with SoundJam is afacility
for using visual plug-ins, in other
words, eye-candy. These turn the
sound into a colourful collage on
screen, movements synchronised to
the music, to create a visual
psychedelic motion painting [see
below and top of p29].
Sound quality of SoundJam was
good, but its appeal is more its
comprehensive features: CD/MP3/
Net player, MP2/3 encoder, large
selection of skins and some of the
best visual plug-ins.

What set
Audion apart
on test was its
sound quality,
which was
noticeably
clearer and
more detailed
than several
others

The MP3 codec was developed by the Fraunhofer Institute in Germany, and
formalised within the ISO/Motion Pictures Experts Group, hence MPEP-1
Audio Layer 3, shortened to MP3
MP3 is the most searched- for word on the intemet
The contraction 'MP3' was populcrised by MS-DOS and Unix based
computers, requiring athree- letter suffix to enable the operating system to
recognise the fitle
Most commercial software encoders are limited to MP3 support, but now some,
including SoundJam here, will encode in the simpler MP2 format. Not to be
confused with MPEG-2 Audio, anewer codee package
An MP3 player will also play back Layer 1and Layer 2material
MP3 relies on audio masking, apsychaacoustic phenomenon, to remove
'unwanted' data, and divides music ink, 32 sub-bands before reconstructing
together. What set Audion apart on
test was its sound quality, which
was noticeably clearer and more
detailed than several others,
including SoundJam. The latter
was very good by MP3 standards,
make no mistake, but Audion had
the edge, giving more clarity to
vocals and improved overall
definition, noticeable even on lowfi
live recordings.

harder to come by. These are
priced around £90 for 32MB and
CO for 16MB. Not recommended
for its arcane software interface.
• Dixons, 01442 353000;
www.maycomcoltd.corn

PONTIS MPLAYER3
seen

'99] and is still
one of the best
sounding
around. Larger
than most and
limited

in

memory ( using
the same MultiMedia card as the
Merit), it is also very slow to
download music through its serial
port, although a USB card writer
still is promised. Makes up for
deficiencies through good sound

MP3 HARDWARE

quality, and compatibility with
both Mac and PC computers. Also
one of the cheapest at $ 190 US
(around £ 118) available by mail
order from Germany.
• Pontis, 0049 9435 54070;
tatvw.mplayer3.com

MAYCOM MERIT
This little £ 129.99 baby player is

PINE D'MUSIC

available in the UK from

Like

Dixons. It small not

most

MP3

players,

the

D'music uses SmartMedia cards

only in size but also

to

in

memory: in this case 32MB

capacity:

it

supplement

onboard

carries no on-board

ready loaded. Four pre-set EQ

memory but comes

settings

with a pair of 16MB

easily

cards,

can

be

selected

with a button on

uploaded to from a

the front of the

separate card reader

rubberized case.

connected to a PC's

Sounds

parallel port. It also

despite

comes complete with a
However,

lack

okay
its £ 129

price point. Also PC

usable FM radio.
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average. Spare cards are also

before [ Oct

Lowres MP3 on acomputer is one
thing, but the best way to exploit
the compact nature of MP3 is on
the road. Here's a selection of
hardware currently available.

MultiMedia

1041 NEWS LRECORD SEMI

Sound

quality was found to be decidedly

been

For the most popular home
computer, a PC running Microsoft
Windows 95/98, there is aworld of
software that will play MP3 files.
Popular programs include Audio
Catalyst (
www. xing. corn), Sonique
(www. sonique. com), and Cool Edit
2000/Cool Edit Pro (with plug-in)
(www.syntrillium.com).
Windows NT, SUN, Unix,
Linux, NeXT and BeOS all have
MPEG software available.

IniteCap, apopular
plug-in that works
with SoundJam MP
wgive aseemingly
endless variety of
shapes and patterns
synchronised to
the musk

more than any other!

The Pontis player has

OTHER MP3
SOFTWARE PLAYERS

AUDION
There are no visual treats with
Audion, other than an excellent
range of skins (here called 'faces'),
which
have
an
appealing
transparency that allows desktop
details from behind the player
window to show through.
Controls such as play, skip, and
pause appear as clickable buttons
within the player. The data integrity
of each file can be read before
playing for troublesome files,
although this will introduce aslight
pause between tracks that run

MP3 TRIVIA

only, and connected
of

onboard

directly

to
via

a

memory leaves the Merit reliant

computer

on expensive and fragile cards,

parallel port. Not the

a

and its sparse instructions and

very best around but does the job

clumsy software make it more

at a lower price than some.

difficult to use. In fact Iswore at

• 01908 218812;

this player and the connected PC

www.pine-dmusic.com
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A Perfect Ten...
For the past 18
years the
Wharfedale
Diamond has
been the UK's
most popular
loudspeaker. In
contrast to almost
every other speaker
manufacturer,
Wharfedale
designs all its own
components and
builds almost every
part in its own
factories.
These award winning
speakers incorporate the
finest acoustic engineering that
Britain can offer. The advanced
technology of the decoupled
cabinets; the ' Audio Stealth'
moulded rock front and backs;
elliptically cut mineral loaded
sandwich cones;
magnetically linearised pole
pieces; double wound voice coils;
all continuing the dominance of
Wharfedale's technological lead
since 1932.
Across the world, the UK's No.1
best selling loudspeaker enjoys
the same reaction: Sound Quality
*

*

*

Value for money

*- *
Again confirming that in every
way she's a perfect ten.

dale International Ltd.
rmine Business Park
Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 61NA
Tel: 01480 447700
www.wharfedale.co.uk

Diamond 7.1*

£99.95

Diamond 7.2*

£129.95

Diamond Anniversary

£149.95

MP3 PLAYERS
PHILEX MPRESS3

DIAMOND RIO PMP500

A

MUSIC ON THE INTERNET

From Diamond Multimedia, the

Acquiring music over the net — of

looking player from afar, with a

Rio PMP500 has also been seen

direct

before [' Brief Encounters', Nov

whatever provenance — is still really
a non-starter unless you have access

stylish

and

sophisticated

line- level

input

for

1999] remains one of the best

recording. It also

to ahigh-bandwidth line, even faster

players

can record voice

sophisticated third generation

for like a pocket

than BT's outdated ISDN2. At the
moment, download times from a

machine is the most expensive of

dictaphone. The

56K

the group at around £ 229, but it

telephone line are slow. A five-

supplied head-

offers 64MB of onboard memory,

phones

fit

minute song of 128kbps MP3 may

expandable with a SmartMedia

around the back

take upwards of 20 or 30 minutes.

card to 96MB. There is a choice of

of the head, and

No, for the moment MP3 players

cool

the

sound

better

are of more interest for carrying

translucent iMac blue as well as

music from your own collection,

than most of the

gunmetal, plus an easy- to- use

ripped to MP3 and loaded from a

competitors' inear

on

finishes

control

phones,

the

This

including

layout

selection

although I would

market.

of

that

allows

tracks

better headphones if

over

a regular

computer to aportable player.

from

various sub- folders in the
memory.

still advise using

modem

CONCLUSION
While sound quality of MP3 music

you can. Overall, not particularly

A thumbwheel makes it
effortless to find the track and

is still far short of true high-fidelity,
the perceptual differences are

impressive especially as other

adjust settings

closing, so that the deficiencies are

comparable players can be had for
less than the £ 199 this unit costs.

like tone and

less immediately obvious on cursory

volume,

or

• 0181 202 1919

listening. If you can create and store

control

an

www.philex.com

elegant multimenu system.

files at a higher bit- rate, all the
better, although this will reduce

THOMSON LlfRA

A

USB

port

playing time. The answer to this
problem may be aswered by a new

One of the very latest players,

allows painless

development: the inclusion of amini

from the co- holder of the MP3
licence. It has a commendably

download

of

hard-drive to carry far more data on-

music

from

clear LCD screen that shows track

PC or Mac to

board before loading into memory.
One such player is the PJB from

the

HanGo [see ' News'], able to hold

details

and

DSP

settings.

player.

Unusually, it uses Compact Flash

Other players

almost 5GB. That's a lot of space

cards for memory: slightly

using Parallel

for uncompressed CDs, never mind
data-reduced MPEG files.

easier to find in the high
street, as they are more
popular

for

or Serial ports
can seem positively

digital

cameras and can be found

snail- like in comparison.
This player is very slick and

To

make

any

MP3

player

acceptably usable, the upload time
from computer must be quick.
Those that use a slow serial port are

in larger capacities. The look and

straightforward to load: a five

feel of the £ 199 Lyra are a step up

minute track can be transferred in

from many others, even if it

around ten seconds. Clear, legible

comes

with

penalty.

display with blue backlight makes
the Rio PMP500 simple to operate

the

weight

comes with one of the

and

most

Talking of platforms, at least one
of the players here (the Diamond

adjustments for those

Bookmark button allows an
erasable marker to be left at any

who

twiddle.

point; useful when listening to

Supplied software for PC

talking books or when you need to
pinpoint a favourite section.

a

usable
must

small
Also
EQ

only is not particularly
intuitive, and only allows

easy

It comes

a maximum of 128kbps
ripping, but it does work.

software

to

understand.

A

not fun to use. A parallel port is
better, but not as cross-platform as
best

system

to

date,

the

Universal Serial Bus.

Rio) has Linux software available,
written by the growing number of
open-source developers that port
popular applications to various
flavours of Linux.

with

good usable

that

facilitates

Not an audiophile format, for
sure, but apopular one. Just like the

Sound quality is good

converting and uploading music.
Sound quality is very good for

enough, with a usably high

MP3, with a confident bass and

humble Philips compact cassette, a
lowfi medium that thrived (thrives?)

maximum volume.

unaggressive mid and treble. One

for decades, and whose fidelity,

• Thomson,

of the best-sounding in the group.

along with its penetration, slowly

01732 520920;

• 01189 444400;

tutow.thornson-lyra.corn

www.diamondmm.com

increased
respectable.

MP3 GLOSSARY

and

became

quite

RAM: random access memory

Data rate: quality of audio playback is proportional to the number of bits

Sharewa re/freewa re: software developed by computer enthusiasts and

assigned to each sample per second. The most common data rate for MP3
files posted on the net is 128kbps (kilobits per second), usually consisting of

programmers. Usually available to download over the net, with shareware
often requiring anominal payment to keep the program after a

two parallel streams, in this case of 64kbps each. Quality is subjective but

demonstration period. Freeware is free!

sound starts becoming more acceptable at data rates above 192kbps.
G3/G4: PowerPC processors at the core of Apple Max computers; compare

postage stamp, usually available as 8, 16 or 32MB capacity.

with the vaunted Pentium on PCs.
ID3 Tags: text code inserted into MP3 files that allows track name, artist,

USB: Universal Serial Bus, aconnection standard that is replacing Serial,
Parallel and some SCSI applications.

etc, to be displayed on hardware or software players. Various versions in
use, for example, IV3v2, but be aware that some older players can be upset

VBR: Variable Bit Rate, anon-universal encoding protocol that helps
reduce file size further; not necessarily compatible with older software

by extra non-musk code in the file.

players. cf FBR, Fixed Bit Rate.
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SmartMedie popular memory storage card, the size of acommemorative
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A

This is athreeway design
with four
as arelatively easy 8ohm load. Each
driven, two of
driver (or driver pair in the case of
them 250mm
the bass) has its own inputs, and so
Vita bass pulp
bi- and triwiring are possible.
cone units. A
The physical description of the
speakers — not least thanks to the
prodigious
enclosure is straightforward, and
amusingly-named Bigga-Tron.
power
although it is possible to point
But the Gravitron was conceived
handling figure
towards antecedents for some of the
as a cost-no-object project to help
of 600 watts
key design elements from such
inform AVI's ongoing speaker
is claimed
manufacturers as Wilson Audio,
development programme, and it is
Ruark and B&W, essentially this is a for each
also something of abeast. Standing
bass driver
1200mm tall, 540mm deep, with a much simpler design than you might
VI has long been one of the
more iconoclastic of the
smaller British loudspeaker
and electronics building elite, and it
is its smaller designs that have set
the company's reputation in loud-

well away from the bass unit
magnets. The Gravitron is described

expect, and one with a clear price
advantage over its main rivals with
similar bass capabilities. There is no
pretence of the kind of build quality
and finish routinely produced from
high-end speakers from those named
above. Everything has gone into the
electrical and acoustic design.

CONSTRUCTION
The basic ingredients from which
the Gravitron recipe has been
concocted include a 120 litre
enclosed volume, with a25mm wall

baffle 320mm wide, it is athree-way
design with four drivers: for the bass,
two 250mm Vifa pulp- cone bass
units pump the required amount of
air, chosen instead of asingle, larger
(but inevitably heavier and slower)
unit, which would also have required
astill wider enclosure. A prodigious
power handling figure of 600W is
claimed for each bass driver.
The midrange driver, also from
Vifa, is a 125mm doped paper-cone
unit whose aluminium former helps
dissipate heat, improving power
handling and dynamics. The tweeter
is another high-power unit, a28trun
dome from Scanspeak.
These drive units are deployed
with wide natural overlaps, and are
said to give good, linear behaviour
well beyond their designed operating
bands, which allows the crossovers
(at 300Hz and 3kHz) to apply quite
gentle 12dB/octave attenuation and
still deliver abenign phase response.
The crossovers themselves are
mutually separated and housed in
their own internal encapsulated area

If the name has
a serious ring to it,
that's because AVI is
ready to put the
Gravitron up against
the world's best
by ALVIN GOLD

AV I
GraVitron
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thickness, in the MDF main
enclosure for the bass, which is
finished in a choice of rosewood or
piano black. It is a massive but
straightforward rectangular box
which has been built around atulipwood frame, and whose panels have
been damped with bitumastic pads.
The top panel ( that the plant pot
would normally stand on) is velvetlined and recessed below the sides,
forming an open tray which helps
stiffen the structure.
This recessed tray makes a
suitable base for the upper section:
home to the midrange unit and
tweeter. The velvet
helps to
decouple
the
two
sections,
addressing a problem now widely
recognised by the industry. This
second, satellite enclosure is built
from 15mm MDF panels with a
filling of acoustic wadding, and
connected to the main enclosure
with acable link fitted with twist-fit
Speak-on terminations. This upper
enclosure has a trapezoidal crosssection, reducing standing waves.
Because the midrange unit
naturally falls behind the bass driver,
and the tweeter further back still, the
opportunity has been taken to timealign the drivers when auditioned on
a normal listening axis. The
trapezoid
also
provides
a
progressively narrower baffle for the
mid and tweeter, which helps widen
dispersion and improve imagery.
The problems and solutions
described here are not unusual with
speakers of this kind, and some are
addressed in even more sophisticated
ways by the designers responsible for
such loudspeakers as the B&W
Nautilus DM802, which perhaps
provides aproper starting-point for
an examination of the AVI.
Sophistication of course is not
necessarily synonymous with
effectiveness, though the method
adopted by AVI for time alignment
means that the two smaller drivers
must be listened to from off their
normal, forward listening axes, and
this seems to have audible and not
entirely beneficial consequences.
Other solutions adopted in the
Gravitron are undeniably effective.
The desire to ensure that the
Gravitron produces bass of
appropriate quality as well as depth
has resulted in a decision to eschew
reflex ports of any kind, in favour of
sealed bass (infinite baffle) loading.
In simple terms, it can be said that
sealed box operation means ahigher
frequency ' knee' in the response
curve for any given enclosure
volume, below which bass output
starts to fall away. The quid quo pro is
that the rate of attenuation is
reduced
from
a theoretical
18dB/octave to 12dB/octave, with
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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consequently reduced group delay
and enhanced phase accuracy. All
things being equal, this also implies a
superior transient response, which
depends on reducing timing errors
caused by group delay.
Sealed-box loudspeakers often
sound rather lean and dry by reflex
box standards, but AVI calculated
that the Gravitron's massive
enclosure is large enough to make
this a secondary consideration. To
judge by results, the decision seems
well-founded. Of course, the -6dB at
20Hz bass spec is impressive by any
standards, but there have been
tradeoffs. The bass does lack the
subjective fullness and power that
might have been expected of such an
awesomely capacious loudspeaker,
but by any normal standards it does
more than enough with organ
fundamentals, including one from
Respighi's Pines of Rome which was
apparently free from doubling, and
was consequently able to suggest real
authority and depth even when —
and this is crucial — the volume
level was not oppressively high.
What really sets the Gravitron's
bass apart, however, is its superb
integration, its ability, rare in awide
bandwidth design, to speak with a
single voice: no pun intended.
Comparison with the B&W Nautilus
802 seems justified; for where the
latter sounds to me like two
loudspeakers — one for bass, and
one for the rest — locked in an
eternal and intimate dance, never
quite consummating their union
(though achingly close at times), the
Gravitron bass is by contrast
completely integrated into the fabric
of the loudspeaker as awhole.
Timing is particularly impressive,
being quick, taut and highly
articulate; and the fundamentals and
the rich harmonic overtone structure
that help make sense of the music
live together in complete accord.
But Idid feel there were problems
further up the frequency band,
highlighted not just by the 802, but
also by other designs, such as the
(much costlier) JM Labs Mezzo
Utopia. Put simply, the Gravitron
sounds coloured. For me, it fails to
'speak out' properly. If you prefer,
the music it produces sounds
somehow locked into the enclosures,
and too often fails to establish an
independent soundstage around the
speaker plane.
This is not to say that the
Gravitron doesn't image. Lateral
positioning is quite tightly defmed,
especially in the upper midband,
which is presumably a function of
the narrower enclosure baffle near
the midrange driver; but the
perception of depth is curtailed, and
the inherent coloration through the

Gravitron's internal
crossover panels

upper bass and much of the
midband has the effect of making the
Gravitron sound at best uneven, and
at worst boxy and hollow.
It does not take long to find a
plausible explanation for this in the
heavy enclosures. The surprisingly
telling ' knuckle test' confirms that
the main enclosure does indeed
sound hollow and boxy, and to a
lesser but still significant extent so
does the mid/treble enclosure.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
Ai. 7, Speaker
Techniques Ltd,
Suites 6 & 7,
Lightel Mill,
Bath Road
Trading Estate,
Stroud,
Glos GL5 3QE
Tel: 0;453
753656

Notwithstanding the criticisms, I
had alot of musical enjoyment and,
yes, fun with the Gravitron, and in
many ways is clearly a class-leading
loudspeaker. It is palpably one of the
best- integrated
of all
wide
bandwidth loudspeakers, and despite
some local colorations, the overall
balance is crisp, light and open, with
agile bass lines and crisp, vivid
textures.
In the end, of course, the
problems, which Ihave attributed to
the enclosure, set the limit on what
the Gravitron can achieve, but its
capabilities are still wider than most.
There were indications from this test
that the Gravitron is more
responsive than many to the
character of the partnering power
amplifier, and also that it needs
plenty of power and a drive to
overcome what appears subjectively
to be a lower sensitivity than the
88dB/W/lm specification implies.
Even on the official figures, the
Gravitron is hardly abstemious in its
taste for power. Like the curate's egg
then, good in parts.
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In the beginning there was darkness
Then God created Music and it was good

The new Classic series of turntables from Pro-ject
Composer series loudspeakers from Vienna Acoustics
Somehow the world seems a better place

Stunningly finished in piano lacquer and beautiful veneers
these Austrian creations are as pleasing to the eye as they are to the ear.
Classic turntables from £ 360. Composer loudspeakers from £ 650
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AMPLIFIERS

H

ow droll: here we are at a
transitional period in audio
history, when all of the
hooded, scythe-bearing doomsayers
are bellowing about the death of
stereo, high end and/or hi-fi fullstop, and up pops one of the most
impressive efforts yet from a UK
manufacturer. Then again, we are
talking about whippet-owning, clothcap- wearing Yorkshiremen of a
known stubborn streak, so we
shouldn't be surprised, Sugden being
the company which introduced and
stuck with Class- A and current
feedback in a era when the
conservatives (small ' c') of the hi-fi
press were championing some of the
most unimpressive Class AB
transistor travesties ever released. As
we are blessed with 20/20 hindsight,
it's quite clear now that the Sugden
gear
of
yore
was
sorely
The finest Sugden
amplification, in three
boxes — the Masterclass
pre- amp and 160W
monoblocks

by

KEN

KESSLER
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Here we are at
atransitional
period in audio
history, when
all of the
hooded,
scythe- bearing
doomsayers
are bellowing
about the
death of
stereo, high
end and/or
hi-fi full- stop,
and up pops
one of
the most
impressive
efforts yet
from a UK
manufacturer

underappreciated.
With
Masterclass, Sugden has joined a
tiny group of British manufacturers
with aspirations beyond Land's End
and John O'Groats. But if the
nationality of aproduct affects your
decision-making, you will probably
audition Masterclass against Chord,
ATC, Naim's new ' monster', [inn's
Klimax and precious few others.
Not only are the Sugdens large and
powerful, they're costly, if not quite
as pricey as the Linn and Naim
flagships.
MUSIC RESCUE
Working under the delicious tag line
of ' Rescuing
Music
from
Technology', Sugden is more than
happy to play both the objectivist
and subjectivist cards. The company
states quite clearly that its criteria
include designing for widebandwidth
with
minimum
distortion, phase stability, low
impedance and power supply
stability, all of which are measurable
and directly related to matters of
dynamic import, including speed,
maximum headroom and neutrality.

Conversely, the company also admits
that the choice of components,
extensive subjective listening tests
and
other
concerns
usually
associated with audiophilic cultism
do influence the final performance.
Could this really be a company
born
during
the
era
of
measurements-only designing? Are
they
really
sweating
over
immeasurable psycho- acoustic
phenomena, gold-plated circuit
boards, solid silver wires, gold
connectors, case materials, semiconductor structures? So it would
seem. What remains unchanged is
the handcrafted nature of each unit,
built using the Volvo school of
manufacture with ` individual people
being responsible for individual
amplifiers'. God forbid it should
result in cultism
in which
audiophiles demand that their
Sugdens are assembled by specific
staff members...
With the Masterclass series,
Sugden leaves the cosiness of the
uniquely British cottage industry
integrated amp, begging direct
comparison with the world's finest

hardware. We are talking here of a
pre- amp selling for £ 1995 and a
brace of monoblocks at £ 5995 the
pair. Serious stuff, indeed.
Addressing
every
modern
requirement this side of home
theatre, the Masterclass PreAmplifier is a line-level stereo unit
with one balanced XLR input, four
single-ended RCA inputs and two
recording inputs, plus one balanced
XLR output, two recording outputs
and two main pre-amp outputs, with
a remote control operating volume
and commands for Philips-based CD
players, but not source select ( at
present). It oozes a studio feel,
despite the mildly Aztec angularity of
the faceplate and the refreshing use
of gun-metal grey instead of silver or
black. The knobs across the front
deal with source selection, standby,
source/tape, tape 1or 2, record out
and volume, the record out and
standby controls accompanied by
red LEDs. The back sports gilded
sockets for the above inputs and
outputs, plus the primary on/off
rocker switch and IEC mains input.
A true dual mono unit, it contains
two transformers, a Current Shunt
Differential Power Supply, two
'Virtual Transformer Balanced/Input
Circuits', two current feedback Class
A line amplifiers and two ' Balanced
Virtual
Transformer
Output
Circuits'. All circuits occupy a large
woven glass- fibre, double- sided
circuit board, and all electronic
components comprise high quality
non- inductive 1% resistors with
matching to give 0.1% tolerance,
high-grade capacitors and selected
and matched semiconductors. As
with the fascia, the casing is
aluminium, to reduce induction and
magnetic distortion.
Masterclass' pre- amplifier line
gain circuit consists of wholly DCconnected, symmetrical cascoded
Class A circuitry operating with
high-speed current feedback and a
high-impedance input buffer stage;
the latter runs in Class A and is said
to be afaster configuration than the
normal
differential
input
configuration. The cascoded input
buffer is designed for zero offset,
while an additional servo system
compensates for the smallest offset
to allow full DC coupling. Those
'virtual transformer circuits' for the
balanced input and output stages
employ extremely fast hybrid opamps with exceptionally low noise
characteristics. The whole signal is
carried in each half of the circuit and
these are added together, due care
ensuring that both halves of the
circuit are balanced so that the load
is shared equally. Matched resistors
guarantee the absolute balance.
Quiet and comprehensive, the pre38

amp is a joy to
use, with an overall
feeling of control and
precision, despite an
odd feature or two
affecting the remote ( I
suspect that it will be
corrected by the time this sees
print). Utterly quiet, it acts just
as a pre- amp should: switching
sources, feeding power amps with
negligible impact on the music. It's
so invisible, that you might even
convince yourself that it's apassive!
And there's no denying its absolute
fitness for driving the matching
power amps.

Sugden's
Masterclass
monoblock
amplifiers are
direct- coupled,
Class A,
MONOBLOCKED
balanced,
solid-sta -.ers
Sugden's Masterclass monoblock
with multiamplifiers are direct-coupled, Class
A, balanced, solid-staters with multi- emitter
emitter outputs. The front contains a outputs.
Blessedly, the
button plus two LEDs to indicate
sides are filled
on/off status, the back an XLR
with heat- sinks
balanced input and gold-plated
of the non WBT output connectors. Blessedly,
harmful
the sides are filled with heat-sinks of
variety, the
the non-harmful variety, the corners
corners
rounded and safe as a Fisher-Price
rounded and
toy. The blocky dimensions of
safe as a
430x320x260mm (wdh) make the
Fisher-Prrce
Sugdens unusual in that they are
toy
taller than they are deep.
However un-Sugdenlike the
massive 160W- per- unit power
rating, the Masterclass is the byproduct of three-decades' worth of
Class A experience, augmented by
awareness of the industry's move
toward overkill power supplies.
Those within the monoblocks use
specially cored and wound high current transformers, fast- acting
bridge rectifiers and very low ESR,
computer-grade long-life capacitors
chosen for their sonic qualities.
Connections are via low impedance
silver interconnect wires and asolidmetal star- earthing point, with
primary circuitry fitted to gold-

plated circuit boards.
A current feedback
configuration defines the
power gain stages, featuring a
high impedance emitter follower
input buffer stage with a cascode
arrangement, running in true Class
A bias. The output stage employs
multi- emitter power transistors,
chosen for ' ruggedness and
musicality', while a servo feedback
corrects errors on the input devices
and enables full DC coupling of the
amplification stages. All the gain
stages in the amplification stages are
cascaded for wide bandwidth and
minimum
phase
shift.
The
bandwidth is also augmented by DC
coupling which avoids the necessity
of signal path capacitors.
Sugden has no intention of
reviving the British penchant for
unreliabRity, so the amps have been
designed for unbreakability. I'm
notoriously easy on equipment, so
my usage barely challenged its
dependability; suffice to say that
leaving it on constantly — warm-up
takes ages — while enjoying four-tofive hour listening sessions elicited
not a single peep indicative of
problems. For maximum stability of
the two parallel gain stages, thermal
coupling of the input circuitry is
used, augmented by vast areas of
heat sinkage; these babies do run to
near- scalding levels. A fast acting
protection board senses any fault
condition at the output and shuts the
amplifier down; Inever activated it.
The aluminium case ' excludes the
possibilities of induced magnetic
distortion' and ' the problems of
capacitive links which can occur in
high current high power units has
been nullified by the case design
which also forms apractical housing
for the electronics amplifier circuits'.
With a dCS Purcell upsampler
and Delius DAC (the best digital
products I've ever heard) fed by the
MARCH 2000
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tubes. It's merely an affirmation of
all that is right about tubes.
This lushness carries down
through the midband, just before a
slight tightening in the lower mid
which carries on all the
way to the lower
limits. But the
Sugdens do not
possess the kind
of chunky bass
thwack associated
with big tranny
amps. As if to disarm its
audience, the Masterclass
system exhibits an almost
reticent bass awhole lifetime
away from the all-night- rave
assault that is now the norm. For
me, it was abonus, given that the
Wilson system already fills my room
with as much in-your-face bass as it
can handle, but it did make the amps
sound abit light or less solid when
auditioning them alongside Theta's
Dreadnaught.
How ever much you do or don't
want to attribute this to Class A
operation, the Sugden amps manifest
a level of detail and delicacy which
earmark the pre-amp, but which I
thought would be compromised
down the amplification chain. It's
this particular trait which makes the
two so ideally matched, the
Masterclass pre-amp seeming almost
POSITIVELY CLASS A
effete when driving the Theta. But
it's a precious thing, usually the
As if to confirm everything positive
that's been written about Class A preserve of 300B-based single-ended
operation, the Sugdens are eerily free
triodes ( indeed, their only real
virtue), and it was atreat to find it in
of a certain type of peculiarly solidapowerhouse like the Sugden.
state irritant. There's little in the
And the Sugden is also blessed
sound to suggest the onset of fatigue,
especially agrain-free top end with a with an openness and airiness that
creates aheightened sense of threesweet richness that, franldy, is out of
fashion in the digital era, when a dimensional bass. Coinciding with
the arrival of the Sugdens were some
whole generation of lobotomised
new
uber-schmaltz
software
cretins is being bred to regard MP3
packages — a4CD Streisand set and
sound as acceptable. There's nothing
a double Andy Williams best of —
deceptive going on here, and it's not
as if Sugden ' dialled in' afacsimile of marked by the rich, silky sound best

Marantz CD12 transport, and the
SME 10/Series V/Lyra analogue
front-end with X-LP phono stage (I
didn't have access to the Masterclass
stand-alone phono stage at the time
of writing), the Sugdens drove
Wilson WATT Puppy 6 via
Transparent
Ultra
cables
throughout. Balanced operation was
so clearly superior to single-ended,
including the output from the dCS
components, that Ididn't bother
with it after abrief burst. Due to the
mix of the Wilsons' sensitivity and
the Sugden's more than ample
output, Ibarely worked ' em, the
volume control rarely covering an arc
in excess of 90°.
As Iwas warned, the Sugdens
demand afull warm-up, hence Ileft
them on for acouple of weeks. You
could hear the sound improving in
the first half-hour, optimum
temperature reached after about two
hours, as the mid grew warmer, the
highs sweeter and the bass more
refined. Even from cold the Sugden
system displays its clearly defined
character, asound reminiscent of the
earliest Krells, had they mated with a
classic Sugden. But, curious as it
may seem, there's more than atouch
of valve warmth: not what I
expected, even with an ex-Audio
Note staffer on-board.

SUPPLIER
Audio Synergy
Ltd,
Valley Works,
Station Lane,
Heckmondwike,
West Yorkshire
WF16 ONF.
Tel: 01924
406016

exemplified by Capitol
recordings of a decade earlier.
e Sugdens caressed the nuances,
especially the vocal ticks that keep
you from mistaking Williams for
Bennett or Streisand for Minelli.
Then again, you'd have to be as
stupid and deaf as an MP3 supporter
to do that in the first place. It strikes
me that Sugden has wrapped aretro
experience in an ultra- modern
package, not unlike what Mazda did
with its MX5, amodern replacement
for a1960s British roadster.
Sugden's Masterclass units, then,
are an ingenious way of enjoying the
bliss of Golden Age hardware
without the anguish, while avoiding
limited edition reproductions,
vintage refurbs and the like. They
therefore occupy a curious position
where they have the driving
capability, command and sheer force
of a massive US amplifier, but they
remain: Idunno, gentlemanly, even
when forced to reproduce the likes of
Nirvana or Guns'n'Roses or Ozric
Tentacles. Think of it as Monty
instead of Patton, or Brian Epstein
instead of Col Tom.
Quite clearly, the new- wave
Sugdens reveal a company unafraid
of following its own tradition- led
muse while giving lip service to 21st
century demands. Ithink, then, that
we're about to witness the rebirth of
abrand that was in danger of falling
into the 'Whatever Happened To...?'
listing. And for xenophobes,
especially from Yorkshire, that's
good news indeed.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Masterclass pre- amplifier

Masterclass manoblock power amplifiers

Input sensitivity
100mV for 1V output
Maximum output
14V ( at onset of clipping)
Frequency response - 1dB, 10Hz-200kHz; - 3dB, 6Hz-300kHz
Distortion
at IkHz, 1V output, 0.005%
at 10kHz, 1V output, 0.005%
Stereo separation > 90dB (weighted)
Noise
- 110dB
Dimensions: ( whd, mm)
430x70x320

Power output
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Noise
Frequency response

160 W into 8ohms
305 W irto 4ohms
- 110dB
1W - 1dB, 10Hz-190KHz
-3dB, 6Hz-250KHz

Distortion

at lkHz,
I
OkHz,1W
1Woutput,
output,0.006",
0.007".:

Dimensions ( whd, mm)

430x255x33O
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN14 OEJ, U.K.
Web page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com
E-mail: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
MARK LEVINSON BREAKS INTO A NEW DIMENSION

ML 383 Integrated amplifier
MUSIC PRESENTED WITH QUALITY

ML39 Cd player for uncompromising performance

LOOKS GREAT, SOUNDS GREAT.

THE THIEL 2.3
The system that rises above the others
See our Pre- owned list in the Classified section

0% Finance Available* (* Subject to status)

Telephone: 01903 872288. Evenings: 0860 660001

Fax: 01903 872234

ONLY AT HEATHERDALE AUDIO CAN YOU AUDITION THE FULL MARK LEVINSON REFERENCE SYSTEM
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EF's original Concerto loudspeaker appeared in the late
1960s, the flagship of an
impressive range also including models
named Chorale, Celeste, Concord and
Cadenza. A floorstanding, reflex-loaded
design, the Concerto used three KEFdesigned and manufactured drive units,
all to become famous: the B139 bass,
B110 midrange and T27 tweeter. With
a62-litre internal volume it was afairsized and potent beast, with an
impressively low -3dB point at 35Hz.
This newcomer is the smaller of two
models reviving the name, if not the
high-end aspirations. Reflex-loading
and floorstanding are common factors,
but with asmaller bass/mid driver (this
is atwo-way design) and much smaller
cabinet, its bass extension is more
modest at 48Hz (-3dB).
Made of balanced-veneered 15mm
MDF with the exterior grain in cherry
or black ash, the cabinet measures
850x250x180mm (hwd), its modest
footprint enlarged by the plinth, which
has adjustable carpet-piercing spikes.
An internal sloping partition defines the
working volume by closing off the lower
one-third or so of the internal space,
and effectively producing the equivalent
of an irregularly shaped, standmounted enclosure without the need
for aseparate support. Reflex loading is
via a 50mm diameter, 90mm longflared-exit port at the rear.
The bass driver is a long- throw
design with 130nun doped paper cone,
integral ' phase' plug and a large
ceramic magnet assembly, built in a
substantial reinforced plastics chassis. A
convex rubber roll-surround terminates
the cone perimeter. The sealed 25nun
tweeter has adoped silk diaphragm and
ashallow flared surround. Both units
are normally hidden by afabric-covered
grille, a 12rnm thick MDF panel with
straight- sided circular cut-outs of
140mm and 100mm; arather staid
solution for ahigh-tech company, but

An internal
see below. The bi-wireable 11-element
sloping
crossover comprises three chokes, four
partition
capacitors and three resistors. Input is
defines the
to four gold-plated terminals, and as
working volume
supplied these are paired by gold-plated
by closing off
straps for use with anormal two-wire
the lower
feed. Holes in the terminal tops imply
one-third or
acceptance of 4rrun plugs but in fact go
so of the
nowhere, so the options are spade
internal space,
terminals or bare wire ends.
and effectively
A simple impedance
check
confirmed the nominal impedance of 8 producing the
equivalent of
ohms and revealed the expected peaks,
an irregularly
here at around 32Hz, 80Hz and 2kHz.
shaped,
The figure drops to aminimum of just
stand- mounted
over 3ohms at around 250Hz, which
enclosure
shouldn't trouble any modern amplifier
without the
unless driven to excess. Quoted
need for a
sensitivity is 90dB for 2.83V at lm, the
separate
power handling 100W and the
support
recommended power amplifier rating
10-100 watts per channel (8 ohms);
though Iwould have thought 30W/ch a
sensible minimum, even in a small
room.
SOUND QUALITY
This is awell thought out, nicely made
loudspeaker. It is intended to be
positioned at least lm from the side
walls and between 75 and 450nun from
the rear wall where it will gain mderate
LF reinforcement due to the boundary
effect. Iachieved the best results in my
room with the pair set further out, the
bass accordingly less fulsome but the
tonal balance more even. Interestingly,
the imaging seemed better integrated
with the grilles left in place, contrary to
my expectations.
It is the first few minutes of listening
which most clearly reveal any departure
from the sound of afamiliar system. As
time goes by the ear becomes
accustomed to anew tonal signature,
leaving matters of image
definition
and
ambient
detail as the
residual

A keenly-priced two-way
floorstander that revives a classic
KEF model name
by IVOR HUMPHREYS

KEF

Concerto One
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KEF Audio
(UK) Limited,
Tovil,
Maidstone,
Kent
ME15 6QP
Tel: 01622
672261

objects of critical attention. With the
Concerto One Iwas conscious of some
emphasis in the 300Hz region and a
degree of phase discontinuity at alittle
over 400Hz.
The emphasis is perhaps most clearly
heard with the solo voice but of course
also colours any instrument pitched in
that region. The effect is acertain
hollowness, for example, in the
contralto voice and the lower reaches of
the soprano, or a slightly overcharacterful quality to the viola and the
lower register of the violin, and is most
obvious on recordings which capture a
generous measure of natural acoustic.
Bach Collegium Japan's superb ongoing Bach Cantatas series on BIS
provides many instances which
illustrate this well.
The effect with drier, more
immediately linked studio recordings is
less noticeable. A good example is
`Bless the Road' from Mary Black's
new album Speaking with the Angel,
which makes an immediate impact with
its quiet yet keenly articulated
instrumental sounds ( some lovely
guitar detail) and bright, cleanly
presented vocal line. The Concerto
Ones projected afirm, controlled and
stable stereo image here, with excellent
lateral and depth perspectives. It must
be noted, though, that the stereo 'hot
seat' they define is unusually narrow
with the cabinets placed either parallel
to the side walls or set to point at the
listener — relatively small lateral shifts
on the settee cause a centrally set
performer (here Mary Black) to lose
focus and definition, an effect I
associate with the phase characteristics
mentioned above. By far the most
stable results in my loft
room
were
obtained with
the axes set to
cross some way
in front of the
listening seat (as
recommended
many years ago by
Hugh Brittain). I
mustn't over-play
my reservations,
though, for there is
much to admire in
this loudspeaker. It
offers good definition,
acrisp, responsive and
articulate bass and a
smooth, rounded treble.
It also copes well with
dynamically exacting
material without sounding
compressed on peaks or
losing ambient detail in
quieter passagework.
Careful placement can
subdue, if not entirely
correct, its lower midrange
personality and certainly for
the price of £ 599.99 it is a
well-conceived and presented
design which can be safely
recommended.
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In both low- and high- output form,
Clearaudio 'scompetitive cartridge
tries to live up to its name

by ANDREW HARRISON

C

learaudio
moving- coil
cartridges differ from most
other designs in their magnet
and coil layout. Whereas the magnet
and coils usually lie aft of the fulcrum
point, Clearaudio positions the two
stereo channel generators either side
of the cantilever hinge. This already
gives the design unheard-of stereo
separation: whereas the finest m-c
cartridges can usually claim crosstalk
figures
around
25-30dB,
Clearaudio's can exceed 35dB.
The Victory embodies other new
Clearaudio technologies. The body is
hewn from a light MgAlSi
(magnesium/aluminium/silicon)
alloy, with no parallel sides. Body
mass is only 8g, and the crucial stylus
tip mass has also been pared down to
less than one-hundreth of agramme.
There are in fact two versions of the
Victory, the low and high output
versions, with tip masses of 0.009
and 0.014g respectively. The low
output version is aimed at the purist
and demands ahigh-sensitivity lownoise m-cphono stage. For those of
the valve persuasion, where high gain
is harder to acheive without undue
noise and hum, the Victory- H
version offers 600µV ( at 5cm/s)
against the standard model's claimed
200µV, at the same price of £960.
Many would agree that movingcoil cartridges start to get really
interesting when the retail price
moves into four figures — but here
is atrue high-quality pick-up for less
NEWS & REMO REVIEW
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At around this
price point we
see high-quality
machined and
annealed iron
appearing in
the pole- pieces,
quality boron
cantilevers and
refined wiring
in the coils
themselves —
in this case
24kt gold wire

Audio Reference,
Unit 8-9
Enterprise Park,
Slyfzekl Industrial
Estate,
Guildford,
Surrey
GUI ¡RE.
Tel: 01483
575344

than £ 1000. At around this price
point we see high-quality machined
and annealed iron appearing in the
pole-pieces, quality boron cantilevers
and refined wiring in the coils
themselves — in this case 24kt gold
wire. And the needle tip, where
music starts, will be carefully crafted
to ride the groove. The Victory uses a
Trig On H stylus, 5x40µm in size.
The sound of the Clearaudio
Victory was impeccable: lean, highly
detailed with excellent highfrequency resolution and deep
controlled bass. Itried both versions
on a variety of turntables and
tonearms, and also with anumber of
different phono stages.
What stood out was its analytical
neutrality. Whatever is on the record,
this cartridge — set up correctly in
the right turntable, of course — will
help get it off and pass it on to the
following electronics. Ifound that
tracking at the recommended 2.8g
and with the arm just pillar-down of
parallel gave the best results. There
was no great sense of missing out on
hidden aspects of a musical
performance — it was all laid out in
very wide technicolour. Compared
to a recent favourite, the Ortofon
MC Jubilee, it lacked some of the
Dane's rosy joie de vivre, and was
even apt to show alittle more surface
noise than usual, where it existed.
But on aclean record — now more
easily attainable than ever Ifeel,
given the vacuum cleaning machines
available —
the
clarity of
reproduction just invites you to turn
the volume up and up.
The difference between the low
and high output versions was more
than just avoltage level. Ifound the
Victory H had alittle more drive and
power behind it, with more bass
weight, at the expense of some of
that wonderful neutrality. In the

treble, strings ( both real and
synthesised) were atad grainier, and
seemed mildly phasier. It is achoice
the buyer must weigh up: do you
want a cartridge that will play well
into most phono stages and easily
provide good volume level, with a
tiny loss in performance; or go for
the low output Victory that requires
top-notch phono electronics, and
even then may invoke perceptible
background hiss?
One gets the feeling that Peter
Suchy of Clearaudio is a man who
knows what cartridge design is about.
It is a science and an art, often a
balancing act to match opposing
parameters to get the best
performance from any given design. I
can see why Peter was reluctant to
supply the standard version for
review. It does require avery capable
phono stage to milk the best from its
lowly output, and can come across as
lacking dynamic punch. Compare
the manner in which many movingmagnet cartridges can thrill with their
speed and punch. But then you
switch to a moving-coil — and oh,
how coloured the fixed- coil now
sounds in comparison!
What the Victory, particularly the
L version, provides is a clean
translucency that matches classical
music superbly, able to hold up
harmonically-extended soprano
voices, for example; and has the
incision to get into rock 'n' roll. One
for the short list.
THE FRONT END
Turntables: Michell Orbe, Linn LP12,
Rega Planar 3
Tonearms: Rega RB300/Incognito
re-wire, Linn Kok LVII
Phono stages: Michell Delphini,
Sphinx, A&R A60 m- m stage
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lotting into an increasingly
popular sector for specialist
audio manufacturers, the
Electrocompaniet ECI-3 integrated
amp successfully hits an important
UK price point at £ 1000. For this
type of amplifier, audiophile sound
quality is the main objective, at a
rather lower price than traditional
pre-/power pairings. This should be
attainable thanks to the cost saving
with a single enclosure, as well ás
the gain in quality obtained through
internal direct- coupling of the
input/pre-amp section to the
onboard power amp. The user also
benefits from asaving in space, one

less mains cable and the absence of
the audio interconnect cable that
would be needed to connect a
separate pre and power amp. So an
integrated amplifier like this looks
to be agood deal all round, as long
as performance isn't compromised.
Distinctively set out with its thick
cast acrylic fascia, cut and polished,
permanently screen printed on the
obverse, the operating condition
and other indicators are back lit in
blue, nicely highlighting the
discrete use of touches of satin gold
on the neat, elegantly-simple panel
control buttons. Aside from the
push button power switch there are

With a cult following since the 1970s, the

Though the
IECU-3 is called
a 'balanced'
iintegrated
amplifier, in
fact the power
amplifier
section isn't a
balanced type
but the unit
does have,
and Ithink
uniquely in
this sector, a
balanced
input, and
also a
balanced preamplifier
output facility

Norwegian specialist has stuck to its purist
principles in this new, cost-effective remote- control
integrated amplifier promising balanced
working at under £1000
BY MARTIN COLLOMS

Electrocompaniet

SUPPLIER
Castle Acoustics
Ltd,
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
N. Yorks
BD23 2TT
Tel: 01756
795333

only four required push buttons,
input, select — ` up' or ' down' and
volume up' or ' down' minimally
signified by arrows. Back lit windows
show the approximate arc of rotation
of the motorised volume control and
by acronym the selected audio input.
Though the ECI-3 is called a
'balanced' integrated amplifier, in
fact the power amplifier section isn't
a balanced type but the unit does
have, and Ithink uniquely in this
sector, a balanced input, and also a
balanced pre- amplifier output
facility. Thus it may have a future
role, with a larger power amplifier,
as a balanced pre-amp. In addition
to the single balanced input there is
the usual array of gold-plated,
single-ended RCA ' phono' inputs:
CD, FM tuner, tape replay ( no
monitor) DVD, VCR and Aux.
Speaker outputs are gold-plated
binding posts, with stoppers in the
4mm plug apertures to meet IEC
safety dictates.
Flat-out, the amplifier is rated by
the maker at 70+70W, 8 ohms,
120+120W 4 ohms, and 2 x 160w
into 2 ohms, peak current quoted as
better than 60A and THD better
than -84dB. Maximum input level is
given as greater than 10V RMS.
Remote control is standard these
days — once enjoyed, it's not a
facility to be easily relinquished. The
neat, minimalist Electro remote has
a good operating range and has
direct input access, volume up and
down, also adding amute option.

TECHNOLOGY
Using higher- current Toshiba
MOSFETs of the 2SA 1942 series,
the complementary output stage is
DC-coupled. Thermal contact with
the single finned heatsink is via fullsize steel clamps, torqued down by
socket- head bolts. In fact, the

ELECT POCCD V PA \ IET

Navigator window
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amplifier
is
DC
coupled
throughout.
Along with the substantial steel
casework, the generously- sized
toroidal
mains\'
transformer makes for
a hefty product; the ECI-3 weighs 12kg
(26.41b).
Separate
secondary windings feed
rectifier/ reservoir sets for
the two channels.
All inputs are switched
by selected relays. A
balanced input is provided
to the input buffer though
the volume control is an
single-ended type; the signal
reverts to balanced again to
drive the pre-amp output and
the power amplifier section.
Discrete circuitry is used for
the pre- amplifier part. Input
impedance is unusually high at
320k ohm, and unused inputs are
automatically shorted to reduce
breakthrough. At switch- on, the
amplifier defaults to the CD input.
A discrete 25mm ' Blue' Alps
volume control is fitted complete
with motor drive
On my sample, at high volume
settings the blue indicator light had
travelled round to the dark part of
the display window where it
effectively vanished! Relay coupling
links the amplifier to the speaker
terminals allowing for full electronic
short
circuit
and
thermal
protection, this not always present
in the more specialist amplifiers.

SOUND QUALITY
"[he
listening
system
and
comparison products used in this
review included: Audio Synthesis
Passion passive controller/Naim
NAP250 power amplifier, Orelle
SA100 - II integrated amplifier,
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Epos ES 12 and Spendor SP2-2
loudspeakers, Marantz CD- 7 CD
player
and
a Linn
LP12
Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu Rosewood
Signature II record playing system,
using aCyrus PSX/aEQ phono preamplifier.
Following awarm-up and runningin period, the Electro was installed
in my system.
First impressions at moderate to
normal sound levels were positively
encouraging. Low-level resolution
was rewarding and this amplifier
was good at recovering the ambient
sound field giving a nice sense of
space with quite good depth.
Focus was also rated well above
average though Idid find that I
needed to move my seat sideways a
little to get aperfectly central image
because there was no balance
control to adjust for what appeared
to be amild balance error.
Image width was pretty good, the
timbre through the midrange was
nicely rounded and balanced,
avoiding the traditional solid-state

sins of thinness, hardness and
nasality. However there was some
extra brightness through the treble,
almost asheen, which gave atouch
more sibilance on vocals and extra
sparkle on high treble notes than is
strictly accurate. Rhythm was rated
above average and all kinds of
music were handled equally well.
Crisp clean bass was present and
though the low bass lacked the
power and grunt of larger
audiophile designs, the articulate
tuneful nature of the EC-Ibass was
most welcome.
Tried on more difficult loads, the
amplifier sounded a little weak,
thinning in the bass and becoming
prematurely ag,gressive in the lower
treble. This was surprising given
the claim for a high peak current
performance, and thus good load
tolerance.
Furthermore, when the volume
level was increased m higher levels
with normal speakers, that is to say,
with peak power in the 5 to 30W
range, the sound quality was heard

First
impressions
at moderate to
normal sound
levels were
positively
encouraging.
Low level
resolution was
rewarding and
this amplifier
was good at
recovering the
ambient sound
field giving a
nice sense of
space with
quite good
depth

Opal designs ltd
high- end audio

home theatre

multi- room audio

consultants

lar-Hr>r
Evinson
MADRIGAL

AUDIO
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DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor £4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor £3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier £ 14,495.00
No.334
dual mono 125w power amplifier £5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336
dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00
No.383
integrated amplifier
Arriving...

PR OCEE D'
Proceed AVP audio video processor
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed PMDT DVD Transport
Proceed AMP5 five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

£4,700.00
£5,495.00
£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 0181 930 7972

fax 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
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AMPLIFIERS
to alter, vocals taking on a sort of
gruffness, exaggerating sibilants;
this included asense of raw grain in

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC1-3
LAB REPORT

the lower treble, coupled with an

Rated at 70W/ch
into 8ohms
overall increase in brightness.
(18.5dBW), fidl
It was as if the amplifier changed.its
power testing was
personality between gentle low-level
problematic
reproduction and higher, party-level
frequencies due to
the ECI-3's
use, or for the climaxes in classical
protection circuit.
symphonic
music.
Since
the
78W (19.1dBW)
frequency response is assumed to be
was available midconstant with level, this must be
band, falling to
caused by some kind of dynamic
55W (17.3dBW)
by 20Hz. For
distortion or related phenomenon.
20kHz testing, I
That early start suggested a
used tone burst
promising sound quality score of 17
excitation and
marks on my usual subjective
confirmed that
19dBW was
listening-test scaling, and this score
possible, at the
still holds true on more difficult,
clipping point. The
sub-8 ohm speaker loads, providing
output regulation
that you don't need to use the amp
was unexceptional
and with both
to full volume; however, in my
channels driven
judgement, the loss in quality at
into 4ohms, the
higher levels on such loads forces
output fell about
the overall score down to 14.
2dB overall though
the 17dBW
available midCONCLUSION
band indicated an
From a promising start this
absolute power of
Electrocompaniet amplifier has not
105W/ch 4ohms.
turned out so well. It did not meet
With both
channels driven
all of the specification claims so
into 8ohms at
perhaps there is some variation in
20Hz, the power
production quality.
fell below .50W,
While the distortion was not
reading 45W.
While it wasn't
unsatisfactory it did give cause for
particularly load
thought, while the balance error on
tolerant - 6-8
the volume control should I think
ohm rated speakers
have been noted on test and been
are more suited it did manage a
corrected before sale. The stronger
peak pulsed level of
than usual variation of distortion
17.1dBW into 2
with load and volume level did in
ohms,
my view affect the sound quality of
corresponding to
peak current of
this
amplifier, which is in
+I-14.8A, afair
consequence not competitive with
value in context;
the alternatives.
testing to higher
In its present form, Ifeel that the
levels was
ECI-3 does not qualify for full
considered unwise.
DC offset at the
approval, though Ihave a sneaking
output was near
feeling that with a bit more work a
zero, agood result,
good result may eventually emerge
and fine signal-tofrom this worthy design concept. IL
noise ratios were
attained, 90.5dB
for IW (1kHz,
Test results
Electrocompaniet ECI-3
CCIRIARM wtd)
Power output
and 96dB (A
Rated into 8ohms (maker's spec) 70N (18.5dBW*)
wtd). Stereo
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
separation was
Cne channel 8ohm load (dBW) 17.3 19.1
Both channels 4ohms
14.7 17.2
barely average at
One channel, 2ohms pulsed
14.1
62dB mid-band,
Instantaneous peak current (A) >+ 14.8/>-14.8
falling to 48dB by
Distortion (
dB)
20kHz; not much
THD, rated power, aux -60.7 -75.4
t
intermodulation distortion (
dB)
better than agood
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input) -86.9
pickup cartridge.
(19/20kHz at OdBW, aux input) -88.4
Damping factor
Noise (
dB)
was high, with an
Aux/CD ( 11-1F, CCIR weighted) -90.5
Residual, unwtd (volume control at mm) -92
output impedance
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
< 1/<1
of typically 0.11
Stereo separation (
dB)
ohms.
Aux
62
61.3
48
Three areas of
Output impedance (ohms) 0.06 0.12 0.08
Channel balance, disc, lkHz
0.22
measurement gave
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
rise to some
Aux ( dB)
0.07 - 1.44 -2.73
concern, and were
inputs
sensitlYtty
loading
considered to
Aux
104.2mV
320k ohms/140pF
Dimensions, (
whd)
483x115x421mm
impinge potentially
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1000
on sound quality.
The first is the
*where OdBW .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
tracking of the two
tsee text
channels with
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Fig I. Electrocompaniet ECI-3: distortion

spectrum, 500Hz, IW output
-

.--1
-

,p11100 .

Fig 2. Electrocompaniet EC!-3: distortion
spectrum, 500Hz, .5W output
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harmonic distortion vs power, 8ohms

Fig 4. Electrocompaniet ECI3: 19kHz
20kHz tones intermodulation test, IW/8 ohms

Fig 5. Electrocompaniet ECI-3: 19kHz
20kHz tones intermodulation test, full power

Fig 6. Electrocompaniet ECI-3. frequency
response, 0.5V input, 8ohm load

Fig 3. hlectrocompaniet ECI-3: total

volume setting. At
full volume,
channel balance
was excellent,
0.1dB, but at
lower settings the
imbalance was
significant,
particularly in
view of the absence
of abalance
control for
compensation. At
-20dB it was
nearly 1.5dB out,
at -40dB nearly
3dB out,
considered clearly
audible.
Depending on the
level set for
audition, the
central image was
shifted about 1015°. Interestingly,
the maximum
volume-control
attenuation was
only 58dB (better
than 80dB is
usual); at this
point the balance
had improved a
little to -1.5dB.
The second issue
was the input
overload level,
which did not leave
much headroom for
standard CD.
From 3V, where
an increase in
distortion began, it
overloaded slowly
to I% THD at 6V

input. This is less
than the 10V
claim. But the slow
entry into overload
probably means
that this behaviour
will not
sigmficantly affect
the sound.
The third
measurement point
was more
disturbing.
Distortion varied
substantially with
level, so much so
that you could
anticipate sound
quality
consequences. At
around 10W,
depending
somewhat on
output current, the
amplifier appeared
to change identity
producing acluster
of whining high
order harmonics.
Look at Fig Ifor
distortion
harmonics at 1W,
500Hz, with 2nd
and 3rd
components at 90dB and better,
undoubtedly afine
result. Now
compare with the
5W result [Fig 2].
This should have
been little drfferent,
but now THD has
lifted greatly to
about -53dB,

0.23% or so,
reasonable as far as
it goes. The wide
harmonic spectrum
gave rise to more
concern, not yet
finished at the
20th; also consider
the poorer noise
floor. Exploring
this behaviour, I
measured total
harmonic distortion
versus output level
[Fig 3]; OdBV is
the full-power
clipping point.
From very low
powers, the
distortion fell as the
measurement signal
to noise ratio
improved to
around -85dB, at
which point `17dBV' it abruptly
jumped by 30dB
where it remained
level to the clip
point.
Both channels
were similar and
the effect was of the
amplifier showing
two linearities: a
desirable one at
low power and the
other rather
questionable at
higher powers. You
could expect
roughening and
coarsening of
timbre from the
amplifier when

played at higher
volume levels.
The trend was
also evident for
high frequency
intermodulation
distortion.
Compare the
excellent result at
1W in Fig 4with
the poorer
harmonically rich
spectrum seen in
Fig S.
For the record
the 197 8ohm
frequency response
is given at - 10dB
volume settings,
this result also
showing some
tracking
imbalance. Flat to
very low
frequencies, < 1Hz,
the treble was 0.5dB at 24.2kHz
and was -3dB at
71kHz, [Fig 61.
For asingleended input, the
pre-amp output
actually attenuated
a 1V input to
approximately
0.5V, anegative
`gain' of -6dB.
For abalanced
input we can
expect unity gain.
For asingle-ended
input, the tape
output was at the
same level as the
input.
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Sony's SACO with DVD Audio • Watch DVD on Plasma televisions
•Enjoy home cinema through DIP projectors • Listen to digital radio
and flat loudspeakers • See the new Quad Il Forty amp — based on the
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WHAT HIT'?

LOUDSPEAKERS

O

ur wrinklier readership will
remember Elac Electroacustic GmbH for its
turntables and phono cartridges, but
since 1984 the company has
concentrated on loudspeakers, with
a particular emphasis on compact,
glamorous all-metal models of which
the 310i JET is among the most
compact, most glamorous and most
metallic of them all.

MAGNETIC ATTRACTION
Visitors to hi-fi shows in recent
times may have had cause to be
impressed by several aspects of the
drivers used in the current Elac
range, including their incredibly
powerful magnets, their almost total
recyclability ( Elac seems to have
taken up the German environmental
obsession with particular zeal), and
the stunning aesthetics that make
these speakers such head-turners.
Nevertheless, this was very nearly
the review that didn't happen. When

taking the UK-voiced model as well.
All that can be said about the
tweeter is that it has a large area
folded membrane ribbon foil
diaphragm, and aseries of rare earth
Neodymium magnets to drive it.
The smoothly dished bass unit
diaphragm is in fact a dual layer
structure, with aluminium providing
the shape, the seamless finish and
the rigidity, and apaper pulp layer
behind the diaphragm adding
damping. The drivers are mounted
in arear-vented, biwirable enclosure
made from 6mm thick aluminium
extrusions, which means virtually
the whole internal volume ( 7.2
litres) is available for bass loading,
helping
make
the
compact
208x123x282mm (hwd) enclosure
acoustically larger than its
dimensions suggest.
More
numbers:
power
handling is 90 watts nominal,
sensitivity 86dB/watt at 1
metre,
and
impedance

Elac

3101 JET'
Big bass from a tiny box is something often

Does a loudspeaker this
tiny and this
sexy deserve to
be taken
seriously, or
is it afashion
item, pure and
simple?

SUPPLIER
Sennheiser
UK Ltd,
3Century Point,
Halifax Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks,
HPI2 3SL
Tel 01494
sc ..7s1

dedicated ( if rather tall) twin
column stands to which the speakers
are bolted for safety, and which
really should be damped by lining
them with sand-filled plastic bags.
The question that demands an
answer here this: does aloudspeaker
this tiny and this sexy deserve to be
taken seriously, or is it a fashion
item, pure and simple? Remember
that this frivolous-looking speaker
costs avery serious £800, or £200
more if the matching stands are
included, and the answer on pure
audio grounds must ultimately be
that this is not aspeaker that pays its
way on musical attributes alone. But
it is a surprisingly close-run thing,
and there will be systems and rooms
for which this is, very emphatically,
exactly
the
right
loudspeaker.
These
apparently
contradictory comments
arise because the 310i Jet
has aparticular, even strong
character. It is at once bold,
detailed,
lean
and
surprisingly powerful and
authoritative sounding, but
its particular voicing means
that it doesn't really come alive
and start stirring the air in a
meaningful way until the volume is
pushed to what with some speakers
would sound like rather aggressive
levels.

APPROPRIATE STYLES
The Elac is appropriate for awide
spectrum of musical styles, but
more often than not seemed most
comfortable with rock and jazz,
which seemed best equipped to

promised, but this time it's delivered

exploit the Elac's sharp reflexes and
precise, on the button timing, and
which don't react too fiercely to the

by ALVIN GOLD

slightly aluminium-flavoured and
occasionally thin sounding lower
midband. By contrast, the bass was

set up back at base and used with
known quality ancillaries, it was
clear that something was badly awry.
Eventually the suggestion was made
that the review sample had been
balanced for the German home
market (which is the version without
the 'i' suffix), and to cut along story
short, this was precisely how it
turned out. In one musical example,
avocal piece (whose identity is now
forgotten) reproduced with a
spacious,
distant
orchestral
backdrop, and a solo soprano that
was practically in the lap. The
replacement model was a complete
answer to the original objections, as
well as reinforcing the lamentably
accurate stereotype about German
speakers
often
sounding
unacceptable for UK tastes. It
subsequently transpires that most
other Elac export markets are now
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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nominally 4 ohms, which helps
disguise the low sensitivity — but
you'll still want a fairly powerful
amplifier, partly because this is a
speaker that can be caned
unmercifully and still come up
smelling of roses. But forget valve
power, which would almost certainly
lack the required guts as well as
having an inappropriate character.
The test speakers came in the
standard silvered finish that is even
more dramatic and attractive in the
flesh than it is on the page, thanks in
part to superb detailing, ultraclean lines and an excellent
standard of finish.
(Other
colours
available, some to
special order, are
white, red, blue and
black.) They were
supplied for test with

well extended and tuneful, enough
so certainly to upset some hardwon preconceptions.
At its best, this is a consistently
surprising and engaging speaker;
what it loses in sophisticated and
tonal variety with some material is
more than compensated for by the
infectious panache and drive it
brings to its role. The clincher for
many, of course, will be its
startlingly good looks. Definitely
one for the stripped pine and
chrome set, and taking the
excellent build and 10
year guarantee into
account, it even
turns out to offer the
right buyer rather good
value. Not a speaker
for everyman, but his
wife will probably be
over the moon.
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his latest addition to Musical
Fidelity's A Series is apowerful
dual-mono integrated amplifier
rated at 150 watts per channel into 8
ohms ( 260W/ch into 4 ohms).
Essentially a bigger brother of the
85W A3 [
HFNIRR Oct ' 99], it shares
not only the cabinet styling and
layout but also the circuit topology;
indeed, acursory glance would have
you wondering if the two are
identical. The similarity is logical,
though, not only for Series
consistency but for economy in
manufacture
since
so
many
components are common to both.
Unashamedly minimalist in
concept, the A300 has no balance or
tone controls and no filters. It does,
however, include a phono stage
which can be switched to handle
either moving-magnet or moving-coil
pickup cartridges. Also included is a
nine-button infra-red remote handset
which controls input selection,
volume level and output muting. The
fascia reflects this simplicity, sporting
only a mains on/off switch, with
adjacent red LED indicator, seven
pushbuttons for input selection, each
accompanied by an LED, a large
volume control knob and the infrared receiver lens. A red LED is also
set near the perimeter of the volume
control, giving a useful visual
indication of the setting. It is lit the
whole time except when the circuit is
muted (afunction available only via
the handset, although of course
selecting an unused or inactive input
will also silence the output).
The five line- level inputs are

Dig

Unashamedly
minimalist in
concept, the
A300 has no
[balance or
tone controls
and no filters.
lit does,
however,
include a
phono stage
which can be
switched to
handle either
movingmagnet or
moving-coil
pickup
cartridges

electrically identical and are labelled
CD, Tuner, Aux 1/2 and Tape, but
in addition there is aTape Monitor
which enables real-time comparisons
with the original signal when athreehead recorder is in use. ( This
function is not available from the
handset.) There is no separate record
output selector so it is not possible to
listen to one source while recording
another. A pre-amplifier stage output
is provided which matches the input
sensitivity of MF's X-A50 or X-A200
monoblock power amplifiers for
those who wish to bi-amp splitcrossover loudspeakers.
Internally the A300 is constructed
on one main PCB which occupies the
greater portion of the floor area, with
asubsidiary board mounted vertically
behind the fascia to hold the input
switches, infra- red receiver and
control logic. The main board is
double-sided with an integral ground
plane and is quite beautifully laid
out, largely symmetrical left and
right. Separate large toroidal mains
transformers are employed for the
left and right channels, each feeding
a pair of 10,000e reservoir
capacitors for the power amplifier
stages via line fuses and high current

Now the A3 has amore powerful
brother: a beefy, 150W integrated
in acompact package
by IVOR HUMPHREYS

bridge rectifiers. Separate windings,
bridges and capacitors provide the
low-level supplies, which are further
smoothed by monolithic voltage
regulators. This is abelt-and-braces
approach and reflects the now
general appreciation that an amplifier
cannot exceed the quality of its
power supply, and that really the two
need to be designed as one. Gone are
the days when aroutine production
quality PSU was assumed to be equal
of the bench supply used in
development.
The phono stage sits in its own
ground plane area immediately
behind the input sockets and is based
around a Philips NE5532AN
operational amplifier. The line-level
input circuitry is also kept close to
the rear panel, all switching handled
by eight Takamisawa encapsulated
relays under instruction from the
front panel switches. Also set well
back is the volume control
potentiometer, which is either rotated
by hand via a 180trun long rod from
the fascia knob or by a motor
activated via the handset.
Each channel has two pairs of
output devices bolted to substantial
finned heatsinks, cut-outs in the
chassis forming convection chimneys
for efficient dissipation. The lastused input is reselected at power-on
and outputs are muted for a few
seconds to allow circuits to stabilise.
Just two pairs of loudspeaker
output terminals are fitted but these
are the same spectacularly massive
(25mm diameter) gold-plated type
that MF uses on its Nu-Vista power
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amplifiers. Plastic pips are fitted to
discourage the use of 4mm banana
plugs but these are, of course, easily
removed. Spade terminals can be
used instead (if you can find any big
enough) or bare wire ends
accommodated in the equally
massive 6mm side-entry holes.
All the other connections are made
via PCB-mounted gold-plated phono
sockets, and the rear panel is
completed with a terminal for the
turntable ground connection, apushswitch for m-m/m-c changeover and
athree-pin IEC mains input socket.
The chassis and top cover are
made of textured black-finished steel
sheet while the fascia is a lOmmthick brushed anodised aluminium
panel. Contrast is provided by black
lettering and by the gold plating of
the centrally placed volume control
knob, its surrounding bezel and a
strip along the lower fascia edge. All
very simple and uncluttered, though
it won't be to some tastes. It's
beautifully done but I'm not too sure
about the eight Allen-headed screws
which retain the bezel, which seem a
little fussy. But if the aesthetics are
open to debate there can be no
argument over the build quality
which is top-notch throughout.

GOOD BEHAVIOUR
A few simple test measurements
confirmed the essentially wellbehaved nature of this well thought
out circuit. Phono equalisation is to
the standard RIAA curve so does not
incorporate the IEC-advocated
additional low frequency pole at
20Hz (7950µs): an expedient which
can help with reflex loudspeakers
(which commonly over-react to the
rumble signal generated by poorly
behaving turntables) but which
necessarily compromises LF output
to an extent. EQ accuracy is fair if
not spectacular, being about 0.6dB
down by 10kHz and - 1dB by 20kHz;
this might just be detected as amild
softening in HF. Gain at lkHz via
the m-m input is around 39dB and
m-c is 58dB, which will suit most
cartridges.
Level-matching between channels
is a common problem with ganged
potentiometers even of this quality
(Alps), the tracking routinely
worsening as the level is reduced.
Here, when the control was set for a
left channel pre-amplifier output of
-10dB the right hand channel gave
-11dB, an imbalance which might
just be detected in terms of aslight
image shift at low listening levels —
and making agood argument for the
inclusion of abalance control!
Substituted for my Meridian 502
Analogue Controller and Exposure
XVIII Mono Regulated power
amplifiers, the A300 gave a truly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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excellent account of itself
patched between the
508.24 CD player and
Quad ESL-63s, providing
the kind of effortless
control which encourages
long-term
listening.
There is a ' rightness' here
which soon had me reappraising current CD
favourites
and
rediscovering others long
consigned to the shelves.
Control is an apt word: I
mean an ability to
present the multiple
strands in a large-scale
work
such
as
Bruckner's Fourth in a
completely coherent,
natural
manner ( a
current favourite indeed
in the fine RCA release under
veteran Brucknerian Günter Wand,
recorded live in the Berlin
Philharmonie: not the easiest of
recording venues). Icould not fault
the presentation: focus maintained
regardless of dynamic level; that
unmistakable hushed, tremulous
strings and horns writing as clearly
delineated as the biggest climaxes.
Fundamentally, music can be
described in two dimensions, as in
the written score. There is avertical
component
which
defines,
essentially, the texture of the moment
and its intensity, and a horizontal
which represents that most fragile
parameter, time. They are of course
completely interdependent and our
appreciation depends on their precise
articulation throughout the audio
band. This is where phase (
je, timerelated) anomalies in the crossover
region
of
multiple
driver
loudspeakers so often tell alie. By no
means all amplifiers are blameless,
and it is usually the timing element
which disappoints, perhaps disturbed
by acomplex reactive load. Certainly
timing is aparameter over which the
ear is particularly sensitive. With
good amplifiers (and the A300 is a
very good amplifier indeed)

everything fits — every musical
strand interrelates properly and the
ear is persuaded.
The phono input? Excellent too:
clean, quiet, well defined and
disinclined to dwell on surface
imperfections, in stark contrast to
sonic other RIAA stages I've used. I
have aRoksan Xerxes turntable with
SME IV pickup arm and Dynavector
XX-1m-c cartridge, a combination
well capable of revealing the
essentials of LP. It is easy to
accommodate (the high output XX-1
is best suited to an m-m input) but
analytical and demanding.
In sum, Musical Fidelity has
winner here, a unit which is
essentially transparent to the signal.
anonymous in the best sense of the
word. I've heard few amplifiers,
integrated or pre-/power, which so
patently resemble that fanciful ideal
`a piece of straight wire with gain'. -1
4
-

SMPPLI
Fidelity Ltd,
:5-16 Olympic
Way Trading
Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley,
Middlesex
HA9 OTF.
Tel: 0181 900
2866

Manufacturer's specification
Power output:
Total harmonic distortion:
Frequency response:
Input sensitivity:

Input impedance:
Signal- to noise ratio:

Power consumption:
Dimensions (whd):
Weight:
Typical price:

150 watts per channel into 8ohms ( 260W/ch into 4ohms)
<0.008 at 1KHz
20Hz-20kHz ± 05dB ( line inputs)
300mV for full output ( line inputs)
3.5mV m- m
350pV m c
100K ohms ( line inputs)
Line inputs > 83dB A-wtd ref 1W;
>100dB A-wtd ref 150W
m- m > 78dB A-wtd ref 1W; > 82dB A-wtd ref 130W
m- c > 70dB A-wtd ref 1W; > 73dB A-wtd ref 150W
600W maximum
440 x116 x300mm
16kg
£1399
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Audio Philosophy continues with arange of amazing
single-ended triode amplifiers, which will take your breáth away and give
you goose bumps. Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain,
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts double decker, with
prices from around £ 000. And we have 4ranges of speakers to
match
A Revolutionary Concept need not cost the earth:
TRULY TRANSPARENT, ACCURATE, DYNAMIC & HOLISTIC
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LOUDSPEAKERS

Jor
A quality compact speaker from
one of Germany's more
outward- looking speaker makers

by

ALVIN

A

GOLD

removing metal washers
LR Jordan is one of two
which act as weights. By this
German loudspeaker brands
simple but novel expedient,
to have made it into this
the Note 3 can be tuned for
issue — the other is the Elac 310i
a fast, lean bass or a more
Jet — which is part of a flow of
potent, fuller one, or
trade that more often goes the other
somewhere in between
way. But this relatively new brand
according to the geometry of
takes an unusually inclusive
nearby reflecting surfaces,
approach to the task of designing
the nature of the music or
for world markets generally, and
personal taste.
the British market in particular, and
The 150mm proprietary
it is worth noting that the brand is
bass/mid unit has a wide
not even exclusively German-led.
diameter voice- coil that
One partner in the business is the
contributes to a wide
UK's very own Ted Jordan, whose
dynamic range and high power
eponymous aluminium cone driver
handling — the Note 3's principal
provides the inspiration for the
sub-plot — while the NMB tweeter,
main
15cm
ceramic- coated
which takes over above 2.8kHz, is a
aluminium cone bass/midrange
high-power unit with a vented
driver used throughout the range.
polepiece and a double magnet
The key personality however is Karl
driving a surface-treated polyester
Heinz Fink, a talented designer
fabric dome. There is no ferrofluid
whose other credits includes key
damping, which may imply greater
consultancy work for Tannoy's well
levels of detail, and it is driven by a
received M series.
low source impedance transformer
The smallest in a three- strong
range, the £ 1000 Note 3 is a feed above the 2.8kHz crossover
frequency. The bi-wirable crossover
compact stand mount measuring
itself is Linkwitz-Riley phase
370x245x315mm (hwd), which is
optimised network.
broadly comparable to many
The key figures include what
midrange columns except in height.
Real wood veneered in a choice of appears to be a conservatively
specified 80 watts nominal power
flavours, the Note 3 has smoothly
handling, and relatively low power
contoured variable thickness sides
requirements for a compact,
to help disperse structural modes,
mirrored in the given 90dB/watt
and asmoothly rounded baffle.
sensitivity (at 1metre). The 6 ohm
impedance helps, being high
PASSIVE RADIATION
enough to work with any
But this is not just another two way
good amplifier, but low
compact, which is how it may look
in the mug shots. In fact it is not a enough to help draw a
two-way in the normal sense at all,
little more power under
most circumstances.
as it boasts alarge oval passive bass
For once it is now almost
radiator (or ABR) which takes up
possible to answer ' how
virtually the entire back panel.
would you like it to sound?' to an
Uniquely the bass can be tuned by
enquiry about the Note 3's musicunscrewing alarge finger nut in the
making ability, but that would be
centre of the ABR and adding or
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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entirely too facile to be useful. It
would also be wrong. It is indeed
possible to tune the bass to a
remarkable extent, and the Note 3
repaid extensive experimentation
on delivery by the manufacturer's
representative, and subsequently
without him. In the event the
differences that even incremental
changes in ABR weight made to the
music were surprisingly easy to
follow, and the result is that it was
possible to arrive at a combination
of pace, weight and tunefulness that
serves the music well in the
particular circumstances of the test.
None of this tweaking does much
to change the fundamentals,
however, and the bottom line
is that the Note 3 is aclean,
incisive
and
punchy
transducer, and clearly
designed primarily for clarity
of line and dynamics, even if
this occasionally means that
the speaker might sound a
little too full-on for comfort.
The bass can be tuned to
deliver
considerable
extension
with
only
moderate added warmth and
'spread', and the mid and
treble always sound crisp
and well defined, with a
strong sense of vitality and
presence. Stereo imagery is
also well defined and threedimensional, and remains so
from well off axis.
And this really is what the
Note 3 is about. It is not
primarily a loudspeaker built for
444, a comfortable ride, and if

"
\your idea of fine music is

Mantovani's thousand velvet- violins- set- intreacle, the Note 3's
talents would be a poor
match, and it would be
likely to make heavy
weather of its task, thanks in
part to a tweeter that while well
integrated, occasionally sounds too
emphatic to take aback seat.
In short, there are sweeter
loudspeakers around. But if you're
looking for a genuinely muscular
and dynamic view of the music
with strong insight through difficult
passages; if you want aloudspeaker
that reproduces the layers within
the layers without aggression or
opacity, this attractive, compact
speaker will provide it,
with
the
unique
additional benefits of a
tuneable bass alignment. IL

AudioPlus Distribution Ltd,
PO Box 902,
Sutton, SM1 2UQ
Tel: 0208 642 4436
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ust one look at the Meracus
Intrare is enough to intrigue
and delight. It's nothing like
those grab- handled Stateside
blockbusters, nor the British ' cottage
industry' nice-but-dull offerings of
yesteryear. With acrylic front and
chrome knobs, it's very European,
clean and simple, with a hint of
Danish influence perhaps, though it
hails from Germany. Price is £995.
At the rear are BFA CAMCON
speaker connectors, RCA phonos for
inputs and an IEC mains socket,
while the front panel features power
on/off, input selector, indicator
LEDs and rotary volume. Under the
pressed-steel lid lies aneat one-piece
double- sided glass- fibre printed
circuit board holding everything
except input and output sockets,
control knobs and buttons and thus
minimising connecting wires.
A large heatsink, running front-toback under the ventilation slots in
the lid holds the driver and power
transistors. The generously-rated
toroidal mains transformer is dualwound, 2x3OV 2x8OVA ( total
160VA), making the power amp
section effectively dual- mono and
helping to reduce crosstalk. Power
supply capacitors and rectifiers are
mounted nearby, as is asmall potted

AC/DC 9V power supply for the
microprocessor.
Decoupling
capacitors and LEDs used as
stabilising diodes are scattered across
the circuit board for additional
localised regulation and smoothing.
Signal earthing is via no less than 13
radial returns; grounds are also
positioned
between
signal
conductors to minimise crosstalk.
Power output is given by the maker
as 60Wch, 8ohms.
The phono input enters at right
rear and a couple of jumper leads
enable the fitting of an additional
phono pre-amplifier (not supplied in
the review sample). At front right is
a large microprocessor chip and
associated ICs for remote volume
and switching control. Input
selection is via analogue multiplexers
controlled via the microprocessor, so
there are no mechanical switches in
the signal path. Analogue amplification is via discrete transistor
circuitry and good-quality passive
components, with just a couple of
TL072 ICs, which Ibelieve are only
for the tape-record output circuits.
Output transistors are high current NEC bipolars and the
overall gain of the power amplifier is
fairly small, so that the amount of
feedback is also low, rather in the

The Meracus is
not particularly
bulky but is
crisply styled
and neatly put
together, and,
curiously, the
sound quality
of this little
amp broadly
follows its
appearance —
though, rather
like an audio
Tardis, it
sounds much
bigger than it
looks

manner of avalve amp. There's abit
of Matti Otala philosophy here, with
aTransient Intermodulation (TIM)
low-pass filter at the power amp
input. The driver stages are designed
to soft- clip before the power
transistors do, while the output
current is monitored by a circuit
which is not in the signal path and is
'buffered' from the amplifier by
opto -isolators. In case of excess
current, the microprocessor shuts
the power supply down. In addition,
a DC- offset regulator in the
feedback loop is claimed to reduce
DC components to zero.
The Meracus is not particularly
bulky but is crisply styled and neatly
put together, and, curiously, the
sound quality of this little amp
broadly follows its appearance —
though, rather like an audio Tardis,
it sounds much bigger than it looks.
Iwas able to audition the Meracus
over quite along period and so was
able to piece together a pretty
accurate overview of its presentation.
The initial impression was of avery
'airy' transparent reproduction.
Initially it seemed 'bright' in balance
— I think due to the clearly
reproduced detail and overall
delicacy. Treble was quite crisply
presented, but — and here's the

Clean and simple, this German
integrated amplifier deserves
a closer look

by DAVE BERRIMAN
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really nice bit — without hardness,
grain or harshness. Even so, upper
harmonics were really clear and
pure, seeming to soar upwards.
In this way it manages to bring
together that very rare combination
of rçproducing both the natural
attack of instruments and their
tonal/harmonic purity. This was
particularly notable with human
voice, which seems so difficult to
reproduce well these days as
manufacturers appear to seek more
impressive and dynamic sounds.
That hint of brightness could be
misinterpreted as bass lightness,
which was really not at all the case.
Sure, bass was not heavy or stodgy,
and this is another of the Meracus's
great strengths. Its low end was
fluid, well-controlled, powerful and
fast without attacking the nervous
system; detailed and textured, so
that one could hear clearly changing
rhythms here. Dynamics were also
superb, really bringing the music
dramatically to life, so vital and
vibrant was the sound.
Because I had the Project
Perspective turntable, with Ortofdn
MC30 Supreme and Densen DP
Drive m-cpre-amp to hand, Iplayed
quite a bit of vinyl through the
Meracus ( in addition to CD of
course). What struck me was the fine
sense of realistic dynamics and
sound staging from this slim and
rather unassuming little amplifier.
Bass was deep, secure and fleetfooted, the soundstage large and
expansive when required. It seemed
to make maximum use of the
transparency, subtlety and detail
from vinyl — whereas many amps
designed with CD sources just don't
quite cut the mustard in this way.
There was certainly no lack of drama
or dynamics with the Meracus.
Indeed, I'd say the Intrare would be
an ideal inclusion in many avinyl or
CD-based system.
It hasn't quite the weight warmth
and gravitas, of, say, the ATC SCM
150, but at half the price and under
half the power one would not expect
it to. However, once the slightly
different, brighter character of the
Meracus is adjusted to, the sound is
so totally satisfying as to become
almost addictive — it really is that
good. However, Ifear that as a
relatively unknown and unsung
product it will be unfairly
overlooked. Also, if used with
unsympathetic sources, the Meracus
may simply reproduce harshness or
glare from further up the line.
Downsides? Well, any negatives
were really nothing much to do with
the sound. The main (temporary)
irritation was the volume control.
This is a remotely-controllable
motorised potentiometer, which
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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does not pass signal itself but instead
commands a stepped resistive
attenuator, with 128 levels. The
knob neatly doubles as manual
control and visual indicator.
As originally set-up, the volume
increments were much too large at
the bottom of the range, so that from
absolute silence to ` something' was a
large leap. The next two or three
jumps were also far too obvious, and
for background listening Iended up
setting it almost off — around the
second or third step, with the next
too loud and the one below far too
quiet. Only at times of wild abandon
Inside the Meracus
could Iset the volume loud enough
mirare: close-up shouts
to get areasonably smooth variation.
the volume-control
Fortunately, as Ilater found, this
attenuator section
is re-settable, to get the control
further clockwise, where the steps
are subjectively smaller. The idea is
that with the ' per. pref.' setting,
stored in the microprocessor, you
can equalise the loudness for all
inputs, to avoid large changes in
volume when switching from one to
another. A great idea, but someone
had set the gain too high before I
received it. Perhaps a bit more
explanation is needed in the manual.
The Meracus certainly revealed
the nuances and micro-dynamics of
music making — as well as the larger
picture, and large is an appropriate
description. For instance in the intro
to the Blue Mitchell Sextet's ` Park
SUPPLIER
Avenue Petite' one could clearly
Aanvil Audio,
hear someone whistling dong to the
Woodvale,
Heath Road,
guitar and piano, when most
Woolpit,
amplifiers simply barely hint at
Bury St
reproducing this — if at all. Digging
Edmunds,
out some old chestnuts on vinyl,
Suffolk
IP30 9RU.
such as 'Cold Shot' from Stevie Ray
Tel: 01359
Vaughan's Never mind the Weather,
240687
the bass guitar and drums fairly

exploded out of the speakers, with
such power, control and authority
that it was hard to believe this was
just a slim little amplifier at under
£1000. The sense of 'being there'
and really 'hearing' the music was
awesome and even more tangible
with vinyl than CD. Bargain, isn't a
strong enough word. ( It's a bit
ironic, when 'outdated' vinyl forms a
higher benchmark than sources of
more recent technology. SACD and
DVD Audio will no doubt make
amp makers sit up and re-evaluate.)
Iwouldn't go so far as to say the
Intrare is overly bright, but its crisp
clarity and precise bass take no
prisoners. Ultimately it-depends on
what you are looking for in an
amplifier. This is no snooze machine
and demands attention — of the
serious listening variety. It needs
careful partnering, as its honesty and
clarity will show up bright or sharp
sources, speakers or cables. But
when everything is just right the
music is simply stunning — and all
for just under agrand — not two or
three! Definitely worth seeking out
for audition.
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brief encounters
SOTA Record Cleaning Machine
that can intrude. This is more an issue

solution, sited inside the box (and
easily removable by pulling out a
triangular lid in the back left

when using poorer- quality turntables,
or an old stylus, as a good record player

corner) is topped with apumpaction dispenser, ready to squirt a

with ahealthy stylus will take minor
surface noise in its stride and let you

few drops of acleaning solution
across the playing surface. This
solution is spread manually with a

ONE of the main gripes about vinyl
replay is the amount of surface noise

concentrate on music effortlessly.
But having aclean record is obviously the
best way to enjoy crackle-free music, and the
best way of getting arecord squeaky clean is
to wash and then dry it with avacuum
cleaning machine. Until recently my
machine of choice has been the original
Moth Record Cleaning Machine, in use for
several years and providing sterling service
by rescuing hundreds of second-hand
records. It is by no means the most luxurious
machine available, but it was the most

soft brush, gently working it deep
into the grooves as you go. Then
you hit the second switch, which
turns on the vacuum pump — and
also pulls the suction tube from its
resting place at stage right into
position on the record surface —
allowing the solution and dissolved grime to
be whisked away though the tube. After
about three revolutions the machine can be

the time Iused the review sample Ididn't
note any abnormal heat, but this could be
because Icouldn't clean more than acouple

stopped, the result aclean and pristine slice
of musical PVC.
Simply by including the solution in the

of handful of records before Ihad to

box, and by having the suction tube

improved, in terms of reduced surface noise
and general ' presence' in the room. Icannot

State Of The Art, the ambitiously-titled
company also known as SOTA, has this

automatically engage, several seconds and
motions can be saved on each record. This
may sound trivial, but in the course of

cleaning machine in its arsenal, priced at

cleaning dozens of records per evening

£575. To clean arecord, place the vinyl on
the platter with the side to be cleaned facing

important time and labour was saved. In use,
the SOTA machine is noisy (earplugs are

upwards. The glass platter has arubber foam
pad suface to preserve the other side. After

recommended) but no more so than the
Moth; in fact it was slightly quieter.

cleaner of vinyl records, and an easy-to-use
one at that, the SOTA comes highly

clamping down athreaded puck over the
centre spindle, you flick aswitch to set the
record slowly revolving. A bottle of cleaning

After some customer feedback which
noted abuild-up of heat after extended use,

recommended.

SOTA has installed asmall cooling fan. In

• The Audiophile Club, Tel: 0181 882 2822

affordable Icould find. Recently, Icame
across amachine which, though more
expensive, has afew neat touches to makes
the cleaning experience alot more painless.

abandon the machine to listen to them!
These records were found to be greatly

stress enough how much this type of record
cleaning can improve the enjoyment of
music. And it should also extend stylus life
since there will be far less abrasion for the
needle to endure on aclean disc. As a

Andrew Harrison

Harman Kardon TC1000 Take Control remote
control layout is opaque, facilities are limited
HIGH fidelity systems are becoming more
or the handsets lack growth potential. And
complex as new sources (MiniDisc for
then there's the Harman/Kardon Take Control
example) and new features become
TC1000, an infra- red device that
commonplace, and the growth of
fits neatly in the middle
home cinema has only
harman kardon
ground, and which at £300
compounded the issue.
represents arelatively
You may even now find yourself
economical but usefully
surrounded by ahandful of remote
powerful means of controlling
controls, all needed for your
up to 15 components at once.
system. It is true that some have
Co-developed with
rudimentary capabilities for
Microsoft, the TO 000 is a
controlling other components, but
chunky but superbly made
this rarely amounts to aviable
handful, with alarge backlit
solution to the problem of
LCD screen, and atiny
operating acomplex system
handful of well differentiated
transparently and easily.
'soft' (that is, programmable)
There are answers. One is to
controls, with assignments
use adedicated multi-component
that can be changed
remote control that can operate a
according to operating mode.
number of components without
The key component is the
favouring one over another, as
touch- sensitive backlit screen
usually happens when
and ascrolling wheel that can
manufacturer A's remote is used
be used to make selections by
to control aproduct from
highlighting and clicking, like the
manufacturer B. There are anumber
central button on aPC wheel mouse.
of remote or system controllers that can do
Selections available start with setup options or
this, some of which use hard-wired or RF
walkthroughs — similar to computer 'wizards'
interfaces, and which are likely to cost
— and an extensive help system. Other options
thousands. There are also cheap and cheerful
select the component to be controlled, or an
'learning remote' solutions which are
action or sequence of actions to be taken. A
generally unsatisfactory, often because the
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sequence might, in avery simple example,
simultaneously select the appropriate input on
the amp, and the CD play mode.
What makes the TC1000 exciting is that
each screenful of commends can be edited to
suit your particular requirements, and the
software that drives the TC1000 can itself be
upgraded with the user's own PC, internet
connection and serial link supplied. The
Internet link can be used not just to imprdve
the handset's operation, but also to download
new codes for recently introduced products.
Criticisms of the TC1000 are that although
the LCD polarisation is itself programmable,
the screen is relatively low in contrast, and in
some lighting conditions it can be hard to
read at all. Another, endemic with touch
sensitive screens, is that the surface quickly
becomes covered in fingermarks. Most
seriously of all is the clear bias towards
components available in the US: Magnavox,
for example is in, but Arcam is not. This is
currently being addressed, and there is in any
case alearning facility for products not
otherwise covered, but you may wish to
contact the distributor to see if it will work with
your particular system. These things aside, the
TC1000 answers apressing need with style
and flexibility.
Alvin Gold
• Gomepath Ltd, 01908 317707'
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KONTAK * LEXICON * LYRA * MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NORDOST * NOTTS ANALOGUE
OPERA * ORTOFON * PMC
PRIMAELE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA
REL * REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
ROKSAN * SHEARNE * SME * SONUS FABER
STAX * SUMIKO * TAG *
TARGET * TEAC * THETA * TRICHOF1D
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WADIA * XL°

DIFFERENT WORLD
MARK LEVINSON No.335
250 WPC

MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
TAX FREE EXPORT, FAST & EFFICIENT

AE
Atacama
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Epos
Harman-Kardon
JBL
KEF
Krell
Marentz
Martin- Logan
Meridian

Quad
REL
SME
Sonus-Fabar
Spender
Tannoy
Thorens
Yamaha
g km, more..

• Independent advice
• Comfortable dem rooms
Superb showrooms

Meridian

• Main road location

loudspeaker stands

• Over 30yrs experience

130 dedicated Cableway design

• Service Dept.
• Delivery & installation
• Part Exchange
• Open 10:30-5:30 6days

1
Up to 3Free
yrs.
Interest
Credit
deposit only 20% of
L500. for 12 months
£1 500. for 24 months
£30304 for 36 month.
oubjoct

The very best
In HiFi and
Home Cinema...

MarlinLogan

MM.
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Krell

MonitorAudio
24- Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967
More

info. sale items at...

loudspeaker isolation plinths
120 dedicated designs - granite

Major car parks nearby
• Insurance estimates

Michell
Mission
Monitor Audio
Musical- Fidelity
Pickering
Pink Tnangte
Pioneer
Pnmare
Project

• Widest choice in the area
• Qualified staff

WWW.Vickers-HiFi.co.

amplifier plinths
equipment racks up to
1200mm wide

brief encounters
Satellite radio news
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AC- 2Power cable - Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC2
eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
For the money,
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
that, no mean teat
HI-Fl World June 99
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 2ft £49, 3ft
£59, 4ft £69, 6ft £89. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
"'""'""
9"
of cable & MK Tough plug
.
9
..n.d
speed control end Involve.
ment
£149, £ 179, £209.
Analogue Interconnects, IC-50, IC-80, IC- 100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BIWIRE.
HiFi World Sep 99 "
1C-50 - this months bargain"
'999
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A MIXTURE of good news and bad news,
good news first. Readers will recall the
unfortunately- named Lemon ` Volksbox'
which received the accolade of Best Buy
from another magazine — an
endorsement with which Ioriginally
concurred, until obliged to proscribe the
product because of excessive radiation in
the terrestrial TV bands.
This problem was eventually addressed by
the German manufacturer, and an all- metal
case almost completely cures it, such that it
can now be highly recommended. It is still the
only tuner that not only covers everything in
all broadcast formats but includes the ADR
(Astra Digital Radio) channels. The latter
continues to expand and currently numbers
108 stations. Sadly, word has reached me that
Lemon is having some problems and
production of the Volksbox has ceased for the
time being.
One must hope that the production
difficulties will be resolved soon. It would be a
shame if such afine product were to disappear
from the market, especially as the company
had exhibited, at the Berlin show last year, a
vastly improved model that included aCAM
(Conditional Access Module) which permitted
the use of smart cards.
Another item of good news is that those
with satellite systems pointing at the Astra 1
and Eutelsat Hotbird satellite complexes and
with DVB reception have now an alternative
to spending good money on aDigital Audio
Broadcast receiver. On 1November last year,
the BBC radio stations appeared in MPEG-2
digital format on the Astra 2A satellite at
28.2°E, along with afew commercial stations
including Classical FM. All free-to-air, unlike
the public service TV channels which
inexplicably require smart cards.
Now the bad news. Whilst alot less costly
than aDAB tuner, this does need a
modification to your dish setup, possibly
another LNB offset on your existing dish. A
competent local rigger will advise but Imust

add, if you do happen to have one, count your
Kessings. From my correspondence, dish
riggers with acompetent understanding of
what they are doing appear to be thin on the
ground. Mention anything other than abasic
Sky system and most that Iknow immediately
go pear-shaped. One, to whom Ishowed a
DiSEqC switch, volunteered the information it
was for switching an aerial between rooms!
Frankly, Ifeel that the whole national policy
of conversion from analogue to digital
working, of which Iapprove, has been handled
very ineptly by this government and its socalled expert advisers. One is reminded of the
old adage of acamel being ahorse designed by
acamel. Add to that the BBC inexplicably
hitching itself to Rupert Murdoch's ' Sky' star
and you have arecipe for confusion.
Had the BBC gone to the vastly greater
Astra or Eutelsat complexes at 19.2°E and
13°E, then thousands more satellite viewers
and radio listeners would be enjoying the new
high quality signals, now without having to
invest in another tuner.
Almost certainly, too, there would have
been less hesitancy on the part of ITV, which
even now, could make the situation even more
confusing by going to these satellites. It is a
real mess. Viewers are being badgered into
going digital, unaware it means abandoning
any existing satellite set-up because of the
planning laws forbidding two dishes. My
letters on the subject to the DOE met with
monumental obtuseness, with one letter
advising me to fit arotator. Try that on any
rigger in my part of the country!
Anyway, apreliminary listen to BBC Radio
Three indicates excellent quality (
Iam not
vouching for the programming) and happily
devoid of the accursed Optimod.
Transponders and frequencies are being
published in Infosat and What Satellite?
magazine.Would readers also note my new email address, regwilliamson@beeb.net, and as
always, Iwill try to help with any queries.
Reg Williamson

A round- up of information for those who'd like

Avante Garde RX20 - amere 36"
tall and 12" x12" at the base Absolute Sound review - "
atrue
torture test with abass line that's
big, super fast and continuous the Gershman's handled it beautifully, servo driven Infinity RS1
towers have more power but are
way too slow. The Magnepan
MG3.5/R's, can't match the low
bass impact of the Avant Gardes,
only the Thiel 3.6 can handle this
track with aplomb and even they
don't sound quite as fast. Unquestionably, the Avant
Gardes are atremendously musical loudspeakers".
X-1 Specter, Enigma 500-X, GAP- 520X

SUNFIRE CORPORATION
-Men

und .
0.10(

2700 watt True Subwoofer
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz 360
cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP
optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA
GRAND five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x
5- HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DTS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

TAPERWIRE- flat speaker cable

gixem%
418 Biwire ***** What HI Fi
also 420, 212, 215, 218, 222

4 Arundel Road, Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 ( 0) 181 241 9826
Mobile: 07967 652629
Fax: 44 (0) 181 241 0999
E-Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com

to explore the world of music via satellite broadcasting
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2700 watt True Subwooter Mk11
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
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WORLD CLASS HIGH FIDELITY

Ever wondered
what Canadians make

e

in their igloos?
-441"e

Oear

e

THE USA

PASS LABS '
The king of Class Aamplcation'.

=

I I ZINGALI
'The Omniray Horn,
lifelike sound
reproduction'.

SWEDEN
ADVANTAGE 'Simply irresistable'.

When it come
detail, the Ca
unlike the Swi
cuckoo perhaps.

Natural

can dispute their speake
di

winning awards all over
place.

In fact the newly

arrived Energy Taker series

•

for home theater have pretty

Sound

well cleaned up in America.
The big news is, they've just

any

of

the

Energy' line of speakers.
While doing so ponder this
important question, how can
a country that's so damn
cold, make speakers with
sound that leaves you feeling
so incredibly warm.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
'When music matters most'.

ADVANTAGE,

look at the Taker series or for
matter

THE UK

AGENCIES

arrived in the UK. So take a

that

o

HALES, HOVLAND,

PROMENADE,

APOLLO, ARGENTO, JAMO, LUMLEY,

PURESONIC, SME,

ATACAMA,

MIT, MVL,

SOUNDSTYLE,

AUDIO ANALOGUE,

MUSICAL FIDELITY,

SUPRA,

AUDIO QUEST,

MUSICAL

WILSON BENESCH,

AUDIO VECTOR,

TECHNOLOGY,

TARGET AUDIO,

AVI, BALANCED

NAD, NEAT, OPERA,

TEAC, UNISION

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, ORCHID, ORTOFON,

RESEARCH,

CAT, CHORD,

PASS LABS,

WISDOM,

COPULARE, CREEK,

PROCEED,

ZINGALI.

EGGLESTION WORKS,

PROJECT,

.?!.,! !
icF,,,p.Rubio Itb
TH

ENZGY'r
LOUDSPEAKERS
MUSICAL

TRI..11- /-1.

For more information about becoming an API retailer, please contact: Colin Hinkins,
General Manager at Audio Products International (UK) Ltd., Fairfax House,
Goddard Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, ENGLAND 1P1 SNP Phone: 44 (0)147 324 0205
Fax: 44 (0)147 324 0218 or e-mail: apiukSPbtintemet.com
www.energy-speakers.com

The Old Coach House,
off South Street,
Ashby de la Zouch,
Leicestershire LE65 IAN

TELEPHONE 01530 414128
Mobile 0976 571875

The Sound of Tomorrow
Dolby Adds 'EN
generate superior fly-rounds or flyRECENTLY Dolby Labs and
11111111M1111111aa....... . -11
over effects, and also to locate images
11-1X announced aco-operative
at the sides of the auditorium more
effort to add arear channel to
firmly. In the home, poor seating
discrete surround systems like
positions can normally be avoided, but
Dolby Digital, which allows
there is clearly arequirement for
sounds to be located at any point
better-focused centre rear effects, and
around the listener. It is called
Ihad some hope that EX would be at
Dolby Digital Surround EX, and
least aminor revelation.
is based on ageneric Surround
Not so, certainly not with this poorly
EX matrix which will shortly see
recorded, one-joke film. The added effects
versions from DTS and SDDS (Sony).
were dropped into the mix bare, with no hint
Dolby Labs are responsible for
of ambience or blending to the sides, and in
licensing the theatre version, and THX
full system context the EX mix sounded no
the home version, called THX
better than before. Caveat Emptor seems to be
Surround EX. This will require an EX
the order of the day.
processor which must also be THX
But perhaps not tomorrow. EX was first
Ultra compliant - the more affordable
used in the new Star Wars film, and is said to have been
THX Select will follow. You'll also need one or two extra
employed to much better effect than with Austin Powers in some
speakers and amplifiers for the back of the room.
other films, in particular Toy Story 2and The Haunting, both of
EX films are widely available in the theatrical channel, and it
which you will have to wait for.
shouldn't be long before asubstantial number become available
So the jury must be out on the benefits for now, and even
on DVD. Hardware support has been promised by most of the
though much of the media is likely to hail it as the next great
usual culprits, including Yamaha, who are not 11-IX licensees.
saviour, we suggest holding on, and don't believe the hype.
As one Dolby Labs document dryly puts it, 'it's likely that the
Remember also that the rear speaker or speakers will need to be
Japanese company will be formally introduced to Martin
voiced like the side speakers, which along with the necessary
County's team of litigation Jed?.
amplification will mean asignificant additional expense even if
Ireport on this subject this with some bemusement, having
you already have aTHX Ultra system. In addition, from what is
auditioned EX using aLexicon MC- 1processor with the
apparent so far, smaller rooms, in which the rear speakers would
appropriate EX EPROM, and the only EX DVD available at the
be close to the listener, are likely to be abig no-no
time of writing- Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me. The
Alvin Gold
rear channel signal appears only ahandful of times through the

DOLBY

DIGITAL

SURROUND•EX

film, and armed with alist of timings Ilistened to the rear
channel on its own, and then with the complete system.
Dolby Digital Surround EX was originally developed to allow
adversely-placed filmgoers to hear afull surround wrap, to help

• Denon aims to demonstrate its AVC-AlOSE, believed to be the
world's first AV amplifier with Dolby Digital Surround EX decoding,
at The Sound & Vision Show, Bristol in February.

Primare previews DVD and processor
PRIMARE is about to make the
transition from two-to-five channel
hi-fi, with the launch of its first DVD
player, amulti-channel processor and
matching power amplifier. The V20
DVD player is equipped with avideo
buffer for optimum picture quality,
the boards for DIA conversion and
audio electronics separate from those
for power supply and transport
control.
The pickup reads Dolby Digital,
DTS or Dolby Surround sound tracks
as well as CD-V, Red Book CD
signals. It is also equipped to process
24-bit 96kilz audio. Fitted with a
clean bypass switch for two-channel
stereo, the P30 processor has seven
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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analogue inputs, six digital audio
inputs and five video inputs, two
being Composite and three S-Video.
Record outputs include two analogue,
one co-ax, one Toslink, two
Composite and two S-Video. Factory
pre-set defaults can be overridden
using an on-screen menu to help keyin preferred settings.
The A30.5 power amplifier is rated
at 120W per channel into 8ohms,
each channel fed from its own
discrete power transformer and
power supply. Retail price details had
not been determined as we went to
press.
Further details from CSE, Tel:
01423 359054.

Oxford Audio Consultants
Í-

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Auche9Limiá
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
Our superb service is the same,regardiess of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 6 - amajor advance on what was OUR BENCHMARK
LOEWE TELEVISION - We now stock this premium range incl the Aconda True Flat
MARANTZ CD7 CD PLAYER - OUTRAGEOUS VALUE FOR MONEY
LEXICON MCI HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - SUPERB QUALITY
THETA CASANOVA & DAVID - HOME THEATRE MADE REAL
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
B&W NAUTILUS 804 LOUDSPEAKERS - AGENUINE BARGAIN AT f2500
NAIM AUDIO CDs mk2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition
an absolute must!
NAKAMICHI SOUNDSPACE 8 - PERFECT ON THE WALL
KRELL FPB POWER AMPS - THE NEW RANGE IS OUT - AUDITION AMUST!
DENON AVC-A1D HOME THEATRE AMPLIFIER - aknock-out for the money
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - Pininafarina looks & picture
DAVIS DL450 LITEBEAM PROJECTOR - FANTASTIC VALUE FOR MONEY!!!
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products BOTH IN TERMS OF BUILD AND SOUND
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful Minima Amator at £ 1249
DENON DVD5000 - sets the DVD standard at this price point
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and
unrivalled sound; on dem at last after along wait
GRAAF 13.5B2 PREAMPLIFIER - AGREAT SOUND
CABLES & ACCESSORIES FROM TRANSPARENT, NORDOST, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, STANDS UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - NOW EVEN BETTER LOOKING
AND SUPERB VALUE
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class Asingle-ended valve designs.
Stereophile, Feb 1996 - M. Frenner: "
All this adds up to what
is clearly one of the finest-sounding, best-built, full-function preamps
in the world and reviews from around the world reflect that."
Recommended Component - "Class A" - Tube Preamplifier
Audiophilia Online, June ' 98 - A. Chasin: "
With affordable
full-function preamps becoming as rare as a ' 57 Rothschild, Audible
Illusions should be applauded for continuing to develop and market
the Modulus3a, asuperbly musical and highly affordable device
capable of extracting the best from both analogue & digital sources."
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS TAKE THE SHORTEST SIGNAL
PATH AND GET THERE FIRST: TO THE MUSIC!
Distributed exclusively by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
94 Church Path

EX DEM 81 P/EX BARGAINS
SONUS FABER AMATORS
£ 1795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 PREAMP
£995
AUDIOLAB 8000S
£495
REL STENTOR MK1 ROSEWOOD
£995
MICHELL GYRODEK/REGA RB300/DYNAVECTOR DV10
P.O.A.
ROKSAN CASPIAN INTEGRATED AMP
£395
MARANTZ CD67 KI SIGNATURE
£200
ROKSAN CASPIAN POWER AMP
£395
GRAAF WFB TWO PREAMP
£950
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30
£695
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 PREAMP
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£ 1495
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1001 AMP
£ 1795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 PREAMP
£ 1495
AVI REFERENCE CD PLAYER
f495
KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP
£5995
CYRUS DACMASTER CD & DAC
£695
MARTIN LOGAN LOGOS CENTRE SPEAKER
£ 1595
NAIM CDI CD PLAYER
£995
ATC SCA 2PREAMPLIFIER
RO.A
ROKSAN OJAN 3S SPEAKERS WITH SUBWOOFERS £ 1295
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS
f695
KRELL KPS201 DELTA 09
£5995
B&W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD
£2995
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£9995
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£295
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators £2495

Kent CT14

E-mail: sounds@transp.globalnet.eo.uk
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MegfflilliEeffEiiiEHEEIBEIBI
Agencies include: Audio Analogue, Audio Research, BEM, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland, Denon, GM Audio
Tables, Goldring, Graaf, Jadis, Jamo, Koetsu, Krell, Lexicon, Loewe, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell,
MRS, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, NEC Gas Plasma Screens, Nordost Cables, Onkyo, Opera, Ortofon, Pioneer,
Proac, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Rotel, Sennheiser, SME, Sonance, Sonos Faber, Stands Unique, Stan, Tannoy,
Target, Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables, Unison Research, van den Hul, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH 11100ER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

Oxford Audio

Deal

Tel/Fax: 01304-382037

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
Website: HYPERLINK http://www.oxford-audio.co.uk

,. The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
l
e
"by Madrigal and Microsoft.
For universal remote controls, higher

1

intelligence should mean higher performance.

With IRK), the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.

Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with IRK/
•The programmable, backlit touchscreen
shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.
•Choose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
components through the learning port.
•The innovative new selector wheel
make IRK/ the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
'RIO combines aPC- programmable
touch-screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.

Together, these controls help you simplify
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
For further details please contact Path Premier
•
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
"High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 38G
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk

Wharfedale MID from Tesco
WHARFEDALE has put the cat amongst the
pigeons by launching a DVD-V player retailing at
well below £200 and sold exclusively through the
Tesco supermarket chain.
Built in China's largest DVD plant to Wharfedale's
specifications, the DVD-750 (£ 180) is equipped with
US-made integrated circuits and aJapanese Sanyosourced DVD transport. Wharfedale's MD Stan Curtis
explains that the company is ' putting together avery
strong range of DVD players to join our existing hi-fi
and audio-video product ranges which we will be
rolling out over the next year'. The DVD 750 is
equipped to play Dolby Digital sound tracks as well as
standard ' Red Book' CD audio, and special features
include adynamic range adjustment control. It is
supplied with afull function remote and set-up is
assisted by on-screen graphics. Wharfedale
International, 01480 447700.

Record year for Dolby

DOLBY LABORATORIES reports record sales for its
licensed technologies. In 1999 more than 25,000 Dolby
Digital cinema installations were made worldwide, and
7,000 Dolby Digital film processors sold. The company
reckons its Dolby Digital Surround EX technology, jointly
developed with Lucasfilm THX, has become the fastestselling product in cinema sound history, with 5,000
adaptors sold in its first year. In November 1999, Dolby
established the Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) licensing
group to market 'ahigh-quality audio technology for the
Internet', the aim being to help establish AAC as a
consumer standard. Dolby Laboratories, 01793 842133.

DM) up to 500 titles in Europe
The European Platform for Optical Discs

ATC creates 5.1 channel
reference monitors
BRITISH speaker manufacturer ATC demonstrated its new 5.1 channel, fully
active loudspeaker system at CES 2000. Designed for professionals seeking a
reference monitoring standard for the mastering and production of DVD-V,
DVD-A and SACD titles, the system is centred around the SCM70 SL for front
left and right and rear channels. It also includes asingle SCM70 SL centre
channel loudspeaker and one SCM70 SL sub-bass loudspeaker operating from
18Hz to 2kHz. A new tri amplifier with second order filters is integral to the
SCM70 SL and SCM70 SL Centre Channel models, as is anew 234mm
diameter bass driver. The sub-bass loudspeaker is fitted with a380mm diameter
driver. A new 25mm diameter tweeter designed for an 'exceptionally smooth
and linear freqauency response beyond 20kHz' completes each main
loudspeaker. Call ATC, Loudspeaker Technology Ltd, 01285 760561.

DVD to have
embedded
web
browser
C-CUBE
MICROSYSTEMS
and Planetweb have

(EPOD) has released listings of all available

joined forces to put

DVD-V players and discs sold across Europe. A
total of 32 machines from 17 hardware brands is

an Internet web

supported by a catalogue of nearly 500 titles.
Meanwhile one major DVD player manufacturer
told HFNIRR that for every CD player sold from
its current range, no fewer than 300 of its DVD
players are being snapped up, contradicting those
who suggest DVD was crippled by Regional
coding.

browser with e-mail
capability into Digital Video Recorders, DVD players, DVD/Optical
recorders and digital set-top boxes. Unveiled at CES 2000, the technology
is expected to be made available ir. mid-2000. Planetweb is aleading
producer of Internet software designed for consumer electronics devices.
C- Cube Microsystems is an indus:ry leader in the development and
delivery of highly integrated digital video silicon and systems solutions.
C- Cube Microsystems, + 1408 4908590.

Grundig in Jordan Grand Prix deal
GRUNDIG, has signed athree year
contract with Jordan Grand Prix to
supply the Formula One Team with
consumer electronics equipment.
Including TV ( like the MW82 505
model pictured), video and car
audio products will be at Jordan's
disposal at the team's Silverstone
headquarters and in the hospitality
units at all Grand Prix. Eddie Jordan, Chief
Executive of Jordan Grand Prix says 'Iam
delighted that we have reached an
agreement with Grundig for them to be our
official supplier of consumer electronics
equipment. We already use awide range of
Grundig products both at the races and in
our headquarters in the UK.'
Heinz Harald Frentzen, winner of the
We NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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1999 French Grand Prix and young
Italian star, Janro Trulli currently
drive for the Jordan team, which
finished in third place in the
Formula One Championship for
Constructors.
The agreement with Grundig is a
continuation of arelationship that
began in 1997 through Grundig's
UK operation, enabling Grundig to partner
one of the most successful teams in Formula
One. Koen van Driel, Chairman of Grundig
UK comments, 'We are delighted to step
onto the fast track through our association
with Jordan. They are perfectionists as far as
their cars go and we have the same
philosophy when it comes to consumer
electronics, we make agreat team'.

BRIEFING
CYF.US is all set to launch its latest multi- room
Quattro system, along with the AV5 Dolby
Digital/DTS home cinema amplifier.
Cal 01480 451777.

RAC is expecting to unveil its NXT-based AV
surround system to the UK in February, in
which the tv screen contains loudspeakers for
each of the three front channels of audio.
Tel: 01494 551551.
JVC has received 49 video creations nominated

for the 22nd Tokyo Video Festival, the plan was
for JVC to broadcast the ceremony live on the
Internet at http://www.jvc victor.co.jp/tvf/ on
30th January (details not available as this issue
goes to press).
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W

hy, this far into the AN
era,
are
we
still
surprised
when
a
component earns praise for its
'crossover' ability? You know: the
ones which sound as good in a
purist, two-channel, music-only setup as they do in a 5.1 installation,
or vice versa. Am I alone in
thinking than an-amp-is-an-amp-isan-amp or a speaker-is-a-speakeris-a-speaker? The alleged, indeed,
contrived mysteries of cinematicversus music- only requirements
create a whole school .
of red
herrings, because, after all, we're
still talking about the reproduction
of sounds, be they the human voice,
massed instruments or a nuclear
explosion. And yet a wide chasm
still exists, despite the current
music- only and full-blown home
cinema differing only in the number
of channels.
With discrete channels, digital
encoding, unbelievably sophisticated surround processing and a
number of other developments —
most notably DVD — we should no

longer even entertain such earl. 1990s (and at the time necessary)
notions as the need for two systems
if you want to optimise playback for
both music and movies.
If Ihad my way, the only time
reviewers would wear different hats
would be when assessing either
music- only ( for eample, twochannel CD players, turntables or
stereo pre- amps) or A- V- only
(DVD video, monitors, line
doublers) components. I have
before me an amplifier so luscious
that it's almost ashame it will only
ever be sold as part of a home
theatre system, with two-channel
usage as an afterthought. And this

After all,
we're still
talking about
the
reproduction
of sounds,
be they the
human voice,
massed
instruments
or a nuclear
explosion

Here's afive- channel AV amplifier,
for witch the term 'no compromise'
could have been invented

BY KEN KESSLER

is despite modularity which makes
it purchasable as either a 2-, 3-, 4or 5-channel amp, and operational
details which beg for it to be used
in stereo form. Hell, Theta would
probably let you buy it as a
monoblock if you were that
profligate and/or purist.
However, the aptly- named
Dreadnaught ( Neil
Sinclair
revealing a prodigious memory by
christening it in honour of a longforgotten US behemoth amp of
yore...) occupies afloor-consuming
448x2f4x597mm (
whd)
and
weighs just over 45kg. Whatever
one's commitment to total channel
isolation, one would be grateful that
this bulk houses all five channels.
And, as it costs £ 3850 in stereo,
plus another £ 850 per channel
leading up to £ 6400 in 5-channel
form, you'd be piddling away
£8,600 extra for aquintet of mono
units. But, oh! would five of them
look devastating! For my money,
the Dreadnaught is one of the most
beautiful amplifiers I've ever seen,
finished with such delicacy and
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styled with such subtlety that you
forget it's actually a 5x200W
monster. Even the top panel has
been subjected to a designer's eyeand- hand, the unit's ventilation
slots
shaped
to
create
an
aesthetically-pleasing pattern: a far
cry from off-the-peg mesh or mere
perforations.
Dreadnaught's imposing front
panel boasts swoopy, curved
sections with a satiny finish,
suggestive of the angels' wings
motif which forms the Theta logo.
Between them is a vertical section
containing three LEDs and two
buttons, the lights indicating
'standby' mode (main on/off is at
the back), ' thermal', should any
channel rise above the maximum
operating
temperature,
and
'surround' mode, showing that the
surround bus is in use. The
larger of the two buttons
switches the amp out of
standby, activating
the
stereo
bus
channels, while
the
smaller
button activates
from standby
any
channels
assigned to the
surround bus.
Depending on
how
many
channels have been
installed, the back
will contain a vertical
strip for each module. At
the top of each is a newlydesigned speaker terminal with a
single screw fixing which grips both
the + and - leads at the same time,
under a crossbar which applies the
pressure. Below are three LEDs,
the first mirroring the thermal LED
on the front, but in this case
indicating precisely which channel
(obviously, the single LED on the
fascia only tells you that a channel
is running hot, but not which one)
Next to it are two LEDs to indicate
if either the + or - internal fuse on
the rail for that channel is blown.
Underneath the LEDs are the
inputs, the top being asingle-ended
phono socket, the bottom an XLR
input, followed by two toggle
switches. The first chooses between
single- ended and balanced, the
second assigning the module to
either the stereo or surround bus
And the extreme right of the panel,
as viewed from the back, are two
RS232 connectors (DB9 and RJ45)
for connecting the Dreadnaught to
an external controller including
PCs and universal remote systems
such as those from Crestron or
AMX, remote trigger sockets which
are activated by Theta's own
processors and others, the main
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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on/off rocker, the AC fuse holder
and the IEC three- pin mains
input socket.
Little information is
forthcoming about the
circuitry, so I'm assuming
Class AB operation, as
the Dreadnaught never
gets hot enough to
suggest
otherwise.
Theta does, however,
make much of the
amplifier employing zero
global negative feedback.
Theta believes that small
amounts of local feedback
within asingle gain- stage do
ensure circuit stability, while any
signal delay will be minuscule.
Global application of negative
feedback, on the other hand, is too
coarse, and the resultant artefacts
will include 'serious' phase shift and
intermodulation distortion.

from room to room to try it as both
a purist stereo amp and as an A/V
powerhouse.
Also used were the Pioneer DV414 DVD player, SME 10
turntable with SME Series V arm
and Lyra Lydian m- c, Musical
Fidelity X- LP phono stage,
Marantz CD- 12 CD transport and
dCS's
Purcell
and
Delius
processors. Speakers included
Wilson WATT Puppy 6 and
Martin-Logan Scenario, Script and
Cinema. Wiring consisted of
various elements of Kimber and
Transparent.
Given that this is the AN section
of the magazine, it's obvious that

priority must be given to its primary
role — however arbitrary it now
seems. Timing being everything, I
can only thank the audio gods that
both the DTS and Dolby Digital
versions of Saving Private Ryan
DVD (Region One) arrived in time
for the sessions. It was immediately
BALANCED OPERATION
apparent that this is a referenceAnother key element of the
grade disc, with not just visual but
Dreadnaught is its balanced
operation. While some would like
sonic evidence of Spielberg's utter
genius. ( Better still, it proved
to think that the jury is still out on
conclusively to me and others that
balanced- vs-singled- ended, the
DTS slaughters Dolby Digital,
sceptics suggesting that its efficacy
whatever the nay-sayers argue, but
and benefits are only apparent
that's not a topic for discussion
when using long cable runs ( the
6dB extra gain notwithstanding), I here.) The opening salvos, the
sound and image switching from
have no doubt that it sounds better in
under water to above water, the
every way: quieter, more precise,
myriad
explosions,
the
more detailed, more dynamic.
conversations amidst gun-play, the
Although Ihave to admit that
roaring waves and other spectacular
Lexicon's MC- 1, my processor of
sonic events are enough to tax any
choice and the one Iused for the
system. Oh, and to convince me
surround sound evaluation, did not
that sub- woofers do have their
enable me to exploit balanced
place. The engineers ensured that a
operation in surround mode, as
clear directional path accompanied
luck would have it Ihad the new
Sugden Masterclass pre-amp and a the gunfire, and thus the whole
raison d'être of surround sound is
GRAAF GM13.5 to hand to access
justifiable in afilm of this calibre.
the balanced operation in stereo
Via the Dreadnaught, no
mode. Iknow, this contradicts my
plea from the opening paragraph,
transient was too quick, no
explosion too deep, no thunderous
but Idid hump the Dreadnaught
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theAuDIO
SULTANTS
FINE AUDIO SYSTEMS
We firmly believe in the sonic benefits of awell designed, active
pre- amplifier. CD players, even those with built-in pre-amplifiers,
can sound very two dimensional and uninvolving when played
directly into an amplifier. Passive pre- amplifiers, too. sound very
mechanical. A good, active pre- amplifier can resolve the finest
details which reproduce the air, space and ambiance of the recording, contributing greatly to the realism and musical enjoyment of
the system.
And, they drive cables and amplifiers correctly.

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F oB 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

Viking Tube Line Pre- amplifier A very smooth sound at
avery affordable price - £ 55o

* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element . TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D IY advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays
Graaf GM 13.5B Mk11 pre- amplifier Exceptionally high quality
sound, up there with the best - £ 3950

5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAPA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WfTH1N 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Pathos Cassic One Integrated amplifier, remarkable sound and looks for
the price - £995
Amplification Audio Analogue • Canary Audio • conrad-johnson
EAR/Yoshino • Graaf • Luxman • Muse Electronics • Pathos
Sonographe • The Affordable Valve Company • Unison Research
Vinyl Replay Nottingham Analogue • Benz- Micro cartridges
•Lyra cartridges • McCormack & Trigon phono amplifiers
Digital Replay Audio Analogue • conrad-johnson • Exposure
Resolution Audio • Wadia
Loudspeakers Audiostatic • Avalon Acoustics • Beauhorn Virtuoso
Charlo • Diapason • Musical Technology • Opera. Zingali
Accessories Barnatt & Oswald bespoke furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower mains stabilisers • finite elemente pagode
equipment stands • Harmonix • Nordost cables • shun mook
V- Damp isolating system
Tuners Magnum Dynalab
Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us.
Mail order carriage free. Efficient tax-free export.
Ex-demonstration and used equipment always available,
part exchange considered.
Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays
10:00 to 18:3o, Camden Town, London
TEL:
;Ax

NW1

0171 380 o866
0171 383

5028

EMAIL: stephen@audioc.freeserve.co.uk

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, -e lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, VVBT and others
. . the RIGHT cables

. . . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9H8
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)

Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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crashing of waves too much for the
amp's capabilities. Those who wear
two hats could therefore point out
just how apt the Dreadnaught is for
an A/V role. Where it showed
competence above and beyond the
call of duty came in the smaller,
quieter moments. A colleague
(upon whom Iwill one day call to
testify to the superiority of DTS)
alerted me specifically to the subtle
whooshes of the bullets underwater;
via the Theta, these were not only
clearer but more discernibly
'directional'.
Turning to less effects- laden
soundtracks, the Theta revealed
deft handling of music-plusdialogue-plus-sound effects through
the early fight scenes in Streets Of
Fire, most of the action scenes in
The Matrix and during the
nightclub sequences in The
Rocketeer, the sound moving from
authentic 1940s Big Band- plusvocals
to
crashing
glass.
Undoubtedly, much of the credit

goes to the processor, but that is
true in any system, and so it is in
some ways difficult to separate the
two. Which is why Ischlepped
45kg-plus of amp into my 'purist'
room. Wired to the Wilsons and fed
purist analogue and digital signals
(Theta's new slogan, by the way, is
`Digital and Analog Done Right',
my italics...), the Dreadnaught
suddenly turned into aworld- class
stereo amplifier.

TWO CHANNEL SOUND
But, hey, you're thinking, why
didn't Ijust go two-channel in the
main system? I did, I did —
switching the Lexicon to stereo and
with the Theta's surround bus
deactivated, and it did sound
wonderful. But that was in singleended mode, remember? In the
purist system, a quick burst
revealed the immediate and obvious
superiority of the balanced mode, a
digital SPL meter ensuring that I
was hearing no level gain. In

But for me, it's
atragedy: too
many of you in
the market for
a robust,
fearless, bigbucks tranny
amp won't
even have the
Dreadnaught
on your shortlist if AN isn't
part of your
plan. Me? I
think Theta's
Dreadnaught
is one of
the finest
solid-state
amplifiers I've
ever heard

addition to making me beg for an
XLR-equipped Lexicon, the
experience revealed whole layers of
low level sound, the sort of
subtleties usually denied most A/V
systems... if for no other reasons
than two-channel music-only sound
spares us the distractions of extra
channels, visuals, the typically
louder playback of amovie-viewing
system and, typically, inferior
ancillaries.

AMASTERPIECE
`Crowdpleaser' on the Lightning
Seeds' latest, most of Lenny
Kravitz's Five, even Cher's ' Believe'
are close to presenting a twochannel
mix
of
cinematic
complexity in that they blend voice
and synthesiser, real instruments
and artificial. Theta applied the
same even hand to the music-only
diet as it did to the yids, amusingly
providing asilky sheen to the music
not unlike that of the finish of the
front panel. It was 'easy listening' in
the non-MOR/schmaltz sense:
'easy' in that it was effortless,
fatigue-free.
But for me, it's a tragedy: too
many of you in the market for a
robust, fearless, big-bucks tranny
amp won't even have the
Dreadnaught on your short-list if
A/V isn't part of your plan. Me? I
think Theta's Dreadnaught is one
of the finest solid-state amplifiers
I've ever heard, the number of
channels be damned. If Ihad to
give up valves, or house only one
system, this is the amplifier to
which I'd aspire. It's a ****** g
masterpiece.
SUPPLIER
Theta
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Road,
London SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0208 971 3909
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reat things are expected of
DVD, which has become a
serious
medium
for
manufacturers, consumers and
reviewers alike. As is often the case
with new technologies, massive
subsidies have been applied in
manufacture to ease initial market
acceptance. DVD players at £ 200
are a gift since only the retailer is
making anything on the deal, and
not much at that.
So the advantage is now with the
consumer. Some companies are
trying to make DVD machines as
cheaply as possible, but others such
as Pioneer, are working to achieve a
higher standard. This company was
pre-eminent in the LaserDisc field,
went on to add DVD and is now
producing a new generation of
home-cinema amplifiers. The VSAE07 provides a combination of a
powerful multi- channel amplifier
and a versatile digital surround
sound decoder, capable of dealing
with DTS, MPEG, Dolby Digital
and 24/96kHz stereo. It meets the
top- line THX Ultra specifications,

not just for all-out power, and power
bandwidth, but also for a THX
balanced decode for the discrete
multi channel data. The VSA-E07
retails at £ 1300 and is intended to
be clearly differentiated in quality
from those bargain- basement
devices which do incorporate sound
channel decoders, but which are
manifestly opaque-sounding — with
the fidelity of a sub-£ 50 CD
portable!
Built in aheavy full-size enclosure
the VSA-E07 needs some space, not
least if it's to be driven hard where
significant ventilation is necessary —
so don't pile discs and videos on the
top cover! At full bore, a 5x 130W
amp needs some local fresh air.
Reviewing the facilities, it may be
used as a complete system or
alternatively as a processor preamplifier for still more powerful
amplification, or perhaps an active
speaker line up. In the Pioneer
tradition, not only do its DVD
players output 24/96 audio but this
digital processor also accepts it.
Thus stereo 24/96 discs may be

played and the digital audio data fed
to the VSA-E07 at full quality for
final replay.
With a unit of this calibre, we
could expect a worthwhile twochannel performance as. well as
multichannel operation. Four digital
inputs, assignable, are available for
the 24/96 signals, two coaxial, two
TosLink optical. In addition to the
primary decoding modes there is
also a choice of six DSP surround

Pioneer

The Pioneer VSA-E07 THX Ultra
is afully-featured AV surround
processor and amplifier
which tries to do everything...

Multichannel amplifier
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Surroudeti
options: ' stadium' etc, four
'Theatre' modes to enhance the full
digital multichannel signals, plus a
Pioneer implementation of five
channels, synthesised from the
earlier matrix analogue coding of
Dolby Pro- Logic. For older
analogue sources, cassette and
videotape, there is anoise reduction
system operative in the digital
processor.
These multi-function units are not
simple. Even experienced users need
some time to get to grips with them,
and you can't underestimate the
importance of a friendly user
interface. Pioneer has set its sights
on a combination of on-screen and
remote handset graphics, the latter
via alarge LCD panel.

TECHNOLOGY
A peek inside the unit showed
Pioneer's usual attention to detail
and very good build quality.
Glowing in full, high conductivity
copper plating, the interior was
surprisingly
spacious
and
serviceable. A huge E- I Bando
power transformer is on the left,
feeding a pair of selected Elna
22,000µF reservoir capacitors. High
current paths are established so the
THX-specified multichannel power
capability
is
achieved.
The
MOSFET output stages are
modular, sharing a pair of efficient,
finned alloy heat sinks.
24-bit, 96kHz D/A converters are
used, providing replay of this format
to the full standard. Double speed
Motorola DSPs operate at the heart
of the processing providing the
complex format and surround
processing capability of this well
equipped design.
Even the casework is of a high
standard: the exterior has fluted gold
anodised alloy panels. Base and top
covers are reinforced and also codamped for minimum response to
sound field vibration. However, the
speaker terminals aren't special and
will only accept bare wire cabling;
these are unfortunately par for the
course.

SOUND QUALITY
There are many approaches to
assessing sound quality for this type
of product. An insight into the twochannel stereo, all analogue core
tells you the baseline of inner
quality, on which the entire complex
multichannel processed edifice is
constructed.
Conversely, the rules are altered
when listening to multichannel
sources, especially where surround
and directional effects additionally
load the sensory system of the critic.
Good stereo is certainly a start but
the quality of the processor and
HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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decoder also plays apart. Here, 24bit/96kHz audio replay was added to
the list before embarking on the fullbore home cinema evaluation.
Fed a known high quality
analogue signal, the direct path was
assessed in stereo on ahi-fi basis.
One can't expect an audiophile
performance here, since acost
breakdown
of such
a
sophisticated unit would
only allow perhaps £250
per pair of stereo
channels. In fact the
'hi-fi' quality was
plausible
enough,
much better
than musiccentre
and
economy grade
gear, fulfilling
the basic needs of a
budget hi-fi.
Using my trusty Chesky
96/24 DVD-V sound discs, I
confirmed the quality of lock
between the DVD player and the
VSA-07 at 96kHz sampling rate. Set
to ' Direct' the digital replay via the
internal high definition decoder was
quite special, substantially better
than the rather average digital
playback heard from cheap DVD
players. Compact disc also fared
well though it was not as ambient or
detailed as the 96kHz material. Here
the standard still remained above
average for the class.
Iconfess to not playing much with
the processor surround modes
though they didn't sound too
synthetic or opaque in my opinion,
compared with some earlier more
primitive realisations.
Moving on to digital multichannel, for music, DTS, Dolby 5.1
and of course the movie-augmented
home- cinema options, the system
was quite easy to set up once Ihad
got the hang of the layered, menudriven remote control Nevertheless,
Iwould have preferred alittle more
contrast and viewing angle from the
pen-driven display screen.
While the unit is certainly
powerful enough to drive some of
the more powerful floorstanding
speaker systems, Iachieved the best
spatial effects with smaller standmount speakers for stereo and
surround, augmented by a good
subwoofer, in this case the REL
200E.
With known, neutral speakers the
sound had a touch of extra treble
sparkle which Irather liked in a
multi-speaker installation. Lacking a
THX Ultra speaker set, Ifound that
this particular mode was a touch
'filtered' by comparison and
preferred the Dolby Digital
soundtracks, neat, unadulterated

A peek inside
the unit
showed
Pioneer's
usual attention
to detail and
very good build
quality.
Glowing in full ;
high
conductivity
copper plating,
the interior
was
surprisingly
spacious and
serviceable. A
huge E- 1Bando
power
transformer is
on the left,
feeding a pair
of selected
Elna 22,000uF
reservoir
capacitors,
these serving
the stack of
five channels

with standard ' hi-fi' speakers.
There was no mistaking the high
dynamic range achieved with the
VSA-07. On the Apollo 13 lift-off it
would play as loud as you could
reasonably wish for, with strong
definition and convincing authority.
Spatial effects were stable, panning
smoothly to the surround speakers
and
substantial
clarity
was
maintained in all quadrants of the
surround field. It's good enough to
merit
a choice
of serious
loudspeakers, up to £ 400 for the
stereo channels and pro rata.
Ifound dialogue tracks to be
articulate yet free from false
sibilance or steely attack, pretty
natural in fact. The Yellow
Submarine DVD issue showed The
Beatles material coming up fresh
from its remix and the Pioneer did
justice to this feed, adding a new
and more satisfying new dimension
to the video track.
Video feed thorough the VSA
blended well with the on- screen
displays and the high picture quality
of the DVD 717 was apparently
unimpaired during its S- video
cabled journey via the VSA.

CONCLUSIION
In the pure analogue domain the
VSA-E07 met high standards for
noise and distortion, level accuracy
and equalisation. This provides the
foundation for the inner sound,
backed by powerful multichannel
amplifiers of good load tolerance
69
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X-RAY
24 bit integrated
cd player

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex. TW1 2EB
Tel: +44(0)208 892 7613 Fax: +44(0)208 892 7749
soundadvice@riversidehifi.co.uk
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t Stop Press
Latest Sony Plasma screen on demonstration

and typically 110W per channel, 8
ohms, under normal programme
conditions.
Assessed as a hi-fi stereo
amplifier, the sound quality didn't
match that of a comparably priced
hi-fi separate, but then we didn't
expect it to. Nevertheless it can
perform satisfactorily for established
stereo sources, and is capable of a
high dynamic range with good load
delivery. A detailed examination of
all this unit's facilities would need
twice the space we have here.
It seems to me that Pioneer has
successfully bridged that awkward
gap between the rather rougher and
more poorly resolved offerings at the
budget level, and the very costly
component A/V market.
For the money, and taking the
proper context for each major
facility, it performed well in both
lab and listening evaluation. Certain
of the measurements will help users
avoid pitfalls in comparative
listening across various inputs and
operating modes. They're not always
directly equivalent.
In one well-built and nicely
presented package you get one heck
of a lot of features and facilities.
This kind of one-step centralised
control and power amp centre will
make a lot of sense for purchasers
wishing to combine good quality
stereo with an upper rank Home
Theatre system: Icertainly have no
problem giving a recommendation
for this highly accomplished bundle
of technology.

The system
The listening system for this review
included the following components.
Hi-fi: Marantz CD7 player; Pioneer
DVD 717 as 24/96 source; van den
Hul CS122 and AudioQuest Emerald
interconnects; Naim NAP 250 power
amplifier; NAD C320 integrated
amplifier; Spenclor SP2-2 speakers,
AudioQuest S-V speaker cables
Home Cinema: Pioneer DVD 71 7;
B&W 600 series theatre system
speakers plus REL 0200E subwoofer,
Panasonic TAU 36in wide screen DV
monitor; van den Hui Snotrack cables.
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PIONEER VSA-E07 THX ULTRA
LAB REPORT
Alen‘w nothing has
been left out of this
comprehensively
equipped amplifier,
so we concentrate
here on key issues
likely to affect sound
quality. Some of the
results show that
there may be audible
differences between
various operating
modes. The maker's
specifications could
confuse, as some
power ratings are for
6ohms load, DIN
1% distortion
standard, not the
usual 8ohms. In
fact, the 8ohm
rating for hi-fi use 'stereo', 20Hz20kHz for less than
0.1% distortion- is
100W/ch.
It easily met the
claims, delivering
II8W into 8ohm
loads, 200W/ch into
apair offour-ohm
loads; and better
than 150W into
each offive 4ohm
loads, all driven, at
which point that
unobtrusive fan cut
in for extra cooling.
Peak current was
alittle over 20A
(the safety limiters
cut in for full-level
loading under 1.5
ohms), fine for all
but the most difficult
speaker loads.
Power bandwidth
was fine, sufficient
for full-range

speakers.
The tabulated
distortion figures are
generally for 'Stereo'
mode which includes
the DSP loop AID
and DIA, but
without additional
processing. The
results for an 0.5V
IHF input voltage
were creditable, if

SUPPLIER
Pioneer
(GB) Ltd,
Pioneer House,
Hollybush Hill,
Stoke Poges,
Slough
SL2 4PQ
Tel: 01753
789789

not to good CD
player standard. For
example, on the low
level IW
intermodulation test,
'Stereo' gave a
satisfactory - 76.5dB
for the difference
tone while 'Direct',
analogue only, gave
-89.7dB; this latter
result also typical of
the distortion
readings for total
harmonic distortion
via `Direct.'
The disc input
was quiet, 73dB
(CCIR, 1kHz) and
77.4dB (A' wtd),
and gave anearstandard 44.3kHz
input impedance
with amedian
capacitance of
270pF. Auxiliary
inputs were 47k
ohms, with arather
high 900pF input
capacitance,
presumably for
interference
suppression. The
Aux/line sensitivity
was ahigh 35mV,
good for any source
while the disc input
gave astandard 1W
output for a45mV,
je, the usual 4.5mV
for full output. DC
offsets were
negligible while the
protection circuitry
was effective.
Channel separation
was more than
satisfactory
measured via Aux
input (Direct' or
'Stereo' mode) at
nearly 70dB
midband, falling to
48.3dB at the
highest measured
frequency. A
consistently low
output impedance
was measured for
the power amplifier,
well under 0.1 ohm.
While there was
amild 0.2dB
channel imbalance,
this was not of real
importance, the
volume control
proved to be
accurately calibrated
with excellent
tracking over awide
80dB, 1dB per step
range. Maximum
attenuation is 95dB,
effectively `mute'.
Those aiming to
use the VSA-E07
for hi-fi as well as
home-cinema should
note that the
performance on
'Stereo', with effects
potential was
inferior to 'Direct' in
several respects:
distortion, frequency
response, input
overload and noise.
Conversely when

using the digital
input mode, the
intrinsic power of the
DSP could be
realised, for
example, with Dolby
Digital and DTS
signals. Take the
line input for
example: `Direct'
gave the 'straight'
curve on Fig I,
+I-0.2dB, 30Hz to
70kHz. So via the
digital path in
'Stereo' mode, the
response now showed
moderate audible
treble lift, digital
filter ripple and a
23kHz sampling
related cut off
Clearly these two
modes cannot sound
the same.
The dashed black
trace records the
frequency response
for adigital input,
with no filter ripple
since this was due to
the AID converter,
now bypassed. Here
the treble lift was
still present so this
latter effect is in the
replay chain.
Even via the
input DAC, the
distortion spectrum
was respectable,
[Fig 2] with
essentially second
and third harmonic.
These correlate with
the power amplifier
section and are not
due to the AID and
DIA sections, whose
distortion was rather
less this.
Fig 3shows the
`Direct' frequency
response for the
RIAA disc input,
fitting an 0.35dB
window from 30Hz
to 30kHz, properly
tailored at higher
frequencies. Overall
there is ashade of
bass lift. Via the
DSP sections, the
disc response which
is now -0.25,
+I.3dB 30Hz to
20kHz, and again
will inevitably sound
different even if the
AID and DIA path
was otherwise perfect
on grounds of
resolution.
Ifound that on
'Direct' the disc
input overload was
very good at 27dB
but Igot only 14dB
in 'Stereo'. Input
overload of the
ADC was the issue,
signalled by a
flashing light on the
panel. Engaging the
input 'attenuator'
function restored the
full overload
margin, another
point to look for in

Fig I. Pioneer VSA-E07: frequency responses,
in 'Stereo' and `Direct' modes (see text)
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Fig 2. Pioneer VSA-E07: distortion spectrum,
500Hz, via DAC input

Fig 3.. Pioneer VSA-E07: frequency response
on analogue disc input, 'Direct' and 'Stereo'
the listening
comparisons. Via
the line input the
overload point was
10dB IHF, less
than the usual 2.0V
CD output level, but
which may again be
addressed with the
'auenuator' while
the `Direct' overload
point was +21 dB,
equivalent to 6V
input, more than
enough for any
occasion. Used with
Test results

an external, higher
performance
decoder, the power
amplifier inputs
have an easy 100k
ohm, 120pF input
loading.
Checking the
replay linearity for a
digital input, the
resolution was more
than sufficient, with
the level error on
-90dB signals held
to I.8dB, and to
3.5dB on - 100dB.
Pioneer VSA-E07

Power output
Rated into 8ohms (makers spec) 100W (20dBW*)
20Hz ikHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm bad (dBM.l) 20.5 20.6 20.4
Both channels 4ohms
19.5 19.9 19.6
One channel, 2ohms pulsed
19.8
Instantaneous peak cuitent (A) >+20/>-20
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux -60.4 - 16.3 -60.8
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input) -86.4
(19/20kHz at OdBW, aux input) - 76.5
Noise (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) ( IHF, CCIR weighted) - 73.2
Aux/CD (( HF, CCIR weighted) -65.4
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
Input overload (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) (( HF) direct
- + 27
Disc ( m-m) ( IHF) stereo
- + 14
Aux/CD ( IHF) stereo
- + 10
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux
69 68.5 48.3
Output impedance (ohms) 0.0760.074 0.088
Channel balance, disc, 1kHz
0.22
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux ( dB)
0.2 0.18 0.13
Inputs
sensitivity
loading
Disc ( m-m)
0.45mV
44.3k ohms/270pF
Aux
mV
17k ohms/900pF
Dimensions, (
wh3d
5
1 420x173x470mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£ 1300
'where (
mew .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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Multi- channel

madness?
T

ry not noticing that certain rivals
to SACD have been making
much noise about the latter
being (initially) atwo-channel format.
Look around and register horror at the
`5.1-isation' of material originally
issued in anything from conventional
stereo to, yes, mono. Reel with nausea
as yet another circa- 1971 ' fourchannel' recording is resuscitated,
while marvelling at how some
producer or band member made the
conscious and deliberate decision to
place, say, the lead guitarist in the rear,
left-hand corner. Here we are, well
into an era where discrete multichannel playback isn't just areality but
also an affordable one, and we still
haven't resolved the non-hardwarerelated problems. Like how to record
music in asurround mode, and what
material actually requires it.
Confusion and inconsistency and
illogic still reign for a number of
reasons — the general public is
painfully slow at picking up on that
which hobbyists take for granted,
like not putting speakers behind
sofas — but the most obvious
irritants are made more glaring now
that full-frequency, discrete signals
are available from five or more
channels. One of the most
aggravating (for me, at least) is the
inability of everyone from designers
to consumers and all points inbetween to accept that the number
of channels is not indicative of
quality. ' Legacy' material, be it a
film soundtrack or a music release
recorded in mono, needs only your
centre- channel speaker for correct
playback. Early 1950s Sinatra
recordings in mono are not ' less
good' than the later stereo
material. But more worrying
is the inability of too many
listeners to accept that
music and
movie
sounds are two
different beasts,
Sinatra was
OK in mono

A plea for sanity as we
enter the era of multi- channel
music in the home

by

KEN

KESSLER

and they neither demand nor require
Here we are,
the same kind of multi- channel
well into an
reconstruction. ( I'm talking here
era where
purely about the necessity for
discrete multidirectional effects or multi-channel
channel
delivery, not the actual sound
playback isn't
quality. An amplifier or speaker does
just a reality,
not distinguish between the thwack
but also an
of a drum and the sound of a affordable one,
grenade exploding, and in that
and we still
respect, only a snob would say that
haven't
music ' deserves better'. This rant is
resolved the
solely about the number of channels
non- hardwarerelated
and how they're used in the quest for
realism.)
problems. Like
It didn't take long for the waters
how to record
to muddy, for the confusion first
music in a
manifested itself in the early days of
surround
home theatre, at atime when Dolby
mode, and
what material
Surround was all we had. It was
noticed by many of us that acentre
actually
channel was not really necessary,
requires it
even though every manufacturer
wanted you to buy an extra
channel's worth of amp and speaker.
Why? Because a phantom centre
channel did the trick. There was no
full- frequency, dedicated middle
channel to access. And, hey, hadn't
we enjoyed decades of glorious,
convincing centre-fill from just two
properly- installed main speakers?
Let alone from a single mono
speaker?
Because earlier processors weren't
being fed discrete, full- frequency,
individual channels for the centre
and surround, the sound of preDolby Digital/pre-DTS playback
could be wishy-washy and vague.
But, as human nature showed time
and again, many still fed their musiconly, stereo material through the
same systems without reverting to
stereo. It was then that some argued
that you needed two separate
systems (and/or rooms) in the home
to accommodate music and movies,
Early Dylan meant
each optimised for its specific role.
guitar one side, voice
on the other...
Discrete multi-channel changed

all that, because it meant that we
were getting full-bandwidth, fully
separated signals from every speaker.
But still many refuse to shake this
sick need to force stereo, music-only
material into surround mode. Why
can't we accept the following
considerations?:
1)
Surround sound works
beautifully with video material
because the visuals both demand
and confirm the localisation of
sound around the listener. (But now
that we're used to hearing, say, an
airplane's engine noise crossing the
room at the same pace and in the
same direction as the visual image,
we feel cheated with mere mono.)
2) Music, on the other hand, has
traditionally been a sonic event
taking place in front of the observer,
and so side and rear information are
only important when the event
involves an all- enveloping sonic
atmosphere. In other words, a live
concert... which is why live albums
translate better than studio ones to a
surround format, especially if the
recording engineers used the sides
and rear info for audience sounds
and hall ambience. Aside from the
live broadcast of 'All You Need Is
Love', Ican't recall asingle situation
in the world of professionallyperformed music when the audience
sat in-between the musicians...
3) In contrast to No 2 above, the
only truly tolerable multi-channel,
audio- only studio recordings are
those which use the extra channels
for ambience and reflections, for
example, certain sparse Classic
releases on 96/24 DVDs. Those
which place whole performers in the
rear corners work only when the
listener is an active user of
hallucinogens.
4) You don't have to use every
channel if the material doesn't
demand it, any more than you have
to use aloudness control. And this is
where both designers and end-users
start acting really stupid. Otherwise,
we'd never have those ludicrous
Cathedral/Club/Hall settings so
beloved of the Japanese.
It was my recent experience of
Theta's Dreadnaught amplifier [page
64] that triggered in me a notion
that maybe some people are seeing
sense, and for a very trivial if
MAIICN 2000
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demo nonsense and the mythology
that extra speakers in the room mess
up the sound. This was bullshit
promulgated by makes that knew
that A/B comparisons would result in
the slaughter of their own speakers.

practical reason related to the
playback system rather than the
source material. It has nothing to do
with resolving the issues other than
to impress upon the end- user that
you should make a tiny effort to
switch your system from optimised
five- channel to optimised twochannel.
All of us who have used discrete
multi- channel systems know, for
example, that the processors mute
the ' unused' channels if you use the
correct setting. In other words, a
two- channel recording played
through, say, aLexicon processor in
stereo mode will issue only from the
left and right main speakers if you set

They made such instant comparisons
difficult, knowing that they could
depend on the shortness of aural
memory to help their case. And how
do Iknow they are all liars, cads and
bounders? Because all of them now

make 5.1 surround systems — and I
have never seen them remove the
centre and surround speakers
from the room when the demo
happens to switch to stereo.
We're now at apoint where
all manner of material and of
the processor to two-channel mode
any vintage, from hoary
(or if the processor selected it
chestnuts by Caruso to the
automatically). This is as it should
sublimely engineered Eagles
be. And a pox on those who then
reunion to the masterfully
defeat the two-channel mode and
reconstructed Yellow Submarine, can
force it through bogus surround
be accommodated with the correct
processing.
and appropriate number of channels
What Theta added to my newin asingle system. The Eagles' DTS
found
sense
of ' hardware
DVD even lets you choose between
appropriateness' is its inclusion of
5.1 DTS and PCM at a higher
switching on its multi- channel
sampling rate. The hardware is no
amplifier. This feature separates
longer an issue.
channels into stereo or surround
More worrying is that we are also
operation through the flick of a
at aposition (unlike in the early days
switch on each module's back panel.
of stereo, when they ' enhanced'
When you wire up the Dreadnaught,
mono by boosting the treble on one
you select whichever of the five
channel and the bass on the other, or
modules you want to feed the left
messed around with comb filters)
and right main speakers and the
where digital technology can extract
other three for centre and surround,
or
approximate
directional
just as you would with any fivepositioning from material with mono
channel amplifier. Theta, however,
origins. And just as audiences who
added a separate on/off selector on
were thought capable of only
the front that turns-on or shuts-down
watching colour films proved
fully just those three which aren't
otherwise,
resulting
in
the
required when listening to stereo.
disappearance of ` colorization', so, I
They're labelled stereo and surround
bus, and the fitting of aselector on
each module means that you could
assign any speaker to any module
and still exploit the bus system.
But, ` Aah!', you're thinking (
as
you sense my move toward aremark
about us no longer needing two
rooms and/or two systems because
the hardware's so good), ' What
about the three unused speakers?'
Please, spare me the single-speaker
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the Eagles' rrunion,
sublimely engineered

An amplifier
or speaker
does not
distinguish
between the
thwack of
a drum and
the sound of
a grenade
exploding,
and in that
respect, only
a snob would
say that music
'deserves
better'
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Ahura-fully
reconstructed Beatles:
Yellow Submarine
on DI'D

hope will there be a move to keep
archive films and music recordings
mono or stereo as per the original.
(Or were Gone with The Wind and
The Wizard Of Oz really recorded
with five channels of sound?)
Imay be wrong, and Icertainly
have no desire to put words in the
mouths of my superiors, but I'm
sure that revered elders including
'Gordon Holt and John Crabbe and
Paul Klipsch argued that three-ormore channels would do abetter job
in recreating a musical event in the
home. I'm equally certain that they
were referring to recreating the
acoustic space, not simply splashing
whole sounds or instruments around
the room for mere effect.
What we have to do for the future,
if we're to avoid the sonic messes
created in the name of SQ and QS
and CD-4some 30 years ago, is admit
that pure music can work without
visuals, and therefore without
surround artefacts beyond the
recreation of the event's genuine
ambience.
Alas, this requires educating afew
generations' worth of post-musicvideo consumers to be satisfied with
what reaches them through their ears
alone, because music videos
encourage gimmickry. In which case,
we might temper our purist, musicwithout-visuals stance by reassessing
precisely what directional information
is required for multi-channel, music
playback, with or without videos. We
can then leave the swirly sounds to
those who make ' ambient' music, or
for reissues from to the psychedelic
era, like DTS CDs. But when it
comes to a string quartet, please:
don't place amusician in each comer.
Don't draw- and- quarter a solo
vocalist. Or am Ithe only observer
who found early, unplugged Bob
Dylan stereo recordings somewhat
disconcerting when the voice came
from one speaker and the guitar from
another?
Hmm... it seems like unconvincing
sound positioning ain't exactly new.
73
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STATE OF THE ART

hale
GROUNDBREAKERS
FROM KRELL

MEW
SONUS FABER SIGNUM

COPLAND CSA515

THE NEW AFFORDABLE MINI- MONITOR

COPLANDS SWEET AND OPEN SOUND THAT

FROM SONUS FABER USING TECHNOLOGY
FROM THE REFERENCE " ARMATr AT ONE
TENTH THE COST. THESE ARE STUNNINGI

YOU'RE USED TO FROM YOUR CSA 14/28
HOWEVER THIS HYBRID HAS 175 WATTS OF
POWER. YOU CAN JUST IMAGINE HOW
YOUR LOGANS WILL SOUND!

What ahandsome, albeit silent, couple they made
at the Hi Fi Show last September. But Krell
devotees want to know two things: when are the
KPS-28c compact disc player and KCT preamplifier
going to be available and what do they sound like?
The good news is that launch is due this Spring.
The really good news is that they do awhole lot
more than merely fill along-felt gap between the
affordable KAV range and the flagship KPS-25;
they aim to
performance.

offer

truly

groundbreaking

Those who own, or who are considering, a Krell
Full Power Balanced amplifier will have the ideal
companions for it with these newcomers. Both
pieces offer huge system flexibility, with theatre
throughout on the KCT, while the 28 has the luxury
of both atabletop and handheld remote.
Although the name may be similar to the KPS-25,
the KPS-20 bears no resemblance to this device. It
is afront- loading CD transport with integrated DAC
and does not incorporate avolume control.
Both newcomers will have balanced, single-ended
and CAST connections, while the KCT will also
feature dual zone capability for simultaneous
listening of two different sources in two different
rooms of your home.
Telephone Brian Rivas for further details and
release dates.

rrneyme

gh
Knights • Broadway Road

Broadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES
WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR THIS EXCITING NEW RANGE OF
SPEAKERS. THIS RANGE STARTS AT THE DIMINUTIVE NAUT 805 @ £ 1400.00 AND FINISHES
AS THE FLAG SHIP OF THIS RANGE AT @ £ 3500.00. THEY PARTNER SPACE AGE
TECHNOLOGY WITH ELEGANT STYLING, TO CREATE A STUNNING NEW RANGE THAT
SHOULD BE AUDITIONED.

44
DENSEN B200 PRE AND
B300 POWER AMP
DENSENS NEW ' BABY' PRE & POWER,
FEATURING CLASS ' A' REMOTE PRE. WHICH

IS AN AND MULTIROOM COMPATIBLE. THE
B300 POWER AMP IS 100W AND DRIVES
THE NAUT 805 AND NAUT 804
BEAUTIFULLY.

DENSEN B400
IT TOOK DENSEN THREE YEARS TO FINISH
THE B400 CD PLAYER. IT WAS WORTH THE
WAIT. THE 8400 HAS THE SAME TECHNICAL
INNOVATION AS SEEN IN OTHER DENSEN
PRODUCTS, LIKE THE ' BUS' LINK FOR
MULTIROOM USE. IT ALSO SOUNDS
WONDERFUL.

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND
EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG McLAREN SPECIAL OFFER
WAS
NOW
EX-DEM
Sodio Rts....ch 1315 Po Snip ex/dein
£2200.00
£294 99
00
\dram GFP555 Pre Amp ex/dem
t £stleAvon Speakers Mahogany ex/dern
£729.90
£799.95 £585.00
£250.00
Lag McLaren 601 Wi gAmp ex/dem
£560.00
lag McLaren («ay Intg Amp de/dem£999.95
£700.00
SECONDHAND
‘udiotib 84400DAC D to A s/h
£900.00 £350.00
‘odiolah 44000Q Pre Amp
£1250.00 £600.00
‘tidio Research SPI IPm Amp s/h
£5150.00 £1600.00
‘ccuphue DP90/91 Transport & D to A s/h
£24,000.00 £8500.00
‘ngstrom Cinema Director s/h
£3495.95 £900.00
%ream 170.2 Transport 3/11
£700.00 £275.00
\ream Alpha 9CD Player
£800.00 £500.00
WI 52000 Pre
Runote 3/h
£700.00 £300.00
hord SPMI20013 Power Amp (Block) s/h
£3500.00 £1800.00
knson DMIO Mgt Amp
£ 1375.00 £750.00
hintech Marquis Speakers sill
£3998.00 £1500.00
£ 1698.00 £800.00
xpoeure r & 18 Pm Power s/h
.ryphon Phono Stage s/h
£3200.00 £1400.00
In 4425 Speakers s/h
£ 1700.00 £600.00
KEF 107 Speakers twith Cube) s/h
£3395.00 £1400.00
Krell KPS20i CD Player s/h
£9900.00 £6995.00
Muse 18 Sub Woofer s/h
£.4000.00 £ 1500.00
Meridian 203 Trans & 606 DAC
£2200.00 £700.00
Nakamichl RX.505E Auto/Rev Deck 3/h
£999.00 £600.00
Nakamichi CA.7E Pre Amp & PA-7E Power
£4405.00 £ 1500.00
Revu,, 877 Open Reel s/h
£2450.00 £900.00
‘ony 552 CD and 702 DAC s/h
£1000.00 £450.00
IheaData Mk2 (Silver) s/h
£3290.00 £ 1500.00
Wilson Audio Systems Splus 111k
£1750.00
POA

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

INCLUDING 2 'CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *

Telephone: 01460 54322

AGENCIES INCLUDE:
APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W ( INC 800 NAUT), BEYER, BOSE,
BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, DPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJEKT, QUADRASPIRE, QED, REL. ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON

Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax. 01923 230798

Please telephone

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
From Tuesday to Saturday 10am-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)

111.111111
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blackbox
factor above 250% to 300%' signify
increasingly ` spikily'
shaped
distortion residue (waves), and as
you might expect, a stress on high
and perhaps initially attractive,
'bright'
yet ultimately highly

Continuing a
reassessment
of harmonic
distortion,
and its valid
measurement
for the real
world...

Ben Duncan's new
%PMD (%spikiness)
test — presented to the
world for the first time
in depth here in
HFURR — has been
developed by the
author between
1993-8 while making
thousands of power
amplifier distortion
sweep tests using
Audio Precision Inc's
System One, the
de faao world
standard for audio
equipment % THD
testing since 1985.
See www.bh.com.
Also available from
the HFNIRR

2.

Accessories Club.
RO Hamm, Tubes
versus transistors - are
there audible
differences? J AES

3.

May 73.
ER Wigan, 'New
Distortion Criterion',
Electronic Technology,

4.

AprillMay '61.

SPECTRAL COMPARISONS

Another long-existing method of
making musically-useful distortion
discordant harmonics. In turn,
assessments
has
been
inferred
equipment displaying such spikiness
previously in this column (Aug '95): a
is ultimately fatiguing or unrelaxing,
spectrum analyser is used to observe
and gently puts the listener off
the harmonics. Harmonic structure is
music. The differences are naturally
then considered. The nature of such
of greater interest when compared
(timbral) structures is well enough
across the range of a sweep —
established in music, although some
whether that is frequency (see
translation between certain 'faux amis'
figure), or level. For example, with
of the respective terminologies — such
some equipment, the % spikiness
as 'astrong fifth' is required. Within my
may recede with ascending drive
book High Performance Audio Power
level — which might well explain
Rencapping from last month, by
Amplifiers readers will find an in-depth
complex or frustrating listening
making just one very particular
chapter on audio measurement, which
results.
ove — asimple change and
includes the all too rarely seen
The conditions under which the
extension to existing harmonic
translation
between ' electronic'
test should not be used are hardly
distortion testing equipment and
harmonics
with
music's
own
different from the norm, and those
procedure —
sonically-relevant
terminology, after work by Jeff Nelson
occasions will be obvious from the
information is able to be gathered. It
at the amplifier maker, Boulder. As
distortion residue — something rarely
is achieved by looking at the raw
with % PMD, it's nearly always
pictured nowadays — yet which
distortion level data from aparticular
should always be in view ( on a revealing to look at how the harmonic
fresh angle, then comparing this to the
structure — of any audio device —
'scope) when making measurements.
normally processed data, m see anew
changes both across the range
picture, one of ' Yo spikiness' —
DISTOFMON (%IHD+N) vs FREQUENCY
of frequencies and over as much
avisual description that is also
of the span of level (down from
aurally apt. My new test
maximum) that harmonics
standard! cannot be claimed as
can be resolved at. Possibly the
anew idea, but it appears that
110
first person to explore this in
no one else who has observed
01
print in amodem context was
the dysfunction of % THD
Russell Hamm. Unfortunately,
testing has bothered to make
his landmark article 3 involved
direct use of such knowledge
comparing
valve
circuits'
to enhance distortion testing!
No radically new equipment or
new technology are needed,
and the new approach certainly
offers a good corroboration
with general sonic quality,
within limits to be discussed.

I.

Such emphatically rules out all but a
few high end instruments, and is a
weak point of most DIY designs.

10
0001
1000

we'

behaviour with the first
generation
of
transistor
op-amps, while also driving

them hard into clip (with live
music peaks in Sear Sound
Studios, NYC), le, overdrive
scale) and can be ignored. Of the two wavy plots, the lower is
with commensurately gross
the ordinary rms % THD, the upper the peak, both scaled on the
distortion. So the results
%SPIKINESS IS %PMD
left. The %PMD (plot spacing difference) it clearly highest in
aren't representative either of
With the new ' spikiness' or the midrange, and lower at both frequency extremes. In this
modern solid-state electronics
%PMD test (strictly ' Peak to instance, the PAIR is about 2.5x at HF, 3x (300%) in the
or how to use op-amps. But he
Mean ratio of the % total bass, but over 7x (700%) in the midrange. Unsurprisingly, this
harmonic Distortion' — plus specimen was frustrating for the listener, as the top and bass were had the right idea.
smooth, but not the midrange
One aspect Ihave not seen
S&NS noise), rather than just
mentioned before is the
the usual graphing against
apparently fractal significance of the
For example, when the harmonic
frequency, say, of the ` rms' value of
harmonic pattern: that the absolute size
content is either very low — hence
the distortion residue, the peak level
of the harmonics may be of less
genuinely low distortion — or the
of the residue is also plotted. When
importance than their relative ratios.
noise level (N or NS noise: see first
the two % figures are compared at
So, if the harmonic structure is always
a given point, there's usually a part, Jan ' 00) is within 10dB of, or
dominated by the 3rd harmonic, this
higher than, the harmonic levels —
difference, and the peak % level
may well be more significant in the
meaning in either case that the true
should be the higher of the two. If
equipment's sonic quality, than
distortion is part or wholly hidden in
either of these aren't true, alarm
whether this dominant harmonic is in
noise — then one will end up
bells may be rung, as the test may
size 3% or 0.1% . However, this
measuring the PMR, hence `spikiness'
be outside the bounds of its
`absolute insignificance of amplitude'
of the noise. This is an interesting
usefulness. Else differences (called
must also ultimately be subsumed by
study in itself: but for later...
'crest factor' or ` PMR', alias ' peak
aural masking, and taking into
One other caveat: although almost
to mean ratio') of up to two or so
reeetelle Af eretni.0;n. non.'" t &on smrtr chnetanct UPA4r) tact is?

action. Almost flat plot is the output level monitor (refers to RH

times larger is common in sonically
acceptable instances. These may be
expressed in %, so x2 is 200%.
These large numbers (rarely below
150%, and ranging up to 2500%)
should help avoid any confusion
with the ordinary % THD figures.
Increasing differences, alias 'spikiness
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any %THD+N (harmonic distortion)
test set made in the past 50 years can
be
modified
to
make
the
comparisons, only instruments using
true RMS sensing that also has avery
good crest or headroom capability
(ideally above x 20/26dB) will give
sensible accuracy over the range.

consideration ' equal loudness'. A far
more established 4 aspect that should
be better known, is that high
harmonics, any above the 6th (for good
musical reasons) must be counted with
accelerating
exaggeration
alias
'weighting'. In part, the % PMD test
pre-covers this.
Ben Duncan
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Warsaw
to tic
Two shows in Eastern
Europe speak for the

Slavonic interest in highfidelity audio

N

ow in its third successful year,
the Polish Audio Show held in
Warsaw was the biggest and
best yet. Over the weekend of the 12th
to 14th of November, people could be
seen queuing outside the Sobieskie
and Sheraton Hotels, eager to see and
hear the hi-fi and home cinema
products exhibited within.
The buzz caused by the concentration
of audio equipment and technology —
and around 10,000 visitors — in one place
caught the eye of the Polish media. Gazeta
Wyborcza, one of Poland's broadsheet
newspapers, ran afour-page editorial
feature on the show the same week, and
Polish TV and Radio were in evidence.
As in previous years, the equipment
exhibited included amixture of familiar
European and American brands; witness
the spreads laid on by distributors Audio
Klan (including TAG McLaren, Musical
Fidelity, Copland), Trimex (TACT,
NAD, Ixos) and Audio System (Creek,
Harbeth, Heybrook) amongst many
others. Trimex was also home to the
magnificent Dali Meealine. almost 2.5

metres of cone and ribbon stretching
skywards. Linn Products was represented
at the Sheraton with aselection of
Scottish engineering, at least once the
products had been prised from the
covetous clutches of Polish customs. Peter
Qvortrup of Audio Note was seen lending
support to his local distributor Wojciech
of Szemis Audio, this year sadly without
turntables in his room. And Peter
Lyngdorf from Denmark was present,
most generously donating aTACT
Millennium digital amplifier as
first prize in acompetition that
gave away around £25,000-worth
of audio equipment. The doors to
the Sheraton Hotel had to be
closed for ashort time due to
the massive amount of people
crowding into the lobby. When
contenders for first prize were
finally whittled down to two
people, Peter spontaneously
agreed to provide asecond
prize of an RCS Room
Correction processor to save
any shed tears! Sony Poland

above and right: AmpWon monoblocks; new two-way speaker from A&H using Scanspeak drivers
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Aboue: ¡ he Slahni,t-era Pala,
Kultany provides is
to the heart of Warsaw

had an SACD
demonstration, while
Philips Polska had the
indefatigible Ken Ishiwata
to show the Marantz wares.
A large gallery on the ground
floor was the home for much
feminine charm, thanks to
EIC's army of Onkyo girls,
dressed to thrill in elegant blue
evening dresses, blue make-up
and identical black bobs, like something
from Gerry Anderson's UFO.
But the Polish audio market still
possesses some interesting brands of its
own. Ancient Audio was showing its latest
Silver 300B monoblocks, using
silver-wired
transformers, at
prices considerably
less than one expects
for such refinement.
ESA of Warsaw
presented some
fabulous high-end
speakers, in avariety
of finishes that
should make Italian
makers look over
their shoulders.
Other speaker brands
WA NE» & RECORD REVIEW
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in the Sheraton Hotel as competition winners are announced: (right;

Ancient Audio silver-wired 300B SE, Lektor CD player, and 25W 211 SE monotdock

spotted around the show included GLD,
packed with Audaz drivers; A&H from
Gdansk; Audiowave; and from nearby
Czech Republic, Shan speakers were
displayed by Polish importer Voice. Joss
showed the prototype of an egg-shaped
speaker, hewn from something pretty
massy that required three people to lift. In
that same room were Amplifon valve
amplifiers, including some beautifulsounding caged single endeds, powering
Totem Arro speakers to great effect.
Also present were stands representing
some of the country's enthusiastic audio
press, including Audio, Magazyn HiFi,
and Sat Audio Video.
One of the busiest shows of the
calendar, this was also one that amply
demonstrated the interest that quality
audio can command in Eastern Europe.
Andrew Harrison

Above: CTA's hybrid Sigma Duo monobocks. Two
gam stages, triode input stage, single-ended output

Ljubljana
SLOVENIA, as acountry very close to the European Community, and in
fact the only part of former Yugoslavia about to enter the EC, has always
been quite advanced in its high-fidelity and audiophile development and
demands. Ljubljana, the Slovenian capital, has been hosting asmall, but
well- prepared and organised hi-fi exhibition for some years, presenting
affordable mainstream products as well as arespectable selection from
the world's most renowned high-end brands. When you realise that acity
with only 350,000 inhabitants regularly brings forth 2000-2500 show
visitors, the picture quickly becomes clearer! As always, Ljubljana Car &
Home Hi Fi Show '99 (as officially named) fulfilled again its raison d'etre
and met everyone's expectations with good sounds and happy audience.
For the very first time, Slovenia has seen an official distributor of Krell
products and this introduction can easily be declared as me biggest
high-end news of the event. Combined with the B&W Nautilus 806
speakers and the KAV250 CD player, the KAV-300i integrated
amplifier alternated with an FPB200 in providing the driving power.
At the other extreme we could see TALK Electronics presenting very
affordable equipment, the new Cyclone 1CD player being the main
attraction along with the Storm integrated amplifier.
Audiences interested in a
high-level, high efficiency
type of sound enjoyed
Klipsch KG 3.5
loudspeakers assisted by
the REL Strata III
subwoofer, while those
more delicately-minded
paid attention to the
Sonus Faber Signum
mini- loudspeakers,
making nice music
with the YBA
integrated amplifier
and the Kuzma
Stabi S/Stogi S
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Yamaha DSP1 fLoewe Credo TV/jamo THX2 speakers

analogue Front-end combination. Do-it-yourself approaches seem to
have come into fashion once again in Europe, if some beautifullycrafted, Italiar-style looking loudspeakers called Garmmatostomais, with
Vifa units, are to be taken seriously. Single-ended, 300B- based Caliope
integrated amolifiers ( shown left) were used with these, named from
ancient Greek.
Analogue products were present in agood number, Kuzma being the
'favourite' as the main domestic attraction. Pear Audio brought the Well
Tempered Reference turntable and tonearm with the Dynavector Te
Katora m-ccartridge os aserious and high-quality alternative.
An unexpected, and for most very unknown product seen for the very
first time in Slovenia was arange of loudspeakers called Gorky.
Designed in the US and manufactured in Taiwan, they sounded fresh
and dynamic and should offer good performance at the price. Another
brand of new loudspeakers came from Hong Kong and is called Fidek.
Again, alow price attracts as much as the musical potential.
Finally, ashow would not be ashow if the 'best sounds' were not to be
discussed. Strangely enough (or not?), asystem of relatively low cost
seemed to have generated alarge number of complimentary words and,
perhaps, it could just have been what visitors liked most: the Audio
Analogue integrated ( Puccini) and pre/power ( Bellini/Donizetti)
electronics with the Dynaudio Contour 1.3 loudspeakers and Kimber
Kable connections was the set-up mentoned more after in this respect.
Milan Rupic
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NEW
MILLENNIUM
NEW
MUSIC MILL
To ring in the new millennium, Music Mill have re- designed their display areas and
demo rooms to make your visit even more pleasurable.
However, you will have to put up with the same old solid advice on the most suitable audio
and video hi-fi equipment to match your needs!
eed
14p

4é
.
4i
HI-FI AUDIO

HOME CINEMA

MULTI ROOM

Don't miss Scotland's
Premier Hi -Fi Show
Roxburghe Hotel, George Street, Edinburgh
HiFi Audio. HiFi Video. HiFi Advice.
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Beauhorn / Loewe AV / Pro Ac / Krell / ARC / Martin Logan / Primare / Sonus Faber / AVI / JBL
Marantz / DNM / Alchemist / Rotel / Copland / Project / TEAC / JA Michell / Theta / Nakamichi
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Au update
of discs
featuring
musical
metamorphism
by way of
changed
instrumentation

The recordings
mentioned, with
HFN/RR review
dates:
Schubert Quartets
(Claves CD50-9620)
Schubert/Giulioni
(Sony Classical SK
63385, 10/99)
Rodrigo Horp
(Auvies vas15)
Trumpet Concertos
(Teldec 3984
24276 2)
London Horns
(Cala CACD 0122)
Mohler via piano
(MDG 330 0837-2)
Britten via piano
(Olympia
OCD 648)
Korngold/
Mendelssohn (
CPO
999 449-2, 9/99)
Stdkowski/Wagner
(Chanclos CHAN
9686, 7/99)
Stokoviskif
Mussorgsky
(Chandos CHAN
9445, 10/96)
Strauss Till'
(IMP 102, 10/99)
Loussier/Ravel
(Telarc CD 83466)
Loussier/Bach
(Telarc CD 83474)
Swingles/Bach/
Mozart
(Virgin Classics 561
4722)

T

en months have passed since my
last
survey
of
musical
adaptations, with afurther 13
items now queuing for attention.
I've come across several more
string-orchestra versions of Schubert's
'Death & the Maiden' Quartet, but
only one matches those previously
recommended. This features the
Kremlin
CO
under
Misha
Rachlevsky, who uses his own
arrangement rather than Mahler's,
and does likewise with the A-minor
Quartet and the ` Quartettsatz'. The
recordings have asomewhat cramped
acoustic, but the string-tone is very
clean and the performances have an
intensity and voluptuousness to win
over any doubter.
Staying with Schubert, John
Williams and the Australian CO

Landon horn players assembled at Abbey
Road to record for Gala, with Geoffrey
Simon. All Hallows, Gospel Oak, was the
venue for some items
provide a unique version of the
`Arpeggione' Sonata, with the guitar
replacing the obsolete instrument and
the piano part arranged for string
orchestra. The latter throws an
entirely fresh light on the piece,
creating in effect a new guitar
concerto. It's partnered by astraight
performance of Giuliani's First
Concerto, and my only quibble is that
in some slow passages of both works
the strings exhibit atouch of nonvibrato ' whine' — despite abooklet
note claiming that the players had
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outgrown
authenticist
dogma.
Otherwise this is agem of aCD.
Another guitar work, Rodrigo's
Concierto de Aranjuez, comes with its
MARCH 2000

solo part arranged for harp and played
by Isabelle Moretti with the Royal SO
of Seville under Edmon Colomer. It's
intriguing to hear the bigger
instrument's more reverberant sound
in afamiliar piece, which is joined by
two other very accessible harp works.
Apart from suffering some occasional
over-assertive upper woodwind and
trumpet notes, this is a delightful
issue.
Three pieces, too, on the next disc:
concertos by Haydn, Hoffmeister and
Mendelssohn for cello, viola and violin
respectively, each transcribed for
trumpet and played by Sergei
Nakariakov with the Wurttemberg CO
under Jorg Faerber. The general effect
is splendid. Just try the Mendelssohn
finale for an astonishing display of
virtuosity.
Moving to bigger brass ( French
horns and Wagner tubas), The London
Horn Sound presents pieces by 13
composers ranging from Handel to
Ellington, employing never less than
eight and in some cases as many as
16 instruments — plus supporting
percussion, etc — conducted by
Geoffrey Simon. There's much
remarkable playing here, with most of
the
classical
items
served
magnificently, notably those by
Rossini, Mozart, Berlioz and Glinka.
But Idid find Wagner's Tristan
Prelude too congested for comfort at
climaxes, and some of the slowmoving ' pops' are a bit dreary.
However, with 32 top horn-players
uniquely gathered together, certainly
not to be missed.
Horns play abig part in Mahler's
music, yet all his instrumentation in
Symphonies 6 & 7 is abandoned in
favour of piano-duo versions on a
2CD set featuring Silvia Zenker and
Evelinde Trenker. Devoted Mahlerians
will find this fascinating in offering
pianistic echoes of works familiar in
full-score. Also in a 4-handed

familiar bits as the drama proceeds.
He also altered instrumentation and
provided linking passages, rather as
Stokowski was doing at the same time
with Wagner's music, producing
`symphonic syntheses' from Tristan
and Parsifal, and an amalgam of
excerpts from Die Walküre. These
come together on Stokowski's Wagner,
adisc featuring Bamert/BBC Phil to
which Iwas drawn initially but then
found slightly disappointing. Despite
high praise from others, my ears
register afrequently muddy texture of
uncertain provenance, tending to offset
the thrust of performances which I
wish had been served by the superb
sound
granted
the
earlier
Stokowski/Mussorgsky collection.
But one can't imagine even
Stokowski wishing to improve
Richard
Stauss's
orchestration,
although there's always the option of
a less ambitious approach. This is
what we get from the Chamber
Ensemble of the London Mozart
Players in their shortened Till
Eulenspiegel, arranged for vin/dbass/c1t/bsn/hrn. It joins a straight
performance of Schubert's Octet, and
its minimalist incarnation does give
this Till acertain fairy-tale charm.
Descending even further in scale,

the Jacques Loussier Trio's jazzorientated reductions rarely fail to
please, and despite aBaroque tradition
they now include Ravel's Bolero, which
one might think demands a full
orchestra. But the pno/d-bass/percn
team make arespectable stab at the
improbable, while the coupled work
is Loussier's own Monet-inspired 8movt Nymphéas. Be warned, though,
that the recording has a very dry,
close-up balance.
The same group celebrate their
40th birthday with areturn to more
familiar territory via The Bach Book,
whose five items include complete
versions of Brandenburg 5and the Dmajor Harpsichord Concerto. But the
transcription, but now with apiano
percussionist plays abigger part then
to each player, is Colin McPhee's
usual, and in Brandenburg (
i)
arrangement of Britten's Variations on
contributes a ' cadenza' of over 3m,
a Theme of Frank Bridge, played by
which effectively banishes musical
Anthony Goldstone and Caroline
continuity. One sees the improvisatory
Cherrunow. As with Mahler, the piano
rationale, but this struck me as going
version makes engrossing listening,
too far. Yet there's still much to
and is joined by five Britten pieces
admire, and the inimitable Lousier
actually composed for two pianists,
touch is never far away.
and one by McPhee himself.
Finally, staying with JSB, the
Three
years
before
Britten
Swingle Singers have augmented their
produced his tribute to Bridge, Erich
famous A Cappella Amadeus disc with
Komgold was adapting Mendelssohn's
Bach Hits Back. This is a 2CD set
music for Reinhardt's film of A
which includes the Mozart but adds
Midsummer Night's Dream. A well
asuperb 21-item Bach programme,
balanced package from this is offered
making this one of the most treasured
by four vocalists with the Berlin
packages of musical metamorphism in
Radio Choir and German SO under
my whole collection. The only regret
Gerd Albrecht. Korngold not only
is that on both discs the eight
used the original MSND music, but
wonderful singers are confined to a
ranged widely across Mendelssohn's
other compositions, and it's a rather narrow soundstage.
John Crabbe
challenging exercise to pick out
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Yefim Bronfman talks to Colin Anderson
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91

PENDERECKI
Cello Concerto 2
Thedeen/Swedish RSO/Segerstam

90

PIZETTI
Rondó Veneziano, Preludio a un attro
giorno, Tre Preludii Sinfonici, La
Pisanelle
BBC Scottish SO/Váriskià

RECORD OF THE MONTH
85 Busoni's Piano Concerto: Hamelin with the CBSO
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
85 Busoni's Cok for Faust; Pizzetti orchestral music;
Ravel's L'heure espagnole from Previn; Bostridge's
English Songbook recital; Kremer's Romantic Echoes

RAVEL
L'heure espagnole, Rapsodie espagnole

88

soloists/LSO/Previn
Piano Trio
Florestan Trio

92

SCHMELZER
Sonatae unarum fidium
Holloway/Assenbaum/Mortensen

ROCK REISSUES
103 reviews by Ken Kessler

92

SMETANA
Piano Trio, Fantasy on a Bohemain
Theme, From my Homeland
Guarneri Trio/Pavlik/Klânsk

FINALE
130 Doughboys, Playboys and Cowboys: Western Swing,
by Ben Watson

92

STEINBERG
Symphony 1, Prélude symphonique,
Fantasie dramatique
Gothenburg SO/Jàrvi

JAZZ/ROCK/POP
96 Delmark jazz label roundup; Lightning Seeds' Tilt is
the rock album in focus

91

85

85

ARNE
The Masque of Alfred
soloists/Philharmonia Baroque Orch &
Ch/McGegan
ALBINONI
Six Concerti Op.7
Symphonie Perusina/Pollastri

88

93

94

soloists/Bach Collegium Japan/Suzuki
Harpsichord Partitas 1-6
CaroIan
Lute Suite BWV996
Kondonassis/Randers Orch/Werthen

86

BALAKIREV
Symphony 2, Tamara, Piano Concerto 1
Shelley/BBC Philhannonic/Sinaisky

86

BARTOK
Violin Concertos 1 & 2
Pauk/Nat Polish RSO/Wit

86

86

DEBUSSY
Piano Trio
Florestan Trio

94

94

88

FAURE
Piano Trio
Florestan Trio

89

FIBICH
String Quartets, Theme & Variations
Kocian Qt

89

GERHARD
Symphony 4, Pandora Suite
BBC SO/Bamert

89

NASSE
La Contandina
soloists/Ens Arcadia/Cremonesi

BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 5 & 7
Philharmonia/Zander

92

BERTALI
Chaconne
Holloway/Assenbaum/Mortensen

87

BRANMS
21 Hungarian Dances
Budapest Festival Orch/Fischer

85
87

88

90

Hannoniemesse, Cantata: Quai dubbio
ormai, Te Deum
soloists/Arnold Schonberg Ch/Vienna
Concentus musicus/Hamoncourt

90

KROMMER
Wind Partitas
Ens Philidor/Baude-Delhommais

91

LISTE
Bassoon Sonata Op.3, 2 Piano Sonatas
Waterhouse/Fong
LUTOSLAWSKI
Cello Concerto

CHOPIN
Piano Concertos 1 8, 2
Leonskaja/Czech PO/Ashkenazy

BRAHMS

95
95

95

91

Thedeen/Swedish RSO/Segerstam

91

MACMILLAN
Tryst, Adam's Rib, They saw the Stone
had been Rolled Away, 0
SCO/Swensen/SCO Brass

96

BURTON GREENE TRIO
Throptics

97

NOAH HOWARD
Patterns/Mes

96

STEVEN LANTNER/
MAT MANERI
Reaching

96

JOE MORRIS
Racket Club

97

STUFF SMITH
The Complete Verve Séssions

97

TEST
Live/Test

97

VARIOUS
O

97

MARK WHITECAGE'S
OTHER OTHER QUARTET
it,
di On The Edge

99

GARTH BROOKS
In the Life Of Chris Gaines

99

CLIVE CARROLL
Sixth Sense

99

GUY CLARK
Cold Dog Soup

100

MARTYN JOSEPH
Far From Silent

99

LIGHTNING SEEDS
Tilt

100

GEORGE MICHAEL
Songs From The Last Century

100

MIDNIGHT CHOIR
Amsterdam Stranded

100

OZRIC TENTACLES
Waterfall Cities

100

PRIMAL SCREAM
XTRMNTR

101

CHRIS REA
The Road To Hell Part 2

101

RICE, RICE, HILLMAN a
PEDERSEN
Rice, Rice, Hillman & Pedersen

101

DWIGHT TWILLEY
Tulsa

101

VARIOUS
Box Sets Galore!

101

WARREN ZEVON
Life'll Kill Ya

rock/pop

Voigt/NYPO/Masur
Die Schweigsame Frau
soloists/Bavarian State Opera/
Sawallisch
VIVALDI
Recitatives, arias and choruses
Bartoli/Amold Schenberg Ch/
Il Giardino Armonico
The Four Seasons ( arr. harp)
Kondonassis/Flanders Orch/Werthen
VARIOUS
The English Songbook
Bostridge/Drake
English String Miniatures
Royal Ballet Sin fonia/Lloyd Jones
Romantic Echoes
Kremer/Maisenberg
Westmister Mass
(Howells, Matthias, Panufnik, Pàrt,
Rublna, Tavener)
Westminster Cathedral Ch/City of Lond
Sin f/O'Donnell

94

WEILL
Der Silbersee
soloists/Lpndon Sinfonietta/Stenz

94

ZELENKA
Missa sanctissimae trinitatis
soloists/Musica Rorea/Stryncl

HAYDN

BUSONI
Piano Concerto
Hamelin/CBSO & Men's Ch/Elder
Doktor Faust
soloists/Lyon Opera Orch & Ch/
Nagano

Hungarian Dances

93

88

JS BACH
Cantatas BYVV105, 179 & 186
86

DANZI
Wind Quintets Op.67, Horn Sonata
Michael Thompson Wind Quintet/
Thompson/Fovvke

CURTIS FOWLKES
CATFISH CORNER
Reflect

R STRAUSS
Tod und Verklárung, Don Juan,
Four Last Songs

93

INDEX

96

jazz
96

MASAYUKI TAKYANAGI/
KAORU ABE
Deconstruct..

96

THE ART ENSEMBLE OF
CHICAGO
Bap-Tizum

103

THE JIMMY CASTOR BUNCH
It's Just

96

BILL CARROTHERS
Duets With Bill Stewart

103

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
Tales Frow New York

96

ORNETFE COLEMAN
Friends & Neighbours ' Live At
Prince Street'

rock reissues

103

WAYLON JENNINGS
Lonesome, On'ry & Mean/
Honky Took Heroes
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ARISCRE TANZE

BUD.101,1"

oRCRESTRA

IVAN FISCHER

westminster
Choral
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Bostridge

works

with a new

and Drake:
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gypsy

The English

Westminster
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Yefirn Bronfman

UNDISFARNE
103
103
103
103
103

Back And Forth
The News
Sleepless Nights
Dance Your Life Away
Amigos

B

GLENN MILLER
103

The Legend Lives On

PINK FLOYD
103

Pink Floyd In London 1966-1967

THE REMAINS
103

The Remains

NINA SIMONE
103

Nina Simone & Piano/Silk & Soul

VARIOUS
103
103
103
103
103

From The Vaults/More From The Vaults
More Music To Watch Girls By
Rhythm & Blues Vols.1 & 2
Rural Blues Vols.1 & 2
Rural Blurs Vol.3
LAI. &

103

NORMA WATERSON

A T.
MIKE WATERSON
Mil+,
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103

review rating's
Sound

quality

and

performance

are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional star'
denotes

outstanding

quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; • mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown C).

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H:H Historical

B:2 Good
C: 3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

orn in Uzbekistan, in
Tashkent (then part of
the Soviet Union),
Yefnn Bronfman was seven
when the piano took hold.
'Of course, Ilistened to
Russian pianists. Still my
favourites are Richter and
Gilds. When Iplay their
recordings Irealise this is
some of the greatest piano
playing Iwill ever hear. It
was agreat inspiration to be
growing up next door to
those guys. My family knew
Gilds very well — my
father, aviolinist, grew up
with him in Odessa.'
Aged fourteen ( 1972),
Bronfman went to Israel.
`Arieh Vardi — awonderful
musician — was my teacher,
who dedicated himself onehundred percent to me.'
Then his career took off: 'I
auditioned for Bernstein who engaged me
on the spot — Imade my New York
debut with him. Then Zubin Mehta
engaged me and Iwent to Marlboro to
study with Serkin for ten years'.
Another teacher was William Masselos,
'a fantastic pianist, abeautiful sound, but
Ididn't study with him long. Iplayed as
much as Icould for Leon Fleisher. He's
the greatest piano teacher, agreat pianist.
Ilearnt about sound and imagination —
the connection between sound and what
you hear inside. Fleisher made music
inspiring. Ialways came back to New
York adifferent person!'
Bronfman reflects that Rudolph Serkin
was 'A very different persona. Don't forget,
Iwas 18 and he was already in his 70s. I
was obviously very inexperienced. In fact,
Marlboro was my very first chamber music
experience: you can't imagine what afool
Imade of myself. But he'd seen it all
before, and agreed to teach me. Iliked
him very much.
'Before, I'd played for Horowitz who
also agreed to teach me, but my choice
was Serkin, because Ithought there was
something very special about Marlboro,
about German music. The whole scene
was much more appealing to me than
Horowitz's seclusion — I've always felt
music is for everybody.'
Another inspiration is Isaac Stern.
'He's agreat artist. I've been fortunate
enough to play enough concerts with him
to realise the scope of his gifts, and I've
tried to learn as much as Ican from a
man like that. He's an extremely great
person, and agenerous spirit. Being with
him on tour was agreat experience...
learning about life, about music. One
session with Stern was much more
important than four years at Juilliard! Not
that Iput Juilliard down, absolutely not,
it's avery important school. But to share
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Soviet-born pianist
plays a part in
Disney's Fantasia
2000 soundtrack
Interview by Colin Anderson
Stern's experience, Iwas very fortunate.'
Shostakovich's two Piano Concertos
and the Piano Quintet form Bronfman's
latest Sony CD. He and the Juilliard
Quartet recorded the chamber work at
Tanglewood ' in the middle of the night,
the last movement at four in the morning,
exploring awonderful process — working
out our interpretative differences. They're
in fantastic shape; it was fun.
'The most important work is the
quintet. It's really mature and serious,
very symphonic, yet it's asatire. The
concertos are less serious. The first is full
of hidden humour and shows off the piano
in awonderfully unusual way. It quotes
different composers: the cadenza begins
with atrill as if it was Beethoven, then I
see a quote from Carmen which is hard to
detect, and the end is like Scott Joplin.
The third movement is really quite
imaginative, improvisatory, many beautiful
colours'.
A trumpet is added to the string
orchestra. ' Ialways insist the trumpeter
sits with me, not in the orchestra. He has
fewer notes to play, but so what? When
you play with aviolinist the Brahms
sonatas, the violinist has fewer notes to
play compared to the piano!'
The Second Concerto, written for
Shostakovich's son Maxim, is ' alovely
work, full of humour, but completely
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POINT
of view

THE REGULAR CLOP of the horse's hooves, as the
farm labourer returns from a day's ploughing, the
late afternoon sun bathing the landscape: as
listened to Anne-Sophie Mutter's new DG recording
of Vivaldi's 'Seasons' Iwas overcome by nostalgia
for a countryside belonging to my childhood probably largely imaginary pastoral recollections.
There is, of course, no ploughman in the 'Four
Seasons': what Iwas listening to was the Largo from
'Winter', which depicts 'soaking rain observed from
the warmth of a winter fire'!
It raises the question: how essential is it, whilst
listening to music (or looking at a picture, for that
matter), to know of the artist's inspiration? There's a
very attractive BIS CD just out of music by Sally
Beamish, whose 19m Viola Concerto tells of the
Apostle Peter's denial of Christ. The opening (the
procession from Gethsemane) suggests ritual, but as
the piece develops, the troubled nature of the music
sounds to me more like the stresses of modern life.
It would make a wonderful ballet. Ienjoyed this but I
can't connect with the narrative. ( The reverse is so,
for me, for much of James MacMillan 's work.)
Another example is Robin Holloway's Second
Concerto for Orchestra [NMC], prompted, the
composer says, by the contrasts, social and natural,
and the sounds experienced during a trip to North
Africa. This is an exhilarating score, but would one
feel anything different about it had we been told it
represented, say, the bustle of quayside activity at
an English fishing port? The pianist Claudio Arrau
used to create for himself narratives for classical
works he played. Debussy's La Mer is pretty easy to
'visualize', perhaps too the Funeral March based on
Caillot's engraving in Mahler 1. But to appreciate,
say, Harold in Italy, do we really have to think about
pilgrims or brigands?
Pre-EMI Klemperer
When EMI released transfers last year of 'approved'
concert performances under Klemperer with the
Bavarian RSO, already familiar from Italian imports,
these added little to our understanding of the
conductor's ways. But on Vox (now distributed by
Priory) there are some Bruckner and Beethoven
recordings made in Vienna in the early 1950s which
shed interesting light on the way his interpretations
changed. When his earlier Missa Solemnis set first
came out, Ifound the LPs too badly pressed to keep
in my then small collection. In 1975 Decca issued a
fake stereo transfer (such things were much in vogue
- RCA even tried it with Toscanini's NBC Pictures at
an Exhibition). The Carlton CD was shamelessly lifted
from that LP source, so imagine my delight at finding
a 2CD Vox reissue including Beethoven 5 and 6 the Pastoral out of the catalogue for 40-odd years.
(And yes, he did take the scherzo at a similar steady
pace to that in his Philharmonia version.) The original
mono at last? Alas no: that tremendous Missa not
only uses an 'electronic stereo' master but has a
two-seconds gap before the 'Et vitam venturi', just
where the Decca Turnabout LP had its side-break!
Even so, at budget price, worth buying. Klemperer's
fiery VSO Bruckner 4 comes with a Rosbaud Mahler
7, but that item is a write-off. Never mind, there's an
excellent mono alternative Rosbaud made later with
the SWF Orchestra on Wergo.

Christopher Breunig

I'd be interested in readers' reactions: please write to 'Views' on this and
other musical topics.
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different — it's for ayoung person.
The first movement's themes are very
happy, nothing hidden. The second
movement has probably the most
beautiful melody Shostakovich ever
wrote, almost like apopular salon
piece. It has aremote connection to
the " Emperor" Concerto slow
movement: the piano begins with a
triplet, very different, but Ithink
there's something...
'You know, he was always
obsessed with Beethoven, even to the
last day of his life: the Viola Sonata
quotes the " Moonlight". The
concerto's last movement has all
these scales, as if he was telling his
son to practise!'
In spite of Shostakovich's own
pianistic abilities, Bronfman feels the
writing for keyboard ` is
uncomfortable. Sometimes he writes
in unison — arough comparison
would be something of Schubert, the
piano trios — it's very
uncomfortable. [But] what first seems
strange then makes sense, and
introduces wonderful sonorities. I
think he knew exactly what he
wanted [his music] to sound like and
achieved it with the simplest of
means.'
Although recordings are important
for Bronfman, 'The missing element
is the public — music has to have a
public — that's why concerts are
sometimes so much better'.
An opportunity for interpretative
experimentation?
'You do give yourself alot of
experiments at concerts, but you only
have one chance to do it, so it makes
performances much more exciting. In
recording you want to experiment,
but you don't get achance because
you have another take coming and
you lose momentum. In the States
you know the clock is ticking; the
orchestra must have abreak in five
minutes; you'd better get this take
right. You might not get another
chance.'
Bronfman nominates Beethoven's
concertos, Chopin, Schumann and
Debussy for studio projects, ` But
we'll see what's possible. Recording
is aside benefit which I'm very lucky
to have'. Awaiting release is ' atwopiano album with Manny Ax of
Rachmaninov's Suites and Symphonic
Dances'. Next season, Bronfman and
Esa-Pekka Salonen undertake
Rachmaninov's First and Fourth
Concertos. Iassert that the Fourth is
the greatest of them. `Yes it is, it's an
unbelievable piece. It's never caught
the public though.'
Bronfman has recently added
Berg's Chamber Concerto to his
repertoire (' My god, it's like learning
aforeign language — an exciting
process') and enthuses about
'learning the piano concerto
[Antiphonies] by Birtwistle.
`I love that piece. I've heard Earth
Dances — quite extraordinary. And
his piano music is sensational.
Shchedrin dedicated me his Second

Sonata which Ipremiered two years
ago — very difficult. Esa-Pekka's
going to write me abig concerto
scheduled for 2002 in Tokyo.
There's plenty of great music today,
for example Wolfgang Rihm's piano
music: he has something to say, he's
very important.'
Fantasia 2000
The first movement from
Shostakovich's Second Piano
Concerto appears in the Disney film
Fantasia 2000, which opened in
London at the IMAX Cinema in
January. Bronfman plays for the
soundtrack, working with James
Levine and the Chicago SO, but had,
he says `no idea' of the images.
`My recording with Esa-Pekka's a
bit different. Iwas given very specific
instructions: they wanted the
interpretation at acertain tempo'.
Otherwise it was like ' aregular
recording session. They first do the
music, then the animation. They ask
me for alittle break when the
cadenza begins — they knew already
there was awaterfall.
'It didn't cause me any problems
because Iwas working with a really
great musician, James Levine, and a
great orchestra, Chicago. Whenever
you perform with conductors you
have to compromise. This time we
had to compromise with the film
studio.'
Repertoire
Mozart Sonatas with Isaac Stern
aside, Bronfman's discography
concentrates on Russian and 20thcentury music. Is this abalanced
representation?
'In today's world adiscography
only presents asmall portion of an
artist. We live in difficult times for
the recording industry; we have to
find away in by recording things not
done so much. As far as my interests
go, Ialmost have asecond life
performing in concerts.'
The night before we met, late
October, Bronfman had played
Beethoven's Second Concerto in
Oslo with Mariss Jansons, and was
looking forward to playing all five in
Munich under Lorin Maazel — via a
San Francisco Bartok 3. How does
Bronfman deal with the pressure? ' I
love it! I'm very fortunate to play
great music — it beats watching TV!'
Bronfman is apianist for whom ' it
all came naturally — Ididn't enter
any competitions — Ijust wanted to
be amusician'. Fellow pianists
admired by Bronfman include
'Zimerman, Lupu, Kissin, Perahia,
Manny Ax, Brendel of course,
Argerich'. Philosophically, Bronfman
feels ' it's important to be yourself.
You can't satisfy every critic — even
if it's your best playing. Be faithful to
yourself and express what you really
feel about music'. Bronfman is
'having more fun doing it now. Ifeel
more comfortable with myself — the
years of slavery are paying offl'
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An SACO
transfer
of this
recording
is due in

BUSONI:
Piano Concerto in C, Op.39
MarcAndré Hamelin (pno)/CBSO &
Men's Ch/Elder
Hyperion OM 67143

February

(73m 48s)

Bad luck lit was gridlock on the M5) prevented me from reaching Birmingham in time
to hear last summer's concert performance of the Busoni Concerto by these artists:
this studio recording goes along way to make up for it.
There have been several rival versions
of this most imposing of all piano
concern, but for grandeur and
insight, its very first recording, by
John Ogdon with Daniell Revenaugh,
remains the benchmark [EMI 1965,
now in Philips's ' Great Pianists'
series]. Although Ohlsson/Dohnányi
[Telarc], Donohoe/Elder [EMI, nia]
and even the ponderous Postriikova
Rozhdestvensky [Erato, nia?] all have
special qualities to offer, the Ogdon
remains the supreme all-round
reading — but from now on, only
just.
Hamelin has clearly studied Ogdon
and then made his own decisions,
and Elder (the only conductor so far
to record this work twice) partners
him superbly. The overall effect is, as
it should be, breathtaking. The
second movt, Pezzo Giocoso, is the
most incisive Ihave heard, and the
ineluctably tragic build-up of intensity
towards the climax of the huge slow
movement (its ' Pars Altera') is
staggering.
It's amoot point as to whether this
work should really feature in
Hyperion's ' Romantic Piano
Concerto' series: out-bulking all other

concerti of the Romantic period, it
also sounds the genre's death-knell,
deconstructing it (the piano moves
from preposterously grandiloquent
solo statement in the first movt to a
mere background presence by the
finale) and opening up something else
entirely. Nor have Iever heard a
reading which so justified Busoni's
claim that his score was really an
'Italian Symphony with piano
obbligato'.
Hamelin is, as ever, compulsively
listenable, with agrand manner that
outranks Ohlsson and an attention to
filigree detail that surpasses Donohoe
and indeed, on occasion, Ogdon. He
even negotiates his relegation to
accompanist in the finale with ideal
self-abnegation. But Elder's shaping
of the concerto's vast architecture
deserves the highest praise, also the
way he determines the choral finale's
mood of austere exultation without a
hint of excess rhetoric. Altogether a
superb version, safely recommendable
as an ideal guide to awork which,
like Doktor Faust, is entirely sui generis
yet which is also one of the greatest
piano concertos since Beethoven.

ARNE:
The Masque of Alfred
Jennifer Smith (sop)/Christine Brandes
(sop)/David Daniels (c-ten)/Jamie
McDougall (ten)/Philharmonia Baroque
Orch & Ch/McGegan

for solo voice with the exceptions of
an instrumental march `with side
drum', and the final item', where
tenor, soprano chorus, added brass
and timpani make agrand noise in
'The celebrated ode in honour of
Great Britain call'd Rule Britannia'. I
feel that other less authentic
performances which have taken place
in South Kensington might have been
at the back of the soloists' minds so

DHM 75605 51314 2

(76m 10s)

Alfred is awell-fashioned
entertainment which never for a
moment steps outside its period
(1745). There are many charming
arias, the gem being the wistful
'Sweet valley say where' with its
echoing flute obbligato. There is no
dramatic continuity (none is
intended), just one aria after another.
There is aduet in Act One and, near
its close, an ensemble piece for the
four soloists. Thereafter everything is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Calum MacDonald

Antony Hodgson
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ALBINONI:
Concerti Op.7:1 & 4 for strings J 3
& 6 for oboe & strings J 2 & 5 for
two oboes & strings J Oboe
Concerti in G & G- minor
Paolo Pollastri (ob/dir)/Symphonra
Perusina
Tutus TC 670103

(
56m 59s)

Op.7 is reasonably well-known and it
is good to have these six examples
from it of beautiful music played with
great style and obvious affection.
There are twelve concerti in Op.7:
four each for strings, oboe and
strings, and for two oboes and
strings, therefore this disc gives a
representative sample.
The performers display sensitivity
to texture and their choice of when to
use organ and when harpsichord in
the ensemble is always very
appropriate. Sometimes Iwish
bassoon had made its presence felt in

A:1* C

forcefully and operatically do they
project their voices: they do make this
over-familiar music sound exciting,
however. On the other hand, Ican't
help wincing on encountering a
sticker on the cover which says
'Features Rule Britannia'. True, it is
the grand finale to the masque but it
still represents only 5% of the music.

This is period performance without
fuss. There is some vocal decoration
but it is never over-elaborate. Arne
sometimes surprises the ear with
unexpectedly tense drama. Usually
this is found in the introductions to
arias and it sometimes calms down at
the vocal entry. A good example is
the gripping start to the aria
'Gracious heaven 0 hear me', which
begins for all the world as if it were
the beginning of apowerful
symphonic movt by JC Bach. Arne's
approach to afierce text such as
'Vengeance, 0 come inspire me' is
one of high speed — as aresult the
counter-tenor here comes over as
petulant rather than angry. This is no
fault of the singer, whose contraltolike voice is always admirably firm
and accurate.
Forward but natural voices,
sparkling string playing and accurate
horns make this atypically skilled
McGegan performance. This may not
be amasterpiece but its presentation
brings us convincingly into Arne's
18th-century world — he wrote some
very fine tunes.

Our front cover picture
of MarcAndré Hamelin
was taken for Hyperion
by Malcolm Crowther,

the continuo group (although its
nearconcertante use in the central
Adagio of the first of the three
hitherto unpublished solo oboe
concerti makes adelightful sound).
The hugely spacious acoustic (no
venue given) warms the instrumental
tone to enchanting effect; however,
the recording does not have sufficient
detail to withstand this luxurious
acoustic overlay. The harpsichord in
particular is worryingly distant. With
the exception of the finale of the
unpublished G-minor concerto, where
the chords are more sharply detached
than usual, the harpsichord has to be
heard with the ear of faith. A
pleasant, silvery additional sparkle is a
poor substitute for audible harmonies.
The most backward example is in the
strings-only No.1, where keyboard is
so remote that adistant, suspiciously
telephone-like sound beween 14s and
85

JS BACH:

17s into (ii) is just as loud! To be
fair, the organ, when used, is more
audible.
Optimistic, beautiful and highly
original music. The pizzicatoaccompanied (ii) of the G-minor is
the track to sample for those wanting
to be convinced.
Antony Hodgson

Harpsichord Partitas 1-6
Lucy Carolan (hpd)
Signum SIGCD 12

8:1 0

JS BACH:
Cantatas 105, 179 & 186
Persson/Blaze/Sakurada/Kooij/Bach
Collegium Japan/Suzuki
BIS CD-951

(
63m 12s)

This is Vol.10 of the cantata series
from Masaaki Suzuki and his talented
ensemble; it includes three works
written (or reworked) for Leipzig in
July and August 1723, early in Bach's
residence there, and is as welcome as
its predecessors in the series. As
usual, the leaflet gives us German
text and precise English translation,
and full details of instrumentation as
well as of the performers. A further
attraction is the conductor's
introductory note, with discussionuf
the eminently practical solutions he
adopts with textual difficulties. These
are performances to live with — free
of the anxiety that worries the listener
to thf Leonhardt/Hamoncourt series
with its often unreliable trebles. The
international group of soloists here
are never less than totally reliable;
there is much exquisite singing, and
the duetting with the finely played
obbligato instruments is delightful.
The choral singing is one of the
glories of the issue, and ensemble and
choice of tempo are impeccable, with
the chorales making their due impact.
The quality of the recording is fully
worthy of the performances, being at
once clear and warm-toned. Highly
rewarding, as well as infectiously
enjoyable.
Peter Branscombe

'The
international
group of
soloists here
are never
less than
totally
reliable;
there is
much
exquisite
singing, and
the duetting
with the
finely played
obbligato
instruments
is delightful'

Below: Masaaki
Suzuki. A Bach
St Matthew
Passion has

By the time Bach wrote these Partitas
in the late 1720s, the succession of
dances that comprised such Baroque
suites had become quite
sophisticated. Conceived as aset with
an integrated design of keys, three
major, three minor, they show Bach's
usual scrupulous attention to overall
planning and contrast. It is this
contrast that Lucy Carolan so
admirably realises in this fine set.
Some of the slow dances are
enticingly cool and restrained, there is
majesty and pomp in some of the
opening movts, and faster pieces
move with exciting impetus. There is
Bachian humour, too, which is to say
that it provokes inward
acknowledgement of wit rather than
outward guffaws. There are many
ways of playing these works but
Carolan's is one of the most
enjoyable that Ihave heard.
They are not given in their correct
order here ( 1, 5, 6 are on CD1 —
not that it matters), and, oddly, the
booklet (but not the box inlay) shows
track numbers of CD2 starting at
'21'. Recording is alittle close and
oppressive for comfortable listening
on headphones or in asmallish room;
reducing the level removes some
inner detail, together with the lowregister richness of Carolan's modem
reproduction instruments. However,
even at high volume Idetected no
disturbing mechanical noise.
Robert Dearling
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BALAKIREV:

just been
released on
BIS CD-1000/
1002 (3CDs) —

A:1' 0 to be reviewed
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(
2CDs, 145m 07s)

Symphony 2 C3 Piano Concerto
Tamara: symphonic poem
Howard Shelley (pno)/BBC
Philharmonic/Sinaisky
Chandos CHAN 9727

10

(69m 22s)

Exactly why Balakirev's Second
Symphony should have been so
neglected in comparison with its Cmajor predecessor is somewhat
baffling. Both Karajan and Beecham
made famous [EMI] recordings of the
latter, whilst the more lyrically
inclined and dynamically propulsive
D-minor has received just one truly
great recording: Svetlanov's scorching
classic for Melodiya [BMG 74321
49608 2]. Sinaisky and the BBC
Philharmonic fail to set the pulse
racing in quite the same way — the
same is also true of Tamara —
although they have the benefit of a
fine modem recording, and orchestral
timbres that many listeners will find
rather more congenial than the
unvarnished earthiness of the USSR
SO, even at its peak.
For Balakirev, Chopin was God.
One can hear the great Pole's Eminor Concerto drift unconsciously in
and out of the textures of Balakirev's
work, which lacks the strong
melodic/harmonic profile of that other

great Chopinesque Russian piano
concerto, Scriabin's (also,
incidentally, in F-sharp-minor).
Howard Shelley plays with all his
customary flair and sensitivity,
ensuring that even the most
commonplace of passages emerge
with aseductive vitality.

A:1/2 0

Julian Haylock

BARTOK:
Violin Concertos 1 & 2
Gyrirgy Pauk (yln)/Nat Polish RSO/Wit
Naxos 8554321

(
61m 55s)

Trained in Budapest, Gyórgy Pauk
has been playing the Second
Concerto since 1957, when he left
Hungary. In both works he shows a
depth of understanding of Bartok's
twists and turns of construction
surpassing that of many interpreters
on records; he's consistently sweettoned, if occasionally alittle
underpowered. The orchestral playing
is good but in the later concerto we
miss some of the drive and tautness
to be found with, say, Chung/Rattle
on EMI. It would be hard to fault
1(ii), however. The comparative
plainness of the Polish Radio
Orchestra prompts the thought that it
would be good to hear these works
with the Concertgebouw, or under
Ivan Fischer's direction. This CD will
please those who know the music
well, and are content to trade
dramatic excitement for the
satisfaction of Pauk's eloquence and
idiomatic mastery.
Tim Handley produced and
engineered the clean, well-balanced
recordings; transfer level is needlessly
low.
Christopher Breunig

A:1 -2 A

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 5 0 Symphony 7
Philharmonia/Zander
Telarc CD-80471
(69m 03s) with bonus disc
'What could there possibly be left to
say that has not already been said?'
asks Benjamin Zander at the start of
a70m sales pitch — delivered less
unctuously than his talk with the
Telarc Mahler 9, but no less tedious
— for his new Beethoven coupling.
The lecture begins (why?) with an
off-the-wall account of the opening
movt of the 'Moonlight' Sonata, the
thesis apparently being that no-one
has so far made clear the bass melody
created in the left-hand, because the
correct speed is never adopted by
pianists: the music ` misrepresented
for 170 years' [
sic — the sonata was
composed in 1801]. Similarly, the
symphonies have been distorted by
conductors who refuse to accept
Beethoven's metronome markings,
and various minnows are held up for
inspection — Carlos Kleiber,
Toscanini, Furtwângler — simply to
show they fail to measure up. Maybe
you won't like Beethoven's markings,
Zander keeps telling us: but the
MARCH 2000
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subtext, of course, is that only he,
Zander, is faithful to the composer,
and if you don't like what he doés...
Alas, the opening question is by no
means answered by abland account
of both these works. The tempi, far
from being revelatory, we have
encountered before, countless times
in umpteen recordings of the Fifth
and Seventh Symphonies. In essence,
aswift delivery of the opening motto
of 5(i); aflowing second movt; a
quick scherzo in 5 (where surely it
would have been appropriate to
include the extended repeat scheme)
and fast trio sections in 7(iii); but
relatively measured finales. Whatever
Beethoven's metronome markings
may say (and the question is, surely:
given his profound deafness, how did
Beethoven arrive at them? Isn't there
alikeness with someone reading a
book and reading aloud, which takes
far longer, ie, the probability that
markings would err on the fast side?),
Zander's 5(iii) sounds too fast in
relation to his finale, whereas
Kleiber's relationships between
scherzo/trio/finale seem perfect; and
although the speed for 7(iv) —
arguably too fast with Kleiber —
sounds ` right', it is nonetheless too
easy-going and lacking in dramatic
tension. Zander's trio sections in
7(iii) sound skimpy, and therefore
taken too fast.
Look at Beethoven's score for 7(ui),
where from bar 150 he blackens the
pages with string semiquaver figures
(at one point all else is silent for their
quiet counterpoint). The conductor

'At track 8
Zander
would
have you
hopping
round the
room in
time with
his piano
playing of
7(ii)'
must makes their function apparent.
Although the Philhannonia sounds
wonderfully patrician at the start of
the Allegretto, Zander loses the sense
of forward momentum generated by
those later semiquavers — just as, in
5(ui), we miss the effect of the dolce
melody at 106 (firsts in
demisemiquavers — 3m 42s) because
the bassoon/clarinet voices over are
too jaunty. Zander makes much (in
words) of the dance-like nature of
5(ü); Kleiber is just as aware, but
how much more he brings to the movt
— sinister qualities, dangerous if
outbursts. Too frequently one feels
the conductor too stretched to keep
everything under his will, so that the
overview is unfocused: at 8m 24s into
7(i), what are we to hear? The
development section's symphonic

BRAHMS:
21 Hungarian Dances
József Lenday Jr & Sr (yin/gypsy vin)/
Oszkár pkrós (cimb)/Laszló Kiss Gy
(folk cit)/Budapest Fest Orch/Fischer

photo: Philips Classics

Nips 462 589-2

(
56m 05s)

Ivan Fischer's records for Philips
always seem to suggest alabour of
love, and this one (packaged in a
wallet-type container perhaps too
suggestive of some promotional CD)
is no exception. The booklet includes
ascholarly exposé by Fischer of all
the folk sources used by Brahms, and
material most probably his own, for
the piano-duets first published
without opus numbers in 1869/80.
Whilst following the orchestrations by
Brahms and Dvorak, Fischer has
made his own adaptations of seven
dances, endeavouring to bring the
music closer to its gypsy sources. In 7
we hear the táragató, the Hungarian
folk version of the large clarinet; in
12 there's acimbalom obbligato; 13 is
scaled down to wind-octet/doublebass, with gypsy-style violin solo in
the middle section; and 14 has ninepart strings with cimbalom continuo.
One might anticipate the textural
changes, but not the overall flavour:
Fischer's performances are full of
extreme accelerandi and sudden
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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slowings, extremes too of dynamic. At
first, you might even dislike what you
hear; gradually, though, what he does
becomes not only enjoyable but
begins to sound absolutely
appropriate. Turn to likeable, more
conventional versions — such as
Weller's with the RPO [Decca] or
Masur's affectionately turned set with
the Leipzig Gewandhaus [Philips] —
and these seem too inhibited.
It's apity the sound isn't sharper
in separation and focus, for the
orchestral playing is pretty
extraordinary too.
Christopher Breunig

BO* 0

argument lacks fibre and weight.
With the rising figures in the
introduction to 7(i) indistinct, what
are the priorities intended for the
listener?
After so much talk — and at track
8Zander would have you hopping
round the room in time with his
piano playing of 7(ü) — the related
performances singularly fail to
impress; but the proper listening
comparisons certainly throw into
relief what one has aright to expect
from someone who sets out to record
his interpretation.
Air Studios was the Telarc venue.
Christopher Breunig

A:3 0

BUSONI:
Doldor Faust
Henschel/Hollop/Begley/Keri/Jenis/
Roth/Fischer-Dieskau/Geneva Ch/
Lyon Opera Orch & Ch/Nagano
Erato 3984 25501 2

(
3CDs, 195m 27s)

Only the second-ever CD issue of
Busoni's not-quite-finished
masterwork, this set is an event
indeed. Its only rival (DG's 1970
recording under Leitner) suffers from
grievous cuts, yet is ahard act to
follow — even now it sounds well,
and so it should, with William
RECOMMENDATION Cochran ascarifying,ly charismatic
Mephistopheles and Dietrich FischerCarlos Kleiber's
Dieskau, as Faust, giving the
VPO coupling of
recorded performance of alifetime in
Beethoven
Symphonies 5 & 7 the role he seems to have been born
to incarnate. This new set, too, is
is on DG
graced by Fischer-Dieskau's presence:
'Originals' at
as aspeaker — he delivers the two
midprice
poems in which Busoni addresses his
audience at the beginning and end of
the drama. Omitted from the DG set
(and from most productions of this
seldom-performed opera) their
presence here as frame for the music
is an index of the blessed
completeness (for once, every bar of
the published score) of Erato's
production — which would make it a
required purchase for Busonians even
without the very considerable artistic
merits it possesses.
Magnificently clearly recorded, the
new issue perhaps lacks something of
the spiritual aura that emanated from
the DG set. Actually to be able to
hear all Busoni's teeming
instrumental detail, while it confirms
Doktor Faust as one of the great
orchestral phantasmagorias of all
time, perhaps actualizes and
concretizes the sound-picture atouch
too far. In aword, it's alittle too
earthy. This extends to the
performers too: Dietrich Henschel, a
Fischer-Dieskau pupil, has modelled
his Faust quite closely on his
master's, but there's less subtlety, less
depth to the character, less patina on
the voice. (Iwas struck by the
conviction that Detlef Roth, who here
plays — most eloquently — the
minor role of the Soldier whose sister
Faust has seduced, may have it in
him to be agreat Faust one day.)
Kim Begley's Mephistopheles is
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projected by Nagano). Any fan of
Busoni will want both, however —
and will want this set right alongside
the DG on the shelf. As for those
unfamiliar with this magnificently
phosphorescent, ironic, witty,
achingly spiritual music-drama, I
cannot urge them too strongly to try
this set. There is no work of music
like it.
Calum MacDonald

A:2 0

CHOPIN:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Elsabeth Leonskaja (pno)/Czech PO/
Ashkenazy
TeIdea 3984 23449 2
(71m 53s) with 77m bonus disc
Although it includes aone-page
chronology of these two works and
the composer's performances of them,
the booklet note is an artist profile. In
it, Leonskaja is quoted as saying she
finds an affinity between Chopin's
concertos and those of Mozart: useful
to have in mind during the course of
these 'live' Prague recordings from
1998. (The additional 13-track
sampler may lead one to aconclusion
that she makes one composer's music
sound very much like another's.)
She's aplain-speaking pianist, tending
not to float the melodic line over
accompaniment, but to give the lefthand part asolid, integral character.
Ashkenazy conducts this music as if
88
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he respects every note; these are
sober, weighty and large-scaled
readings, the F-minor sounding very
different from his own 1965 Decca
version (as soloist) with Zinman.
Zinman seemed bent on giving
Chopin a ' makeover', but overall that
account matches Erik Smith's booklet
description of aconcerto 'less in the
Classical tradition... than in the
manner of the 19th-century virtuoso'.
Ivo Pogorelich, in his eyebrow-raising
1983 recording with Abbado [DG],
suddenly snaps out of his narcissistic
(but fantastically refined, pianistically)
embroidery over the work as the chill
winds suddenly blow through the
Larghetto: you'll find nothing of
comparable inspiration with
Leonskaja. This is the movt where
the Teldec sound is most
questionable: it's as if each string
entry was accompanied by alittle
rush of white noise — presumably an
oddity of the Rudolfinum hall
acoustic. These are consistent
readings that satisfy the intellect;
unlike Zimerman's [reviewed last
month], they are wholly plausible, but
never venturesome.
Christopher Breunig

B-C:2

DANZI:
Wind Quintets Op.67:1-3 J Horn
Sonata in &Oat
Michael Thompson Wind Quintet/
Michael Thompson (hm)/Philip Fowke
(pno)
Naxos 8553570

(70m I3s)

Franz Danzi's Wind Quintets Op.67
appeared in about 1824 and were
accompanied by the Op.68 set of

three, which rounded off his
involvement with the genre and were
amongst his last published works. In
the 1820s woodwind were wellenough developed to handle every
chromatic melody thrown at them,
but the horn was still aless-thanreliable instrument. It was probably
Reicha's wind quintets which
suggested to Danzi that there were
horn players with lips, nerve and
wind enough to take aprominent, if
not quite equal, part in such groups.
Diplomatically, the horn is excused
more than asupporting, or
thickening, role for much of the time,
but once in awhile it is given a
surprising chromatic phrase, as in the
E-minor Quintet 2. These players, led
by cornist Michael Thompson, have
no troubles in presenting this music
with suave equanimity. It is pure
entertainment music, ideal for late
evening listening.
In 1804 concert music for solo
horn was ararity, and Danzi wisely
offered his Horn Sonata in an
alternative for cello, his own
instrument. Thompson, with Philip
Fowke, present it as aserious piece,
most of the virtuoso stuff being left to
the piano, as are most of the thematic
leads. However, the central Larghetto,
played with genuine feeling, gives the
horn more scope.
In all these works there is asense
of real enjoyment in the playing. I'm
surprised that this disc, recorded in
January 1995, has taken five years to
reach the market. Just occasionally I
found alack of total presence in the
piano tone, but hardly enough to
matter.
Robert Dearling

A- B:1

DEBUSSY/FAURE/RAVEL:
Piano Trios
Florestan Trio
Hyperion CDA 67114

(
65m 50s)

Since he consciously eschewed the
more provocative avant-garde of his
time in favour of ahighly personal,
modally derived language, it is
perhaps inevitable that much of
Fauré's output remains underrated.
Newcomers to his chamber music
will, however, find that by any
standard the Piano Trio is superbly
written; its style balances filigree
delicacy with atough, sinewy internal
logic which means that every bar is
essential to the overall argument. The
challenge to the interpreter is to
reconcile these two elements and to
play each moment as if his/her life
depended on it; the printed page,
which seems so often to consist
merely of bland chains of similar
figurations, gives little clue as to the
powerful nature of the music it
contains.
These stylistic difficulties are sadly
highlighted in the Florestan Trio's
performance, which misses the
essential physical and emotional
energy that the work demands.
Dynamic contrast is minimised; the
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efficiently villainous but not as
convincingly demonic as Cochran on
DG: his initial uncertainties on his
first entry mark him immediately as
mortal flesh (one of the most difficult
passages in the tenor repertoire,
starting on asustained high A and
rising to C: Cochran was flawless and
spine-chilling). But Nagano conducts
with tremendous fire and authority,
and in an opera which lives entirely
amid the perilous realms embodied
by the orchestra, that is all-important.
One comes away humbled and
shaken anew by the range and
intensity of Busoni's vision.
An added bonus of this set is that
it allows us to compare, and choose
between, the 1925 completion of the
opera by Busoni's pupil Philipp
Jarnach and the much more recent
one by the Busoni scholar Antony
Beaumont. These are musically
entirely different. It's fascinating and
frustrating to listen to these two
attempts to bring aunique creation to
aconclusion worthy of its uniqueness,
because in the last analysis any such
attempt can only be speculative.
Beaumont's ending has the advantage
of following awritten plan drawn up
by Busoni, apparently unknown to
Jarnach when he had to compose his.
There can be no doubt that
Beaumont's is the more interesting,
perhaps truer to Busoni's spirit and
certainly to his key-scheme. However,
for all its slightly leaden gait and
uncharacteristically Wagnerian
rhetoric, Jarnach's ending is that of a
real composer (and is powerfully
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climax of the gorgeous (ii) (4m 56s
onwards) passes without any sense
that something special is going on,
whilst (i) sounds merely soporific.
Compare Collard, Dumay and
Lodeon [EMI, nia] and the missing
ingredients are apparent in seconds:
passion and communicative energy.
This is music which, perhaps more
than most, refuses to yield its secrets
to ahalf-hearted performance.
The Ravel brings forth more
committed playing, although the
reluctance to embrace awider
dynamic range impairs its overall
effectiveness. The impression is of
safety rather than the requisite sense
of inspired fantasy; and in particular
pianist Susan Tomes needs agreater
degree of incisiveness in her
fingerwork if ' Pantoum' is to dance as
it should. The vintage Rubinstein/
Heifetz/Piatigorsky reading [RCA]
catches the bittersweet, slightly edgy
quality of this work more
convincingly.
If these two performances are less
than successful, Ihave fewer
reservations about that of the 18year-old Debussy's Trio, within
whose Romantic idiom may be found
some indications of his developing
individuality. Here the Florestans'
understatement is in keeping with the
galant style, with agood sense of
balance and direction.
The recording is detailed and clear,
with apleasant bloom to the sound.
John Kersey

A:2/1 0

FIBICH:
String Quartets in G J in A J
Theme with Variations in El
Kocian Quartet
Orfeo C439 981A
(63m 35s) dist. Chandos
Zdenek Fibich's output was prolific,
yet apart from the three symphonies
which have had amodicum of
success on disc, his music has
suffered the same kind of neglect that
much of Haydn did earlier this
century. The three chamber works
from 1874-83, however, deserve
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Florestan Trio

recognition. Far from being ' less
mature' as the liner note suggests,
they delve back into the riches of
classical/romantic writing in the
idiom, while paying homage to the
composer's immediate
contemporaries. There is no question
of ` copying' others more famous,
instead there is astriving to enhance
forms, melodies and harmonies while
still remaining true to Czech beliefs
and traditions.
The early A-major Quartet we are
told suggests ` adiscussion with JS
Bach... [is] also reminiscent of
Mozart's or Beethoven's efforts in the
art of fugal composition' — yet
similar 'feelers for the past' are
apparent with Smetana's enormous
allegiance to Beethoven during his
Quartets 1 & 2. Fibich's leaping
intervals and ardent lyricism (aPolka
appears, virtually out of the blue)
suggest an obvious parallel with the
older composer.
If the G-major work ( 1878) may
be likened to Mendelssohn,
Schubert, Schumann and perhaps
Wagner, then the Theme with
Variations (
Fibich's last chamber
work) clearly has Brahms and Dvorak
in mind; yet overall one is captivated
by the profusion of tunes and a
harmonic daring indicative of his
future influence on the compositions
of Suk and Novak.
The Kocian Quartet follow the
classical traditions of their
predecessors, the Smetana and
Prague Quartets, and make this disc
areal experience. Good sound too.
Bill Newman
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The four earlier
volumes were:
Symphony I, etc
CHAN 9599;
Symphony 2, etc
CHAN 9694.;
Symphony 3, die
CHAN 9556;
'Homenaje a
Pedrell'
CHAN 9693
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GERHARD:
Symphony 4 ( New York) J Pandora
Suite
BBC SO/Bamert
Chandos CHAN 9651

(53m 58s)

Chandos's ' Gerhard Symphonies
Edition' draws to aclose with
probably his greatest orchestral work,
the Fourth Symphony of 1967 — the
score whose tumultuous, virtuosic
single movement most successfully
combines his exploration of avantgarde sonority, of hectic activity and
a ' magical sense of stillness', with
partly surreal, partly tragic evocations
of Spanish folk music. Although not
quite as incisive as Colin Davis's
classic LP account with the same
orchestra for Argo ( 1972 — never
released on CD), Bamert is excellent
in bringing out — generally at slightly
more cautious tempi — the sheer
richness of sound in this score
(originally written to acommission
from the New York Philharmonic),
with its numerous brass and
percussion, and the elegiac sense of
doom gathering around the oboes'
long lament in the penultimate pages.
The BBC SO's playing, though not
notably superior to what its personnel
did nearly 30 years ago for Argo,
makes this Chandos version aclear
favourite over its Auvidis Montaigne

CD rival (worth considering for its
coupling, the only recording of
Metamorphosis, Gerhard's late
recomposition of his Second
Symphony, which Chandos have
recorded in its original form).
The Pandora Suite was drawn from
the ballet Gerhard wrote in 1943 for
the exiled German ballet company of
Kurt Jooss, to ascenario that viewed
the myth of Pandora's box as
symbolic of the releasing of the
disasters of Fascism — including
robot-like ` monsters' — upon the
world. It was originally scored for
pianos and percussion, and the
orchestral arrangement bears some
signs of haste. If not among the first
rank of Gerhard's compositions, it is
nevertheless full of characteristic and
atmospheric strokes as well as apt and
deeply emotional references to
Catalan folksong. Both of the rival
recordings — under Josep Pons
[Harmonia Mundi] and Edmon
Colomer [Auvidis Montaigne] —
have tended to interpret the 'small
orchestra' Gerhard used for this piece
as achamber orchestra. Bamert,
however, with alarger string body
and recorded in amuch more
resonant acoustic, gives it abigger,
full-orchestral sound, definitely to its
benefit.
Calum MacDonald

A:2 0

HASSE:
La Contadina
Graciela Oddone (sop)/Lorenzo Regazzo
(bass-bar)/Ens Arcadia/Cremonesi
Harmonia Mundi HMC 905244

(70m 28s)

La contadina, also known after its
characters as Scintilla eDon Tabarano,
is one of Johann Adolf Hasse's
earliest operas. It is an intermezzo in
the manner of Pergolesi's famous La
sema padrona. Indeed, if the action of
La contadina were to be extended by
alittle, the situation would be very
similar: awily servant girl (with
Hasse, she is the country girl of the
title) secures the rich man who
fancies her. There are complications
which give the singers the chance to
show different aspects of their
characters — opportunities well taken
by Graciela Oddone and, especially,
Lorenzo Regazzo. The Ensemble
Arcadia under Attilio Cremonesi is a
lively, sensitive little orchestra, and a
semblance of stage action is conveyed
in the recording. The overture to

89

Hasse's Astarte opens proceedings,
and apleasing Concerto grosso by the
Neapolitan composer Michele
Mascitti brings the CD to aclose. A
very welcome issue; may it encourage
the recording of other and greater
Hasse stage works.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

HAYDN:
Harmoniemesse _ICantata: Quai
dubbio ormai -ITe Deum
Hob.XXIIIc:1
Eva Mei (sop)/Elisabeth von Magnus
(con)/Herbert Lippert (ten)/Oliver
Widmer (bass)/Arnold Schdriberg Ch/
Concentus musicus Wien/Hamoncourt
ToWoo 3984 21474 2

(
65m 57s)

Harnoncourt and Hickox [Chandos]
are both well into complete
recordings of Haydn's Masses. There
have been various consistent points of
difference between the two. In
particular, Hickox has always
obtained notably powerful choral
sound enhanced by agenerous
acoustic, but Harnoncourt has usually
achieved greater orchestral detail and
stronger contrasts. There was a
difference of edition in the respective
versions of the Nelson Mass (
Hickox
the 1798 original, Harnoncourt the
1802 edition with its ostensibly
Haydn-approved added woodwind by
Breitkopf and others) but otherwise
both conductors agree on authenticity
of text and perform in immaculate
period style.
Harnoncourt's new Harmoniemesse
is slightly more soft-textured than I
expected to hear from this conductor.
He still achieves greater dynamic
contrast than does Hickox with his
Collegium Musicum 90, but there are
fewer dramatic orchestral ' flare-ups'
and rather more breadth. One
advantage over the equivalent
Chandos version lies in the
magnificence of Oliver Widmer's
powerful bass voice. Iadmire Stephen
Varcoe's superbly lyrical baritone in
the rival version and Icannot fault
his interpretation, but there is
something in this music that makes
the natural extra depth of Widmer's
voice give an added sense of
assurance.
Haydn's first Te Deum (
the 1763
example) reverses the usual
tendencies: where Hickox was bright
and dashing, Harnoncourt is far more
measured — he is 12% slower — and
phrases in an uncharacteristically
legato fashion. The gentle tapering of
the final firm chord comes as
something of ashock.
The rare cantata Quai dubbio ornai
for solo soprano and small orchestra
written in 1764 for the name day of
Prince Esterházy, is an Italian nonliturgical vocal showpiece. The
complex harpsichord solo sections —
doubtless played originally by Haydn
himself — are here performed on the
organ and this seems to work very
well. It is interesting how different
Eva Mei's voice sounds when she
90
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permits herself the 'operatic' freedom
so necessary for the spectacular runs
and high held notes of this piece. In
the Mass she was no less exemplary
in avoiding any such unsuitable
indulgence whilst always sounding
powerful and commanding.
Other recordings in this series have
been more sharply in focus. Here,
dramatic moments, though typically
forceful, find wind and drums less
well defined than usual: not actually
quieter but somehow less 'present'.
Antony Hodgson

A-B: 1 0

KROMPAE R:
Partitas for wind Octet - in F,
Op.73 U in F, Op.57 U in Eflat,

been various

Op.79
Ensemble Philidor/Baude-Delhommais

consistent

Calliope CAL 9264

points of
difference
between
the two...'

(
58m 39s)

Calliope uses the Germanised version
of the composer's name and Ioften
wonder if his recorded neglect stems
from inability to locate him in
catalogues. He is frequently referred
to by his original Czech name,
Kramar, and no less often the
confusing Krommer-Kramar. In his
excellent notes Eric BaudeDelhommais chooses to call him
Frantisek Vincenc Kramar-Krommer
(1759-1831).

The music gives pleasure from
beginning to end. It is not derivative,
but other composers are brought to
mind throughout these immensely
tuneful works. Hummel seems to be
the name which leaps out of
Op.73(i). Op.57 is banded as five
movts but the 54s (iii) is really a
prelude to (
iv): Andante cantabile, and
here there are passionate moments
worthy of aslow movt of alate
Mozart Piano Concerto. The most
enjoyable movts seem to be those in
dance rhythm, and here the
performers excel with lightness of
touch within evenly flowing rhythms.
The finales of Op.73 and Op.57
are both marked Alla Polacca but are
stylistically different from each other.
The Polacca of Op.73 brings to mind
the superb equivalent movt of Spohr's
great wind Notturno, whereas that of
Op.57 exploits individual instruments
(especially the horn). The minuets
(all placed second) are fascinating,
those of Op.73 and Op.79 are sturdy
and go with asplendid swing. These
are called `Menuetto', but in Op.57
we have one so fast that it sounds like
across between ascherzo and a
Gigue.
Op.79 is probably the most
symphonic of the works (it is 3m
longer than its companions); its

PIZZETTI:
Rond6 Veneziano C.1 Preludio a un
altro giorno 0 Tre Preludii Sinfonici
_I La Pisanella
BBC Scottish SO/Osmo Vánská
Hyperion CDA 67084

— PIZZETTI —
Preludio uun nitro glum°
la pisanella
liondô ieneriano
1:Edigto Re' di Soforle
BIC SCOTELSH
SYMPHONY oacialsnu
(HMO YIIIMICA

(76m 03s)

Hyperion continues its sterling efforts
on behalf of Parma-born lldebrando
Pizzetti (whatever you do, don't
deprive yourself of hearing James
O'Donnell's mesmerizing
Westminster Cathedral version of the
wondrous Messa di Requiem on CDA
67017) with this exemplary,
generously full orchestral survey.
Composed in 1929 and
championed by Toscanini in New
York the following year, Ronda
Veneziano is a23m impression
displaying an abundant melodic gift
and also scored with abreathtaking
orchestral resource to rival that of
Pizzetti's countryman, Ottorino
Respighi. At first, Iwondered
whether Pizzetti's irresistibly colourful
Venetian portrait wasn't just atouch
too sprawling for its own good, but
further hearings have revealed a
deceptive thematic kinship and
structural elegance which
undoubtedly satisfy.
Next comes the imposing,
altogether darker-hued Preludio a un
almo giorno (
Prelude to another day'),
written in 1952 and one of Pizzetti's
final orchestral efforts (he died in
1968 at 87). By contrast, the Tre
Preludii Sinfonici have their origins in
some incidental music Pizzetti penned
towards the very start of his career,

IIM
the enterprise in question being a
1904 Milan production of
Sophocles's Oedipus Rex. Two
decades later, Pizzetti returned to his
youthful inspiration to fashion the
present, nobly expressive tripytch.
That just leaves the 1914 score for
Gabriele d'Annunzio's dramatic poem
La Pisanella, from which Pizzetti
compiled this five-movt suite three
years later. Again, the music proves
durably rewarding, and Pizzetti's
delectably deft orchestration always
captures the imagination.
Happily, Osmo Vfinská and the
BBC Scottish SO are ideally watchful
and dedicated advocates of all this
enticing repertoire. Moreover, Robert
Matthew-Walker's booklet-essay
could not be more helpful, and Tony
Faulkner has master-minded yet
another glowingly realistic and
excitingly wide-ranging sound-picture.
Strongly recommended.
Andrew Achenbach
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RAVEL:
L'Heure espagnole L7 Rapsodie
espagnole
Barber/Gautier/011mann/Wilson
Johnson/Ainsley/LSO/Previn
DG 457 590-2

(
69m S0s)

How much do want to hear the
clocks ticking in Torquemada's shop?
Isn't that part of the fun, part of the
delight of Ansermet's old Suisse
Romande recording [Decca] — and
even more colourful in Maazel's with
the ORTF Orchestra [DG]? Here, in
this 1997 Abbey Road production
they only just register on headphones.
Even so, an oustanding DG
recording. And it proves amost
beautifully sung version of Ftavel's
comic masterpiece, the humour
emerging primarily from the
orchestra. Maazel's muleteer, Gabriel
Bacquier, has you chuckling from the
start — especially when Concepcion's
watchmaker husband there is so
patently prissy and weak (Jean
Giraudeau). Previn has Kurt 011mann
as Ramiro, the muleteer who finally
gets to hump not just the clocks
upstairs: he's sympathetic but alittle
too cultivated in voice to be credible,
whilst Georges Gautier as the duped
husband is rather calculated in his

delightful (iv) is splendidly optimistic
and should send any listener away in
acheerful frame of mind.
Ensemble Philidor play on period
instruments with immense skill and
are recorded with admirable
definition and immaculate balance. I
have no objection to the handstopping of the horns being
noticeable from time to time, and the
`continuo' double-bass provides an
ideally firm foundation.
Antony Hodgson
A*-A:1*- 1
LISTE:
Bassoon Sonata in F, Op.3 J Piano
Sonatas in E-flat and G
William Waterhouse (bsn)/William Fong
(pno)

photo: Michael A Nagle/B1S

Guild GMCD 7154

(
76m 59s)

It may be tempting to suggest that
this is the bassoon sonata Beethoven
didn't write. But that would be unfair
to Anton Liste. Who he? His dates
(1772-1832), show him to be a
contemporary of the Bonn master.
Born the son of acathedral organist
in Hildesheim, he spent three years in
Vienna studying with Albrechtsberger
but lived the last 28 years of his life
in Zurich, conducting, composing,
teaching and walking in the
mountains he loved — even taking
Weber on astrenuous tour of the
Bernese Oberland.
Since Albrechtsberger also taught
Beethoven, what loosely could be
thought Beethovenian in this sonata
may be Albrechtsbergian! Whatever,
it's adelightful piece, with an
inventive opening movement. There
MINE» 11 liC0110 REVIEW

sonatas. They are not the greatest
works in the genre but there is more
to them (particularly the work in G)
than Fong cares to realise. Perhaps he
wasn't interested in probing their
secrets, but his playing has been
captured very well, the instrument
judiciously placed within the acoustic
of London's Conway Hall.
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Helen Anthoni

LUTOSLAWSKI:
Cello Concerto/PENDERECKI: Cello
Concerto 2
Torleif Thedeen (vIc)/Swedish Radio
SO/Segerstam

Chuck Jones's cover design was
especially chosen by André Previn
portrayal. John Mark Ainsley offers a
high camp Gonsalve; David Wilson
Johnson takes the portly seducer
migo who gets wedged in acuckoo
clock; Previn has an excellent
Concepcion in Kimberly Barber, who
holds everything together.
Except in the ` Flabariera',
marginally more sensitively done by
LSO/Monteux or Concertgebouw/
Haitink, Previn's aptly coupled
Rapsodie otherwise ranks with classic
alternatives like the Chicago/Reiner or
Paris Orch/Karajan
Christopher Breunig As/A :1 '- 1 0

is astrong principal subject, arestful
second, and in the development a
surprising passage in E-flat (from 8m
53s) marked con espressioue. It's along
song for the bassoon, based on the
main theme, over semiquaver
arpeggios from the piano. At suitably
reduced speed, Waterhouse conjures
an air of drollery that is both
sorrowful and comical. You are sure
to chuckle; and also admire the
affectionate lyricism he brings to (ii),
its Grave middle section without bars,
rightly treated as alament.
Liste's imagination tapers abit in
(iii) and had the exposition not been
repeated, the movement's slacker
construction might
have been
disguised.
The
balance,
hitherto a
touch close
but ¡wing
equal
status to
both
artists,
pushes the
piano a
little
further
beck,
softening
impact.
Not that
Fong is an assertive player. He has a
phlegmatic temperament and a
reticent left hand, shortcomings that
acquire astronger profile in the

A-B:1-3 0

BIS CD-937

(
64m 52s)

Torleif Thedeen is ahighly
impressive performer who has already
provided BIS with excellent versions
of the Schnittke and Shostakovich
cello concertos. His view of the
Lutoslawski, which he first performed
in 1991 under the composer's baton,
is cooler, somehow more classical
than Rostropovich's pioneering
version for EMI, which any
prospective performer must surely
take account of. In this reading one is
more aware of the concerto as a
perfectly-functioning machine, its
`freely aleatoric' orchestral outbursts
slotting in precisely with the cello's
fretful measuring of time in repeated
tones and quarter-tones. Yet there's
passion aplenty when the music calls
for it, and, if anything, an
interpretation like this confirms the
work's stature as one of the great
cello concertos of the century.
Whether Penderecki's Second
Concerto is as worthy avehicle for
Thedeen's artistry may be open to
doubt. It's certainly very taxing and, as
RECOMMENDATION such, asplendid showpiece for his gifts
MacMillan 's
— but also very long and, to my ears,
Triduum is on two rather empty and flashily rhetorical. A
BIS CDs: CD-989 product ( 1982) of Penderecki's ' return
(The World's
to tonality' after his years of avantRansoming/Cello
garde sonic experimentation, it goes
Concerto) and 990 through many anonymous (or at best
post-Shostakovichian) motions without
(1718i19
articulating any very clear argument.
By far its best moments are the very
quiet ones, where 'windows' of soft
sonority and very slow glissandi create
agenuinely individual atmosphere, and
where one feels the 'real' Penderecki
may effectively reside. Thedeen is
often magical here. Excellent
orchestral support from Segerstam,
and apredictably fine BIS recording in
Stockholm's Berwald Hall.

'Review

Calum MacDonald

A:1/2 0

MACMILLAN:
Tryst J Adam's Rib' J They Saw
the Stone had been Rolled Away J
Ô ( A Meditation on Iona)
SCO/Swensen/'SCO Brass
BIS CD- 1019

(
58m 43s)

The qualities of imagination, integrity
and assurance that characterised
James MacMillan's Triduum are here
reasserted with adisc of shorter
works dating from the last decade or
91

perpetuo' nature of the Chaconne is
accentuated by the final effective
fade-out. An anonymous Sonata for
scordatura [
mistuned] violin with
organ continuo closes the programme
(Holloway suggests Biber as the
author, which seems reasonable), but
the substance of the disc lies between
these two delights. Schmelzer's six
Sonatae of 1664 are more
introspective, though rarely gloomy.
There is areliance on variation
techniques and graceful melody, both
of which are subjected to florid
figuration, and further variety is
offered by the alternation of fast/slow
and meditative/vigorous sections. A
wholly recommendable disc.

its remarkably organic progression
from one idea to the next, and in the
integration of its diverse components
(including such orchestral exotica as
steel pans and thundersheet) so that
they become anatural part of the
MacMillan landscape. The end result
is music which defies indifference.
Where MacMillan's vision is at its
most convincing, his music has an
elemental quality that is at once
timeless and contemporary, with a
spiritual focus that marks him out
among his generation.
Tryst is the longest work here,
inspired by William Soutar's
eponymous love poem. Here the
impulse is divided between an
intensely energetic rhythmic figure,
spiky and irregular, and aglissando
string motif that the booklet likens to
the cry of seagulls. Seagulls return in
the Iona-inspired Ô, whose bleakness
reflects aview of the island far
removed from its image as apeaceful
monastic sanctuary. Rather, its power
suggests something altogether more
pagan and unsettling: perhaps the
underlying conflict between landscape
and humanity. The other works are
explicitly religious in content, with
Adam's Rib showing some restrained,
effective writing for brass quintet.
Performances and recording are
both first-rate.

Robert Dearling

John Kersey

A 5:1* 0

SCHMELZER:
Sonatae unarum fidium/BERTALI:
Chaconne
John Holloway (vIn)/Aloysia Assenbaum
(org)/ Lars Ulrik Mortensen (hpd & org)
ECM 1668 465066-2

(
63m 08s)

John Holloway is firmly established as
aleading player of period violin, a
reputation triumphantly maintained
on this fascinating disc. His tone is
accurate, his attack spot-on, his rapid
passagework dazzling. Holloway's
short note in the booklet is followed
by amuch longer essay in German
only; that is really the only fault Ican
find with this production, for the
recording is spacious, detailed and
perfectly balanced.
Bertali's catchy syncopated
Chaconne sets Holloway against a
continuo of, unusually, both
harpsichord and organ. The 'moto
92
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SMETANA:
Piano Trio Op.15 LJ Fantasy on a
Bohemian Theme , Ll From my
Homeland'
Guarneri TrieCenek Pave (vin)/1lvan
Klansk (pno)
Supraphon SU 3449-2131

'A piano trio
can be
notoriously
difficult to
balance
effectively,
but this is
notably
successful'

Antony Hodgson

A 5:1*- 1

STEINBERG:
Symphony 1 J Prelude
symphonique J Fantasie
dramatique
Gothenburg SO/Járvi

(
47m 33s)

The G-minor Trio is full of deep
feeling and we do know that Smetana
was influenced by the recent death of
his daughter when composing it. I
think, however, that the sensitive
commentator Milos Pokora may be
doing it less than justice by using the
phrase ' adirge in grand style' (unless
the translator is responsible). The
strength of the music lies in the
transitions from one expansive theme
to another. On the face of it, the 11m
(i) has little to do with classical form
— the broad, dramatic introduction
returns, further dramatised, 7m into
the movt, while before and after are
grand, declamatory melodic ideas.
Somehow the players are able to weld
this widely differing collection of
melodies, each with its own tempo,
into some sort of cohesive whole.
The remainder of the work is
equally dark and discursive. The
three movts are marked Moderato
assai, Allegro, ma non agitato and
Presto respectively, but in fact there
are wild swings of speed everywhere
and, uncharacteristically, the two
faster movts do not set out to reflect
the expected Bohemian dance
rhythms. The Guarneri Trio contrives

to present the work as agroup of
three passionate, romantic ' Fantasias'
and the players' understanding of
Smetana's idiom is such that the
work's apparent lack of structure is
forgotten amid the grandeur and
grace of its melodies.
The Bohemian Song makes an
excellent companion because,
although generally lighter in mood,
there is still much underlying dark
passion, and the two duos that
comprise From my Homeland round
off athoroughly intense disc — not
least because the final piece reverts to
the brooding G-minor of the Trio.
Balancing is very fine indeed — it
is apleasure to hear the cello with
such clarity, yet Marek Jerie's rich
tone is never compromised. A piano
trio can be notoriously difficult to
balance effectively, but this is notably
successful.

DG 457 607-2

Neeme
orchestral
music by
the Russian
composer
Maximilian
Steinberg

(
60m 56s)

Maximilian Steinberg's career
encompassed one of the greatest
periods of change and development
in Russian music. Born in 1883, he
studied under Glazunov and RimskyKorsakov, whose daughter he was to
marry, and received Stravinslcy's
Fireworks as awedding present.
Stravinsky, however, was soon
resentful of his colleague's favoured
status: appointed professor at the
Leningrad Conservatoire at the age of
25, Steinberg was to become its
director in 1934 and akey figure in
the Russian musical establishment
until his death in 1946. Amongst his
pupils was the young Shostakovich.
On the evidence of this disc,
Steinberg was more influenced by the
relative conservatism of Glazunov
than by the increased chromaticism
that can be seen in Rachmaninov or
Medtner. The First Symphony
(1905-6) also bears the mark of such
symphonic predecessors as Borodin's
Second and Tchaikovsky's First.
Quintessentially Romantic, heart-onsleeve music, it is immaculately
crafted and encompasses many
moments of genuine melodic
invention, as well as ahighlydeveloped feeling for drama and
contrast, with something of the
colour of Rimsky's orchestration.
There is perhaps little feeling here of
the evolution of anotably individual
stylistic language, or of the
communicative energy of
Kalinnikov's symphonies, for
example, but taken as apure
listening experience the sheer joie-devivre of the Steinberg idiom is hard
to resist.
The two shorter works are both
finely-crafted and attractive, with a
clear, almost Medtner-like formal
MARCH 2000
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so. Just as in that work, the dominant
themes of Catholicism and the
landscape of MacMillan's Scottish
homeland are to the fore, and within
this well-contrasted programme there
is ample opportunity to explore their
multi-faceted treatment.
MacMillan is never acomfortable
composer to listen to: his soundworld disturbs and provokes,
embracing avast range of timbre and
dynamics. His eclecticism is often
apparent, with Stravinskian rhythms
providing the foundation for Ttyst
and aclear Sibelian feel to the
trembling strings of Ô. Yet these
elements are made very much his
own; the strength of this music is in

Classical Reviews
logic underlying their structure. The
Prélude Symphonique is apowerful
elegy for Rimsky, quoting themes
from his works as well as from the
Orthodox liturgy. The Fantaisie
dramatique takes as its theme lines
from Ibsen's Brand; the Ice Church
of legend is here evoked in music of
richness and emotional depth that
carefully balances restraint and
disquiet. These are both works that
deserve to be more widely-known.
Neeme Jârvi and his forces are
utterly at the heart of Steinberg's
style, and their passionate, committed
performances should win friends for
his music. The recording is very fine,
except for (on my copy) amomentary
distortion at track 5, 7m 30s.
John Kersey

A(*):1'

R STRAUSS:
Don Juan J Tod und Verklârung J
Four Last Songs
Deborah Vogt (sop)/NYP/Masur
Teldec 3984 25990 2

(
59m 26s) rec live

We had aflurry of new recordings
when Masur first took over the New
York Philharmonic ( 1991); these

end-of- 1998 Avery Fisher Hall
performances serve nicely to show the
present state of the orchestra, notably
the warmth of its fine string section.
There's something satisfyingly ' oldworld' about Kurt Masur's Strauss,
which reminded me somewhat of the
Furtwângler/VP0 tone-poems on
EMI: contrast the modernity and
shocking energy at the start of
Karajan's final recording of Tod und
Verkletrung — both conductors in
their early 70s. (On Teldec, the
clarinet intonation is momentarily out
at 1m 38s.) There are passages of
sweeping virtuosity; but at times you
feel the whole burden of the music
sits on the conductor's shoulders.
Writing elsewhere, Alan Blyth
interprets this as the players lacking
empathy with the Strauss idiom. I
think this is an enjoyable example of
live recording, but these aren't
definitive readings of either orchestral
piece.
Oddly, there's astronger sense of
authority apparent in the
accompaniment to the Four Last
Songs. But as with Mattilla on DG
(reviewed last month by DN, author
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on Teldec

'Review

RECOMMENDATION
Karl Bâhm's 1959
Salzburg recording
of Die Schweigsame
Frau is on DG 445
335-2, 2CDs mono

Christopher Breunig
A:1 A-B(C):2
R STRAUSS:
Die Schweigsame Frau
Grist/Grobe/Bohme/McDaniel/Modi/
Bavarian State Opera/Sawallisch
Orfoo C516 992

(
2CDs, 125m 40s)

and presence, with ease apparent in
even the most demanding passages.
`Tra le follie... Siam nevi all'onde
algenti' (
L'Olimpiade) shows her art at
its most flexible, whether in the
elaborate allegory of love's storms or
in the temporary return to reason.
A further delight of this disc is the
intelligent and lively accompaniment
provided by the young period
instrument group Il Giardino
Armonico. Using awide range of
sonorities, including at times double
harpsichord continuo and the unusual
sound of the psaltery in ' Ho nel petto
un cor si forte' (
Giustino) their
playing is remarkably exhilarating.
This latter aria is one of six appearing
on disc for the first time.
Finely recorded, this is much more
than amere disc of operatic excerpts.
Indeed, its quality not only offers
copious listening pleasure but should
also invite further exploration of the
rewarding works that it contains.
John Kersey

David Nice

(
66m 37s)

The neglect of Vivaldi's operas on
record is simply extraordinary in view
of their quality. For those who
remain to be convinced of their value,
this disc of highlights should serve as
an eloquent argument in their favour,
and may well prompt Four Seasons
aficionados to explore an output of
consistently high quality.
The connection with the Four
Seasons is particularly apposite, since
two of the items recorded here are
based upon movements from those
concertos. The opening chorus of
Dorilla in Tempe borrows ' Spring' (i)
in an evocation of pastoral
merrymaking, whilst ` Gelido in ogni
vena' from Farnace treats 'Winter' as
ametaphor for the icy blood of the
bereaved parent. This latter aria is a
good starting point to explore the
disc; intense and dark-hued, its
emotional content makes amoving
showcase for the soloist to display a
more refined virtuosity than in the
more showy numbers.
Cecilia Bartoli certainly does not
disappoint in this repertoire; indeed
she adds anew dimension to her
considerable reputation elsewhere.
Her clarity of articulation is
remarkable, and her effective
treatment of this music is responsive
to its sound-world whilst always
remaining conscious of the need for
dramatic contrast. In the bravura
arias her voice has genuine passion

programme with
the NYPO

Strauss and Zweig's Silent Woman has
long been in danger of vanishing
through awhole in the German stage,
so little of her seems to be left. Karl
Bohm, who conducted the premiere,
could never have cut as much in
1935 as he did for the 1959 Salzburg
production on DG; and that's
nothing compared to the snips and
tucks inflicted here — adding up to a
devastating 50 minutes' worth of
music (almost twice as long as the
brutally doctored last act). It's alittle
like the McKellen film of Richard III:
just when you get to the meat of a
scene, the action moves on to the
next. Even the sublime Act 2 curtain,
where the young lovers relax as the
grumpy old man tries to sleep next
door, has been shaved. That alone, in
its entirety, is worth the cost of the
Salzburg set, with Wunderlich
phrasing with unsurpassable beauty;
and Munich can't match that classic
cast, which also includes Hotter to
bring nobility to the sentimentalised
old curmudgeon who can't bear noise
and the young Hermann Prey as a
Bavarian version of Rossini's Barber
(though Sawallisch's Barry McDaniel
is very deft and stylish). The only real
gain among the singers here is the
crystal-clear Arninta of Reri Grist,
floating her top Ds and E-flats more
effortlessly than Biihm's scooping
Hilde Gueden. Morosus is played for
broad, rasping comedy by Kurt
Bohme and there are some under-par
voices among the singers' ensemble
which comes to wreck the peace.
Sawallisch does frequently score over
Bohm in the deftness of the busier
orchestral writing, but even that
rarely has achance to get off the
ground before the red pencil comes
along.

VIVALDI:
Recitatives, arias and choruses
from the operas
Cecilia Barto (mez-sop)/Amold
Schonberg Ch/II Giardino Armonico/
Antonini
Decca 466 569-2

Kurt Masur:
a ' live' Strauss

of the Teldec booklet-note), Deborah
Voigt's voice takes some time to
settle; she's musicianly, but in
`Frühling' it wouldn't be
unreasonable to describe her vibrato
as awobble. In fact, it's not until
two-thirds way through ' September'
[2m 52s], and thereafter, that she
sounds at one with the line. It's a
shame that aviolent cough from the
audience breaks the spell of the
leader's solo in the darkest of the
songs ' Beim Schlafengehen' [track 5,
1m 54s], but by then headphone
listeners at least will probably have
become too conscious of some
splotches of distortion triggered in a
voice microphone to the right to be
comfortable with this production. A
black mark, too, for the editors who
spoil the effect of aconcert recording
by editing to silence between songs.

A*:1*

B:3-1
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VIVALDI:
Four Seasons lam Kondonassis)
JS BACH: Lute Suite BINV996
Yolanda Kondonassis (hp)/Flanders
Orch/Werthen
Ware CD 80523

(
56m 33s)

Time to rename the Four Seasons. It
should be ` Open Season', for
everyone wants ashot at it. We've
had it on violin (as it should be, but
'ad infinitum' and, often, awfully),
flute, recorder, recorder with a
recorder quartet, trumpet, brass band
— and wasn't there aversion for
koto? Now we have harp and
orchestra. It is not asimple matter of
the harp taking over the violin solos,
neither is it astraightforward string
orchestra: oboe, bassoon and two
flutes pop up occasionally. Why we
could not have been treated to
hunting horns and yelping dogs in
`Autumn' Ican't imagine.
Furthermore, an unnamed, bemused,
solo violinist appears at times,
evidently wondering what is
happening. Finally, there is a
harpsichord continuo, believe it or
not — and you can believe it if you
listen very hard indeed.
Yolanda Kondonassis is afirst-rate
harpist. Her attractive transcription
makes pleasant listening without
adding to the value of the original —
rather the reverse. She adds astylish
version of aBach lute suite as a
bonus, and failing alute Iprefer harp
to the sometimes heard guitar. This
disc, then, is for the curious, for
admirers of subtle harp playing, and
for those who believe Vivaldi didn't
know best.
Robert Deeding
A:1(?) 0
WIILL
Der Silbersee
Kruse/Gruber/Lascarro/Clark/
Demesch/Zednik/Wyn-Davies/Kameus/
Whelan/Saks/London Sinfonietta/Stenz
RCA 09026 63447 2

(
2CDs, 85m 03s)

The historical significance of Well's
last major project on German soil,
reuniting him with the librettist of his
earlier music-theatre pieces, Georg
Kaiser, tends to have swamped its
slightly humbler artistic merits.
Kaiser, substituting the optimistic
glow of aGoetheinspired heritage for
Brecht's thorny pessimism, may have
lacked the more famous poetplaywright's sharpness of image. But
his theme happened to be atimely
one in 1933: the joint protagonists
overcome conformity and adesire for
revenge, leaving behind the image of
aGermany mired in poverty and
greed as they cross amiraculously
iced-over ` silver lake'. It's impossible
not to be moved as the distant voice
of the heroine urges them on to
Weill's bittersweet waltz and Kaiser's
prophetic words, rather inelegantly
rendered in translation: `You escape
from the horror/That may destroy all
we know/Yet the germ of creation/
Always will struggle to grow'. Within
94

months of the premiere, Weill was
skating on the thin ice of Parisian
society before leaving for America.
It is afinale of great optimism,
with the potential for the kind of
musical bathos Weill was to strike in
his American biblical drama Der Weg
der Verheissung (
The Eternal Road).
Yet here he delivers sober Bachian
chorales, orchestral restraint and a
final glow which is never overblown
— awonderful counterbalance to the
blistering negativity at the end of The
Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny.
Yet the drama's origins as afour-hour
play with the ratio of 2/
3 text to V3
music means that such cornerstones
are rather few in any performing
edition of the music. This one sheds
much of the text which appeared on
the earlier 2CD Capriccio set. It is
much tighter musically, too. The
Sinfonietta sounds lean but hungry
under Markus Stenz; what few
operatic centrepieces there are find an
ideal lyric-heroic tenor exponent in
Heinz Kruse. With the exception of
the rather anonymous Juanita
Lascarro as Fennimore, the casting is
spot-on, and ranges from veterans
Demesch, Zednik and an over-the-top
Graham Clark, to Cardiff winners
Katarina Karneus and Paul Whelan.
Many of Silbersee's numbers were to
find atauter framework, suitably
reworked, in The Seven Deadly Sins.
But the music certainly deserves a
safe haven on CD, and this is it.
David Nice

THE ENGLISH SONGBOOK
Settings by Stanford, Gurney,
Dunhill, Browne, Somervell, Delius,
German, Warlock, Finzi, Vaughan (;)„
Williams, Parry, Britten, Quilter,
Grainger & anon
Ian Bostridge (ten)/Julius Drake (pno)

A:1 _

ZELENKA:
Missa sanctissimae Trinitatis
Soioists/Musica Florea/Stryncl
Matous MR 0017-2231 (55m 41s)
Thanks largely to the recording
industry, Jan Dismas Zelenka is
gradually acquiring the affection and
admiration that his qualities deserve.
This splendid mass dates from 1736,
when he was in his mid-fifties and
clearly at the height of his
considerable powers; the music is
unashamedly old-fashioned in style,
quite lightly scored, with considerable
contrast between the mainly brief
sections. Themes tend to be shortbreathed, jagged and repetitive in fast
passages, more languorous in slow. If
there are touches that derive from
Hasse's operatic style, there is no
sense of incongruity. The
performance is not helped by arather
soupy acoustic, in which the orchestra
tends to get submerged in the big
choral numbers. The soloists are neat
and stylish, especially the pure-voiced
soprano, Anna Hlavenková, and the
little orchestra (abaker's dozen
strong) is distinctly good. The English
note is useful, if quaint; full details of
the performers and their instruments
(period, or modem copies) are given.
Marek Stryncl directs the
performance with evident insight,
though ensemble is not always
perfect.
Peter Branscombe
B—C:2

Julius Drake — EMI CDC
'P ianism
deserving of
a review all
its own'

556 8302

(
69m 13s)

It seems defensive of Bostridge to say
'
This is an English songbook only
because all the words are in English'.
Indeed they are, though some of
them come from Irish writers. But
with the exception of Grainger and
Stanford, the composers are English;
and like it or not, there is an
indefinable air of ' Englishness' about
all the music. The roots lay in folk
song, the revival of which, c.100
years ago (largely the work of Cecil
Sharp), was profoundly influential.
Vaughan Williams was unequivocal:
'What does this revival mean to the
composer? It means that several of us
found here in its simplest form the
musical idiom which we
unconsciously were cultivating in
ourselves, it gave point to our
imagination' — acollective
imagination, but of different artistic
methods. And an English songbook
in more ways than one.
In reality, the point is not lost to
Bostridge's imagination. Though he
says that the word-painting ' does
involve restraint and, on the whole,
water-colours rather than oils or bold
etchings', he does characterise the
texts with aremarkably wide range of
expression. Stanford's setting of
Keats's hauntingly anguished La Belle
Dame Sans Merçi, written when the
poet was in the grip of tuberculosis
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that was to kill him two years later, is
communicated with an all-embracing
colour that doesn't deteriorate into
hectoring. Bostridge's control is wellnigh absolute, the pianissimi in
Quilter's Now sleeps the crimson petal
rarefied yet focused. And behind
those refined tones is apiano, a
presence without percussive
angularity, the fingers and feet of
Drake extracting tones of equally
refined sensousness. His pianism is
deserving of areview all its own, so
right is its sound and balance (some
top notes tend to wander but that
doesn't affect the perspective); and so
right is the rapport with Bostridge.
His own rapport with the anonymous
poetry is no less pronounced. In the
two unaccompanied folk songs
collected by Sharp (whose added
piano parts have rightly been
jettisoned), Bostridge cuts through
the trappings of pastoralism to find
an undercurrent of manic vehemence.
Suppressed angst and hidden
emotions, also present to agreater or
lesser degree throughout the rest of
the programme, hold no fears. Von
Bulow is supposed to have said, 'A
tenor is not aman but adisease'. He
should have heard Bostridge.
Nalen Anthoni
A:1' 0
ENGLISH STRING
MINIATURES
Works by Alan Langford, Geoffrey
Bush, Geoffrey Wright, Herbert
Sumsion, David Lyon and Anthony
Hedges
Royal Ballet Sinfonia/Lloyd Jones
LW CD WHL 2121

(
71m 49s)

A vivid and enchanting selection of
English light music for string
orchestra, finely chosen and new to
CD. Alan Langford is perhaps best
known for producing the BBC's
Friday Night is Music Night, and —
axed afew year's back — Matinées
Musicales. His Four Pieces dates from
1960-2 and pinpoints lovely melodies
in an antiphonal setting, tiny strands
'echoing' main phrases like clinging
tendrils. (Shades of Mantovani?
Perhaps.) Those who remember
Music Magazine will remember
Geoffrey Bush's authoritative talks on
English Song. His Divertimento (1943)
won the praises of critic Frank
Howes, and rightly so; there are
shades of Sir Arthur Bliss in the
Deciso opening, quickly dispelled by
the Allegro's songlike lilt, with a
sorrowful Finzi-like slow movt, and
scale interplays with decorated trills
to end.
From 1959, Geoffrey Wright's
Summer Stream cherishes apastime
bliss of punting an Edwardian dressed
lady down the river on ascorching
summer day. Falling, shimmering
strings merge with one another to rise
on moments of bliss with harp
decorations, but Cock-a-Doodle Dandy
— perhaps suggestive of aWing
Pinero play — is an Irish scamp of
dubious habits.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Herbert Stunsion's A Mountain
Tune (1940) has the nostalgia of
Grainger's Colonial Song as its
starting/closing episodes, with cellos
carrying the line, glimpsing the
pastoral world of Vaughan Williams
in between. David Lyon's much
shorter Intermezzo (1968) leaps
joyfully into action, string divisi
proudly rampant.
Finally, the versatile Anthony
Hedges whose strong, descriptive
writing reflects his overall knowledge
of our landscape. Divertimento (1971)
in four contrasting movements is
brimful with energy and playful
pastiche — amasterpiece of
instrumental scoring.
Making this record must have been
pure joy for David Lloyd Jones and
his players. All Hallows Church,
Gospel Oak, is problematic in
balancing full symphony orchestra,
but for strings only it is superb!
Bill Newman
A':1* A
ROMANTIC ECHOES
Music by Strauss, Dvorák & Kreisler
Gidon Kremer (vin)/Oleg Maisenberg
(pno)
DG 453 440.2

(
59m 15s)

This disc is alittle gem. Seemingly
incapable of presenting anything
remotely routine or predictable,
Gidon Kremer has designed a
programme that ventures from the
rare to the familiar, and in doing so
suggests some surprising connections
between these works.
Richard Strauss's early Violin
Sonata is the last of his chamber
works, and demonstrates altogether
greater coherence and maturity within
the sonata idiom than does his earlier
essay for piano. Indeed, given its
assured melodic invention and
recognisably Straussian harmonic
language, it proves both arewarding
and invigorating discovery,
occasioning surprise at its limited
popularity thus far (with the notable
exception of Heifetz's distinguished
readings). It is cast in three movts, of
which (ii) is an unusual
'Improvisation'. Throughout,
Kremer's playing is that of a
determined advocate for this music;
what is more, his pianist Oleg
Maisenberg triumphs over what by
most standards is an extremely
challenging ` orchestral' piano part.
The Romantic Pieces by Dvorak
were originally written for amateurs,
yet their expressive intentions remain
distinct from any narrowing of
technical boundaries. Indeed, had
Dvorák been Russian, he might have
chosen the title ` Skazke for these
folk-inspired fantasy tales, where a
sense of improvisation characterizes
each movement.
In conclusion, Kremer offers four
of Kreisler's encore pieces — original
works rather than those written in
mock-Baroque style — and plays
them with panache and evident
enjoyment.

Gidon Kremer has
devised a programme
of romantic music for
violin and piano
DG captures Kremer's timbre
effectively in this recording from
1995, and their piano tone ably
reflects Maisenberg's rich sonority.
Highly recommended.
John Kersey
A*:1*
WESTMINSTER MASS
HOWELLS: Salve regina/MATTHIAS:
The Doctrine of Wisdom/MAWBY:
Ave verum corpus/PANUFNIK:
Westminster Mass/PART: The
Beatitudes/RUBBRA: Missa in
honorem Sancti Domini/TAVENER:
Funeral Ikons
Westminster Cathedral Ch/Andrew Reid
(org)/City of Lond Sinf/O'Donnell
Teldec 3984 28069 2

(
74m 07s)

You can see why Teldec would put
Roxanna Panufnik on the cover: hers
is the only piece in what is
qualitatively avery mixed bag with
any likely appeal to younger
audiences — although the two works
which stand out as works of real
musical purpose and uncompromising
stance are the Part and Rubbra.
Panufnik's Mass, commissioned for
the late Cardinal Hume's 75th
birthday, emerges as designer-music
(for all that she writes about its
genesis in the booklet). Eclectic too:
it's hard not to think of Britten's
'What passing-bells for these who die
as cattle?' in the ' Kyrie' — tubular
bells and harps are prominent in the
orchestration; and if it's too fanciful
to suggest that the `Amen' sounds
like Verdi's Requiem '
Sanctus'
telescoped into 29s, surely the
rhythmic flow of ' Sanctus and
Bendictus' could be likened to the
scherzo from Beethoven's Ninth? The
voice writing Ifeel overdoes the
washes of dissonance (
eg, in ` Deus,
deus meus'), but ultimately this
25 1
/m score is hard to dislike —
2
unlike the deluge of associated
publicity! It's even faintly addictive,
with its occasional hints at pop-music
(or at least Clannad: `Gloria').
Simon Eadon has engineered a
beautifully balanced recording at
Westminster Cathedral itself — most
of these pieces depend upon such an
acoustic for their comforting flow of
harmonies — but the CD sound is
not without momentary hardness.
The performances under James
O'Donnell are uniformly excellent.
Christopher Breunig

'You can see
why Teldec
would put
Roxanna
Panufnik
on the cover
- although
the two
works which
stand out as
works of
real musical
purpose and
uncompromising stance
are the Part
and Rubbra'

A':1 0
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Coleman and John Coltrane
quartets'. It seems that audiencewowing baloney can cause even the
best minds to wobble. Heard in the
cold light of day, the Ensemble is a
complete mess! Even when the
saxophones of Roscoe Mitchell and
Joseph Jarman arrive, the musicians
are clicking about and couldn't care
less where drummer Don Moye's
beat is. The Ensemble used to
perform beneath aquilt announcing
'Great Black Music': on this
reckoning, the Art Ensemble were
The Fugs of Free Jazz — music
didn't come into it. A:3 0

artwork:
Racket
Club

BILL CARROTHERS
DUETS WITH BILL STEWART

MASAYUKI
TAKAYANAGI/KAORU ABE
DECONSTRUCTIVE EXCHANGE
DIW 414

(
57m 43s)

WARNER MUSIC FRANCE 8573-80065
(63m 14s)

e

This live set was recorded at the
Projection for the Annihilation of Jazz
in Tokyo, 28 June 1970. Masayuki
Takayanagi (guitar) and Kaoru Abe
(alto/bas-clarinet/harmonica) force
expression to the limit. Sonority and
syntax appear to shatter into a
thousand splinters. However,
Takayanagi can't suppress his
harmonic understanding: hysteria is
maintained by perpetual recourse to
the modulations that signal tension in
western music. Instead of using them
as structural pivots, these emotionai
winchings become the very substance
of the music. If listeners block their
ears and flee the room, it's not
because they don't ' understand', but
because they can't bear music in
which crisis is permanent.
Today, in the wake of Japanese
Noise (Merzbow, Masonna,
Dislocation etc), the speed and spleen
of Takayanagi and Abe's duets sound
classic (you see where Keiji Haino
copped his 'nihilistic' black-cover
schtick). Although pitched in
opposition to the accredited virtuosity
lauded by the jazz establishment, the
duo's ability to mimick each other's
extremes (check the astonishing
moment 17m into track 1) indicates
sterling ear-to-finger co-ordination.
They drive their lines between the
interstices of the scale, transcending
the conventional polarity between
intellectual curiosity and emotion: the
intensity is white-hot, erotic. Abe 21 — was rawly individual;
Takayanagi — 38 — so harmonically
fluid he functions as soloist, organ,
string orchestra and bass all at once.
Awesome. A:1 D

For these duets with drummer Bill
Stewart, pianist Bill Carrothers adopts
asimilar production to that used by
Teo Macero for Geri Allen's 1998
recording with Lenny White, The
Gathering: the drums are recorded up
close, with maximum reverberation,
while the piano tinkles about in
ambient fashion. However,
Carrothers's musicianship is less
forceful, relying on free-floating
evocations of standards and sacred
numbers. This is the grey area where
avant freedoms twinkle off into mere
atmospherics. This listener was left
unengaged. A:2 0
ORNETTE COLEMAN
FRIENDS & NEIGHBOURS ' LIVE AT
PRINCE STREET'
RCA VICTOR 74321 47795-2

rar.et e
en4. N.-Wm..,
.N/171 IA I r

Music that
says ' why
not?' and
pulls up the
fence- posts
of genre

(
38m 05s) 0

Recorded in Omette Coleman's loft
in 1970; the sound is boomy but
infectious. The personnel — Ed
Blackwell on drums and Charlie
Haden on bass — is the same as
Ornette's Atlantic classics, but
the mood was funkier. Haden in
particular anticipates the R&B
stylings of Prime Time
(Ornette's heavily-amplified
ensemble). Dewey Redman plays
harrowingly original tenor as Omette
scrabbles on violin, delivers cracked
melodies on trumpet, and dazzles
with his invention and groovy
freedom on alto. Music that says
'why not?' and pulls up the fenceposts of genre. Terrific. A/ B:1*
CURTIS FOWLKES & CATFISH
CORNER
REFLECT

THE ART ENSEMBLE OF
CHICAGO
BAP-TIZUM

KNITTING FACTORY RECORDS KFW246
(5mei 32s)

KOCH 385002

Curtis Fowlkes was trombonist with
the Jazz Passengers. Here it's less
tongue-in-cheek, with funky electric
piano (Ted Cruz), rattlingly active
drums OT Lewis), wah-wah guitar
(Duncan Cleary) supplying awarm,
Afrocentric vibe. They cover Grachan
Moncur III's `The Coaster' from his
Blue Note classic Evolution, indicating

(
45m 21s) ®

In his liner-notes for this release —
alive recording from the 1972 Ann
Arbor Blues & Jazz Festival —
Michael Cuscuna thought the Art
Ensemble ' may be the most
significant and creative group in the
music since the orinal Omette
96

that Fowlkes has agrasp of the legacy
of his instrument. However, 'bonists
who can't stay in tune should not try
and emulate JJ Johnson: 'When IFall
In Love' is adisaster. For something
recorded in 1999, it's all rather 1972:
the funk is convincing, the jazz less
so. A:1 0
BURTON GREENE TRIO
THROPTICS
CIMP 8182

(
70m 09s)

Three powerful players: Burton
Greene on piano, Wilber Morris on
bass and Lou Grassi on drums. In
the early 1970s, Greene gigged with
the South African bassist Johnny
Dyani in Denmark: hence the
presence of aTownship melody, `Tilo
Akandita Brikama'. The Americans
give it agospel slant and the absence
of ' world music' preciousness is
welcome. On ` Lennie Lives' (for
Lennie Tristano), Greene's
clangorous attack makes the piano
sound funkily out-of-tune, Monkstyle, while his motorised progressions
parallel Conlon Nancarrow's playerpiano pieces. On ' Mississippi
Clarence' — ajokey outburst of
ragtime — Wilber Morris's solo is full
of profound thoughts, while his
melodies on `That's What IMeant'
are triumphant. After asojourn in
Europe (' cultural subsidies have dried
up alot' remarks the pianist ruefully),
Greene's return to an American
context — and accompanists —
should be welcomed. A:1
STEVEN LANTNER/MAT
MANERI
REACHING
LEO LAB CD062

(
73m 38s)

Together with Mat Manert's father
Joe, Steven Lantner founded the
Boston Microtonal Society. Lantner
plays acoustic and variable-pitch
digital piano, Maned violin. Manen
Senior's own music is lowering, jazzy
and expressive; this, in contrast, is the
classical wing of the movement, free
improvising that harks back to
Webern and Bach. Unfortunately,
without the vocalisation and impetus
of jazz, it sounds rather sombre —
while one misses the tight logic of
composed twelve-tone. A:1 0
JOE MORRIS
RACKET CLUB
ABOUT TIME AT 1010

(
64m 38s) ®

Recorded in June 1993 in Stoughton,
Massachusetts, the Racket Club was
guitarist Joe Morris's ' loud' band,
employing two drummers (Jerome
Deupree in the left channel, Curt
Newton in the right), electric bass
(Nate McBride) and the twin-sax
threat of Jim Hobbs and Steve
Norton. Harmolodics and punkjazz
are in the air, with pushy 2/2 rhythms
creating acartoon pace. Morris's
guitar retains its stinging clarity, and
exotic themes surface at unlikely
MUCH 2000
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Jazz Revira
places. McBride maintains a
delightful groove, his sound thick and
growling, intimating all kinds of West
African flavours. A gem. A:1 0

DELMARK RECORDS is probably
best known in jazz circles for its late1960s releases by Muhal Abrams and
Anthony Braxton — worthy
constituents of Chicago's Association
for the Advancement of Creative
Musicians — but it was already a
longstanding jazz and blues label.
The retrospective 45 Years Of Jazz
And Blues [
Dehnark DD 903, 2CDs
147m 15s] includes afascinatingly
candid essay by label-owner Bob
Koester on the economics of keeping
an independent afloat. The first disc
is aselection of bluesy mainstream
jazz, with Sun Ra ( 1956), Cecil
Payne ( 1993) and the tremulous alto
balladry of Tab Smith ( 1951). The
AACM is absent: Koester says he was
out of his depth with the avantgarde,
but recorded the AACM out of
respected for the opinions of various
employees (these included bluesman
Mike Bloomfield and Omette
Coleman's biographer John
Litweiler). The collection is capped
by some Zornesque hokum from
young blade Ken Vandennark. The
second CD surveys the Chicago
scene, and includes many soulful
performances; this listener was most
thrilled by the jagged guitar and
slurred vocals of Johnny B Moore
(1995). A:1 1:
Ethnic Heritage Ensemble is the
misleadingly ponderous name
percussionist Kahil El'Zabar gives his
small, bass-less groups; Freedom Jazz
Dance [
DE 517, 66m 52s] is agem.

STUFF SMITH
THE COMPLETE VERVE SESSIONS
MOSAIC MD4-186

(
4CDs, 272m 25s) (a)

This is asumptuous reissue of
everything Stuff Smith recorded for
Verve in Los Angeles between 1957
and 1959 (music that originally
appeared as Stuff Smith, Dizzy
Gillespie and Stuff Smith, Cat On A
Hot Fiddle and Have Violin, Will
Swing — plus five unissued takes),
along with newly-unearthed trio sets
at Radio Recorders in 1956 and at
Webster Hall, NYC, in 1964, with
Kenny Burrell on guitar and Ray
Nance doubling on violin. There's a
brace of glossy Herman Leonard
photographs in the LP-sized booklet,
and afact-filled essay by leading
stuffologist Anthony Barnett. Stuff's
beautiful tone — woody, gritty, round
— comes across brilliantly, and the
swing is relaxed and inventive.
Barnett argues forcefully for Stuff's
importance, bringing on an
impressive array of quotes from later
players. The violin has been a
deemed aminor instrument in jazz,
but these sides prove Stuff Smith was
asoloist of the stature of aBen
Webster or Milt Jackson. Superb.
A:1' 0
TEST
LIVE/TEST
EREMITE PATE 021

(66m 43s)

Twin sax quartets can be confusing
as too-similar voices vie for the lead.
Daniel Carter (flute, alto, tenor and
trumpet) and Sabir Mateen (flute,
alto, tenor and clarinet) work well
together. While one is building to a
skronk climax, another is skipping
about, lightening the tone with
references to Tom Bnmo's
fantastically active and bouncing
drums. Bassist Matthew Heyner
completes aquartet that, having
started as abusker's project, looks set
to help redefine jazz as an expressive
medium. Test have the poise and
reality that characterises unsigned
rock bands. A jazz scene fixated on
somnolent classicism won't thank
them for that, but for those needing a
wake-up call, it's ablast. A:1 0

Noah

surprisingly romantic restatement of
the theme. All through, different
members of the quartet suggest ideas
at any moment: collective
improvisation doesn't have to shriek
to be serious. A: 1 0

Howard

NOAH HOWARD
PATTERNS/MESSAGE TO SOUTH
AFRICA
EREMITE Mit 019

MARK WHITECAGE'S OTHER
OTHER QUARTET
RESEARCH ON THE EDGE
CIMP # 193

(
73m 07s)

Alto saxophonist Mark Whitecage
declares `we carry no paper in this
band, and have only one rule: no
matter how well the music went over
last night, we do not repeat it the
next'. This record is asample of that
process. Teamed again with tenor
saxophonist Sabir Mateen (
Consensual
Tension was recorded by this two-reed
111•Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The title tune is by Eddie Harris, the
undersung king of the electrosax who
died in 1997 (El'Zabar toured Europe
with him in 1993). Joseph Bowie
plays trombone and Ernest Dawkins
saxophones, with Fareed Hague
adding flamenco-oriented,
harmolodic-tinged guitar. The
foursome touch all sorts of bases —
from James Brown to John Carisi and
Hermeto Pascoal — but the tone is
aerated, spontaneous and intimate.
It's like eavesdropping on an openended yet swinging jam session: if this
was packaged for ateen audience like
Can in the 70s, El'Zabar would make
akilling (he is so far ahead of
corporate post-rock pretenders Béla
Fleck and Pat Metheny, it's
ridiculous). A:1 0
Malachi Thompson's Rising
Daystar [
DE 518, 64m 27s] revives
the progressive hard bop Blue Note
issued in the mid- 1960s. The
ensemble is beautifully compatible,
Malachi's trumpet burnished and
sweet. Altoist is the ever-spiky and
arresting Gary Bartz (Blakey, Miles,
Woody Shaw). The souljazz is fervent
and unaffected, providing asolid basis
for the wondrous abstractions of
'Fanfare For Trane'. On ' Circles In
The Air', Thompson recites poetry
and the late, great Fred Hopkins
plays bass. In ascene where the
words ' avant' and ' improv' have
become tiresome marketing claims,
Bob Koester's ear for true blues and
solidswing is especially welcome. A:1

MARCH 2000

frontline for GIMP in 1997),
Whitecage keeps things intimate and
groovy. Chris Dahlgren (bass) and
Jay Rosen (drums) pick up the
relaxed mood. On ' Lake Effect' they
fall into adelightful funk vamp.
Things are wrapped up with Monk's
'Well, You Needn't', with a

(54m 53s) ®

Eremite develops its discriminating
free-jazz aesthetic by reissuing two
rare albums by the tenor player Noah
Howard. Patterns was recorded in
Hilversum, Holland in 1971 with
Misha Mengelberg on piano and Han
Bennink on drums. In the first half,
Jaap Schoonhoven's scrubbing guitar
creates anovel, iridescent
environment for mighty musical
gestures; in the second
Mengelberg/Bennink assert the
broken, funk-beyond-Monk that is
their trademark. Message To South
Africa was recorded in Paris in 1979
and opens with magisterial bass by
the late Johnny Dyani. Chris
McGregor plays township piano, and
Zusaan Kali Fasteau contributes
world-music textures on sheng and
vocals. This release shows the variety
and power of Free jazz as protest and
affirmation. A:1 0
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Tibre, Anew star is born
STEREO
"The Tibre is extremely
convincing for its sound
and build4uality.
In its class, this model sets
new standards, and
considering its tonal and
dynamic qualities, it can
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speakers bf amuch
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"This is one
of the most
extraordinary
speakers that
we have heard.
At the price,
it is truly amiracle."

greater size."

Philippe VENTURINI
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Rock/pop Reviews

Album
in Focus
LIGHTNING SEEDS
TI LT
Epic 496263 2

(
44m 03s)

Still adhering to Broudie's policy of melodyuber-alles, and
perfectly in keeping with the roots of the band's constituent parts
(Icicle Works, La's, agenuine Beatleson), Tilt merely reaffirms the
romanticism and taste of aband classy enough to have made a
1990s hit of a30-year-oldplus Turtles arrangement of aByrds
tune. Nothing too earth-shotteeing here and therefore alienating
not one fan, the 'Seeds having retained their contradictory image
of apolitically-correct Liverpool indie band with pop nous.
Indeed, this set could yield ahalf-dozen great singles, But given
the (Fully credited) sampling of Messrs Al and Peter, why not just
call it Green?
Ken Kessler

A:1/1* •

Remember when The Lightning Seeds were all about guitar strums
with songs attached? Well, that was yesterday. Now they've
become Y2K compatible. And, surprisingly, on Ian Broudie & Co
it looks (and sounds; good. They're very synth-aware, dancehappy and ready to go sample-shopping, at times sounding as
though they'd been glancing throughaHow To Be The Pet Shop
Boys handbook. No, that's probably too harsh. For Broudie will
always emerge with something that's unquestionably Broudie, very
Liverpool, very pier-head pop. Even so, '
City Bright Stars', asong
penned with Baby Bird's Stephen Jones, comes clad in an
arrangement that recalls Van Halen's '
Jump'. Enough of
comparisons. A mention instead of 'Cigarettes And Lies', one of
Ian Broudie's most personal songs or 'Tales Of The Riverbank', a
reminder that the famous ferry is one of the few boats leaving
Liverpool these days. Yes, you'll love it. Did you ever doubt it?

There's four stars in the Daily Mail, where it's rated 'their best
album yet', plus four more in the Guardian which employs the
adjective 'miraculous'. The Sunday Times, however, reckons ' it
doesn't always work - but there's enough Broud,e-esque melody
here to ease fans gently into this new style'. The Independent calls
the songs 'new pop standards with ahint of classic New Order',
and according to The Times they're ' like the best moments of ' 80s
pop remixed for the ' 90s minus those horrible cheap synthesisers'.
Of the classy rock monthlies, Mojo Finds it 'utterly charming' and
Q awards yet another four stars. Personally, I'd give it five.

Fred De/lar

Johnny Black

A:1

A:1

GARTH BROOKS
IN THE LIFE OF CHRIS GAINES
Capitol 523 173 2

inm 30s)

Chris Gaines is an Australian rock
star — afigment of Garth Brooks's
imagination — who will one day
figure in The Lamb, afilm Brooks
hopes to make. Confusing ? Not
really. But you can bet your favourite
stetson that country music fans are
going to hate what their hero has
dragged out of his dreamworld. Rock
fans are likely to sneer too. Which is
unfortunate, because several tracks
on board this Don Was production
are well worthy of investigation.
'Lost In You', toted as the opening
single, wouldn't sound all that out of
place on a Smokey Robinson album;
'Snow In July' is adecent, organdriven Princely funk; ' Maybe' is pure
McCartney and ' Main Street' a
Dylan delight, while ' Right Now'
(are you ready for this?) is countryrock, social-message rap-attached
revamp of The Youngbloods' classic
'Get Together'. If nothing else, the
entertainment rating is high. One to
hear if not necessarily to buy.
Fred Dellar
III NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Berryman, Ralph McTell, Bert
Jansch, Stefan Grossman, John
Renboum — all were heroes,
providers of timeless fare. Now
Yorkshire's OBM label would
appear to be re-establishing the
movement, first with a series of
acclaimed albums featuring Chris
Newman and now with a debut
recording by Clive Carroll, whose
listed influences range from Nick
Drake to Michael Hedges and on to
Benjamin Britten. His technique is
astounding but he never loses sight
of melody, be he contributing
something as haunting as
'Southbound' or as finger-bustin' as
'Snake Bite Boogie'. John Renboum
claims that his reaction on first
hearing Carroll was one of shared
delight and disbelief. Sounds about
right.

A:1 •
MARC ii 2000

Garth Brooks
-or should

CLIVE CARROLL
SIXTH SENSE

that be

Old Bridge Music OBMCD12

Chris Gaines?

At the close of the 1960s,
Transatlantic Records released a
series of stunning acoustic guitar
records. They encompassed folk,
blues, jazz and ragtime, and slotted
into no particular category except
marvellous music. John James, Pete

(53m 27s)

Fred De/lar

A*: 1 •

GUY CLARK
COLD DOG SCUP
Sugar Hill SUG-CD 1063

(40m 46s)

In-between ` singer-songwriter' and
`outlaw country singer' is agenre
peopled by Clark and those he
99

name-checks in the title track: Tom
Waits, Townes Van Zandt, Ramblin'
Jack. Clark is the least prolific of
these musical descendants of
Kerouac, but his songs find favour
with country stars like Johnny Cash.
His latest is as gritty and low-key as
it gets, utterly devoid of anything
which would suggest asudden
craving for fame. The majority of
the tracks are self-penned or
collaborations, augmented with a
few choice covers, while the guest
list includes Emmylou Harris, so all
of the elements are here for
someone like Jools Holland to grab
Clark by the scruff of the neck and
make him astar. But it ain't gonna
happen: this music is just too downhome and personal.
Ken Kessler

A:1 •

MARTYN JOSEPH
FAR FROM SILENT
Pipe Records 190198 2

(
46m 03s)

At atime when the Robbie Williams
is being deified, when B*Witched
can have an uninterrupted run of
No 1smashes and Steps survive
beyond one hit, it's amazing that an
old-school, rniserablist singersongwriter (and Welsh, to boot) can
find an audience. It's not just quality
winning over adversity: Joseph harks
back to an earlier, unjustlydiscredited, passé era. Even the
opening notes put you into aJames
Taylor mood, while the style, voice
and manner ooze British folk. But
Joseph addresses an audience that's
been given short shrift for a decade
or two: troubled, friendless souls
who can't afford professional help.
Joseph himself misses the irony of
remarks like ' I'd rather be a cult
than aceleb any day'. Who's he
kidding? If that's true, why release a
CD at all?
Ken Kessler

is ahilarious piece of irony in this
context, but if, like me, you adore
Cole Porter, Rodgers and Hart,
Sammy Fain and other great 20thcentury songwriters, well, does the
phrase ` not with abargepole' have
any resonance for you?
Johnny Black

A:1 •

MIDNIGHT CHOIR
AMSTERDAM STRANDED
Glitterbouse GRCD 468

(
48m 53s)

When did you last hear an eightminute pop song that deserved to be
eight minutes long? Even The
Beatles' Hey Jude' is three minutes
of song with too much 'Na-na-na'
tagged on the end for comfort.
Happily though, ' Harbor Hope'
which opens this album, is a
perfectly structured piece which
evolves naturally from a delicate
piano/organ introduction, through a
brief and simple spoken interlude
into a sumptuous, heart-rending
lament that ends with ahaunting
orchestral coda. Midnight Choir are
Norwegians, and they are to the
Cowboy Junkies what A-Ha were to
Duran Duran, only better. The
songs are written by one Al
DeLoner but sung by Paal Flaata in
avoice as achingly emotional as
Gram Parsons's but, thankfully, as
rich and tuneful as Scott Walker's.
DeLoner's piano dictates the
structure of the music, but he's also
apowerful guitarist, with ahighly
evolved sense of ambient
atmospherics, which invests his
songs with a shimmering grandeur.
Trust me. This is the one.
Johnny Black

A•:1* •

George
Michael:
enveloped in
a gorgeous
sheen, but...

Ken Kessler

Creation CRECD239

Ozric
Tentacles
(below): at it
for 20 years

A:2 •

(
42m 24,)

From the moment, 1m 46s into the
opening ' Brother Can You Spare A
Dime', when George smacks the
word ' drum' with all the elegance of
ablacksmith flattening arecalcitrant
horseshoe, the agony rarely stops.
Apart from the difficulty of believing
that this Thatcherite multimillionaire has the foggiest concept
of what it must be like to beg for
coppers, there's an infinitely greater
hurdle to be overcome: he doesn't
have a clue how to handle songs
that fall outside the scope of his
genre — pseudo-erotic dance music
for coked-out yuppies. Producer Phil
Ramone and a trio of world-class
orchestral arrangers deliver atruly
gorgeous enveloping sheen, but a
turd in silk and velvet is aturd
nonetheless. To be fair, George does
adecent job on ' First Time Ever I
Saw Your Face', and ' Secret Love'
•
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A/10:2/3 •

PRIMAL SCREAM
XTRMNTR

GEORGE MICHAEL
SONGS FROM THE LAST CENTURY
Virgin CDVX 2920

from the 1960s can cite a few dozen
near-identical precedents, computer
technology be damned. This CD is
actually a kind-hearted gesture, an
official release of what was issued
last summer in alimited edition with
alternate artwork. As with its
predecessors, you could slap it in the
oldies pile next to Silver Apples and
none would be the wiser.

(
64m 38s)

The last Primal Scream album saw
Bobby Gillespie and his cohorts
plumbing unimaginable depths of
sloppy mediocrity, but things have
improved several hundred percent.
This is loud, raw and shambolic, but
the gloriously anarchic racket is
underpinned with garage-punk tunes
and sprinkled with a kaleidoscope of
crazed sound effects and found
sounds. The sonic architecture,
much of it borrowed from rap and
hip-hop, is brutal, distorted and
repetitive, but it's the detail — those
screechy mellotrons, that hint of
soul vocals, the bizarre brass stabs
— which transforms this from
effective industrial hard-core club
fodder into awork of transcendent

OZRIC TENTACLES
WATERFALL CITIES
Stretchy Records STRETCHY CD1
(57m 32s)
Love ambient music or hate it (and
I'm firmly in the latter camp), Ozric
Tentacles deserve recognition in
what is primarily a genre with stars
as anonymous as the music they
regurgitate. They've been at it for
nearly 20 years, through 19 albums,
and somehow they've created an
identifiable sound in a field where
individuality is intrinsically stifled.
Waterfall Cities is, as àmbient'
implies, atmospheric but curiously
dated. Any dope-smokin' pre-slacker

Primal
Scream: loud,
raw and
shambolic

power. There are moments in the
seven minute epic ` Keep Your
Dreams' when they sound like Gong
on crack, and this album's certainly
not for everybody but, if you rate
Nine Inch Nails abunch of softies,
XTRMNTR was made for you.
Johnny Black
«WM 2010

A:2 •
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Rock/pop Reviews
likely to prove less rewarding. A
truly panoramic affair, it
panoramic
encompasses rap, hip hop, road
East West 85738 0399 2
(
advance tape) affair, it
rage rock, back-up vocals by the
encompasses bucket-seat-full and an overThe sound of an artist trying far
rap, hip hop, elaborate opening track that might
too hard. For a man who plays
have been devised by Cecil B
distinctive guitar, possesses a gritty road rage
DeMille. ' Coming Off The Ropes',
vocal approach and has been
rock, back-up an almost Waitsian piece of mood
responsible for some fine songs,
vocals by
jazz, works better than most. But,
including one Grammy winner, Rea
overall, it's a record in need of a
the
buckethas often been unfairly criticised.
visit from the AA.
Since over-stretching himself with
seat- full and
Fred DeIlar
A:2 •
his La Passione project, a film and
an overalbum affair relating to his love of
RICE, RICE, HILLMAN &
elaborate
cars, he's been attempting to rePEDERSEN
opening
establish himself. His Blue Café
RICE, RICE, HILLMAN & PEDERSEN
track that
Rounder MD 0450
(
42m 35s)
might have
'A truly

CHRIS REA
THE ROAD TO HELL PART 2

been devised
by Cecil B
DeMille'

Chris Rea:
still on the
Road To
Hell
album was a reasonable stab at
getting to grips with his audience
once more. Now he's emerged with
a sequel to the ten year old The
Road To Hell, which remained in
the charts for 76 weeks, but this
particular portion of tarmac is

Bluegrass ain't exactly the most
turbulent genre, so this eponymous
sequel to 1997's superb Out Of The
Woodwork holds no surprises. But
bluegrass, despite its inertia, is on
something of ahigh, what with the
continued success of Ms Krauss
and, most recently, Dolly Parton's
tribute; so maybe R,R,H&P will
appeal for more than its Byrds
connection. The recipe remains as
before, a selection of fresh originals
and some slightly offbeat covers
(Deadheads, take note) performed
so well that students of fingerpickin' can chuck out all those
Stefan Grossman primers. The real
charm of this band is not its
undeniable pedigree and collective
talent, but its pure, unadulterated
and unashamed love for amusic
more normally associated with
rednecks, lynchings and low
foreheads. Hence, you can enjoy it
without feeling like agun-totuf
racist.
Ken Kessler
A/A*:1 •

DWIGHT TWILLEY
TULSA
When! WENCD201

(57m I7s)

In the late '70s, Tom Petty's Shelter
Records label mate Dwight mined
The Beatles' book of tiffs just as Petty
did the Byrds' jangly pop. Twenty
years on, nothing much has changed,
and anyone who enjoyed Twilley's
earlier outings will be delighted to
hear him back on good form. For
those who missed him first time, what
you get is breathless romantic pop,
adorned by carefully structured,
multi-layered guitars and harmony
vocals, delivered with shamelessly
John Lennonesque inflections.
Johnny Black

A:2 •

WARREN ZEVON
LIFE'LL KILL YA
Artemis ARTCD 08

(
40m 48s)

Over the years, the Zev has
successfully transformed himself from
second-rate navel-gazing MOR singersongwriter into an artist you ignore at
your peril. The storming harmonicadriven opener 'IWas In The House
When The House Burned Down' sets
out his stall — Dylanesque, sardonic,
hard-edged and timeless — but the
beautifully-constructed piano line that
meanders through the title song is
something Dylan could never have
dreamed up, and the Tom Lehreresque black humour of 'For My Next
Trick I'll Need A Volunteer' is rare in
rock of any stripe. This is an album
as brutally honest as Lennon's
Imagine, and as musically elegant as
anything by Randy Newman. If you
thought you knew what Warren
Zevon was about, think again.
Johnny Black
A:1 •

Box sets galore!
a lower- priced version of the
4CD/94-track/rarity-laden set of a
few years back, but in a CD- sized
jewel box rather than library case.
Essential stuff for any who love
popular music. A/As:1/1* •
A stunning surprise is the
exquisite It's Your Thing: The Story

INEVITABLY, THE SHELVES are
filling with millenniana ranging
from the absurd to the intelligent
and all points between. Laying
greatest claim to use of the ' m'
word is Music of The Millennium
[Universal/ EMI/Virgin 545 3002],
a tie-in with the Channel 4 survey
which deemed Robbie Williams
more influential than Dylan.
Gqueen opens the set, but given
the constraints of two CDs, 37
tracks and three labels, there's no
Elvis and no Sinatra, and they've
cunningly dealt with the Beatles via
solo tracks. A/B:1-4 •
Jazz gets its own partnering box
with Jazz of the Millennium
[Universal 545 4592/545 4612],
with a Far better representation,
from Armstrong onwards. A/B:1 •

Of The Isley Brothers [
Epic Legacy
Z3K 65547], three CDs covering
1957-96, and therefore nearly
every soul and R&B subgenre.
Masterful, groundbreaking funk: the
Brothers employed a young Jimi
Hendrix, delivered two songs later
covered by the Beatles, showed
consistent brilliance over 40 years
- this is lo-o-ong overdue.
A/B:1/1• •
Box of the Month? No question.
The cinema'? A nice 4CD

set called Cinema Century 2000 [
Silva Screen filmxcd 318] is the
sequel to Cinema Century, with 56 themes performed by the City of
Prague Philharmonic. A:2 •
Not all recent boxes, though, involve the Cause of the Dome
Barbra Streisand's Just For The Record [
Columbia COL495476 2] is

Box Of Pearls: The Janis Joplin Collection [
Columbia Legacy
K65937-51] is a perfect complement to the previous, rarity- filled
offering. This features all four of her studio albums [ including those
with Big Brother], remastered and featuring bonus tracks, plus a
bonus EP with five unreleased tracks. Still the white blues belter to
beat, 30 years after her death. A/B:1* •
Ken Kessler
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Rock/pop Reissues
GLENN MILLER
THE LEGEND LIVES ON VOL 1
11938-401

THE REMAINS
THE REMAINS

Ember/Magnum EMBCD501
(2CD3 143m 14s)

Sundazed LP5055
180g vinyl LP

Miller has been repackaged
even more times than the
Kinks, but this series organises
(and annotates) many of his
pre-WWII live performances
into a sensible whole. Nicely

Never did Iexpect
to see this near forgotten classic
reissued on vinyl,
especially after a
definitive CD
appeared a few
years back,
boasting numerous
bonus tracks. The
good folks at
Sundazed have not

remastered, with awarm
sound... and no 78 crackle.
Classic Big Band, as adored by
KK's Dad. H:1 •

only issued it on
180g vinyl, they've added
many of the bonus tracks from
the CD plus one not on thaT
collection. This is the sort of
mid- 1960s rock band which
had critics swooning, but which
for internal reasons never

LINDISFARNE
BACK AND FOURTH
Essential ESM CD 811

(38m 27s)

THE NEWS
Essential UM CD 812

(43m 08s)

SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
Essential ESM CD 808

(44m 37s)

(
39m 46s)

AMIGOS
Essential WA CD 810

(
45m 55s)

Coinciding with a tour, the
above five (listed
chronologically) kicked off with
the reunion of the original lineup in 1978 and carry on for a
decade. Remastered,
repackaged and with detailed
liner notes, these eclectic sets
cover so many roots genres —
harp-driven boogie, trad folk,
rural British, a cappella, slick
stadium rock — that it's hard
to believe the group had ahit
with ' Fog On The Tyne'.
Newcastle's finest? Probably.
A:le-2
WAYLON JENNINGS
LONESOME, ON'RY &
MEAN/HONKY TONK HEROES
Camden Deluxe 74321 698802
(65m 2$s)
Jennings's first two ' outlaw
period' LPs on one disc,
milestone sets which deserve to
be in any C&W collection with
an ear to history. Not only did
it revive this veteran's career, it
created a new country subgenre, attracting the likes of
Kristofferson, Nelson and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

achieved the stardom it
deserved. ' Diddy Wah Diddy'.
'Why Do ICry' — the
quintessential Nuggets- type
band and probably Boston's
finest pre-Geils grouping.
A/B:1 • •

Glaser. One of the first twofingers-to-Nashville gestures,
and for that we should be
thankful. Contains two bonus
tracks. A:1-1• •
THE JIMMY CASTOR
BUNCH
IT'S JUST BEGUN/PHASE TWO
Camden Deluxe 74321 69950 2
(72m 20s)

DANCE YOUR LIFE AWAY
Essential ESM CD 809

PINK FLOYD
PINK FLOYD IN LONDON
1966-1967

Classy, annotated two-on-one,
pairing Castor's first two, ultrarare LPs for RCA in the early
1970s. Chunky, adventurous,
big-band funk presaging the
disco era, with nods to
Hendrix and Sly, bass to die
for and such punch your
tweeters will bleed. Too good
to ignore. A-A*: 11 •
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
TALES FROM NEW YORK
Columbia SONYTV 81
(2GDs, 115m 4h)
You'd have thought that,
because the Old Friends 3CD
box set is now amid-price
special, there'd be no need for
a 2CD S&G ' best of'. But this
brand-new and utterly
astounding package contains
40 sublimely remastered tracks,
including all the US and UK
singles in chronological order,
great liner notes and track-bytrack recording info. ' Lush',
'sweet', 'poignant', 'romantic':
call this uber-schmalm what you
will, but it's still exquisite
music. And, had The Remains
not been issued at the same
time, this would have been
'Reissue of the Month'.
A•d• •

MU MO

See For Miles SFM1966
(28m 36s) plus CD-ROM
Although this Pink Floyd
obscurity has been issued many
times before, this latest version
contains a fabulous bonus
CD-ROM with the ' Interstellar
Overdrive' film footage and
FMV interviews with Mick
Jagger, David Hockney, Julie
Christie, Michael Caine and
director Peter Whitehead. As
such, it's a dandy souvenir of
Swinging London, as well as a
'Floyd must-have.
A- B: 1 - 2 •
NINA SIMONE
NINA SIMONE & PIANO/
SILK & SOUL
Camden Deluxe 74321 69881 2
(72m 40s)
From ajazz deity who —
thank goodness — was placed
highly in the otherwise
ludicrous Millennium survey, a
brace of LPs (and three rare
bonus tracks) from the late
1960s, by which time black
pride in music had caught up
with what she'd been doing for
years. Achingly beautiful,
soulful material, with Nina's
piano-playing to the fore. And
you won't believe what she did
with aJonathan King song...
A-A•:1•
LAL & NORMA
WATERSON
A TRUE HEARTED GIRL
Topic TSCD 507

(
42m 34s)

MIKE WATERSON
MIKE WATERSON
Topic TSCD 516

(
45m 21s)

Ultra-lean and pure British
roots music: Lal & Norma are
how the Roches might sound,
had they been granolamunching, penny-flute-playing
Limeys. The entire 1977 LP,
plus a track from a 1966
Waterson album and abonus
recorded in 1998, serve as a

homage of sorts to Lal
Wáterson, who died in 1998.
Mike's equally unplugged and
traditional solo also dates from
1977, and sports bonus tracks
from the 1966 group effort.
A- A':1-2 10:1
VARIOUS
FROM THE VAULTS/MORE
FROM THE VAULTS
FIGO BGOCD 467

(
70m 34s)

Terrific: 31 tracks from the
rock niche of the Liberty
vaults, apair of 30-year-old
compilations to rival any thatwas-rock'n'roll-type study.
Mainly hits from artists of the
calibre of Fats Domino, Rick
Nelson, the Crickets, Jackie
DeShannon, Eddie Cochran,
PJ Proby, Del Shannon —
whew, what atestimonial!
A*-C:1-1* •
VARIOUS
MORE MUSIC TO WATCH
GIRLS BY
Columbia SONYTV 75CD
(2CDs, 115m 55s)
Sequel to the loungecore/
bachelor pad smash which
turned the 'Now That's What
ICall Music' generation onto
Dino, Andy Williams, Tony
Bennett et a/. Another 40 gems
fill this double, including a
British element and some
famed instrumentals.
Frank'n'Nancy, Cilla, Perry
Como, Perez Prado — almost
makes you want to chug a
Martini. A-A•:1-1• •
VARIOUS
RHYTHM & BLUES VOLUMES
1&2
BG0 BGOCD 466

(68m 36s)

RURAL BLUES VOLUMES 1812
BG0 WOO 384

(
74m 19s)

RURAL BLUES VOLUME 3
13G0 NOW 464

(
36m 26s)

Companions to January's
reissue of the month,
complementing the urban blues
sets with studies of other blues
genres. The R&B package
contains two LPs from
1969-70, with 28 treasures
from assorted, mainly obscure
Fifties vocal groups, while the
two rural sets provide a total of
42 down-home tracks (though
some would have worked on
the city set) by Roosevelt
Sykes, Country Kim, Slim
Harpo, Lightnin' Hopkins.
Again, the selections were coordinated by the late Bob ' The
Bear' Hite, and, yes, these are
of the standard of the urban
sets. A-B/H:1-2 • • •
Ken Kessler
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AICCOSSOMS
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £25.00 El
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil stepup transformer
£70.00 E
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber Ill /steel LI mounting £ 10.50 III
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage units;
satin black MDF. All 465trun wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 III
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 E
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00 o
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00 E
HFNIRR 017 Walnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£ 0.00
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £ 2.00
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00
per 100 £ 19.00 E per 500 £ 0.00 E
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00111
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 H

VARIOUS

DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 E
Jumbo £65.00 E
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) MOO E
large(three) £12.00
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 111
Big Feet 63inin dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £60.00 E
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 E
Insert Audio 4nun plugs: (
four)
MOO II
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6nun dia) pair £ 12.00E
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 E
Gryphon ' The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£ 9.00 E
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 E
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 111
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00
Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00 E
Six-way £85.00 E
Ten-way £ 5.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 E
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 E Ready-built unit £95.00 ' 1

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 199.00 O Ready-built £ 70.00
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £ 15.00 El
five litres £ 5.00 E
Ftingmat: 3mm XLR `Universal' £ 0.00 El
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x 12in,
per 50 £20.00 II per 100 £ 8.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in, sealable
per 50 £. 00 E
per 100 £. 00 E
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£0.00 E
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift (black)
£40.00 E
(chrome) £70.00 E
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
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cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 L,
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 O
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 o
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£10.00
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme
£20.00 El
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£ 85.00 E

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 E
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £. 50 E
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 El Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £. 50 E
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit
£15.00 E
Densen DeMagic: de-mag CD
DO.® E
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD:
subjective test CD £ 3.00 E
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system demagnetising CD
£25.00 E
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£ 0.00 E
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£ 20.00 E
X-CAN valve headphone amp
£130.00 E

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00
6N7GT £6.00 E
KT88 (new) £35.00 ,
6550WE £25.00 II
EL34WXT £ 12.00 ' I
6L6WXT (new) £ 12.00 I
EF86 £ 12.00 E
5881(KT66) £8.00
EL84M £12.00 111
EL84 £6.00 [
ECC81/12AT7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.00 E
ECC83/12AX7WA/7025
£6.00 E
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922 £ 10.00 E
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £. 00 E
pre-amp tubes £7.00 Ell
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F Olsen.
The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan b-bk)
(
£40.00 El
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 1
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 _1
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance
Dickason. (s-bk)
£25.00 El
Complete Guide To High End Audio
Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00 E
(signed h-bk) £45.00 E
Home Theatre For Everyone
by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£ 8.00 E
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set III each £ 17.00 PI
Audio Glossary JGordon Holt £ 10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 LI
Power Amp Projects Domestic and In-Car
Designs. Audio Amateur £20.00 E
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 E
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk) £25.00 EI
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich (s-bk)
£ 0.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 o
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £ 2.00 E b
(-bk) £ 0.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill
£12.50 El
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £40.00 Ell
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects

E
+
I
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77Bei 52
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 H
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00 E
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 125.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£ 0.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 E
Modern Recording Techniques by Huber
& Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker Projects
No 1 19 designs (s-bk) £7.00 [1
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 CI
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 E
Radio Designers Handbook, C̀lassic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00 E
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles £8.00 E
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 E
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood ( 2nd edition) £25.00

CATALOGUES
Accessories Club
full review catalogue E
Book, technical CD and software
catalogue E Audiophile LPs/CDs O

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
Standard gauge, £5.00 per metre El
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre III
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 II
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 E
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £ 0.00 E ready built £75.00 El
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 El
Built unit
£295.00 E
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 E
Built unit
£399.00 II
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK £450.00.
110/110V USA/etc £500.00. II
110/240V or 240V/110V £500.00. [1
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £ 0.00 El per two-pair £ 10.00 El
Earth Henry: RF earth choke.
Built £50.00 II Self build kit
£ 8.00 n
RCD installed type
£65.00 1
RCD 2x 13A socket type £55.00 1
Audio Quality Mains Supply booklet
£20.00 1

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £ 98.00 II 2-way £99.00 E
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.001 1
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)

*,6,* THIS MONTH'S ***
"
FEATURED ITEM
Pearl Coolers (
please specify valve type):
small signal £7.00 El power valve £9.00 El

READER SERVICES

TUBES
IS
COOL

CDServiee

TUBE COOLERS, in the words of the
TV advertisement, do ' exactly what
it says on the box', they cool tubes:
an advantage for longer life, and
improved performance of
thermionic devices. Numerous
studies have shown excessive bulb
temperature to be the major cause
of reduced life expectancy in audio
valves.
The latest generation of Pearl
Tube Coolers, however, does
something more — it also addresses
the problems of microphony. Pearl
has thus covered two problem
areas. Cooling is particularly
important in large output valves,
while damping, to deal with the
problems of microphony, can be
important with small- signal preamplifier tubes.
Pearl Coolers are essentially
heatsinks, fitted around the outside
of the tube and held in place with
two ' 0' rings. Their heat transfer
efficiency is optimised by the ' Lazy
Wave' profile. In the form fitted to
output devices ( KT88, 6550, 5881,
KT66 et al), the Pearl is very much

acooler first and adamper second.
Apart from increased life
expectancy, the sonic improvements
can include improved control, finer
top- end detail and areduced
mid/upper woolliness.
The small- signal version of the
Pearl comes complete with a
damping component, and in this
case cooling is the secondary
function. The damper takes the form
of a ' Kapton' woven sock that sits
between the body of the valve and
the cooler. The effect is dramatic!
All of the problems of noise and
loss of fine detail associated with
microphony are dramatically
reduced.
Pearl Coolers come in various
sizes to fit most valves. Simply
specify the type of valve to be
treated, anc leave the rest to us.
Price is dependent upon size. Smallsignal tube coolers are £ 7.00 each,
power tube!. £9.00 each.
As alway-;, prices include
shipping within the UK. All
Accessories Club orders are covered
by our 14- day return guarantee.

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 (011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE
•
•
A

CATEGORIES
FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
MID PRICE: £7.99 each
BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each

• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz — Steven Lantner/Mat Manen i£9.99;
Joe Morris £ 14.95; Stuff Smith £59.95
Rock/pop — Lightning Seeds, Garth Brooks,
George Michael,
Chris Rea £ 12.75
Box sets galore! — Cinema
Century £13.25;
Music Of The Millennium,
Jazz Of The Millennium
£14.95;
It's Your Thing... £ 16.75;
Just For The Record
£21.45;
Box Of Pearls... £32.95
Rock reissues — The Remains ( LP) £ 14.45; Glenn Miller,
Various (
More Music To Watch Girls By) £14.45;
Various (
Rural Blues Vol.3) £9.99

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

catalogue number & title

Postcode

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

I Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switcfe
Card Number •
delete as appropriate

IH
Expiry Date

L

+postage and packing (see text): £
Issue Number

Signature

To order by post: send completed order form (tear-out sheets or
photocopy) to: HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH, United Kingdom; or fax: +44 (01 I
234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone: +44 (0) 1234 741152; and by
e-mail: hi-finewsaccessoriesclub@britishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address: www.britishaudio.co.uk

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales: export sales are very welcome. Where applicable they will be
VAT (Sales Tax) free, but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&0E.

508.24

Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit
unmatched performance

B4
C)CDTHRCDYL_) STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934
http://vvww.meridia

SUBSCRIBE TODAY FOR
ONLY £ 14.88!
Just fill in the form, put it in an
envelope, and you can save yourself
£11.22 in less than 2minutes - and
you don't even need astamp!

THERE'S NO CATCH AND NO
HIDDEN EXTRAS.
You'll receive the next SIX issues
of Hi -Fi News for the special
price of only £14.88 - Saving
you £3.72 ( usual price £ 18.60)... and we'll
N. '" .
.•

80i

_

YR:Lerrn,
CO! ,Z
'

•

deliver them to your door absolutely FREE!
AND... you'll receive a FREE Hi Fi News binder
worth £7.50.
That's atotal saving of £11.22
This tremendous offer is open to everyone, even if
you are already a subscriber. So come on, get that
pen out and start saving.

FREE
binder
worth
£7.50

SAVE £11.22
Send no money now.
Simply complete this form, detach and send it in an
envelope (no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305, BRISTOL BS32 OZZ

_

SAVE £ 11.22

I) DIRECT
Debit

instruction to your Bank or Building
Society to pay Direct Debits

Send no money now. Simply complete

Name and full postal address of your
Bank or Building Society branch

this form, detach and send it in an
envelope (no stamp required) to:

To: The Manager

LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305,
BRISTOL BS32 OZZ. Do it now!

Address

13 13 10 10 14

51

(top right comer
of cheque)

Account number

1.t -11 .1I1
1

I

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Bank / Building Society

Please pay Link House Magazines Ltd. Direct Debits from
the account detailed on this instruction subject to the
safeguards assured by The Direct Debit Gua-antee

Mr/Mrs/Ms

Postcode
Name(s) of account holder(s)

Address

Branch sort code

klentrleatron Nvnter

Signature
Date
Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit

Link House Magazines reference number
Postcode

instruction for some types of account

Office use only

Tel No.

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE

Yes. Iwould like to subscribe by Direct Debit to
HiFi News at the specially discounted rate of just
£14.88 (please tick)
HIFI0910/DD

This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme. The efficiency and security of the
Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change you will be
told of this in aovance by at least 14 days as agreed.lf an error is made by Link House Magazines Limited or your Bank or atildirg Society
you are guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by writing to
your Bank or Building Society. Please also send acopy of the letter to us. Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through abank or bulking society.
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All you need to get the best out of youe tumiobte. ants and cartridge

THE

Hi -Fi NEws
TEST RECORD

a bold a
udiophil e wo...ild dare to
call hrnself 'The Cartrid ge Man ',
O
nly Len Gregory has as much right
but
to the name as any. He's known fa- keeping
cartridges wark.ng well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartrdges are Deccas ard
Grados... which Linda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation p-ezedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming +ephone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on o test LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare press and market the first
new Test Reco-d , nadecade- plus He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, judging
by the 'wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're work.ng on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the mo..t requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final

test LP, the h1,- f. News Test F:ecord Test
Record for amere £ 14. 95.
It's odoozie detailed notes, oset up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, prist:ne virgir vinyl
pressings and — best of all — ataible and
visible clues rcyhter than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for I./R
channel identification, phase, charnel
balance (- 20dB pink no!sel.+R), the some
again ;or left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bics,
increcriing in 2ce3 steps. All these tests
require are your ears, but the nstructions
will guide ycL: through every step.
Side Two ;eatures seven •rocks which
cover ,rackirg ability, cortrdge/a-rn
resoncnce and cartridge alignment. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, ail
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned os the first,
middle and kIst tracks so you con gouge
performance :-..-cross the whole arc of fravel.
(Or lire of travel, if you're the lucky own er at

atangential arm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pi ot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
alaws you to adjust the azimuth for
mmimum output, through a300Hz vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler- drive deck and none of your friends are
wiling to believe it's aquiet runner.„
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Lost Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Test Record ' in
o-int' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!
Ken Kessler

:ORDER FORM
please send me
copies of TEST LP HFN001
Iat £ 14.95 each.
enclose remittance of £
iI

J1 enclose Cheque/PO/MO'
Iwish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex'

'NAME (CAPS)

Expiry dote ............... Signature

'ADDRESS

Please send orders to FIFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 IYH, Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
Club Dei very subject to ovo lability.
Accessories Club Hotline e(
01234) 741152.
Non UK soies VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage I
charges. 4lotocopies of this torm are acceptable. E&OE.

Postcode

My Cara number is

111111111111111

•Please delete as necessary;

The Hi- Fi Shovv

And here's to the next time...
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will be held at the Novotel,
London West, on 21st- 24th September, 2000.
All enquiries to the Show's organiser,
Janet Belton, ¡PC Magazines,
Link House Exhibitions,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
Telephone + 44 (0) 208-774 0847
Fax + 44 (0) 208-781 1158
e-mail janet_belton(a lhm.co.uk
The Hi -Fi Show: London's
international home
entertainment show.
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will mark
the event's 18th successful year.
The Hi -Fi Show is sponsored
by Hi -Fi News & Record Review
magazine, the leadng audio
and music journal.
Known and respected all over
the world, Hi -Fi News was
founded in 1956.

specialist guide
LONDON

Ole O'Brien Hi-Fideiî

Al IRO \\ ALMA I

Est 1966
•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON
Clearance/Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
0%

COPELAND

Instant Finance Available

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mina walk Rayons Park BR • 20 mies Waterloo • 5wins from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 misa M25 Junc 10
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues-Sat
Fax: ( 0181) 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

KRELL

Tel: ( 0181) 946 1528

GREATER LONDON

SOUTH EAST LONDON

ni

ao

Front End Problems?

l

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
ellOND

MEET, EALING
0181-567

LIO,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, MAY,
OWFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, COSMIC,
,EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISS
FIDELITY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, ORELLE, ORIGIN
, QUAD, PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNH
sour LINK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, S
SUPRA, TAG MCLAREN, TARGET TEAC, THORENS,

E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

0181-688 6565

studio

82

HARPENDEN LTD

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeaten Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock.

/

Juicy fruit from London's
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAlvIICHI, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD,
RUARK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
YAMAHA
Our sixth succulent year

Tel: 01582 764246

0171 -924 2040
www.orangesandlemonshifi.com

Bang & Olufsen Centre

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AVI,
BANG 8OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
QED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TEAC.

AUDIOJOY LTD.

Specialist Audio Consultants for North London

Anatog A udio
IIi Ills

audii)
Auditorium

For Natural and Musical sounds try the following
special combinations:

(Hi-fi Specialists)
ti-t9 High Road, Iondon N il
Tel. 0181 445 3267

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

Lavardin Technology amps plus 1S3/5A and Macbeth Speakers.
Clearaudio, Graham and Transfiguration for analogue fmnt end.
Also Trichord Research, Michell. Target, Stands Unique, Rockport.
Tel: 0181 363 4963

www.audiojoy.demon.co.uk

`31(» kist ot lull range () Ispeaker sand
electronics tor all major manufacturers.

Please phone for details.

SUFFOLK
NORFOLK

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel
:(01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
110

studio

Wki

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG 8, OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

atc
audio physic
chord company
denses
harbeth
lyra
michell
nordost

si• nais
hi-fi

nva
royd

014 73 622866

sumiko

BADA BONDED DEALER
at FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON ISW6 410
TEL:0171 624 K855
FAX 0171 624 5;1 ,

for grown-ups

sugden

fa X

totem

01473 631588

trichord

email
enq@signals.uk.com
w w w .signals.uk.com

and more

mortl.=, ham heath ipswich IP5 3UA
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DEVON at CORNWALL

ERIE

Hearing is Believing

Arcam

sawed

CLOW

Auallel

Castle
>lamellae!'
Kegs
flair -ant

30

Epos
years of Excellence

'rashest
Sonjulliel

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Toes -Sat 10 am to 6 pm Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

Academy Sound

QUAD 33 Upgrade

Naim

Rear Panel Conversion with Gold Phono
Sockets

CHESHIRE

Also Rebuilds for QUAD II

Fisher

Lowther etc.
Unit 3Bosleake. Pool, Cornwall. TRIO 3YG Telephone 01209 716236
°Mae Hours 10am - 6:30pm

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

GREATER MANCHESTER

Warrington, WA1 3NU
'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

• Naim

Audio • Audiolab •

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

.
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
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must< to your • ars
TDL • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL
AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,
14 Stockport Road,
OLDHAM
CHEADLE

Chantry Audio

eoe

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

o tAcec
e •oiç et
Ct‘e*

0‘1•44

13:1
344

NORTHERN IRELAND

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krdl, Theta, Copeland, Meridian, Audio Research, Audion, Pink A,
O&M, 88W speakers inc Nautilus 8W Series, Wilson Audio, Marlin Logan,
Soars Faber, Juno finc Concert Series), Epos, Myryod, Creek, C.R.D.L,
S.M.E , Rd, Role Denon, Rose, Haman Kardon, 0.18.1oce,
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
Copeland 288 CD player

New

Now

(Ex Deer) ...£2,000....£1,399

TURNTABLES - AVID. Clearaudio, Michell. Nottingham Analogue
Roksan SME. Pl. Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch.
Nott Analogue. VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz. Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord.
Roksan. Audiomeca, Musical Fidelity. Copeland, Krell, '
IBA, Meracus,

Lumley 120s black/mint (inc all new valves) (S/H) £3,300....£1,499

SAC
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus, YBA. Copeland, Krell, Gryphon
Arcam. Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graat
Audio Research, Arion.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Triangle, Jamo.
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonus Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Living Voice, Klipsch, Mission. Eltax.
HOME CINEMA - Ratel, Harman Kardon, Krell, Denon, Yamaha, Roksan,
Marantz. Davis. Sony, Mission. JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Ratline, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington.
Base, Precious Metals. MI, Nordost. LAE. Optimum. Custom Design,
Stands Unique, Leider.
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE. DUNGANNON
8T70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. 13avidKronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

Chore Syntar 100 tower speakers

New Shop Now Open at 19F High Street, Omaha
Tel: 01662 259966

0161 633 2602
0161 428 7887
Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 (8.00 Thursdays)

Audio Research LS9 pre amp ( remote]
Audion Premier pre valve inc phono)

(Ex Dim) ...£ 1,995....£1,600
(
Ex Darn) ...£1,500....£995

Jamo Concert 8speakers (mint conddion)
£1,400....£895
Epos E522 speakers
(Ex Dam) ...£1,350....£995
.E400 £299

SM108 professional siudio monitors (Solid Cherry) £2,800. 21995
Audio Research LS7 valve pre amp

(S/H) £1,750....£875

Jere. Ai Ls Den inns ore in new, vanerissl, and band red Wei Mehl rawrinceare
swororded Offense rniniunr of2 yews ad up » Ss's.. dwindles man Ike redid
,ree***********

Oki>H<V5 AUDIO
4,421,

it OTISe Dee ers en luoushr Precision • Accielk Signature • Audio Analogue
Audrommo • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • 81.1 •Boulder • Burmester
Cabers, • ((nary Audio • Conrad Johnson • (roll • Doll • Dom Protectors • Denon
Diapason • SPA • EAR. • Flertrocomponiet • Forsell • Fujitsu Plosmo Screens
Golden lobe • Graaf • Horman-Kordon • Helios • Horning • Infinity • lei • Klipsch
Living Voice • Lowther Voçt • Lyre • Magnum • Musical Fidelity • HAD • Oracle
Ortofon • Pathos Mouslie • Philips Proiertors • Pink !fluorite • Pioneer • Rotel
Rums • %a • Sumiso • Toil Audio • Teas • Technics • Thok Audio • Tarmshend Audio
Triangle • Trichord Research • Totem • Unison Research • Von • SPI. • XI(
Tomamura Churchill and others
he, deli," mtlallellwee • l'art hange Ifulhne,
Call for list of pert exchange bargains
>renews aansigrrerr brae 15res Irce127o4 he rek riou ex,kne elesicekaa
5mins from J27 of the M6

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

SOUTH COAST

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- lime Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

Choose from the ,
finest -5

13ADA

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
SURREY

sec'arils

•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE

PLEASE MENTION
HI FI NEWS WHEN
REPLYING TO
THESE ADVERTS
11I-F1 NEWS

8. RECORD REVEW

MARCH 2000

•MICROMEGA • NADI AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTAI.
•ROYD • SHAHIMAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Set 10am - 6pm

EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

specialist guide
YORKSHIRE

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora, Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A.,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others.

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

Celebrating

a Decade

of

Sound

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some of
the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
pan exchange allowance always available. Agencies include ATC
•AVI • Bryston, • Castle • Charlo • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
Kimber Kahle • Marantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo
•Tear • The Professional Monitor Co • %%Ala and mum, more.

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

TEL: 01482 587397
11.0.1M1141.
11'

AVI

,e

W

•

VISA

WEST SUSSEX

C::D

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850
EMail: info@audioreflections.co.uk

e,

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

4epoo/weleaft;

Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet, ProAc, Ruant, Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research, T & A, Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios. Blueprint, Audio Analogue, Exposure, Living Voice, Densen,
Celestion (ASedes only), Opera, Audio Physic, Trichord Research, Nordost, Stands Unique,
Stan Electrostatics, Ortofon, Goldring, Yamaha AV, Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial, Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, Visa. Finance available
TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-epro Tue-Fil, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

BRIGHTON'S LEADING

W ould you like to hear more)
.0.50td..emescap
P RC:DJ EC_TS
MŒACIIIN101,..EY

0 113

BADA & CEDIA

2

1..(11LOS

0

3

SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Roark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

11.4.

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS

Naim...IVIerart...Arcam...'fag
Teac...Mission...Stands Unique..

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, Walsall

and much, much more.

QUALITY

01922 493499

Hi-fi for the midlands
3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre

0121 321 2445

In House Service Department Mail order available
Interest Free Credit availobl

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

(On Selected tem. sublet to 2O, deposit. Written detods on request)

i74.1

HI-FI

k

r_LIM

=11

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.
Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00

NTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

CEDIA
35

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM 617 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
il:

MARCH 2000

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Understand
Supports

Ultimate Sonics

A TRUE THOROUGHBRED

DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI

Fax: 0208 6994232.
E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.

sub-shelving

Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com

Solid aluminium legi. vr.

l-iiI sod veneered

Totally modular

Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List (
U.S.RRP)

Fully decoupled section ,

HOTLINE 07956 805 572.

isolation increasing level by I,

For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)

ALON CIRCE
The Circe is the new design
from Alon to provide state
of the art sound quality in a

i

Prices start from £ 125.00
Distributed by BLUE SOLUTIONS
For more information call
Tel: 07977 483 691 Fax: 07970 720 399

floor standing 3-Way
configuration.
This is capable of resolving
musical nuance even at the

64 FI xton Road
Urmston
Manchester
M41 5AB

>pay

extreme low frequency end
of the audible spectrum.

0161 202 9922

The overall effect is a very
large sound stage with natural
dynamics.

ALdio Analogue, Audicmeca, Audio- Physic, Avantgarde, AVI,

Stereophile November 99-

Bryston, Creek, CH rson,

2nd runner up for loudspeaker of
the year.

'Meracus, Michell Musical

Graaf, Helios, Heybrook, LFD,
7idelity,

Neat, Origin Live, Opera,

Ortcfon, Pink Triangle, Project, Roksan, Rothwell, Royd,
Sonneteer, Teac, Triangle, Trichiord, Trilogy,

Unison

Research, Ventas, Wadia and more.
THE NATURAL
email reploty@dial.pipex.com

SOUNDING
LOUDSPEAKER

website hip://www.replcy dial. pipex.com

audiophileusa.com
Addictive web site for LP CD Accessory & DAD fans. We email superb
monthly lists of new and used jazz, rock, folk, audiophile, blues and
much more. Knowledgable, friendly staff. Great service, unbeatable
prices. Free monthly flyers that keep you up to date with new releases
as well as outstanding condition used 1ps. Plus special offers! Here's a
tiny selection of what we carry
Bookmark our web site NOW!
DVD AUDIO DISCS (ALL TITLES

ILLINOIS JACQUET: BIRTHDAY

AVAILABLE) GREAT PRICES!

PARTY ( 180GM LP)

DCC LPs & 24KT GOLD CDs . $21.99

SALE OF
REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION
PRODUCTS
FRP

Special

Conrad-johnson PV10AL vave lire preamplifier

£1095

Conrad-johnson PV10A valve ,ine/phono preamplifier

£1295 £9li

Conrad-johnson PV12A valve line/phono preamplifier

£2590 £20i
£2500 £ 19b„.

Conrad-johnson CAV50 irtegrated (2x501 valve amplifier
Conrad-fohnson Premier SA valve mono amplifier 275W (pair)

Csi

£17000 £ 12000

Conrad-johnson Premier 4remote valve line preamplifier

£4500 £3290

Conrad-)ohnson Premie' 16LS (Mini-Art) demote valve line preamplifier

£8000 £6250

GETZ/GILBERTO (SPEAKERS

Conrad-johnson MF2500 so id-state (250wpc) power amplifier (new)

£00

CARDAS SWEEP RECORD ( NEW

CORNER 180GM LP)

Conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transpon (new)

£1795 £ 1200

VERSION)

DOUG MACLEOD: UNMARKED

Conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve d/a processor ( new)

£1995 £ 1400

Conrad-johnson DIA3solid-state d/a processor (new)
Conrad-johnson DV-2h valve CD player (new)

£1195 £750
£2495 £ 1750

$ 18.99

$29.99

$26.00

CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: LIVE IN

ROAD (AUDIOQUEST CD). . . $5.00!

CHICAGO ( 180 GM)

£2600

ALLSOP ORBITRAC-GREAT FOR

Conradlohnson Premier 9reference valve dia processor

£3500 £ 1750

ROB WASSERMAN: TRIOS ( MOBILE

CLEANING LPs

Resolution Audio VT960/D92 - 24/96. DVD transport/processor

£5500 £2750

FIDELITY) 24K GOLD

ZOMBIES: ODESSEY & ORACLE

BelCanto SETI 40 Class Asingle-ended remote integrated amplifier (new)

£4500 £2500

Golden Tube Audio SE-40 single ended class Avalve amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SI-50Mk11 remote valve integrated amplifier (new)

£1100 £650

Golden Tube Audio SE-3008Mk11 Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W ( new)

£950 £ 1000

Golden Tube Audio SE- 100 valve stereo amplifier 2x100W ( new)

£2395 £ 1250

$26.00

$23.00

$33.00

BYRDS: ALL TITLES ON 180GM LP +

(UK LP REISSUE)

BONUS CUTS

RAY BROWN: I'M WALKING

$ 16.99

BEACH BOYS: PET SOUNDS

$20.00

(XRCD2)

$26.99

Melos 202 Gold valve stereo amplifier 2x200W

(180GM TRUE STEREO) . . . . $ 19.99
XRCD & XRCD2-ALL TITLES

DENON AUDIO CHECK LP
(180GM)

$34.99

AVAILABLE-GREAT PRICES!!!!

LOWEST PRICES ON ALL AUDIOPHILE LABELS
EXPERT PACKAGING, WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

iudiophlleintemational
11355A PYRITES WAY # 1.GOLD RIVER, CALIF., 95670, USA
TEL: (
916) 858 8383 FAX: ( 916) 858 8385
www.audiophileusa.com

VISA/MC/AMEX/DINERS
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

NIA{2( kl

Sound tab A3 reference electrostatic loudspeakers (medium oak)

£1100 £700

£4500 £ 1500
£12000 £3450

Avalon Arcus loudspeakers ( piano black - very limited edition!!)

£8000 £4990

Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers (cherry)

£.3000 £4500

Muse Model Two balanced d/a processor (new)

£2000 £ 1100

Muse Model Two Plus balanced d/a processor ( new)

£2500 £ 1250

Muse Model Five CD transport (new)

£1800 £ 1000

Muse Model 300 mono power amplifier 300W ( pair)

£3995 £2150

Kuzma turntables and tonearms ( selection)
Shan Mook isolation platforms and tuning devices (selection)

please ask for prices

Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and digital cables (selection I

please ask for prices

Harmonix resonarce tunine devices (seiection)

pleme ask for prices

please ask for prices

AUIDEOFREAKS

Distributors Of Fine Audio lit Home Theatre Equiv.,..1:

Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

113

Trader
www.audiotradenco.uk
GOOD NEWS!
Europe's Nol
commission sale
specialists
Instant ' reserve'
valuations
We endeavour tc offer you realistic
market values for carefully used audio
components Helped by our unique
audio pricing matrix, we hope to
pleasantly surprise you. Whether
wishing to upgrade to your dream
system or simply engage in our caring
and fair ' commission sale' scheme, we
will always am n to please!

Same day collections
All commission sale agreements
benefit from our same day collection.
Our drivers and appointed couriers are
on the road nationwide everyday andl
are ready to call. All goods
collected are filly insured in transit. On
arrival at our Peterborough depot the
equipment will be physically checked
and fully tested as part of our pre-sale

"For those ultimate bargain hunters, simply look
for the items priced in
they're all reduced!"
Meridian 566 20 Bit DAC

Turntables, Tonearms

Meridian 606 DAC
Micromega DAC 2

prestigious showrooms. This service is
an integral part of our unique way of
successfully selling top branded
carefully used audio components

No pressure - No
comebacks
Taking advantage of our ' commission
sale agreement' removes all the
obvious hassle of home selling. No
intrusive phone calls or time wasted by
private visitors. By choosing our

£599
£559

£ NA

£NA

£999

Micromega Drive 3 Transport

£ NA

Ariston RD40 - SME 3009 MK 2i

£529

£NA

£399

Dunlop System Deck 3, Basic LVX - K5
Goldring Lenco 85 T/Table (White)
Grace G707 Mk 2 Tone Arm

£NA

Micromega Stage 2 CD Player £ 700
Micromega Stage 5 CD Player ( Ex-dem) £750

£399

£379

£NA

£89

£NA

£199

£139

Musical Fidelity X - DAC New hdcd £ 300
Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC
£800

£249

Pioneer PDS 505 Precision CD Player £549

£299

£399
Linn Sondek's Stock changing weekly, please

QED Digit Reference DAC ( Chrome) £450
Radford WS1 CD Player
£ NA

call for latest arrivals, 4 ittok Spec's In Stock!
Luxman PD 300 T/Table (Choice of Three) from £ 399
Luxman PD 555 T/Table ( Fully Serviced

£489

Revox B225 CD Player

£ 1100

£459

Roksan DP1 Transport, Updated 1996

£ 1300

£799

Teac VRDS 10 CD Player

and Superb)

£NA

£1599

Technics SHZ 1000, SHX 1000 Transport +

Morch DP6 Tone Arm (Gold)

£700

£399

DAC, Tom Evans Modified ( Gold Finish) £5000

Helius Orion Tone Arm

£NA
Linn LP12 + Basic Plus ( Sounds Great) £ 1600

£549
£399
£199

£ 770

£459
£2500

Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black)

£NA

£499

Technics SLP 200 CD Player - Balanced £ 1200

Oracle Delphi II/Linn Ittock II

£499

£NA

£1299

Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz +

Trichord Pulsar DAC 20 Bit, Blue Marble £ 1450

£1500

£499

£789

Project 6 T/Table

£360

£239

gIE===ffl

Pink Triangle PT2 ( SMEcut)

£NA

£299

Rega Planar 2 7/Table RB300
Rega Planar 3 1/Table RB300

£NA

£189

£NA

£199

Revolver With Linn Basic - NAG MP11

£NA

£199

Aragon 24k Pre Amp
£ 1600
Arcam Zeta One Int Av Amp ( Ex-dem) £999

£799
£499

Revox 8795 T/Table

£NA

£499

Roksan Radius + Tabriz

Audiolab 8000 S Int Amp

£750

£499

£800

£449

Audio Research BL1 - SE to Bal
£ 799

£549

£ 1100

£679

Roksan Xerzes + Artemiz + AT 005

£1700

Roksan Xerves ( Black) Choice Of Three
Roksan Xerxes ( Rosewood) Beautiful

from £499

Condition, Alphason Arm, Sumiko
The Best We've Seen

£699

Convertor ( Ex-dem)
AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp
AVI S2000 Monoblocks (VGC)

BR

£ 1399

£899

£2400

£999

Chord SPM 1200 B Power Amp ( Mint) £ 3790
Cyrus AV Master Dolby Prologic Processor £699

£2799

£NA

£169

Cyrus 1Int Amp

£275

£159

£NA
£199
Thorens,Garrard and other Classic Turntables
Changing Weekly Please Call!

Cyrus 2 Int Amp

£ 350

£179

Cyrus Power Amp
Cyrus Pre-Amp

£499
£650

£399

Thorens TD316 Mk2 T/Table ( Black)
Thorens TD318 ( Piano Black)

Cyrus PSX-R Power Supply Unit

CD Players, DAC'S & Transports

Cyrus Staight Line lnt Amp

£299

£319

£ 329

£219

£399

£249

Denon AVP 1A Processor
DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre-Power

£2500

£1499

£2800

£1099

Accuphase DP75 CD Player

£5999

£3249

Arcam Alpha 8 CD Player

DPA Renaissance Int Amp ( Ex-demo)

£599

£399

£450

£349

Exposure XVII - 1V Pre/Power

£NA

£649

Arcam Alpha Plus CD Player

£NA

£99

Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever ( 1960's Classic)

Arcam Delta 170 CD Transport

£159

£799

£199

Arcam Delta Black Box DAC

Hafler DH101 Pre Amp

£149

£449

£149

Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor

Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player
(Sealed Box) ( Ex-dem)
Audio Alchemy DAC in a box

£ NA

Harmom Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp

£2000
£ NA

£459
£199

£499

£389

Krell KAV 250a Power Amp

Audio Alchemy Drive 3

£250
£649

£159
£449

Leak Delta 30 Int Amp

£ NA

Audio Alchemy V3 DAC + PSU

£900

£549

£79

Leak Delta 70 Int Amp

£ NA

Cambridge Audio CD 2 CD Player
Cyrus Disc Master, DAC Master,

£99

£NA

£149

Linn LK2 Power Amp

£650

£249

Transport + DAC

Linn Wakonda Pre Amp

£ 1200

£579

£1400

£799

Linsley Hood 75 Power Tran Int Amp

£ NA

DPA Bigger Bit 2 DAC 7

£99

£800

£429

DPA PDM1 DAC

Magnum MP250-MF125 Pre Power

£ 750

£349

£NA

£179

Meridian 201 Pre-Amp

Kenwood DP9010 Cd Transport
Kinshaw Overture DAC

£500

£269

Meridian 502 Pre ( Inc Phono Stage)

£250

£99

Meridian 556 Power Amp

£950

£649

£900

£499

£650

£399

Micromega Tempo 2Amp
Muse Model 300 Mono's ( 150 WPC -

£ 3498

Leak 1800 Receiver

£ NA

£760
£ 1385

commission sae scheme we will
negotiate for you and offer our own

Gloss Black)

warranty services free of charge.

Linn Mimick CD Player

£880

£599

Bal Solid State Superb)

Marantz CD 80 CD Player

£NA

£199

Musical Fidelity 3a Pre Amp

£ 379

Marantz CD 94 CD Player

£NA

£498

Marantz DR95 CD Transport, Modified

Musical Fidelity E100 Int Amp

£ 700

£1400

£699

Meridian 200 Transport

£999

£399

Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp ( Mint) £4000
Musical Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU
£ 2200

Whether selling or looking
for the best part- exchange
allowance on new or used
components,
Call us: 01733 555514
or email us: audiotrader@talk21.com

£499

Air Tangent 18 Air Bearing Tonearm

inspection. The goods will then be
booked onto the ' Audio Trader' network
website and placed on display in our

£980
£ 1500

LFD Minstral CD Player ( Gold 8.

Meridian 206 CD Player

£999

£449

Musical Fidelity The Pre Amp + 2x

Meridian 207 CD Player + Built In Pre

£1400

£469

Typhoon Power Amps

Meridian 263 DAC

£650

£299

Meridian 506 20 Bit CD Player

Musical Fidelity X10 D

£1100

£699

Meridian 563 DAC 18 Bit

£899

£449

£4400

£ 1299
£ 130

£2649
£99

£329
£999

£2199
£229
£399
£2399
£839
£559
£79

NAD 208 THX Power Amp - ( Ex-dem)
Studio Spec, High Current, Bal - Bargain £ 1100

£799

Note -All previous prices as shcwn are either the former manufacturers list price when new: Prices paid for thier equipment or the estimated
price of comparable equipment / models at today's value.

Extend your
cover

Call the ' Fi'
Finders

why not?

Looking for a
quick sell?

All equipment for sale is

Can't find what you
want? Rare, Classic,

Whether looking to
upgrade or simply

The Aud o Trader will
have your equipment on

starting again the

the Internet for world
wide sales potential.

fully tested and supplied

wap

with 3 months warranty.

Special

12 months additional

Whatever you want, we'll‘
help find it for you Call

Trading Station will be

us or log on now,

exchange offer.

cover is available - ask
for details now!

even New!

e o ,

pleased to make you an,

www audiotrader.co.uk

£369

Naim 32 Pre Amp

£NA

£199

Quad FM3 Tuner

£Please call

Rogers Stucio 1Teak v.g.c

Naim 32.5 Pre Amp

£NA

£229

Revox 6260S Tuner ( Black)

£1100

£699

Ruark Accolade ( Rosewood)

Nairn NAC 72 Pre Amp

£750

£489

Sansui

£NA

£149

Shahinian Super Elf

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp

£499

£299

Trio KT815 Tuner - ( MiM, Last Chance i

£NA

£199

Snell J3 High Efficiency Monitors

Nakamichi 610 Pre Amp
Nakamichi 620 Power Amp

£NA

£249

Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner

£NA

£499

Snell Type E2 + Stands

£NA

£159

Yamaha T80 Tuner

£NA

£159

Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp
NVA A60 Power Amp As New Old

£300

£129

£299
Spendor Bel Walnut v.g c
£ 500
Soundlab A3 Full Range Panels £ 12000 £4499

£ 495

£329

Style Case

NVA A80 Mono Blocks New 1Pair

£ 1460

NVA AP20 Power Amp As New

£210

— U-710

Tuner ( Black)

£620

£499

£ 790

£449

£ 770

£749

£ NA

Soundlab Dynastat Hybrd Panels

Loudspeakers

£1199

£2400

£ 3750

£2349

Soundlab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid
Loudspeakers ( New Panels Fitted) £ 2250

£1649

£149

Acoustic Energy AE520 Cherry, As New

£ 999

£699

Tangent RS4 ( Teak)

£179

£959

flNA

NVA TSS Second State Stereo Power

£ 3700

£1799

Acoustic Precision Eikos RF1 Mini Monitors £ 800

£599

Tannoy D700 Speakers ( Rosewood) £ 2500

£1499

Pass Labs Aleph 3 Power Amp vgc.

£2200

£1499

Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim ' Brand New' £4700
£729
Cast:e Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem)

£1999

Tannoy Devon Speakers

£ NA

£329

£549

TDL RTL 3 ( Black)

£400

£199

Pioneer C-73 Pre Amp

£ NA

£349

£750

£479

Thiel CS 1.5 ( Black) The best compant

£69

Castle Chester Speakers ( Mahogany)
Castle Seven 2 ( Black) ( Ex-dem)

£579

£429

floor stander we've heard!

£2700

£1699

£159

Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybiid

£NA

£:299

Triangle Graphite ( Black)

£ 800

£499

Quad 44 Pre Amp ( Boxed, Used Once, Mint)£NA
Quad 306 Power Amp
£ NA

£295

Celestion CS7, 12" Bass

£NA

£169

Wilson Aucl.o System 5.1 ( Graphite Fnish)

£229

Epos ES14 (Walnut) Inc Stands

£700

£399

(Ex-dem)

Quad 405 Mk 1

£189

Epsc ES22 ( Cherry) ( Ex-dem)

£1385

£899

Wilson Audio Witt Mkl

Rotel RX 602 Heavy Weight Receiver £ NA

£139

£2550

£1699

Wilson Benesch Act One

£1599

Primare Series 928 Pre - Winner Takes All! £4700

£1499

Quad 33 Pre Amps

from

Quad 34 Pre-Amps

from

from

Sonographe SC1 Pre Amp ( By Conrad Johnson)

£399

Epos ES30 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem)
Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5

Thorens TTA 2000 Power Amp ( Ex-dem) £ 599

£499

Cherry Finish

£ 3000

Yamaha DSPE492 Av Processor

£169

Genexa Gamma Pro LX5

£ 150

£ 250

Audio Innovations Series 700 let Amp

£ 1100

£599

£ NA

Pre-Amp ( Ex-dem)

£ 5995

£2999

IMF Domestic Monitor Speakers

£ NA

£399

Aiwa AF 85.0 Cassette Deck 3 Head

JPVV 3 Speaker Pro-logic Package

£ NA

£99

Denon DRM 650's Cassete Deck

£499

(With Dolby s')

fi NA

£ 1850

£1099

Nakamichi BX1 Cassette Deck

ESA

£249

£ 2150

£1499

Nagra EL Portable Mono Reel to Reel

£4000

£1399

£4250

£2899

Pioneer CT830S Cassette Deck, Dolby S

£550

£329

£ 3650

£2499

Revox A77 Reel to Reel i2 Available)

£Please Call

£ 699

£500

Revox 036 Valve Reel to Reel

fi NA

£399

£600

£249

Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine

£NA

£ 899
£99

Kef 104 - 2 Speakers (Teak)

£ NA

Kef Model 2 ( Rosetta Burr)
Kef Model 4 ( Black)
Kef Reference 101 - UniQ

£1099
£499

Leak 2060 ( Teak)
Leak 3090 Speakers

£699

Leak Sandwich 250

£1299

Linaeum LFX, Ribbon Mini Monitors £ 600

£949

Lindley New Age Speakers

£ NA

£229

Linn Isotrarik ( 2 Pairs Available)

£ NA

£299

Linn Nexus ( Grey)

£450

£ 249

£2299

Magna Planar SMGA ( Oatmeal / Teak) £900

£449

Reel to Reel ( 5" Spool)

£69

Mission 734 ( Black)

£199

Yamaha KX 580 Cassette Deck ( Used Once) £ 250

£1179
£699

Mission 750 ( Black) ( Ex-dem) £ 250
Mission 754 Freedom ( Rosewood > £ 1400

£699

Monitor Audio Studio 20 SE ( Cherry)

Kef Model 200c Reference Centre VGC

ENA

Croft Series 3 OTL Power Amp

£ NA

EAR 802 Pre ( One owner from new)

£ 2200

£ 1599

Edison Technology HFA12 Power Amp
Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Monos

£4999

Leak Varisccpe Pre Amp

ENA
£ NA

Luxman LX33 Int Valve Amp
£ NA
Michealson Odysseus 40w Int Amp
£ 1150
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista Pre Amp + PSU

£ 1250

£989

(
Ex demi

£NA
£NA
£ NA
£ NA

+ Mono's. Incredibly High Spec

£ 5000

Quad 2 Valve Mono's, Includes Pre!

ENA

Trilogy 902 Pre Amp ( Chrome)

£2000

Unison Research Simply 4P ( Ex-demo) £ 1595

£99
£ 399
£579

£400

£2500

£699
£1749
£999

Morel Base Master 602 Inc Stands

£399

Musical Fidelity Ref 2 Mini Monitors £ NA

£149

Naim Credo Cherry finish v.g.c

£7 49

£750

Naim SBL Various,

£ 1600
£ 1250

Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Es-dam)

£999

Opera Platea ( Cherry) ( Ex-dam)

£849

£639
£2699

Pro-Ac Response 4 ( Birsdeye Map e)
£ 13000 U'499
£429
£ 600

Braun 301 Tuner

ENA

£99

Pro-Ac Tablet 50 (Teak)

Harmon Kardon TU 950 Tuner

£250

£149

Quad ESL57 ( Bronze)

Luxman T210L Classic Tuner

£NA

£159

Quad ESL63 ( Exdemi

£ 3500

£1999

Meridian 504 Tuner ( Mint)

£740

£549

Quad ESL63 ( Brown, Just Serviced £ 500 ) £ 3500

£1799

Rogers LS33 + Sub- Units ( Black)

£600

£299

£400

£-i99

Musical Fidelity Ti Tuner ( Matches A100) £ NA
£199
Quad AM Tuner
EPlease call

Rogers LS4A Speakers ( Teak)

Business Hours: Tues - Sat 10.00am - 5.30pm,
Closed Mondays. Visitors & Demonstrations by appointment
The Hi Fi Company Trading Station, 35 Cowgate,
Peterborough, Cambs, PEI ILZ. Fax: 01733 315079
All major Credit Cards accepted

masrerCam

£300
ENA

£189

Tanberg TCD 320 AV Cassette Deck

£NA

£149

Tascam 22-4 4 Track Reel to Reel

£NA

£449

Teac CX650IR Cassette Deck

£300

£129

Sony Pro Walkman + Exposure PSU

£530

£249

£2000

£799

Uher 4400 Report Monitor. Portable
£149

Est 1974

iFi2ehttetii

Trading Station

£1399
£ 800

Pro-Ac Response 3.5 Walnut Marked
(Ex Demo)
£4250
(Esdemi

Rotel RD955 Cassette Deck
Tanberg 30:34 Silver Cassette Dec.:

£From £ 699

£1399

Tuners

£ 129

£199

£2299

SJS Electroacoustics Arcadia
£ 1000

£ 169
£ 349

£Please Call

Mordant Short Performance 860 ( Gloss Blk .)£1900

PM Components MP - 211 LIS Pre

(Line Level Pre)

£129

£600

Conrad Johnson PV11 Pre Amp
Croft Epoch Pre Amp

Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Monos

f250

£ NA

Power Amps ( Pair)

Elector MFJ Pre Amp

£899

£1198

Audion Sterling Single Ended Triode

£6499
£4799

ENA

£ NA

Mono Powers

EAR 859 Power Amp

£ 8888
£ 7000

be Recorders

£1399

Kef Model 4 ( Rosetta Burr)

Audion Silvernight 2x 300b Single Ended

£89
£139

Horning Agathon Bronze Signature £ 3499

Kef /05 - 3 ( Teak)

Audio Research LS5 Mk 1

£ 18000 £11999

Demo

Yamaha NS 1000M ( Black) Ref Monitors

Heybrook HB200 (Teak)

Valve Amplifiers

Ex

£ NA

£479

Visit the 'Audio Trader' now
for our up to the minute
comprehensive range of
quality previously-owned
audio components.
www.audiotrader.co.uk

Buying or selling? Call the Experts!

Choice of interest free fir ance packages
available, please ask for details

(01733) 555514
All goods sold include our comprehonsive warranty!

reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Audio Research LS7, valve amp (silver) £750,
Chord SPM100B power amp (black) £1250,
Siltech SQ80 G3 analogue and HF8SI digital
interconnect (both 0.6m) £275 and £95 All
perfect condition and boxed. Offers considered. Tel 0870 9044225.
ATC 0.1 15 sub base system 1000 watts amp
on board finished in cherry: perfect for film
and music very powerful £2995 ono. Wadia 27
D coding computer: stunning sound, can drive
amp direct or with apre amp fully upgradable
96KHz/192 KHz future proof £4900 ono tel
Ian 0171 584 5784 or 0171 589 4840.(G0245)
Wadia 27 processor fully upgradable to 96
KHz/192 KHz BSD brought from new mint
condition £4995 ono. ATC sub base system,
1000 watt amp on board finished in cherry
mint £2900 ono. call Ian 0171 584 5784 or 589
4840.
Audiolab 8000C & P, Meridian 200 & 203,
TAG McClaren tuner £650 tel 0860 886606
Jamo Concert II speaker £ 1300 Audio Silver
night mono blocks £995 Ruark Tailsman
speakers £450 all mint call 0171 412 200 (day)
01892 541590.
((
30307)
Audio Synthesis Transcend CD Transport 5
digital
outputs
AES,
SPDIF(coaxial)
TOSLINK, BNC and STGlass OPTICAL.
Extremely low jitter numerous and regulated
power supplies with N-CODE. Compatible
with all DACfs especially high end ( new
£1195) £575 Mana 4 tier stand £300. Simon
01484 558500 day 01484 686007 7pm or 0831
736751.
(G0306)
Musical Fidelity F16 F25 pre/power amplifiers switchable 50w class A 250w class A/8
balanced and SE in/out fantastic sound and
dynamics better than Nuvistor 300. Full demo
available £ 1995 ($4000) 0181 8579490.
(G0305)
Cyrus a CA7 pre-amp latest model stunning
performance built-in phones amp, balanced
and SE outputs. Remote commander operates
all Cyrus gear. New under warranty, boxed
with manual £535 (£800) tel 016974 76398.
((30304)
Celestion SL600 SI speakers cabinet Aerolam
sealed enclosure £375 real bargain cost £390
tel 01423 540655 DPA ENLIGHTENMENT
DAC £350.
(G0304)
Audiolab

8000 C and P (black) £625.

Meridian 200 and 203 original, £425 all
unmarked and boxed 01306 88666 days 01293
772052 evenings. ((30302)
Audio Reasearch classic 30 £850. Oracle
Delphi MkIII Audio Innovations 800
pre/power £525 will split. Snell Kfs £250.
Audioplan InterConncet £70 Horns £80 19501s
power amp offers rata turntable support £250,
Walker CJ55 SME £ 195 wanted Rehdeko
RK115 KLPSH Hersby Splica tel 0113
2559475.
((
30301)
Meridian 501 pre-amp with MSR £415; M20
Active speakers £430 506-18 CD player £400
566-20 DAC £420 504 tuner (new) £470 vdH
integrated. All boxed phone 01425 655940.
((30300)
116

Magneplannar MG 1
A improved speakers
Lentek integrated amplifier both mint offers.
Stax Lambda signature Earspealcers SRM - 1
MK II Energiser £500 mobile 07931 976350 or
0181 299 9272.
((
30298)
Magneplanner MG1.4 speakers with Sumo
Athena pre amp and Sumo Polaris power amp
original packaging £800 call 0181 394 0798
eve.
((
30297)
Lindley Tyson 75 watt mono blocks upgrade
forces sale any trial £ 1150. Meridian 208 CD
209 remote Trichord power supply and clock
ex condition C/W Granite plinth £775 01733
239632.
((
30296)
Martin Logan SL3 Electrostatic speakers
work great will audition £2300 (£3500 new)
includes bi-wire cables tel. Leave message
0171 888 0204 ( Pedro). ((
30295)
Sonus Faber Concertino speakers £550
Musical Fidelity A100 amplifier £500. TEAC
Ti transport £300 Audio Alchemy V3.0 +
power supply £400 Target Beta 5 shelf stand
£90 all boxed and mint condition 01784
437966.
(G0294)
For Sale one pair of speakers Genesis one last
model with mono amplifier bass. Price £55000
please call in France ( 33) 49360911. ((
30293)

Alchemist Forseti remote integrated £600,
Audionote Ms with stands £400. All in mint
condition little used tel 01443 422796 (Wales)
no time wasters at these bargain prices please.
((30283)
Densen Beat B100 integrated (£650) £325
boxed, Densen DP02 phono stage (£350) £ 175
boxed, Naim NAC speaker cable terminated,
three 5 metre stereo pairs total £75 tel Neil
01222 862212 Audio Physics Virgo loudspeakers. Stereophile Class A (best speaker under
$10.000 Michael Fremer Stereophile) boxed
immaculate. £ 1600 ono Illuminati D60 0.5m
£95
boxed
Salman
0141
621293,
s.hussian@ed.sac.ac.ulc. ((
30281)
AV1 S2000A power amp 250 wpc designed for
studio use superb sound very little use mint
condition £295 01708 447707. ((
30280)
2x Quad II Quad 22 FM3 tuner. Thorens 135
Tandber SER 1:1 R to R 2x BC1 Spendors collector items offers 01795 844044 fax 01795
842 699.
(G0279)
Mana Ref table £250, Mana 3tier table £300,
Mana sound frame £80, Pioneer DV717 £350,
Sonic Link S-VHS lead £35, Cable Talk monitor 2.1 £25, Audio Quest Quartz fm £60.
01883 742103.
(G0278)

Spendor SP/7 speakers rose wood boxed £900
ATC 10 speakers black ash boxed £550 LFD
MCI Phono stage £495 Audio Synthesis
Passion 8m passive pre amp boxed £80001844
347729.
Sony FA3ES amplifier £ 175 Sony TCICA6ES
cassette deck £250, B&W DM604 speakers
£475. Also Audioquest Topaz 2 interconnects
and indigo 2speaker cable extra. Phone Steve
01252 879562 worth over £ 1900. ((
30292)

Beard CA506 pre AM 1and P101 power amp
offers. Pioneer D-05 DAT £500, Sony x-55ES
CD Player £ 300, Sony JE510 MD player £80
01707 267379.
(G0276)

ATC 10 SCM in rosewood still in manufactures
packaging awaiting buyer to open cost £ 1250 will
accept £750 01642 762838. ((
30291)
Quad 63 speakers brown mint condition with
Deane Deluxe stands latest spec, boxes, manual, £3800 new bargain £ 1250. Quad 44 and 405
power amp excellent condition boxes manual
£350 tel 01287 638986. ( G0290)

SME IV +Linn £750, Roskan Xerxes rosewood £ 150. Naim 42 Snaps 110 £350. Naim
IBL speakers £300. Musical Fidelity T1 (analogue display) £200. Technics SPL -220 CD
player £ 120 tel 01202 532995. (G0274)

Krell 250p Pre amp boxed mint £ 1000.
Primare 20A amp 4 weeks old £400 01226
710605 0403 516688. (G0289)
MIT 750 plus SPICR cable, 8pair cost new £594
asking £130. Audio Synthesis Decades power
amp asking £ 1650 01296 437314. ((30288)
Naim CD3 £600 NAC92 + mm board £390
NA90/3 £300, Flatcap £ 175 KEF Reference 3
Rosetta (new) £2000, Linn Keildh with bases
£400, Yamaha DSP595 surround receiver
(new) £250 01189 714986. ((
30287)
Conrad-Johnson MV100 power amp superb
EL34 high end amplifier supplied by
Audiofreaks. Boxed with manual £895. No
offers at this price 01606 552010. ((
30286)
Pioneer A30OR Precision Tom Evans modified
£300. Rotel 971CD player 259 Moth 30pre 150
Sony CDPX920E CD 175 DNM speaker cable
5.50 Permtr SME 309 tonearm £450 DMN
610/630 pre/pwr amp 850 new 01582 724414.
((30285)
Transparent Ultra interconnects: 1m (£749)
1.5 (£799) £400 each; Ultra speaker cables 8ft
(£1989) £950. Cary 300SEI with border patrol
PS (£4390) £2600 01494 613225 (work) or
01628 621570 (home). (G00284)

Chord SPM 800 power amp boxed in mint
condition £ 1,150 ono 01403 891120. (G0277)

SD1 speakers excellent sound tri wireable 3
way 3drivers ribbon tweeter vgc over £ 1300
new price £525, Musical Fidelity A3 pre amp
vgc price £ 125.
(G0275)

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista pre amp 10 hours
use only, spare valves £ 1,050.00. Audio
Research LS2 Mk Ipre amp stunning £ 1200.
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE rosewood special
isolation stands £950.00 tel 01438 359600.
((30273)
Revox A77 Stereo tape recorder 7 )/ 15 ips
£300. 01373 832539. ((
30272)
Croft 53 OTL monoblcks 65 wpc ( 3500)
£1200 Arcadia model DNE pre amp new boxed
(1000) £700. Snell J2fs Pirate stands 92db perfect for valve amps ( 1200) £450 tel 01902
892613.
((
30271)
Magneplanner 1.6QRSE speakers USA rave
reviews ( 1950) £ 1100. Helios One new boxed
(1300) £900 Densen Beat B100, new boxed
(650) £450. Stax lambda Nova classic system
(750) £450 01902 892613. ((
30271)
Kimber power cords two six - foot 8TCm high
current £85 each two four - foot 8TCM £60
each te/mess Nick 01889 584241. (G0270)
Drell DA 18 convector (MC 37rnks) £250
(500) good condition. Nakamichi cassette deck
1 £375 (700) mint boxed little used 4tier Mana
Ref table £500 (700) tel Worthing 01903
261931.
(G0269)
MARCH 2000
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reader sales and wants
Linn LP12 Ittok Karma £800 Naim CDI £1000
Aream Alpha Seven CD £2580 Monitor Audio
MA202 Speakers £ 150 QED A270 amp £40
XTC CD-T 1LE £1000 tel 01664 822161 (eve)
01509 222580 (day).
(G0268)
EP055 E522 speakers brand new boxed rosewood finish £750. London 07932 661671 (day)
0181 518 2261.
(G0267)
Meridian 551 amplifier mint condition with
phono m-m module £460, Marantz CD52SE
mint condition £ 175. Rogers Ravenboume
amp £30 Rogers Tuner £30. Valves new + old
stock list available please ring John office
hours 01223 216253 evening 01480 464691
(St Ives) (Cambs).
(G0266)
Myrad MP100/MA120 pre power with m-m
phono stage and remote - 1 year old £550,
Marantz CD85 CD player. Good build and
sound £ 120, Mission 751F speakers rosewood
with Apollo stands £ 125 all for £600 01745
827116 North Wales. (G0265)
Martin Logan Aerius - Imint boxed £ 1390,
Impulse H2 Loudspeakers £890, Ruark Log
Rhythm sub woofer £590 (cost £825) new
boxed 0121 353 1593.
(G0264)
Quad original ESLs Gold/Brown with original
packing boxes very good condition 01635
44639 £300 ono delivery in Thames Valley
area if required. (G0263)
Proac Studio 100 speakers £399 very good
condition boxed great sound also Target R52
stands £ 149 will sell as separates call Dave on
01992 628848.
(G0193)
Cyrus 31 R/C amp £350, Yamaha KX580 SE
£110, Sony 55ES power amp £150 Mission
751 + stands £ 175 Denon DM7 system 6
weeks old £250, Sony 920E CD £ 130,
Sennhesier 535 £55 Rotel CD 865 £50 0121
246 0486.
(G0262)
3eLo The limited Digital 0.5 metre balanced
cables X2 ultimate in sound quality numbered
and in special wooden cases £525 each Vdh
The Second 6.6 metre pair £95. tel 01744
883856.
(G0261)
Proca Response 2s speakers cherry RS2 stands
mint £ 1350 (£2600) Counterpoint SA20 power
amp mint £875 (£2700) LFD PA2 mono PWR
amps vgc £650. (£2600) Copland CSA28 amp
mint £895 (£ 1300). Infinity Modulus speakers
with stands, piano black £350 (£1000) tel.
Advil

0181

673

Quad 66 pre and remote 66 FM 60611 power
£1200 Quad ESL 63 Speakers £ 1300 01993
883523.
(G0252)
Audio Note P2SE single ended class A valve
power amp, boxed as new £650 ono 01772
315723.
(G0243)
Spendor SP1 speakers, light walnut on Target
HJ tripod stands £220 ono also Tandberg
TR2055 stereo receiver £ 150 ono tel 01628
524869.
(G0242)
Meridian 508.20 £ 1000 Meridian 502 505 pair
with 1m and 6m balanced inter new £3.500
now £2,100 can demo all mint Genuine reason
for sale tel 01703 470107. (G0251)
lbac A7030SL stereo twin track open reel tape
recorder 7 LI ( 151PS, 10 CI in Nab or IRevox
spools exc £825 400+ 10 f2 Itapes £ 1.50 each
(offers for bulk).
(G0250)
JPA Dx32 CD transport and DAC £250 01926
434373 after/eve only. (G0249)
NBS Signature A/C power cables 3x 6/4
lengths £200 each 1x 15H £450 1EC termination USA factory made pristine condition
superb sonics 01253 78010. (G0248)
Interconnects 0.8m pair The First £95 0.5 pair
Sonic Link vermilion (titanium) £65 both as
new 01785 258758. (G0247)
Quad 44 Grey phono £250 306 £250 Linn LP
12 Valhalla basic rosewood £425, Celestion
SL600 £300 all virtually mint 01736 797608.

(G0246)
Audio Synthesis DAX with integral Passion
passive pre-amp all vishay/silver £650
(£20400) Audio Synthesis Transcend transport
with latest output board and N - code £600
(£1245) both mint please telephone 0131 447
9308.
(G0245)
Meridian 200 transport upgraded with Audio
Synthesis clock and output board £350. Orelle
DA180, £200 (£550). Some CD player both
mint/boxed/instructions. DPA PDM1/2 £100
9£500) Russ Andrews pure silver passive preamp staggering £ 150 (£360) 0131 447 9308.
(G0245)

KEF 104 Reference single wired Teak 1973
gentle use only £250, Mordant short MS235
1974 Teak finish inc stands £ 150. Garrard 401
xSEM 3009 no plinth £ 100 01444 458391.
(G0244)
Meridian 200 DPA PD II DPA 50s/DSPA 2005
Michaelson/Austin TVA1 M/F f22 pre Linn
Isobariks, Kef 105/4 Kef 104 Snell type all
boxed mint Tannoy Buckingham/ cheviots
Audio Tnov 800 Ls357 limited edition piano
black new 01992 718265. (G0190)
Rotel & Sugden, Michi active pre amp
RHAIO + remote, absolutely stunning (boxed /
manuals) £495, Sugden AU51 Reference DAC
as new superb (silver wired/crown DACís)
£495 01492 580 201 (North Wales) evenings.
(G0191)
Revelation Music Systems II superb press
reviews designed Les Avondale Wolstenholme
3way external crossover. Awesome build, integral stand. New £ 1995, sell £850. Includes
£250 Naim Cable mint pristine sound. 0114
2309579.
(G0192)
Clearaudio Reference turntable Souther Arm
mint £2950 CAT SL1 valve pre amp £ 1750
Jadis DA30 integrated valve amplifier £ 1450,
Tube Technology Unisis integrated £950,
Nalcamichi Dragon £975 Spendor L535A £300
Naim 250 amplifier £595. Wanted Rokan
Darius loudspeakers 01747 853372. (G0158)
Meridian 500 CD transport + remote £700
mint condition 01274 877646. (G0173)
AudioNote DA4 awesomely musical valve
DAC. Vinyl like naturalness and detailed
involvement, adaptable to 24/96, upgrading to
next AudioNote. (cost £50000 bargain at £ 1875
ono, tel/mess (01865 862745). (GOJK)
WANTED
Wanted Audiolab 8000c preamp amp 8000PX
power amp combination 0181 977 1788 or
07714 246759.
(G0256)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra
PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM

3850/0171

919 8559.
(G0260)
Meridian 561 processor absolutely mint manual receipt boxed £1950, Spendor SP! Biwired vgc
REL stadium Mk 11 cabinet only rosewood
mint £ 125 (MRP £400) 01795 52224 N. Kent.
(G0258)

Private ads only
New section trade only

PLEASE TICK

Rates: MOO etc as before
Rates: £20 per 30-word Insertion. 2months f35;
3months £45. Additional words SOp each
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.

vs) stwo words)

Nitty Gritty Record cleaner Top model cleans
both sides at once rarely used cost £595 sell
£295 0181325 2585.
(G0255)
Audio Synthesise DACís Decade as new
£1500, Meridian 500 Transport Clock 2
Exposure CD new £595 Exposure pre power
18/21 new £1000 Electrocompaniet INI amp
MOO all mint condition and boxed may P/X or
swap

01273

239356

or

01580

850924.
(G0257)

Meridian 200 Transport £200 Meridian 563
DAC £300 Meridian 263 DAC £ 150 call Mike
01453 546062 eve.
(G0253)
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•Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

AUDIO NOTE SALON
MARK LEVINSON STUDIO

CD-TZero Transport

£449

DAC-Zero 24/96kHz Processor £399
T-Zero Tuner

£399

M-Zero Line pre-amp

£349

P-Zero Monoblocks (per pair) £699
CD-2 Integrated Payer

£995

CD-3 Integrated Royer

£ 1599

Oto s/ended Integrated Amp £ 1199

No 37 CD Transport

£3995

No 39 CD Player

Meishu 3006 Integrated Amp £2750
re- amp (
with phono)

£ 1699

£4995

M-3 Pre-amp (with phono)

£4650

No 360 24/192 DAC

£4395

Quest 300B Monoblocks (pair) £2750

No 383 Integrated Amp

£5495

-- No 334 125wpo Amp

£5495

M-2

Conquest 300B per pair

£4450

DAC-1 Signature new revision £875
DAC-3 Processor new revision £ 1750
DAC-3 Signature new revision £2850
DAC-4 Processor new revision £4950

Ihave often wondered why there are systems at all
price levels which lack the magic of music despite
all upgrading. The marketing, magazines and mis-

DAC-5 Processor new product £18.5k

matching all have something to answer for along
with a suspicion of, and unwillingness to remunerate, dealers who should offer expert and effective
advice... but often don't.
The truth is that even a cheap system sounds very
good if you give it a good infrastructure: this ensures

WITHIN REACH

purity and stability in four aspects. Mains power.
Structural support and isolation. Cables shielded
against EMI and RF. And Room Acoustics. Attend to
these four factors and a mediocre system will satis-

No 335 250wpc

£7495

No 336 350wpc

£8995

fy. Then add the exotic components, and they will
thrill! This month's tip relates to our AC cord testing

No 360S 24/192 DAC

£6895

No 380S PreAmp

£6495

sessions. How to make a 334 sound like a 335? The
JPS Power cord, and what will it do to a 335? Scary.
Very high recommendation for all power amps.
There is no time like the present. VFM and WAF are
at an all-time high, like vinyl fighting to survive ...
and winning The Lyra C avis d.c. Anniversary Ltd
Edition for how little? High end is fighting High Street
... and winning. Oh, VFM = value for money, and
WAF = kool looks.
Far from the madness of mediocrity, we aren't that
hard to find. Make an appointment.

Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD
LYRA • MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
Loudspeakers by:
AUDIO NOTE • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI

WITHOUT EQUAL

BOW TECHNOLOGIES

No 31.5 CD Transport

£9295

No 30.6 24/192 DAC

£16495

WALDO XL 75 wpc single chassis

£2495

No 32 PreAmp

£14495

WIZARD s/c CD Player with Wand

£3495

No 33H 2x150 watts

£19395

No 33 2x300 watts

£29995

Leeliej4*/

/

WA/CO amp 50wpc single chassis

WAND designer Remote Controller

£329

WARLOCK new! Pre-Amp

£2495

WALRUS new! Power amp 150wpc

£2995

Al>

5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk

Selected used/ ex-dem products
10 - 15% discount for sale same
month! See how fast our list changes!
Send for latest edition.
WAS

NOW

SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE
•UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
•Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by phone, fax or secure

STATUS

ANALOGUE

CABLES DIRECT

LUXMAN PD445, SME Ill,
Westrack
Super build and sound quality
LUXMAN T-50 Lab Reference Tuner
9

495

s/h

495

s/h

795

new

Hope Iget to keep this myself!
Michell Gyro SE/ mod RB300
940
No s/h or rival comes close
DIGITAL
Audio Note DAC-4 Signature
9,990
Upgradeable to DAC-5
for £ 1,850 but why bother?
Audio Meca ( Pierre Lurne) Transport
Audio Synthesis DA X DAC

4995

1995

ex-dem

s/h

Both items mint, very cheap?
Mark Levinson No 39

4,995
Owner going home cinema
Near offer may be accepted

3995

Mission DiscMaster + DACMaster
2,100
With PSX-R external PSU
PassLabs Dl-DAC
Months old, mint, amazing

5,250

795

2250

Pink Triangle da Capo

3,500
Premium DAC 20 bit ( 1307)filter.
£400 upgrade to 24 bit
Trichord DAC Just in

1,250

s/h

s/h

s/h

1495

s/h

495

s/h

AMPLIFIERS
conrad-johnson Premier 78

Ilk

4995

s/h

Final version of this classic
Exemplary phono. all-tube pre-amp.
Graaf GM- 200 OTL

8k
Mint, under 2years, 2x 200w
Worthy partner for 13.5B!
Gryphon S-100

5975
Danish power with poise, truly
Marvellous, far above the crowd
Mark Levinson 380 Pre/334 ( 125w)
9,50()
Unique opportunity, with full
Five-year warranty
PassLabs X-2 pre/ X- ONO

3,995
Two box phono and line pre-amp
Bal + true transistor single end
Sony Esprit TA- E900 pre-amp and
TA-N 900 monoblocks
12000
Mint, box, manual, bargain!

3995

s/h

2,500

s/h

6,900

ex-dem

2,750

s/h

3,995

classic

SPEAKERS
Infinity Reference lb

n/a

3,500

classic

Martin Logan Aerius
Mint, under 2years old

2,199

1,199

s/h

QUAD ESL63 - 2samples
Classic cult, affordable!

3,500

995

s/h

All-time US classic
Upgraded & silver wiring

In 1996 AudioSource advertised their
high- end interconnects direct from
factory. You can still "Try an £800 cable
in your system for 28 days ... and keep
it for £ 125!" Designer cables suffer from
high research costs, and you pay for
the prestige packaging, printing, magazine reviews, freebies, dealer profit
and VAT on top.
Now we've signed up with America's
JPS Labs. We heard the rest, we got the
best!! Similar no-nonsense pricing in
USA, we are not a middleman distributor. We sell at US domestic prices + VAT
(plus a surcharge for UK mains plugs on
their budget AC cord).

AUDIOSOURCE
Product of
extended research into
Conductivity and Contamination. Our
top interconnects are OFC (not plated) microscopic-strands ( 130 per
wire), bi-wire with separate OFC earth
drain even on single- ended ( RCA)
stereo interconnects; industry lowest R.
C. and H values; low leakage semiconductor. Low crosstalk by mylar foil
and geometry. Twinned tin/silver solder
for combined density and adhesion.
Custom 3-T (time, temp. and twinned
solder for audio tranparency). Custom
phono plugs machined from solid and
levered centre pin, pincer earth grip,
direct gold plating; interior pre-flux
cleaned, exterior contacts enhanced.
CONTAMINATION: triple passive screening achieves the industry's highest
value of 85% against EMI and RFI, flat
ribbon OFC earth braiding drained to
source, in single-ended (RCA) cables;
custom phono plug reflects interference; fluxing and cleaning minimises
diode effect. Two further custom " C"
points: anti-Corrosion coating
stabilises HF skin effect, prolongs performance! And Cable Conditioning
memory-aligns copper crystals for optimum burn-in. Full spec and a selection
from our users comments available by
post, e-mail, and maybe one day on
our website.

Fax 0141 339 9762

Web: www.audiosource .co.uk

MAINS BLOCKS

AUDIO NOTE
Legendary Stereo Interconnects
(silver litz not plated!) 0.5m/ 1.0m:
AN-Swith AN phonos
£89/139
AN-V with AN phonos
£ 129/199
AN-Vx solid silver plugs £309/499
AN-Vz solid silver plugs
£799/1099

AUDIOSOURCE
High- end, low price
Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1.0m:
Stratos Transparent Series 2
RCA or XLR fully bal
£99/ 125
Additional metre per pair £35
Digital RCA or XLR
£39/ 59
Petros Blue Stereo Interconnect
RCA plugs only
£40/ 48
+ Bal XLR or RCA
£52/ 58
+ST XLR or RCA
£62/68
Additional metre per pair £25
+ST Digital XLR or RCA
£26/35

JPS-LABS
Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1.0m:
Single-ended, RCA to RCA:
The Ultra Conductor £69/ 89
The SuperConductor+ £ 179/219
SuperConductor-2 WBT
£499
Fully- balanced, XLR to XLR:
The UltraConductor lm
The Superconductor+
SuperConductor-2

£179
£449
£899

KONTAK'
£15

Contact Cleaner

MADRIGAL
CZ Gel RCA or Bal 0.5m
CZ Gel RCA or Bal 1Dm
DIGITAL ( 1m, one piece):
MDC-2 Fatboy RCA
MDC-1 Balanced XLR

£319
£419
£295
£295

MIT
STEREO INTERCONNECTS lm:
MITerminator 3Interconnect
MITerminator 2Interconnect
MIT ProLine Balanced lm
MI-330 Series Two

CAD Candour 4way/6 way£35/£55
CAD 4way/ 6-way 1.0m £54/ £94
4way/ 6way 2.0m £79/110
s/plated fuse MK plugs £3
Einstein 8-way analog/digital £ 199
LFD 6-way/ 2.5m Hi-amp lead £250
Stands Unique 4-way plug £ 10
With anti-sur•e £20

AUDIOPHILE FURNITURE
Send for illustrated and priced
brochures By BCD, Copulare, RMS
Stands Unique, Sonus Systems. and the
new Townshend Modular Seismic Sinks.

ISOLATION FEET
SU Carbon/brass Isolator kit £ 16/26
SU Speaker Isolation c/f stars £25
SU Brass S.'ke Discs set of 4 £8.49

PLATFORMS
CeeTech VCS (carbon fibre)
Crystal Cloud (acrylic)
SU Isolation Glass shelf kit
Townshend 2-3D S/sink for CD
Townshend 3-3D Turnstable

£199
£119
£234
£299

SPEAKER CABLES
We can identify the best for your
application: tube or transistor, long or
short runs. Single, bi-wire or bi-amp. Do
you most need to increase clarity,
transparency, warmth, dynamics, silent
background, tonal accuracy, soundstage? We prefer leading edge
technologies from Audio Note copper
and silver cables, JPS-Labs, MIT and
Isolda - a remarkable new contender which cover all known applications.
Request fuller details and priced list.
Also available: clearance list of used
and ex-dem cables. Clearance list,
40% off NBS cables and cords, ex-dem:
scary prices, scary sounds.
Audio Note

£89
£129
£249
£299
£495

JPS-LABS
MI-330 ProLine Balanced
£499
MH-330+ Series Three
Direct from the USA at domestic prices,
£699
MI-330 SHOTGUN
we have been appointed exclusive UK
direct dealer, bypassing the concept
£849
MI-330 SHOTGUN Balanced
of national distributor in the age of the DIGITAL ( lm, one piece):
global market. Concentrating efforts
MITerminator 3 (RCA)
£99
on technology rather than marketing,
MIT Digital Reference
(RCA)£320
JPS-Labs
have
a unique
alloy
£695
MIT ProLine D.R. (XLR)
combined with materials and techFAVOURED AC CORDS
niques honed over ten years the characteristic sound is to breathe life into
Audio Note Zero 2m
£25
your system. On receipt of the dem
£95
BCD (Italy) shielded lm
stock library we dropped a JPS " loom"
£135/ £ 175
1.5m, 2.0 m
(AC cord, interconnect and speaker
cable) into a known system, and the CAD (Wales) Candour
£19/24
goose bumps and emotional swelling 1m/ 2m
£46/62
instantly banished our commercial Conqueror lm/ 2m
fears. Much life was indeed breathed JPS-Labs (USA) GPA UK 2m
£119
into the system. Of all AC cords tested,
£249
Analog UK 2m
the JPS-Labs came out tops; we like the
£249
Digital (UK) 2m
company so much, we couldn't buy it
£349
Power Lead UK 2m
but became their UK distributor. There
£999
Kaptovator (UK) 2m
is literally nothing to touch their dedi£80
LFD (England) Hi-amp 1.25m
cated AC cords for analog, digital and
£85
PC-OCC amp cord 1.25m
power (amps) devices.

/
Tel: 0141 357 5700

ecommerce

• Effective cables and accessories, tested in various systems

AN-D £9per metre per channel; £ 18
bi-wire
AN- L £29 per metre per channel; £58
bi-wire
AN-SPa £ 150 per metre per channel
AN-SP levels xand z: details on
request
Plugs or spades normally £3each
labour incl.
JPS-Labs
Ultra Conductor 6/ 8ft
Bi Wire options 6 / 8ft
SuperConductor+ 6/ 8ft
Bi Wire options 6/ 8ft
SuperConductor-2

£130/ 145
£230/ 255
£649/ 749
£749/ 859
£1399/1699

MIT Audio Products
MITerminator 4 (8/10f1)
BiWire option (8/ 10ft)
MITerminator 2 8/ 10ft
Bi Wire option 8/ 10ft
MH-750 Series Three
Bi Wire option
MH-750 SHOTGUN
Bi Wire option

£119/129
£249/265
£239/260
£399/425
£750/850
£850/950
£995/1150
£1199/1350

Prices exclude interchangeable plugs
from a wide choice of bananas,
spades, etc.

Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MIT
Isolation Stands by:
BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND
Room Treatment by:
ECHO BUSTERS

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
e
new from
Clearance
Iter-ns

Description
Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre- amp
Gale 401
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P

..

Choice
Price

Original
Retad Price

295.00
895.00
895.00
250.00
595.00
595.00

£ 995.00
£ 2495.00
£ 1895.00
£ 1295.00
£ 1250.00

11%1eNiv in
This Month

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Electrocomparnet AW120 DMB
Jeff Rowland Model 3Monoblocks
Mark Levinson 333
Audio Note helio ( as new)
Graff 50/50

E 1695.00
£ 2250.00
£ 4500.00
£ 9995.00
£ 1650.00

£ 2695.00
£ 4500.00
£ 8500.00
£16500.00
£ 215000

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Musical Fidelity F22
Krell KBL
Audio Research LS9

£ 2250.03
£ 695.00
£ 995.00
£ 1995.00

£ 5700.00
£ 1200.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2500.00

£ 1495.03
£ 1295.03
E 795.00
£ 1895.00
£ 2495.00
4995.00
1495.00
£ 1995.00

£ 228800
£ 4000.00
£ 160000
£ 4000.00
£ 4500.00
£12000.00
£ 2000.00
2995.00

£ 6850.00
E 450.00
E 295.00
£ 995.00
£ 95.00

£ 950000
£ 995 00
£ 500.00
£ 2000.00
£ 200.00

SPEAKERS
Martin Logan Aenus
Apogee Caliper Sig
Acoustic Energy AEI • Stands Piano Black
Martin Logan Ouest
Jeff Roland Model 5
Sound Lab 83
Sonos Faber Grand Pianos
Acoustic Energy AE2 Signature Piano Black nStands

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Oracle CD
McCormack DAC
Maranta 63 SE Ki Sig
Micromega Duo 3.1
Audio Alchemy DDE 1

Krell FPB 600
Krell ( SA 250
FM Acoustics 6110 Resolution Power
Lamm MI Monoblocks ( 100W)
Quad 77 Integrated ( Quadlink)
Krell 505
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity FI9
Audio Research 0130
Lavardin IS Integrated
Audion Silver Knights
Musical Fidelity CAS 100 (X-dem)
Musical Fidelity A2 Integrated (X-dem)
Sugden Stemfoort SF60 Integrated
Alchemist (raken
Quad 405
Counterpoint SA12
YBA 3Alfa pre- power
Naim Nap 250
VU 125
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII
Copland CSA 28 Phono, remote Integrated

Amplifiers
Graff GM 13.5
Cello Audio Suite . master supply
Cello Audio Palette master supply
Mark Levinson 32 Reference
Jeff Rowland Consumate . Phono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Krell KRC2
Jeff Rowland Synergie oExternal power supply
Musical Fidelity F25
CAT. SLI Ultimate
Croft Super Micro Amk 3
CAT SL1 Sig mk III
Musical Fidelity X- P100
Meridian 562 V
Exposure XIV/IX
Audio Research LS38 remote
Exposure XI pre XII psu

,
)C1)

£

595.00

120000

Playera
DACS

Meridian 200 Transport
Wadia 860 x (24/96)
Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Krell ( PS 25s
Quad 77 CD Player ( Quadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 duc
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 563 dac 20 bit
Meridian 565
Helios Model 1
Helios Model 3
Audio Alchemy DDS 2
Linn Karik 2
Musical Fidelity X- Ray (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity X-IOD (X-Dern)
Musical Fidelity E624 ( 24 bit)
Pink Triangle DaCapo ( 1307)
Meridian 500 Transport
Meridian 566 Dac

E 45000
6500.00
150.00
4250.00
£ 4995.00
11500.00
1399500
£ 495.00
1095.00
225.00
£ 195.00
£ 495.00
1495.00
895.00
495.00
£ 450.00
£ 895.00
£ 699.00
£ 89.00
£ 395.00
995.00
£ 99500
£ 895.00

£ 900 00
£ 7569,00
£
£ 5000.00
£ 8000.00
£ 24000.00
£ 1999600
£ 700.00
£ 1900.00
C 50000
£ 50000
£ 950.00
£ 2500.00
£ 1300 00
£ 70000
£ 900.00
£ 1600.00
£ 799.00
£ 119.00
£ 500.00
£ 1850.00
£ 1245.00
C 1095.00

£ 1850.00
£10995.00
£ 9995.00
£11995.00
£ 3995.00
£ 650.00
£10995.00
£ 1995.130
£ 3250.00
£ 795.00
X-DEM
£ 495.00
£ 2995.00
£ 699.00
£ 695.00
1495.00
£ 1495.00
795.00

£ 375000
£ 28000.00
£ 25000.00
£ 14500.00
£ 8000.00
£ 1095.00
£ 17000.00
£ 4190.00
£ 5000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 575000
£ 1000.00
£ 6900.00
£ 799.00
£ 91
35.00
£ 3000.00
£ 2700.00
£ 150000

Speakers

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Alphason Sonata HRI 00 mes

8995.00
£ 2750.00 £ 6700.00
£14995.00 £ 22000.03
£ R.D.A. £
POA
£ 495.00 £ 700.03
£ 1995.00 £ 3690.00
£ 495.00
E
£ 2250.03
E 400
£ 1395.03
E 1850.00
£ 1195.00
1600.00
E 1295.00
e 3000.00
£ 699.00 £ 799.00
£ 325.00 £ 499.00
£ 350.00 £ 550.00
£ 295.00 £ 580.00
£ 225.00 £ E 795.00 £ 1400.00
1295.00
£ 2400.00
£ 995.00
£
Ct80000
1795.00 £ 3500.00
£ 550.00 £ 800.00
450.00
C 700.00
£ 1299.00
950.00

Cello Stradivari Grand Master
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Audio Static DC1 o ¡Audi Silver)
ATC SCM 50A Rosewood
BEL Stadium Sub
Wilson Audio MAX
B & W 801 Series 2 ( Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Wilson System 0.1 (Black)
Rogers LS3/ 5A Black (NEW)
Rogers AB1 Sub ( NEW)
Rogers LS55 (NEW)
Alon Adriana (NEW)
Alon VmkIll
Meridian 13SP 5000
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Quad ESL 63
A.T.C. SCM 1000 SL Active Speaker
Sonos Faber Extrema . Stands
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Proac Response 1SCn Stands
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (NEW)
BAW 601 S2
Audio Physics LIBRA

£22000.00 £ 60000.00
£ 2750.00 £ 4250.00
285000 £ 5M0.00
595.00 £ 950.00
£24995.00 £ 33000.00
1895.00
£ 4000.00
£ 995.00
£ 3099.00
4500.00 £ 6500.00
£10500.00 £ 18000.03
£ 575.00
£ 798.03
395.00
C 598.03
£ 33000 £ 430.00
Special £ 1000000
Special
C 5500.00
2495.00 £ 3300.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1600.00
£ 1695.00 £ 3600.00
4500.00 £ 7000.00
3995.00 £ 6500.00
495.00 £ 800.00
795.00 £ 1200.00
1095.00 £ 1700.00
£ 695.00 £ 1200.00
150.00 £ 199.95
0- OEM
C 5000.00

Turntables
& Analogue

Amplifiers
Graff GM200
Plinius SA 100
Mark Levinson 335
Cello Performance 2Monoblocks ( 4chassis)
Restek Extract Monoblocks ( 180 watt)
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
Audio Note PI SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Jeff Rowland model 2 . battery power supply
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated

E 4950.00
2850.00
E 6500.00
E 9995.00
£ 1795.00
9995.00
7995.00
E 2650.00
£ 2995.00
£ 500.00
£ 4995.00
£ 199500
£ 4500.00
£ 3250.00
E 450.00

C 7900.00
C 3450.03
£ 7500.00
£ 20000.00
£ 3500.00
C18000.00
£ 21000.00
£ 3400.00
C 5030.00
£ 950.00
C10000.00
£ 4000.03
£ 7600.03
4790.03
C 4nn 00

EAR 834 P
Voyd Reference/Reference Power
supply/Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10
limited p/s
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
Forsell Air Force One
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing.
platter, clamp
Linn LPI2/ARO/Armegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/I7 DII
Lyra Parnasos
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear
Audio Insider Reference Mood)
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
Linn Sondeck LPI2 Vallhala/Basic
Sequera Model 1FM Tuner
Linn Klyde
Revox B77 3 /../71, case . reels) like new
%chal! Gyro/O.C.

el 0181
-

fax 0181 392 1994

E 295.00

Choice
STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP'
Wilson Benesch
DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

e Best prices paid for top

quality

equipment

e Generous part exchange
-10 Show room/dem room

e Long

term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

e All credit cards
e Mail order
e Export service

inc. Amex

ID Finance arranged subject to status
-1E)Widest range available

e Unbiased advice
-10 Unique Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

C 45000

£11500.1:0 £ 22000.00
£ 650.00 £ 1200.00
£11995.00 £ 25000.03
E 495.00

E 950.00

£ 2500.00
E 995.00

C 4000.00
E 2000.00

E 9500.00 £ 16000.00
£ 1095.00 £ 2003.00
£ 295.00 £ £ 4250.00 £ 8000.00
£ 37560
E 500.00
£ 595.00 £ £ 850.00
E 1300.00

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

AUDIOCOM

Tel.
01834 842803

Fax.
01834 842804

SUPERCLOCK ( S- Clock)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
If your CD Player relies on astandard clock,
then it is limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with the DAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.

•

•

,
ftes5t:eudr;ii. e.
I dkesernd 1

e

j

•

These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce awaveform similar in shape
to asawtooth.

Now picture this....
High accuracy oscillator ± 2ppm master dock
Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.
Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
Fast rise time resulting In greater data accuracy retrieval.
For further information on S- Clock, other components and upgrades: Tel. 01834 842803 Fax. 01834 842E04 E-Mail: audiocom@scotnet.co.uk
Most Major Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.
For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.
• •

,

AUDION , BASIS

GALLOWAY

TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACS MILE
01563 573207

AGRA

ELECTROCOMPANIE
SUGD
ARA LABS
INK TRIANGL
LEMENTAL
JM LA:' ORACLE
CAD
BORDER PATROL
1NG VOICE SIRIUS
TOTE
Demonstration By Appointment
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The UK's fastest growing loudspeaker kit
and drive unit supplier with aspecialist
loudspeaker up-grade/repair service.
UK distributor for Visaton Loudspeakers
With over 30 years experience in the development
of loudspeaker drive units Visaton offer a
comprehensive range loudspeaker kits for the
homebuilder.
Loudspeaker kits are available with or without
MDF flat-pack cabinet kits that have all cut-outs
pre-routed.
There are basic starter kits (requiring no soldering)
and more advanced kits that do require some
soldering and advanced woodworking skills.
From 2-way stand-mount speakers to high-end
3/4/5-way speaker systems, Visaton loudspeakers
offer the best price/performance ratio available in
the UK.

Loudspeaker Upgrades
Bring your speakers up to Y2K specs and breath
new life into your treasured boxes with improved
detail, smoother vocals, better transience and
generally amore musical feel to the reproduction.
We specialise in fitting....
Please call fin. your
FREE Loudspeaker
Information pack and
L

price list

Upgrade or replacement drive units
Upgraded crossover capacitors ( metal foil)
Upgraded internal wire ( OFC cable)
I> Upgraded input terminals (gold binding posts)
Estimates are provided free of charge and without
obligation. All repairs are fully tested.

Telephone: 02380-703221/Fax Line: 02380-778221
South Coast Speakers Ltd, 58 Wilton Road, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOIS 5SZ
www.southeoastspeakers.emuk / e-mail: southcoast@easynet.comk

A VERY SPECIAL
THANKS TO
MANA ACOUSTICS
FOR THEIR SUPPORTS
OVER THE YEARS
(SIMPLY THE BEST)

cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
dam
heybrook
ixos
kontak
If d
nardo st
ortofon
qed
sonic link
trichord
van den hul
ola
headphones
beyer
grado
sennheiser
stax
stands
frameworks
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
target
hardware
atc
audiomeco
audio physic
denser,
harbeth
mic hell
neat

accessories,
cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
NEW STAX RANGE
Hear the new revised
Lambda Nova range
of electrostatic headphones

phone, fax or write for the
price list / newsletter or
visit the website :
www.signals.uk.com

VISA

f1 1/13

royd
sugden
teac
totem
trichord

E =

hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswi ch ( 0 14 73 )

6 2 2 86 6

fax ( 01473 ) 631588 email : enq@signals.uk.com
signals
ma rtlesham heath
ipswich suffolk
ip5 3ua
w
w
w .
signals.uk.corn

SELECT AUDIO
(LonDon)

***************** 0181 986 8788

A WARM THANKS
TO ALL AT
PEACH AT
CAMDEN PALACE
EVERY FRIDAY
(KEEP IT UP)

*****************

JEFF ROWLAND ML2 AND BPI BATTERY
£3,750
£ 7,500
JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE AND
PHONO STAGE MK3, 3 BOX
£3,000
£ 10,000
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE INC
PHONO BOARD AND REMOTE
£ 1,300
£3,500
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS
£800
£3,000
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND X/O
£3,000
£10,000
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI
£300
£900
COUNTERPOINT SA220, 220 WPC
£ 1,200
£3,000
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE DAC
£2,700
£5,000
BAT VK5, VALVE PRE REMOTE
£2,400
£4,400
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
£850
NAIM IBL BLACK
£350
£850
NAIM 62, HI CAP, 250 NEW STYLE
£ 1,300
£2,700
ACCU PHASE D450 POWER AMP 200 WPC
£2,000
£3,750
AUDIOLAB 8000C AND 8000P
£550
£1,250
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al EX DEM
£300
£500
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 VALVE, PRE REMOTE
£400
£900
MORDAUNT SHORT MS817, CHERRY
£400
£900
ICIAM-7pM
122
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CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA

VL3 VALVE LINE LEVEL PREAMPLIFIER

Do you design your own loudspeakers or amplifiers. ..1r would like to
but are put off by the high cost of test equipment'? Then we have
just the thing for you.
Clio Lite is based on the Clio Electro- Acoustic
Measurement System by Audioniatica.
of the full laboratory version's functi
have been omitted. but what's left is
stunning suite of PCbased virtual test
Insionnents at aknock-down price.

•
•

price is £455

inc.

With orar

Can be customised for 2A3 or 300B
triodes

MLS. Sine find pink wise and
measures frequency response, inc. I. 1octave.
‘oltage dB level. impedance, 2nd and 3rd harmonic
distonion and Thiele/Small parameters. There's
a2- channel oscilloscope and an
inductance/capacitance meter! It includes amin
preamp and phantom powering in the price and can be
upgraded to full Clio later.
Cho Lite U>eS

And the best hit? Clio Lite costs just L396 inc. VAT and carriage in the UK.

Single ended DHT (directly heated triode)

•

Class A, OTL (output transformer-less)
operation

Clio Lite microphone the

VAT and UK carnage.

•

Remote power transformer

•

Proprietary ultra low noise power supply

For further information on Clio Lite plus ademo disc and details of other loudspeaker design software

CLIO

land speaker kits) contact:
ORS Audio, P.
O.
Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6RD

For those of you who love single ended
directly heated triode power
amplifiers, there is now a
preamplifier to match

1111011*s
a uvii mu
&HOME CINEMA

28 QUEENSWAY HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX

- FI '

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Keld Cottage, Askham,

TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.

E-MA1LA. ha-fi@payntor.demon.co.uk. WEB SITE: vmmtpovrater.domon.oci.

Penrith, Cumbria,

• PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
• REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
• B&W • HEYBROOK
• MICHELL • TEAC • dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
• UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
• VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
• MARK LEVINSON • SUDDEN
• DAVIS DLP PROJECTORS
• SONY SELECO PROJECTORS

• SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
• ALR/JORDAN LOUDSPEAKERS
• ICS ELGAR 24BIT/192KHZ DAC
• ICS DELIUS 24 BIT/192KHZ DAC
• BASIS • ARCITEC ACOUSTIC
• ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
• GRAAF • PIONEER
• ATC LOUDSPEAKERS & AMPLIFIERS
• BKS HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS

AC:CLPK6SE CP-7CN OD PLAYER 15C00)
ALEC ANALCGUE PUCCINI SE 1635150
RUNE MUNN MKS SPENCERS (20:0164
• 33/3D VALVE POMP MIP (
995) SH
vie sr VALVE MCACELOCAS 194SI Sit
HARM KAFOON GRATIN PFEAMP SH
TOVREKND EOLDA 3M SPEAKER CABLES 14C01
SERE 112C0 RAMER AMP 12995191 .
PcKEER DVLEI DLO PLAYER TICt115COIXD
.".'"`‘ ,Lfl
015

(BROOK FETLETTE SPEAKERS ( 2701 XD
£ 15.
.AD 77 PflEf944150 15951 XD
£ 35
TEX TRIOCE VALVE PREAMP 1995) XD£49 .
' EX TRIODE VALVE/MCEEEF FOVEA MP 11300) XEI E79'
13-13X713 BALOACED IVIEGRATIED AMP (
699150......£35u
.%1Attit £17030 lUbER
f495
CAMBRICGE MO PRIMATE° AMP SH...
C12.
' ;CAL FEELFY F22 PFEAAFP [ 12E01%1 .
E59F
'."1LP12/XENON/A1C30 SH.
E49'
‘cON CP9 PLUS TleL PFCCEISOR

CA10 2PG
for more information
or free catalogue
Phone/fax 01931 712822
Email
paulhynes@freezone.co.uk

395
£150
FP ,

Web site
www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk

NEW ATO SCPA 70 A51. ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS NOW ON DEMONSTRATION
NEW SONY VPL-VW1OHT PROJECTOR ON DEMONSTRATION
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTNIENT

VISA

ALI. MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

OPEN MONJSAT 10ANI TO 7PM

msm ii

x-hanegc

&hand and ex-demo clearance items - Feb '00
Was

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Now

Was

499
125
999
399
1200 650
750 499
299
175
5500 3750
795
595
599 449
900
695
900
699
N/A 250
3995 2200
3450 1999

250
169
629
399
600
250
N/A
195
N/A
129
1895
699
549
479
1170
499
1795
695
2072 1200
1250 450

Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN- K / SP Light Ash Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-J/SP Light Oak Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-E/L Rosewood Loudspeakers
Apogee Stage Ribbon Speakers / Anthercite
Heybrook HB1 MKIII Black / HB1S
Impulse Lali Cherry Loudspeakers
Impulse Maya Loudspeakers
Musical Fidelity MC5 Loudspeakers/stands
Snell JMK2 Loudspeakers Black / Huygens Stands
Spendor SP2 Mk3 Black Ash
Totem Tabu Maple Loudspeakers

1070
629
1230
750
1680
950
4700 1299
429
129
1750
999
695 425
899
299
900
399
499
950
2300 1799

750
599
999
750
4650 2750
799
599
1650
999
998
399

Cables & Accessories
DPA The Power / Power Slink
Muslcal Fidelity X- 10D Line Tube stage
Nordost Flatline 131-Wire 2x10m
Origèn _ ive Skyline Platform Turntable Table
Roksan Turntable Stand / Medium
Roksan Turntable Stand / Tall
Transparent Music Link Plus Balanced 1m
VDH The First 1m Interconnect

1000
695
1000 499
3000 1499
399
199
995
695
800
599
999 495
695
575
1200
299
2500 1499
895
650
595
429

Turntables Tonearms & Cartridges
Aphelion Audio 401 Plinths ( New & various finishes)
EAR MC3 Transformer
Decca London Gold ( Podded & re-built)
Decca London Gold ( Garrot re-build)
Heybrook TT2 Turntable Black
Lyra Parnassius 600 hrs
Roksan DS5.PSU
Roksan Radius 3 / Tabriz / Chorus Black
Roksan Xerxes Black Ash / Tabrizi / XPS3 / DSU
Roksan Xerxes X Black / Tabriz / Corus
The Transfiguration MC Phono Cartridge
Preamplifiers
Audio Note M1 Phono Preamplifier
Audio Note M2 Line Preamplifier
Audio Note M3 Phono Preamplifier
DPA Enlightenment New Style
Michell Orca Remote Preamplifier
Rega HAL Pre Amp MM/MC Remote

call John Roberts Tel / Fax . 01562 822236
181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • Worcs • DY11 5AD

e

ill

e-mail: sales@midlandaudiox-change.c
Mobile - 0421 605966

Now

Amplifiers
Arcam Delta 90 Integrated
Audio Innovatiors 800 Series Ill power amplifier
Audio Note Otto SE Valve Integrated
Audio Note P1 Poweramplifier
Aura AU80 Integrated
Pass Aleph 4 100W Class A Poweramplifier
Roksan Caspian Integrated ( New & boxed)
Roksan Caspian Poweramps ( New & boxed)
Sugden A21 with Phono Stage Ex- Demo
Sugden SP 30 Class A Poweramplifier
Quad 33/303 Amplifiers ( New caps fitted)
Unison Research Simply 845 Valve Integrated
Unison Research Smart 845 mono single ended valve

CD players & DAC'S
Audio Note ANCD2 Valve CD player ( New boxed)
Audio Note ANCD2 Valve CDplayer
Audio Synthesis DAX2 HDCD / Balanced
Aura CD 100 CD player
DPA Enlightenment Drive/Transport ( New style)
DPA SX 64 DAC 24 / 96
Micromega Stage 3
Primare 020 24/96 CD player
Radford/Woodside WS2 CD player
Restek Concretll CD player
Roksan Caspian CD player ( New & boxed)
Roksan DA2 Converter

Midland Audio X-change

loudspeakers to enhance your music, your home and your life!

hill! I
I
gip . 1e>
Our ART models1 and 2 have been carefully engineered to allow a
-

truly lifelike picture of any musical event to result. This ability to
create aholographic image combined with anaturally accurate
presentation is what high- end audio is all about. Add to this our
extremely elegant cabinets finished in piano lacquer and polished
'hardwood and the package becomes even more attractive. Equally
handsome with or without the grills, they are bound to enhance
any home in away few loudspeakers do. Both industry journalists
and visitors to the Hi -Fi Show 98/99 and International CES 99

it

awarded top marks for sound quality and appearance.
The most important person is now invited to audition them...you.
A.R.T.

ACOUSTIC REPRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY Ltd.

www.loudspeaker-art.com email:info@loudspeaker-art.com
Tel: 0044 ( 0)1292 319416 Fax: 0044 ( 0)1'292 319417
rt ,

WE ARE THE

(THE EMPORIUM)

QUAD

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB
Tel/Fax +44(0)1379 650744

SPECIALIST

emporium@dircon.co.uk
Approximate Original

cost L price L

Approximate Original

CDS Ai DACS
C
9RUS DISCRIASTER/DACMASTER nansuortidar
6/ODIA 6with remote volume
PIONEER OVI. 1C9 .... .

1150
760
920

800
2000
IOU

VALVE AMPS
81.1010 NOTE 111
EISHU 3008 integrated with
AUDIO NOTE 112
LJMLEY 875 monoblocks 75 warts big
ask & beards.'
1181.05 313 0ie box line pre
t'ORE FIDELITY 3008 stereo puffer amp .

700
1000
3000
1300
2200 . 750

ANION Ore, -lights
2300
RADFORD RENA SSANCE MAIS munoblodt .
31100
AUDIO NOTE P4 monoblocks ( IX watt)
41100
SONIC FRONTIERS SF11 160 monobitck. 1600 wran 5500
SONIC FRONTIERS 13140 stereo powtramp . . .
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8

1300
1000
2400
2000
1000
850

Ai IANTE LINEAMonus faber clones)

241 . . 1300

ATC 1(1130 es dem

1188

102

dsgital equalizer

4000

1500

CADENCE ES mk 1

3500

13513

IMPULSE H2

2210

1020

KLIPSCH LA \ CALM, black, deluxe. bored . . 2500

1520

UKCI CARUSO lid edit., lour way floorstanden 2502

1500

Imo CONCERT 8annirenary

1250

AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPOS with Essex

SONIIS FABER concertinos

620 . 4/5

with shippin, crates

1900 . 900

One

900 . 61:0

owner from new wrti
6
1
10

VINYL
LE ARAUDIO TURNTARLE with parallearm

LAVE RDIN IT
3800
2400
[INN KAIRN PRO
1100 . 750
NM 500 power amp stereaphile remmusenchq
components list 250 watts per chnnel . . . 7500
1200

leta cartridge

PLINIUS SA s0 new class apower amp boxed . 2800
QUAD 34/311/5 grey
QUAD 44/425 2
QUAD 77 Inl no remote . .
100
AEC SCA2 Fr with phono and remote . . . . 3000
PASS LABS A11 911 0monoblock, lop way,

SOUTHER TR1QUART/ 51.03 arm boxed . 1000+

2000
400
400
300
1750

Class ADelt. cDSPIOOS pre waft 7SPA
1100
1400
MUSICAL FIDI LITY X- pre and
two 0,150 monoblocks
100
450
PLINIUS 81511 integrated with ahosie . . . . 1900
1200
TOO 022 ( loss Apower amp
1900 . 900

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
i-ieinstr. 30 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel. +49-261 38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mal:quad ger@t-online de

MISCELLANEOUS
AHI 1200M11 111 TUNER

..... 950 . 600
1350
1200

SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
) Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
Replacement of Bass- and Treble panels
Delivery there and back within the EC

4000

TOWNSHE ND GLASTONBURY 11

lull service ' irtory high speed 0 rook

SOLID STATE AMPS
(HORS SPMETIN stereo power amp, boxed . 2200
IONIEN 02010300 pre/power " " .
1850

2000

TANNOY WESTMINSTER TWW latest version

REVOX 1377

MI 12000MP ream

cost L price

LOUDSPEAKERS

300

TRIANUT early pt too with hefius arm

350

ROMAN XERXES

400
1000

350
2020

WELL TEMPERED ARP

500

[INN AXIS wall Basik plus

230

-INN LP 1
2Valhalla with Basik plus

350

[(SOCLE DELPHI with silrerwired hehos onon

TOO

ROCKPORT TECHNOLOGY CAPELA II with Rockport arm,
',Gem

WITHDRAWN

1650 . . 1000

:INN LP 12 ealhalla, loin arm board

;PI TNT mk I1Iboxed

..

12500

9500

CLASSICAL [ PU 100LPS FOR ( 100 POST FREE

If an ad misleads, we're here to stamp it out. vi
2Torrington Place London WC*: 7HW 0171 580 5555 http:ewww.asa.org.uk

ASA

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE
CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

MARCH 2000
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QUALITY

STYLE

CHOICE

Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Our range of loudspeakers is constantly changing and
increasing to give our customers the choice they deserve
However should you still yearn for something more exotic
or unique, then we are happy to offer our design service to
assist in your quest.
All our loudspeakers are on demonstration and you are
welcome to visit at any time, no appointments
necessary.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full range
of Loudspeakers and accessories.
Why not check out our website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

'WILMSLOW AL DIO LIMITED
5O Man Street, Bróughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 44 01455 286603

-mail: •

o

Satacje

Fax: 44 01455 286605

ow-audio.co.ulç

01376 521132
0802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

ARCAM ALPHA 9P POWER AM PI II I
LRS X2
EACH £299
ARCAM ALPHA 10 INTEGRATED AMP BRAND NEW
£649
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER BRAND NEW SEALED BOX
£229
ARCAM MCD MULTIPLAY CD BRAND NEW SEALED BOX
£379
CYRUS STRAIGHT LINE AMPLIFIER
£279
DENON DCD Sb OCD PLAYER GOLD
£695
DENON DVD 5000 REGION 2GOLD
f999
DENON AVC-A IDOLBY DIGITAL SURROUND AMP GOLD
£ 1199
EPOS ESI2 + CUSTOM DESIGN STANDS CHERRY WOOD
£399
EPOS ESI4 + LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH + STANDS
£349
LINN SARA AFRO
£299
LINN AV 5140 CHERRY WITH FULL LENGTH GRILLES
£ 1499
LINN AV 5120 CHERRY WITH GRILLE
£429
LINN WAKONDA PHONO PRE-AMP
£549
LINN LK 100 POWER AMP
£375
LINN LK IPRE-AMP
£229
MICROMEGA STAGE 6CD PLAYER
f595
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 18 CD PLAYER
£449
MICROMEGA CLASSIC LINE SOLO CD PLAYER
£ 1499
MISSION 751 FREEDOM LJSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
£275
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-ACT
£89
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- IOD
£89
NAIM CD2 CD PLAYER
£ 1295
NAIM CD ICD PLAYER
£ 1095
NAIM NAP 140 POWER AMP NEW STYLE
£449
NAIM SBL BLACK ASH
£895
NAKAMICHI 582 CASSETTE DECK
£249
NAICAMICHI BX 300E CASSETTE DECK
£395
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK WITH LINN K9
£ 199
REGA RADIO
£ 129
REVOX B26I TUNER
£499
RE VOX B77 MKII 2SPEED
£499
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH TABRIZ ZI CHORUS BLACK XPS III
£595
ROKSAN DS 1.5 POWER SUPPLY
£449
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH SME IV DENON CARTRIDGE
£895
RUARK SABRE LOUDSPEAKERS
£249
TEAC VRDS 25 CD PLAYER
£699
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE LOUDSPEAKERS
£79

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS
MACHINE - PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.

k

IAN HARRISON HI-FI

TEL: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

9am-9pm

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP
CIE

•

III

•.

Z,

DENON
ROK,,,N
SHURE
ISML
AUDIO TECHNICA
MOTH
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
I timaf_i:Ii4
TRANSFIGURATION
SME
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
TECHNICS
GRADO
MICHELL
ROMAN
HIFI
VAN DEN HUL
FURNITURE
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
APOLLO
AUDIO NOTE
SOUND STYLE
DNM
PROJEKT
LOUD SPEAK ERS
SOUND
HARBETH
ATC
ORGANISATION
SONY
CABLES
ROYD
SONIC UNK
HEADPHONES
AUDLOOUEST
SENNHEISER
BEYER
AUDIO-TECHNICA
SONY
VAN DEN HUL
MG
GOLDRING
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA
OED

MST cAssErrEs
. ST CD'S
TEST RECORD
DEMO CD'S

FOR DETAILS

al,

k

PIONEER
TEAC

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
CREEK
TUNERS

SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
TASCAM

DAT
PIONEER

TEAC
TASCAM
SONY

SONY
DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA

FOSTEX
MINI DISC
SONY
DENON

MARANTZ

PHILIPS
AMPLIFIERS

CDR
PIONEER
REEL- REEL
STUDER
TASCAM

DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHILIPS & OTHERS

'ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW a BOXED
VATH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.

NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

BLANK TAPES/
DISCS

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL

TDK
SONY

AMPEX
JVC

MILTY
QED

EASF FUJI_.
, ,11:1K,.

*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL SCOTCH

SONY
ANTIFERENCE

GOLDRING

MAXVIEW , "

.,_ _

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS

TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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fer.TOWNSHEND
AUDIO

173/-1:1

ISOLDA

Speaker and interconnect cables.

SEISMIC SINK

Air isolation stands and platforms for all source components and loudspeakers
2 o'clock in the morning sound all day"
http://ds.dial.pipex.conntovmshand.audiol
7Bridge Rd, Hampton Court, Surrey, 018 9EU.
Tel: 0181 979 2155 Fax 07070 721 385
townshennaudio@dIal.pipex.com

The best mains Pollution Eraser available for € 180 onl
HF and LF Filtering and Spike Protection.
LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS WHO ARE KEEN TO JOIN THE HYPE

Lintone Audio

Music Platters

I fax + 3 I 70

42 79 077

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENF AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Annam Delta Black Box 500 DAC
.( used) ... 1250.00
Annam Delta 110 Pm- Amplifier ( new) 1299.95
Amami Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
les-deml 1449.95
Annam Alpha 5CD Player
( used) £200.00
Annam Delta 170 CD Transpon
(
ex-clem)...£249.95
Arcarn Delta 270 CD Player
( en-dem)...1299.95
Arum Delta 290 Power Amplifier
Ire-furb)....£229.95
Audiolab LX Amplifier
( new) 1349.95
B&W PM4 Loudspeakers ( ex-dem)....E399.95
Castle Severn Loudspeakers ( new) £399.95
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
les-dem) ... 1499.95
Cyrus AN Master Dolby Pre- Amplifier
les-dem).-£550.00
Cyrus PSX/R Power Supply
used) 1250.00
Densen Beat 100 Amplifier inc MM Module ( used) 1450.00
Dahlquist DQI0 Loudspeakers ( used) 1600.00
Jamo Concert Centre Speaker
) es-dem)...£299.95
Jamo Concert It Loudspeakers ( ex-dem) — 1895.130
Linn Intek Amplifier
( used) 1250.00
Linn Powenek Power Amplifier ( used) ... 1240.00
Linn Kan Speakers/Stands ( used). £ 180.09
Linn Kan/3 Speakers
( used). 1195.00
Linn LK85 Power Amplifier
( used). 1395.00
Maranta MA500 Power Amplifiers ( used) ... 1350.00
Marantz CD67/2 OSE CD Player
( used) ... 1190.00
Mus Fid The Pre- Amplifier
( used). £ 140.00.
Meridian 506 CD Player ( 24 bit)
( ex-dem) -. 1950.00
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
( ex-dem)...1900.00
Maim NAC 72 Pre- Amplifier
( ex-dem)...£620.00
Nuira NAT 101 Tuner
( used). 1A95.00
Pioneer C73 Reference Pre- Amplifier ( used). 1300.00
Rega Ela Loudspeakers
( used). £ 160.00
Knack Epilogue Loudspeakers ( ex-dem)...1195.00
Tannoy 13100 Loudspeakers/Stands ( used) ... 1320.00
TAG 125 Mono Amplifiers ( pair)
( ex dem) . 11400.00
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convertor ( ex dem)....1799.00
Yamaha DSP-A2070 Dolby Amplifier ( used). 1350.00
Yamaha DSP-Al Amplifier
( new) .£ 1049.95
Yamaha DSP-A2 Amplifier
( new) . 1849.95

RECORD STORAGE

Nobody

Li t_."1- Ft

ID iLE P4

makes wooden storage units for
CDs, LPs, Books, Hi Fi, Music, etc

in range and quality like
IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel

I.

282 Skipton Rood • Harrogate

HG] 3HE

Telephone: 01423 500442

Lockwood Audio

ENVIRONMENT

THE
AUTHORISED TANSITN SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

sToCKINTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN. TAG MCLAREN. CYRUS KRELL. RUAREL
oPIRA. MARK, MARANTZ. MICHELLE. CASTLE. TEAC. KIF. ARCAM ETC. ETC.

Unit 8, 724 Field End Road,
Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 OQP.
Tel: 020 8864 8008
Fax: 020 8864 3064

Visit our si eh site at http://www.lintone.ro.uk
e-mail im.Lintoncaudicesirgin.net
7.11 Park Lane, Gatehead. Tyne & Wear MER 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

Vibration cons-si is essential for optimum pedormance of audio
electronics. TIvsisofloat Isolation Platform is designed to eliminate
vibration allowing your system to perform without compromise.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: CRYSTAL CLOUD.
HOLLY FIC1J5E. ALEXANDER LANE, BRENTWOOD EESEX. CA113 1AG
TEL 01277 260020
FAX. 01277 260736
WWW.CRYSTALCLOUD.DEMON.00 U/1

za:}

Synergistic Research Cables

Ultimate Sonics

YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE
(The one you have been waiting for)

DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI
Fax: 0208 6994232.
FORSELL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and
Price List (
U.S.RRP)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)

PS Audio Power Plant,
A must for every system
The ultimate solution to Power Problems.

One of the best sounding speaker cables I have heard" This
Interconnect is " wideband" ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots
of air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish
out -JS (Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

The world's best Transport and DAC
combination for only £ 10,000.00

The Z Systems RDPI ( Digital pre- amp)
(A product for every digital fan)

•

-0

°

b ol

ci

ci

Not only would you hear the orchestration
but the instruments will no longer be crowded.
These processors sound so good you won't
believe your ears.You can also tame
troublesome room acoustics, correct speaker
anomalies and many more.

The circuitry found only in the PS Audio Power Plant

Moon (Class A amps 8/ CD player)
Hear this sweet sounding equipment before you
spend any money. And you will wonder why the
prices are so low.

takes AC power from your wall sockets converts it to
DC and then reconstructs it into AC power. The result
is pure power from adistorted source, resulting in a
tighter bass. Mc:leased slam, wider soundstage improved
3-d imaging, lowered grain.
At last you will hear the full potential of your
system.

A UDIO M ATTERS

HICAM

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

LIS

NOW

ATC SCA/2 PRE AMP/REMOTE/BOXED

2750

1495

AUDIO RESEARCH D130 BALANCED
MINT/BOXED

1995

995

AUDIOQUEST JADE 1/2 METRE PAIR

25

15

CYRUS 1INT AMP/MINT/BOXED

N/A

95

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

NA

145

EXPOSURE XX SUPER INT AMP/BOXED

799

325

KRELL 150B POWER AMP BOXED
LINN INTERCONNECTS

499

275

5000

1995

47

25

1900

750

LINN LK20 4X2 METRES

N/A

8PER PAIR

LINN LP12 VALHALLA/CHERRY

NA

350

LP12NALHALLNAKITO/K9 BLACK

N/A

495

MERIDIAN 605 MONOBLOCKS

USED EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

WAS

KEF 55 BLACK ( IDEAL FOR HOME CINEMA)

THE MIDLAND BEST

SALE

chemist Forseth pre + power
£
2398
.chemIst Kraken Anniversary Mk 11
£599 . P.O.A.
,them CD pSayer (5star What HI-FI) (ex/d) .116S9 ..£ 1150
MephIsto CD transport £240) £ 1650
ido Research CD2
£3499
f2195
,dio Research D240 Mk 11
£3500 .£ 1195
.I. don Block Shadows 845 valve monoblocks
f4000 . P.O .A.
dio Silvernight 300E3 niuuublus..ks 3250
£
. P.O.A.
Chan° Academy 1solid walnut (ex/dl
£ 1299
£903
Chan° Academy 2solid walnut (ex/dl
£ 1649 . 11100
Copland CSA 14 Int. amp
£ 1195
£650
Genesis Gen 400 spla
£4000 £2499
Genesis Gen 50) splu In Built Active Bass
£11000
. 16499
Krell Kay 360
£2495 . P.O.A.
Krell (SA 250 pse
£6700 £2500
Krell KSA 80 pwr amp
£3498
£ 1495
Krell KSL pre ornp balance
£
2298 £995
Krell MD 10 CD Turntable
£7990 £2995
Krell Studio DAC
£4450 £ 1695
Linn Keilidh spk
£750 £350
Monitor Audio 703 PMC
£800
£403
Nakamichi CR 1
ECass
£ 150
Proac Response 4spks
£12000 . 14995
Quad 34 + FM4 + 306 + rock
£500
Quad 66 pre + remote
£850
£450
Sonic Frontiers SFD II Dac
£5300 £3995
Tube Tech. Unisis Sig. Int
f2300 £ 1250
A NEW RANGE OF VIENNA ACOUSTICS SPKS. NO ON DEM
ALSO PER/EAUX EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ONLY FROM AUDIO MATTERS.

TEL/FAX
El]

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,
BOUGHT. SOLD
PART EXCHANGE

URGENTLY
REQUIRED
LINN, NAIM,
CASH WAITING

stephanie1@currantbun.com
The Midlands Best Used Equipment Specialist
Quality Used Equipment Bought, Sold, Part Ex
Urgently Required Linn, Naim, Meridian, Quad
MastercardNisa/Delta/Switch
Open Mon-Sun 10.00-8.00

Tel/Fax:
0121 747 4246
The following items
are now available

Pl, On Oern • Alchemist, Anthem. Audiomeco. Audion Valve Amps.

MARK LEVINSON 28PRE +PSU
BALANCED BOXED

3500

1295

MISSION 752 FREEDOM/BOXED

580

350

NAIM 5PIN/5PIN INTERCONNECTS

N/A

30

NAIM 32 PRE AMP

N/A

145

NAIM 4TO 3PIN POWER CHORD

N/A

25

NAIM 42.5 PRE BOXED

N/A

145

LINN K9 MM CARTRIDGE

130

35

NAIM 92 MINT/BOXED
NAIM AS 4X2 METRES

Row Technologies.

450
N/A

295
2PER PAIR

Cadence

500

245

NAIM PHONO BOARDS

N/A

ao

NAKAMICHI BX150E TAPE DECK

N/A

225

NAKAMICHI CR3E TAPE DECK BOXED

595

350

QUAD 34 PRE AMP RECENT QUAD
SERVICE

N/A

175

QUAD 606 MK1 POWER AMP/MARKED

675

275

QUAD 66 FM TUNER BOXED

550

350

Chano DPA. Goertr Cables,

Spks.. trilogy Valve Amps. Von der Hul.

-

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED -

GT AUDIO

THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
ARANIEFJ) TOP yl Alltl REPAIRS AND 5115 KING UNDERTAKEN ON ALL VALVE AND
,..SISTOR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING. VINTAGE AMMETER RESTORATION,
LEAK TROUGHI INF TINEA SERVI(1N. AND ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIAIJTY

PRE•OWNF.D EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Asaulgarde ONO .,wince fonsh. ex-demo

LID

f.4500

C2000

AsanIgarde ONO% meullu: red. ex-demo

Lug f.5300

el000

AAanlgarde DUO', whirr finnS,. ex-deem

Lot E6700

f.5000

Lot (-5350

LITer

Nedlingham Analogue Mentor Reference

Mentor Ann

tinoh
/Morton SPU

iNI. ill In

()CAI) II's ir m,ellent , ondmoo

NAIM NAIT 2

Spks

Monarchy. Ortolan. Pink Triangle. Protect IT Sonic Frontiers. Triangle

Lot [500

£350

k no r.

uorul
Jolidia 512020

£050
Integr..damplitter

List £650

£450

Impubr H2 Horn loudspeaker.. , en g......1..onaltum

tal £2730

[800

(;ATL 1g3ro A Olio monohl.

lcr 0355

C2000

1, k

amplifier,

agencies includei• Audio Analogue. Ai antgarde Acoustic, Croft,
Diapason. (; STE. GRAA F. Leak Troughline Tuners. %lark/. Orrofon.
Platine Verdier Torntaldes. SNIE, STAR- LAM. TRON. ( RI) Opera.
Unison Research and Vamarnura Churchill.
Our,

VISA

TeL 01895 £33099 Fairi 01895 832594
e-mail gt.audioetescomet http://www.ghludin.com

tap

850

450

1995

995

ROGERS STUDIO 7ROSEWOOD NEW
(SEALED BOX)

958

375

ROGERS STUDIO 9ROSEWOOD NEW
(SEALED BOX)

1720

595

CIWOKING

PROAC TABLETTE 500 BOXED
LOUDSPEAKERS/BOXED

600

395

SPENDOR 2MK2 CHERRY

595

295

TARGET 3/4 SHELF STANDS

N/A

VARIOUS

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

QUAD 66 PRE/REMOTE BOXED
REL STENTOR MK2 ROSEWOOD

UNISON SIMPLY 4INT AMP BOXED/MINT

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

1500

925

VARIOUS OPEN FRAME SPEAKER STANDS

N/A

VARIOUS

YAMAHA ST700 DVD PLAYER AC3/DTS
MINT/BOXED

595

325

Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details
Phone/Fax: 01844 260182
Mobile: 0973 233380
E-mail: HICAM@CURRANTBUN.COM
http://members.tripod.co.uk/hicam1

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MARCH 2000

•FREE SHIPPING on, purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
U TUBES
Call, wile, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661

r

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.cow ,
tatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CAME

compfinv

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

OOP
Accuphase DP-70V 20 bit digital volume
5000
Alchemist Nexus CD
600
Alchemist Kraken Mk11 pre
550
Alchemist Kraken Mk11 power ( 2available)
550
Alphason Atlas turntable power supply
n/a
Arcam BB5 DAC
450
Audiolab 8000C Black ( late model)
580
Audioquest Video Two ( Digital Lead)
60
AVI S2000 MP
950
Chord Chameleon IT Balanced 1/2 metre
125
Chord SPM 2000 B6Channel Amp
5500
Copland CDA288
2000
Dynoaudio Contour 1.3 Beech
1300
Epos ES30 Dark Cherry ( brand new sealed box) 2600
Exposure xx Integrated
800
Gamma Gemini 12W SE Class AIntegrated
700
Henley Designs HMC50 NEW ( phono stage)
250
Krell KST 100
3000
Linn Kelidh (Walnut)
850
Linn Axis Akito K5
n/a
Linn 5120 ( Centre Speaker)
650
Linn LP12 Ittok Cirkus Goldring 1042
n/a
Linn PL12 Valhalla (Affromosia)
n/a
Marantz CDA 94 DAC (variable/balanced outputs) 900
Meridian 201 Preamp
650
Meridian 263 DAC
650
Meridian 563 DAC
900
Meridian 541 plus Phono
1180
Meridian 518 Digital Preamp
985
Michell ORCA pre
1650
Micromega Drive 3
1000
Micromega DAC 3 ( balanced)
1000
Mission 750LE ( Rosewood) Mission Stands
350
Musical Fidelity XA 50 Monos
500
Musical Fidelity A1000 ( Class AIntegrated) 1600
Naim 32.5
380
Naim Nait 1
n/a
Naim 42.5
280
Naim 180
1100
Naim 62 ( new style)
430
Naim 250 ( old style)
1750
Naim CD2
2000
Onix Soap power supply
n/a
Broad Tablete 11
550
Rel 050 Sub
395
Revox G36
n/a
Roksan Xerxes Tabriz ( Rosewood)
n/a
Roksan Artemiz
950
Roksan Tabriz
350
Rogers LS35A ( 6months old) Black
800
300
Sony MDS JE520 ( mini disc)
Stax Lambda Nova Signature 4SRDX Pro ( new) 800
Tag Mclaren PA10
850
Various Linn/Naim/Exposure Cable ( per pair)
n/a
XLO 2.1 Signature Balanced 1/2 metre
400

NOW
1995
395
350
350
195
95
295
35
495
40
3495
1295
595
1595
295
295
150
1295
495
295
395
695
250
295
295
250
395
495
695
995

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
127

450
450
195
350
895
195
150
150
750
195
795
1095
150
295
250
395
495
395
195
395
95
495
595
10
195

4
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

Dissatisfied with your system?

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
Microseiki RX1500 FVG PrO B,..inng , apuurr bronze paner
with SME Varm & various armboards, areal heavyweight
in turntable technology, superb sound & looks to match £3.795
Gryphon Phono Head Amp, gold, 2supplies
Excellent £695
Accuphase 90 & 91 CD Transport & DAC. stunning. sound £8,995
DCS Elgar DAC
£ 4,995
Day Sequerra FM tuner The Sequerra
Best £4.500
£2.500
Audio Research SP 15 Rev APreamp, black
Burmester 846 Line Preamp. gold & balanced
£ 795
JM Labs Grande Utopia Speakers in Cherrywood & Porsche
black, rare chance for these superb Sonic beasts Reduced £ 19.995
Audio Note ANO Sec Speakers in Ebony with stands, silver
Alnico magnets. top of the range
Excellent £6,995
Meridian 602 Transport 606 MU 2DAC, aget
£995
Passion 8M Preamp. multiple input version, r/c
£995

LIST

ski .£9,500
.5/FI . 01,500
SM .£2,000
SM .£8.500
.SM £ 10,000
SM 16,350
.S/11 £ 1,800
SM £42.000
.5A-1 £ 13.600
.5/11 13,100
.S/11 £ 1.695

Tascam CD 701 CO Player, balanced, pro stucko Teac
£795 . S/11 .£2,300
Cello Palette MIV multiple input version & master supply
the ultimate line Pre Amp
£9.995 SM £29,500
Lyra Parnasuss Cartridge
£695 SM £ 1,695
Meridian 508 20 bit CD Player
£ 1.195 5,51 f1,995
Audio Research D250 Stereo Valve Amp, recent revolve,
avery rare sought atter classic
£2.795 SM £6,950
Krell OSA 80 Power Amp
£ 1,495 SM £3,498
Krell OSA 80B Power Amp. balanced
£ 1,795 SM £3,897
B&W Silver Signature Speakers & Stands.
stunning looks & sound to match. Bobinga wood
£2.995 5/14 £5.500
£ 1,295 SM £2,500
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD Transport Tnchord AT&T
Warka WT 3200 CD Transport
£999 SM £ 1,995
Renne B226 Signature CD Player, variable output
£495 S/11 £ 1,150
Maranta CD 94 Mk2 CD Player Crown 2Chipset
£595 SM £900
Maranta CDA 94 DAC, variable output and balanced
£395 SM £900
Allis DAP 2Box Reference DAC
Superb .. £995 SM £3,500
Audio Sythens SAX Decade FVC
Brilliant £ 1.795 SM £2.795
Airtangent 28 full Auto Air Linear Tracking Ann
£ 1.895 SM 04,000.
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
£395 SM £600
Mark Levinson No25 Phono Stage PLS226 Supply.. Superb . £ 1.895 SM £3,450
Mark Levinson 8026 fully balanced Pre Amp
Superb . £2,795 SM £5.450
Mark Levinson 80260 fully balanced Pre Amp
Bnllant. £3.500 SM £7,250
Mark Levinson 8023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp
£2,995 SM £5,500
Mark Levinson 8020 5Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportunity legends bargain
£4,995 SM £ 12,500
Krell KRC HR Pre Amp FliC Bal etc
£3.995 SM £6,949
Quad 77 Integrated Amp. 2months old
£395 SM £700
Cello Master Stradivar Speakers, Piano Black
AMust £ 12.995 SM £35,000
STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Audionote Ongaku, the one and only, yes another one
can you believe it 2years old. Willow
£ 19.995 OfN £59,500
MANY SUMMER REDUCTIONS
Posselt Albatross Speakers Black
£ 1.395 S/H £3.000
Cello Serail,' Active Speakers finished in Piano Black
superb speakers I
28DB
£4,995 SM £ 12,500
Pere Lurne J1 Mk2 Turntable with SL5 Arm
£ 1,495 604 £ 3.900
Audio Research SP II Mk2 Silver Preamp
£ 1,995
Audio Research 0140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced
£3,995 SM
Audio Research BL1 Bal Converter
£495 SM
Burmester 828 Mk2 Mono Power Amps, superb,
these units are 200 wpc & very rare
£2,995 SM £9,200
Counter Point SA12 Power Amp. Hack
f595 SM £ 1.250
Wilson Wan 3Puppy 2with tails & paws,
Piano Black, very sought aner, be quick
Superb £6.000 SM £ 13200
Cary 5500 Valve Preamp. black
£495 S/I1 £ 1290
Micromeca 2.1 CO Transport
Reduced .. £995 SM £2,500
Micromeca 3ICD Transport
Reduced .. £795 SM £ 15.000
Krell ( SA 250 Power Amp
Reduced . £2.700 SM £6,600
Krell (SL Line Preamp Mk2 Bal
Reduced .. £995 SM £2298
Rovox HI Cassette Deck 3Head
Reduced . £595 SM £ 1,150
Cary 2A3 Valve Power Amp
Reduced £695 SM £ 1,495
Audio Research V70 Valve Amp
Reduced £ 1.495 SM £4,400
Aloe 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced . £995 SM £3,850
Burmester 850 Mono Power Amps
Reduced £ 1.495 SM £5,350
SiNerado Speakers Piano Black & Stands
Reduced . £995 SM £2,350
Rene B261 Tuner. Superb
Reduced £550 SM £ 1,145
Renon H6 ROS Tuner. Piano Black
Reduced .. £495 S/11 £ 1,000
Threshold PET 10 Phono Stage
Reduced .. £595 SM £ 1,800
YBA 2Power Amp. latest
Reduced . £795 SM £2,150
Equation 2Speakers, Piano Black
Reduced .. f995 SM £3,500
Trio Lott Tuner Classic Soguee Beater
Reduced £795 SM Loads
Theta DS Pro Banc. 2DAC
Reduced . £795 S/H f2.299
Cello 8IDAC 20 bit & supply stunning
Reduced . £ 1,995 SM £6,000
Krell ( PS 30r CD Player
Reduced . £2,295 SM £5,490
Krell KRC.2 Preamp Bal RiC
Reduced . £ 1,795 5/11 £4,190
Monitor Audio Studio 50 Speakers, Cheirywood.
Reduced . £ 1.995 SM £ 5.000
Electro Comparnet beed Annrversary Sgnature Power Amp .... £ 1295 SM £3000
Oracle Delphi Mk2 Turntable Mission Arm,
lust serviced and includes mod, squad supply
£695 SM £2000.
Vecteur Bloc Source Class APreamp. 2Box Preamp
also includes MC Stage, bargain
Excellent.. £ 1495 SM £ 5000
Vecteur Ampli 535 Class APower Amps, choice of 2
also available
Also Excellent.. £ 1195 S/H £4000
Musical Fidelity the Preamp 2A
£ 150 SM £300
Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choice of 2pairs available & tully serviced
£4995 SM £ 12000
Proac 35 Speakers. Lt Oak
£2295 SM £4700
Arcam 1703 CD Transport
f325 SM £750
Arrant Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150 SM £450
Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and PSXR supply, 3months old
£895 SM £ 1229
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced with POOR
3complete units available. 3months old
£600 SM £830
Mission 754 Freedom speakers, Pnmavera, 3months
£995 SM £ 1498
May do acompete deal on Mission Cyrus system above. Retail price is £6835
complete and is 3months old
Muse 18 Subwoofer Rosewood
Bnlhard £ 1995 SRI £4000
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bridgeable
Brillraef f4995 SM £ 10,200
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipsel, black
£895 SM £ 1600
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Switchable
£995 E/D £2225
Krell (BL/OPE Line Pre Amp . Phono Stage
£ 1995 SM £5326
Meridian 200203 Trans/SAC Tncord
Reduced . f695 SM £ 1660
Meridian 208 CO Pm Amp Phono MRS Remote.
Reduced £695 SM £ 1665
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced.. £ 1995 SM £5500
Goldmund Minims 3Power Amp
Stunning.. f1995 SM £5150
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
f495 SM £995
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp . Supply
£450 SM £885
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395 SM £4400
Cambridge CDI CD Player
£395 SM £ 1500
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre Amp/SAC Black Box 50
£250 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 SM £450
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295 SM £600
Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers Black
f350 SM £ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

10.00am - 7.00pm MON -SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE, ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

I
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HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED
EQUIPMENT
WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

The Russ Andrews catalogue is packed full of
cost-effective cables and accessories which are
guaranteed to improve the musical performance
of your system - or your money back!

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
CELLO DA CONVERTER £2995
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 REFERENCE DAC £ 1
2500
SPEAKERS
CANNOT 15" Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets
ATC Towers 7's

Call now for your free copy
quoting ref: ABHNO300
Freephone 0800 373467
Russ Andrews Accessones Ltd., FREEPOST NVVW881A. Kendal, LAO 9ZA
Tel: 44 1011539 825500

www.russandrewscom

E-mail: abhn0300erussandrews.rom
Peace of mind with the Russ Andrews Guarantee
Free delivery • Full Refund Upgrade Scheme • 30 Day Home Trial

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can ni ii. r
epair,
modify or re-align any high-end equipment. 1\e can
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
components and can also offer a Va Is
matching

sets ice. Expect only

the best

Tel: 0181-971 3509 Fax: 0181-879 7962

ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

£795

AUDIONOTE ANE/SE ( Rosewood) FVeneer
DITTON 15's Speakers

f3995
£195

MAGNAPLAMAR 1.5's

£995

MIRAGE M-1si Piano black

£2995

MISSION 782 Loud Speakers
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer Rosewood
SHAHINIAN Arc speakers
SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

£250
£295
£995
£495

THIEL 7.2 Birds Eye Maple Es•Demonstralion
NAIM Credo speakers. Boxed
PRE AMPS

£
10995
£695

AUDIO SYNTHESIS Passion Silver Pre-amp

£395

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre-amp
£795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Black Pre-amplifier
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 Pre-amplifier with remote
£1395
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC4.5 balanced Pre-amp with remote
£795
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
£495
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
MERIDIAN 501 Pre-amplifier with phonostage
PASSLABS Aleph PPre-amp

Absolute Sounds

£890
£495

£2799

SONIC FRONTIERS SFL2 Pre-amp & PSU
ZSYSTEMS RDP1 Reference Pre-amp Latest Specification
AMPLIFIERS

£
1995
£
399

AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
AUDIONOTE Ongaku (NEW)

£3395
£34995

CHAMELEON Ruby amplifier
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Amplifier

£795
£495

EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power Amplifier NEW
LUXMAN M2000 Power Amplifier

£720
£495

NAIM nap 140 amplifier

£495

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
ALTIS CDT Ill Cd Transport Ex-demonstration (was £5000) .. £2999
NAIM CD1 Cd player
£895
MERIDIAN 200 transport
£495
DAC'S
MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC Ex-demonstration

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

seas

PARTS AND ADVICE.
PYSION DU >4.%,-P.TL•lra

AÉÉe—:..A

S Helen Inductors

C

Pe.•-•-i
es
i;\ Skaaning
, Loudspeakers

ECLIPSE -

II(NAUDIO'
TECMOLOGY UNUMRED

BlEumm
ACOUSTIC PANELS

MERIDIAN 203 DAC
MERIDIAN 263 DAC
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD1 DAC

£2995

£195
£375
£1195

THETA Pro-Prime 2A, Balanced outputs
VAC DAC 22.1 ( HDCD)

£995
£895

MISCELLANEOUS
NAKAMICHI OX 505 3head auto reverse cassette deck
AUDIO RESEARCH 2.5 meter Litzlink interconnect
KRELL KPE Phono stage

£650
£ 195
£495

MOBILE FIDELITY Pines of Rome UHOR Sealed Box

£200

MICHELL ISO Phonostage

£249

REVOX 7099 Mk2 tape deck trolley mounted
SONIC FRONTIERS SFP1 Phonostage
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Bug

£
1495
£795
£495

VANDEN HALL CS122 Hybrid speaker cable 2.5 metre sets
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
MIR Hi-cap Boxed
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARIAS
ALPHASON Sonata with PSU fitted with HS 100S arm

vifa'
isdeb

PRICE
£2995

£50/set
£595
£450
£695

AUDIO TECHNICA 0C9 MC Cartridge NEW/BOXED
£
275
CEC Turntable & PSU
£
495
HELIOS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ROKSAN XERXES The mechnanic pick-up arm Linn Tholu carthdge £795
ROKSAN VERRES Turntable
VPI

ficttlincl cable
scan-speaK

HON LEAP
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283

£595
£3495

ROKSAN VERVES with Tabriz (mean rboxedl
WE NOW OFFER In FINANCE'

2650

rsubiect to status/

PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
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In the April issue you'll find our exclusive
review of the first products by Samuel Johnson
Audio, and amajor in-depth test on the
stunning Wilson Audio System 6loudspeaker
system. There'll be reviews on Pioneer's CD
recorder, TAG McLaren Audio's groundbreaking digital radio tuner, and anew
'affordable' amplifier from Krell. Analogue
hasn't been forgotten with around- up of some
of the best- sounding phono stages we could
find in aspecial group test. We'll also be
examining the latest surround sound
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developments from the research organisation
CRL: can headphone surround- sound really
work? And in an April- issue special feature,
Ken Kessler takes acritical look back at the
worst hi-fi products ever! Opening the Record
Review section is our interview with pianist
Louis Lortie, and as always our CD reviews will
cover every musical genre. And finally, don't
miss next month's free entry competition, with
exciting hi-fi prizes to be won...
Hi Fi News & Record Review, April issue, on
sale Friday, 3March

finale
Western
Swing, a
genre which
emerged in
the 1930s
but lasted
for less
than two
decades, is
celebrated in
Doughboys,
Playboys and
Cowboys

Doughboys,
Playboys and
Cowboys
The Golden Years
of Western Swing.
Proper Records
PROPERBOX6
(Below)
Bob Wills & His
Texas Playboys

W

estern Swing seems to
inhabit aparallel universe.
Mention sends aselect few
into raptures of delight, but more
usually
encounters
puzzled
confessions of utter ignorance.
Histories of American popular music
describe the evolution of blues, jazz,
rock'n'roll and country & western as
discrete entities; Westen Swing falls
between the cracks. Confronted with a
photograph of the Swift Jewel
Cowboys in their ten-gallon hats, on
horseback, primed to perform atwohour rodeo before abig-band concert
sometime in the mid- 1930s, people
tend to suspect they are the victim of
some pop- art prank, a surrealist
fantasy designed by the likes of Devo
or the KLF. However, it was a
genuine musical genre.
Western Swing emerged in Texas in
the early 1930s and survived into the
late ' 40s. Here are 99 slices of
evidence, a4CD (271m 27s) box set,
Doughboys, Playboys and Cowboys.
Perhaps it is Rock that has erased
Western Swing from history;
babyboomers like to think their
beloved Elvises or Buddy
Hollies were the first white men
to sing the blues, so they're
reluctant to acknowledge the
likes of the Lightcrust
Doughboys, Bob Wills and
his Texas Playboys or Zeke
Clements and his Western
Swing Gang: band names
which serve to reinforce
Johnny Black's critique
['Finale' Dec ' 99] of a
period when names like
'Gary Barlow' and 'Janet
Jackson' are deemed
poptastic.
Western Swing is
string music, played on violins,
guitars and banjos. It was born of the
folk musics brought by Irish, Scottish
and North European immigrants to
the New World. However, ' swing' is
no misnomer: the tempo is strict and
driving, with solos ` hot' enough to
please the most strenuous jivers. As
the 1930s progressed, drums and
horns were introduced. The ancestral
record was 'Lovesick Blues', made in
1928 by Emmett Miller and his

Georgia Crackers ( agrouping that
included the Dorsey brothers).
Miller was ablackface entertainer
from an era of American cultural
history most accounts understandably
wish to forget, but his record inspired
Bob Wills, whose Texas Playboys
became the leading unit of Western
Swing. What started as acruel travesty
evolved into sympathetic emulation,
laying the groundwork for the
explosive rniscegenations of the 1950s.
Bill Haley, it should be remembered,
was aWestern Swing band-leader who
heard Elvis and decided to comb a
kiss curl and get to rockin'.
This set — compiled by the
impeccable Joop Visser, and lavishly
annotated (photos, stories, full session
details) — begins with ' Sunbonnet
Sue', waxed in 1932 by the Fort
Worth Doughboys (bandnames often
derived from sponsors; Derwood
Brown later joined the Lightcrust
Doughboys, named after the leading
brand of the Burrus Mill & Elevator
Co). The catchy, plaintive lyrics of
'Sunbonnet Sue' would sit easily
amidst the music-hall repertoire of a
George Formby, but there's apulse to
it that could only come from
American swing: urban, motorised,
pressured. The Doughboys — singer

Cowboy's Sweetheart', but to anyone
brought up on blues and rock,
Montana's downhome gaucheness is
utterly beguiling.
It is tempting to stress Western
Swing's picaresque side: ' Smoke
Smoke Smoke (That Cigarette') by
Tex Williams, the singer who
eventually died of lung cancer; the
extraordinary tale of film-cowboy and
band-leader Spade Cooley, who beat
Bob Wills in abattle of the bands in
Hollywood and became aTV star, but
lost out to Lawrence Welk in the late
'50s, was thrown into jail in 1957 for
murdering his wife in a drunken
jealous fury, then died of a heartattack backstage after a standingovation benefit for the Alameda
Sheriffs' Association just months
before he was due out on parole.
However, the music is enough to keep
one's attention.
Today, both jazz and pop suffer
from routine emulations of the
originators, almost as if to play these
genres entails copying Miles Davis or
the Beatles. With Western Swing,
your ear is continually being turned
around by unusual licks and
sonorities. The contrast between the
electrified steel-guitar, as weirdly
futuristic as aTheremin, and on-theporch hillbilly banjos and violins keeps
everything in apermanent state of
time- zone instability. Then you
suddenly notice a Cajun accordian
('Lonesome Road Blues' by W Lee
O'Daniel and his Hillbilly Boys), an
eruption of primitivo kazoo ( the
Washboard Wonders), an echoing,
honky-tonk piano beneath abrimming
blues trumpet (Smokey Wood and the
Wood Chips, the notorious jazz cigarette fiends) or a slap -bass
premonition of rockabilly ( the
Lightcrust Doughboys' Pussy Pussy
Pussy').
In Western Swing, the motifs that
later came to demarcate jazz, pop and
country were unfixed and mobile,

Milton Brown, his guitarist brother
Derwood Brown and violinist Bob
Wills — were to become the defining
figures of Western Swing.
In a 25- page essay, Adam
Komorowski traces the evolution of
Western Swing from its roots in
Texas, via a digression into
Oklahoma, to its westward migration
— along with many Texans pulled
into the aeroplane factories during
World War II — to Los Angeles and
Hollywood in the 1940s.
Western Swingers were fond of
'stomps', dance numbers which
whirled violins, banjos and guitars into
intoxicating breaks and solos.
'Brownie's Stomp' by Milt Brown and
his Musical Brownies, recorded in San
deployed spontaneously for their
Antonio, Texas in 1934, is aperfect
ability to move and charm. Though
example. Different players would step
there were some hits (Patsy Montana,
up to the vocal mic for their solos,
Tex Williams), these were working
providing aspontaneous ' mix' that is
bands, pumping out music in concertsuperior in clarity and immediacy to
halls and broadcasting on the new
many later mixing-board efforts. Ocie
radio networks: the musicians'
Stockard's banjo leaps out today with
devotion to dancing feet transformed
arollicking, tilted, drunken joy. On
folksy instrumental smarts into urbane
'Who Walks In When IWalk Out' by
sophistication. Invocations of speeding
the Texas Playboys from 1935, steel- locomotives and sexual pleasure
guitarist Leon McAuliffe's modulates
intimate the excitements of the
imaginatively, conjuring exotic
modern world, the swing pulse spiced
harmonies any soloist with the
with the peculiar zaniness of the
contemporary Duke Ellington
hillbilly attitude (try `Liza Pull Down
Orchestra would have been proud of.
The Shades' by the Texas Playboys).
If anything, Western Swing vocals are
The players' pleasure in their breaks
superior to the bland crooners that
and arrangements sound as fresh and
marr Duke's recordings of this period.
vital as the day they were recorded.
The jazz purist might be startled by
'Huh-ha!', as Bob Wills would cry
the fetching yodels delivered by Patsy
after aparticularly fine solo.
Montana on ' I Want To Be A
Ben Watson
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The new Revel Ultimo Studio breaks
new ground in both transducer
technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using
laser interferometry, to the durable
high gloss paint finish, to real wood
veneer or aluminium side panels, to
the proprietary transducers designed
in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the
Revel Studio.
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to
audition them for yourself, to see and
hear the most technically advanced
and musically accurate loudspeaker
system available.

REVEL
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3RD
Tel: 01494 441136 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk
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